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PREFACE
TO THE SIXTH EDITION.

In writing this work, which was first published in

1880, and has since (in the succeeding editions) met
with a continuous sale, my aim was to give a general

view of the means employed in the production and

application of the Electric Light, and no attempt was
made to deal exhaustively with the subject. Although
the work has necessarily been in great part re-written

since it was first issued (and thereby considerably

enlarged), my aim in each new edition has been to

preserve, as far as possible, its essentially simple

character, rather than to offer an exhaustive treatise.

My endeavour has been to follow the rapid and

multiplied developments of the art of electric lighting,

and in the present edition opportunity has been taken

to add a new chapter on " Electricity in Mining."

The Regulations recently issued by the London County

Council in regard to the Electric Lighting of Theatres

have also been inserted in the present edition. On
the other hand, care has been taken to retain accounts

of the more important earlier developments of electric

machines, accumulators, and lamps, which appeared

in the previous editions, so that the interesting sue-
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cesftive steps which have led up to the systems now
in use may be studied by the reader in conjunction

with recent discoveries.

The art of electric lighting has advanced so rapidly,

that not only have results been obtained of which the

earlier electricians could scarcely have dreamed, but

even the expectations of the later experts have been
surpassed. These developments have taken effect in

the production of electricity, in systems of distribu-

tion, and in the electric lamp.

Accordingly, as might have been expected, an

almost infinite variety of electric machines and ap-

pliances of all kinds have of late appeared. It was,

therefore, obviously impossible to give descriptions

of every kind of electric lighting appliance within

the limits of the present work. But care has been
taken to select for treatment prominent examples
of machines, accumulators, transformers, carrying

systems, and lamps, embodying the chief points of

interest or of practical value ; and no apology need be
offered for the non-appearance of particular machines
and lamps in the book.

I desire to acknowledge once again my indebtedness

to several leading electricians, and to many prominent
manufacturing firms, for their kind assistance in the
preparation of the work and the successive revisions

for new editions.

••77.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

If the extremities of two wires forming the poles of a

powerful source of electricity are brought into contact

and again gradually separated, the electric current

continues to flow across the narrow separation, ac-

companied by an intense evolution of light and heat.

The distance to which the electric poles may be

separated without interrupting the continuity of the

circuit depends upon the electromotive force of the

source and the total resistance of the circuit; it is

seldom more than one-fourth of an inch. The air

between the two poles becomes heated, and this is

the primary cause of the conduction of the current

across the break.

The brilliant belt of light thus produced has been
termed the voltaic arc. If the two poles consist of

charcoal or graphite, the luminosity of the arc is

greatly increased. The light in this case is supposed

by some to be partly due actually to combustion of

the carbon, particles of which fly off from one point

to the other. On the other hand, it has been pointed

out that the incandescence is still more intense in a

B
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vacuum, or in any of the gases that do not support

combustion, than in the ordinary atmosphere, so that

the phenomenon is not to be considered as one of

simple combustion. A brilliant light can also be

obtained by passing powerful currents through metals

of low conducting power, such as platinum, or through

thin pieces or filaments of carbon. In all cases of

the production of the voltaic arc or electric incan-

descence, it will be found that a great resistance to

the current in a small space has to be overcome by

the source of electricity.

The date of the earliest production of the elec-

tric light is somewhat uncertain, but in 1810 Sir

Humphry Davy, with a battery of 2,000 zinc-copper

elements, exhibited at the Royal Institution the

electric light with an arc three inches long between

carbon points.

The following is the account given in the Philo^

sophical Magazine^ vol. xxxv., for Jan. to June, 1810,

p. 463 .—
** In the concluding lecture at the Royal Insti-

tution, the large voltaic apparatus, consisting of

2,000 double plates of four inches square, was put

into action for the first time. The effect of this

combination, the largest that has ever been con-

structed, was, as might be expected, of a very brilliant

kind.

" The spark, the light of which was so intense as to

resemble that of the sun, struck through some lines

of air, and produced a discharge through heated air

of nearly three inches in length and of a dazzling

splendour. Several bodies which had not bcm fused

before were fused by this flame; the new metals dis-

covered by Mr. Tennant, iridium, and the alloy of
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iridium and osmium, zircon, and alumine, were like-

wise fused ; charcoal was made to evaporate, and
plumbago appeared to fuse in vacuo ; charcoal was
ignited to intense whiteness by it in oxymuriatic acid

gas, and volatilised in it, but without effecting its

decomposition."

With regard to this. Professor Daniell, whose
elegant and careful writing is still worth quoting at

the present day, remarks :
*—" The disruptive dis-

charge of the voltaic battery through air is dependent
upon precisely the same principles as that of the

Leyden battery ; but the phenomena are modified by
the lower intensity, greater quantity, and perpetual

renewal of the force. When passing between two
charcoal points, its duration renders it the most
splendid source of light which is under the command
of art. When the poles of a powerful battery are

gradually separated after contact, the discharge takes

place through an interval which increases with the

heating of the air by the ignited charcoal. With
the original battery of the Royal Institution of 2,000

plates, the discharge passed through four inches of

air; and with the constant battery of 70 cells the

flame is much more voluminous, and extends to the

distance of one inch.
'* It would, however, appear that the air is not the

only form of matter which is concerned in the pheno-
mena, but that particles of the solid electrodes con-

tribute to the general effect by convection. It is

probable that the superior brilliancy of the pheno-
mena with charcoal may be owing to the larger

number of its solid particles which its small cohesion

• " Chemical Philosophy," p. 460.
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enables it to throw off in the process. The colour of

the light varies with the substances between which
the discharge passes. Gold leaf gives white tinged

with blue ; silver, a beautiful emerald green ; copper,

bluish white light with red sparks; lead, a purple;

zinc, white fringed with red.

" The arc takes place with great brilliancy under
the surface of distilled water; some electrolytic

effect will at the same time occur, but the greater

part of the charge will pass in a brilliant stream of

light."

For many years the light only remained a little

more than a scientific toy, being occasionally used
for lecture purposes, or for the illumination of the

microscope; but the discovery of the means of pro-

ducing electricity in large quantities from mechanical
motion through the intervention of magnetism, in-

stead of by chemical action, gave this branch of

electric science a new starting-point, and at the pre-

sent day electric lights on a large scale are entirely

produced by currents generated by the rapid move-
ment of insulated wires through a magnetic field.

In all arrangements for the production of the electric

light we require first a sour..e or generator of elec-

tricity ; secondly, conducting wires ; and thirdly, an
arrangement of carbons or metals, at which the light

is actually emitted, called the lamp. We shall com-
mence, therefore, by descriptions of the generators
employed; and as electricity from voltaic batteries

was first employed for the electric light, it will be
more in accordance with the history of the subject to

c by describing this means of producing
eJ'

J for the benefit of experimenters, notwith-
sunding that the production of the light by the cur-
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rents produced by what may be termed electro-

mechanical means is, at the present day, by far of

the greater importance.

The following brief note on the units of the electro-

motive force, the current, &c., may be useful to the

student, but it must not be regarded as fully elucida-

ting this branch of the subject.

Practical Electrical Units of Measurement.

Certain units of "Pressure" (cotrtctly termed Potential), of "Flow"
(otherwise Current) and of the Resistance to Flow offered by conductors
have been adopted. The deiivation of the^e and tlieir plijsical magnitude
may be ascertained by consulting any standard text-boolc of Electiicity.

Practical electrical mea>uring is carried on according to the teims of these

units.

The Volt.—The electrical potential difference between the po'es of a

voltaic battery or a dynamo machine in motion is readily ascertained by
means of an instrument termed a volttneter, which indicates the eleciiical

strain, " pressure," or tendency to set up a current, without permitting a

current to flow. The instrument shows it in volts. For example, the

electrical "pressure " shown by one cell of the Grove's battery described

on page 26, when little or no current is passing is very nearly 2 volts (i"95

volt>). An Edison dynamo machine (p. 157) would indicate no volts.

Electric pressure is very generally and coirectly termed Electro-motive

force, abbreviated E. M. F. or E.
The Ampere.—This unit refers to the current or flow of electricity. As

the magnitude of the current depends greatly upon the Resistance of the

conductor through which the cuirent flows, the two units areg<neiaily
considered together. Thus, the current that would flow in the circuit of

the Grove's cell of two volts if its total resistance were I unit (l ohm)
would be approximately 2 amperes, abbreviated C.
The Ohm.—Tliis refers to the resistance to flow presented by a con-

ductor. The legal ohm is the resistance presented by a column of pure

mercury, 106 centimeters in lengtli and i square ndbimeter in section at

32 degrees F. Res stances are ascertained by conipaiison (b dancing)

with standard ohms by means of an instrument well known as a Whe;it«

stone's Bridge and a delicate galvanometer. Resistanca is abbreviated R.
The Watt.—If the electromotive force (in voits) between the po'es of a

dynamo be multiplied by the current (in amperes) the result will be the

external or useful electrical activity in watts. 746 watts are called an
electrical horse-power. An incandescent lamp requires, say, 4 watts per

candle-power, or 60 watts in all to "run" it. Thus, about 12 lamps are

said to call for an electrical horse-power. The watt is usually abbreviated
P (power).

Several other units are used, but not generally, as the Dyne (force), the

Joule (work), Coulomb (quantity), Farad (capacity) Gauss (magnetic tield^

Compare also equational numbers, p. 356.
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PRIhfARY A\D SECONDARY PATTFRIFS.

As a source of electricity for permanent electric

lighting the voltaic battery is in our opinion practi-

cally useless. Some recent developments of batteries

for house-lighting, spoken of at p. 35, may, however,

be regarded by some as a satisfactory refutation of

this statement. It is frequently required, to produce

small voltaic arc lights for the illumination of the

optical lantern, the microscope, and other instruments

of that description. Although the voltaic battery is

somewhat costly in working, and is generally con-

sidered a troublesome source of electricity, it may in

some cases be made extremely useful for experimental

and lecture purposes, and even for temporary light-

ing of interiors. Very few laboratories and lecture-

rooms are as yet supplied with dynamo -electric

machines or other sources of powerful currents. It is

probable, therefore, that for some years to come the

voltaic battery will be used in many of the minor
applications of the electric light. In such instances

it may be considered a handy «and even inexpensive
source of electricity.

The theory of the voltaic battery and the laws
appertaining to the voltaic circuit are not treated of

in these pages. The many excellent text-books of

electricity adequately supply this want. A very
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slight acquaintance with electricity Avill enable the

novice to use a voltaic battery. Unless the young
experimenter adopts certain precautions, however, it

is not unlikely that he may find this source of current

both costly and troublesome. On the other hand, an
acquaintance with the working of the battery may
enable him to employ it without inconvenience. As
a source of small currents for experimental and
testing purposes, he will find a voltaic cell almost

indispensable.

Voltaic batteries of a type suited to the production

of the electric light are few in number. The batteries

that are generally employed in working telegraphs

or ringing house-bells, or even in electro-plating, are

all too weak for our purpose.

We require a battery of small size to supply for a

short period a very energetic current of electricity.

We also must have a generator that will not vary

much in power during about two hours. It should

be inexpensive at first, and in working its cost must
be low. During the time the light is required it must
not waste its materials, but give all the benefit de-

rived from the consumption of zinc as current.

All batteries consist of one or more cells, in which

are placed two substances, the one more oxidisable

than the other, and acted on by acids more or less

diluted. The most oxidisable substance is termed the

positive element, and the other the negative element.

Many theories have been promulgated to account for

the generation of the current and its direction of

motion. These do not, however, concern us in the

present work. It is not even proved that the current

has a direction of motion ; but for convenience, the

current is supposed to flow from the positive element
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through the liquid to the negative elemeirt, thence

from the terminal on the negative element through

the external circuit of wire, earth, or other conductor

back to the terminal of the positive element. The
current is suppuscd^ therefore^ to leave the battery at

the terminal attached to the fiegative dement^ and this

terminal, or the end of any wire attached to it, is

termed the positive pole.

In the same way the terminal or wire attaclud to ttu

positive eUment is termed the negative pole.

Construction of Batteries.

Positive Elements.—\xi nearly all batteries the oxidi-

sable metal, or positive plate or element, is zinc,

and the current is therefore produced by the slow con-

sumption or combustion of zinc.

PKACllCAL DlRKCTIO.NS.

The bc!>t zinc for this purpose is that known as rolled Belgian. Its cost

is about fouipence per lb. The platen or cylindcrx iihould be ahotit t^rth-i of
an inch in tnickness, and in electric lit^lit h.ittfries muMt be i A\
that is. coated with a closely a«ilicrcnt filtn of mcrcurv. 7.\: < w
from the roUint; mill, is greasy, and thisi film should be di.s ^ : in a
hot solution of caustic soda. To cut zinc plates to size is a more dithcult

matter than is generally suppos*^. The simplest way is to make a deep
scratch at the place of separation, repeat this on (he op^xisite side, :md run

mcrciir)' into the cut. This will

soik nearly throuf^h in a few
minutes, and the pl.i(e may be
di>'i<led by brndin^ nvf^r fhr edge
of a table. T" in-

to cylindos 1 to

heat them in i..., ., „,, , ...„, , uive
them over a woo<lcn cylinder.

A question now arises as to
r the zinc plate is to be

^r|J|^ rii^ <l with a bindins;-scrtu'^

T^^^P^ r™^ •— i-j ta.j
irinji lo zinc

Flf, t^madinff-scmrt and CUnpau i for screwing
I' III

.

Fig. I represents some specimen* of vi s, of w hich the smallest,

wiJi rounded head, b best suited for s : ... <>n plates and cylinders of

ii HF"]
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tine. For soldering, the same screw is made with and without plain steins.

Conducting straps of copper should be cut from sheet, and of uniform

width, with a length of 5 inches. They are usually attached to zinc c)lin-

ders for use in Bunsen's cell. It is by far best to drill a hole in the zinc

and strap, and to securely rivet the latter to the cylinder. The joint should

be quite fiim, the copper where it touches must be clean, and a coating of

Japan or other varnish will protect the connection fiom corrosion.

When a connection is to be soldered, a tinman's "iron " should be used,

although the blow-pijje is frequently employed for this purpose. The flux

generally consists of a weak solution of chloride of zinc. The solder itself

is a mixtuie of tin and lead, generally known as "soft solder." In con-

nections between copper wires, or copper and brass, it is advisable to use

resin as a flux. Joints made in copper cables with the aid of zinc chloride

have been known to become " rotten."

To amalgamate zinc, dip the plate for a minute in acidulated water, one
to ten; pour the meicury into a shallow vessel, and, while the zinc suiface

is wet, distribute the mercury upon it with a pad of cotton or tow until a

perfect surface is secured, and the mercury covers the plate. If theie are

parts wheie the mtrcury will not " take," dip the plate again into dic

diluie acid aid repeat the process; finally, set the pLite up on edge
drain off the superfluous mercuiy.

If the plate is not an.algamated, " local actio\i " will reduce the curr m
in strength and waste a gieat deal of the zinc. The mercury connects the

various impurities of the zinc tof^ether, iind prevents the local action from
commencing. After use, if the plates show black patches, they should be
re-amalgamated.

Negative Plates.—Receiving or negative plates in

electric-light batteries are usually of the dense variety

of carbon known as graphite, found in gas retorts

after gas-making. It may be scaled off. Its price at

the gas-works is trifling, as it is, otherwise than for

batteries, of little use. The best carbon, which aids

the development of the current, is very hard, of a

grey colour, and dense crystalline structure. It is,

therefore, very difiicult to cut, and unless proper

appliances be at hand, in the shape of a revolving

disc of iron, fed with silver-sand and water, it will be

found cheaper to buy the plates and blocks from the

instrument -dealers.

The Excitant is, as a rule, sulphuric acid diluted

with much water.

Containing Cells. — The containing cells have a

capacity from half a pint to a gallon. Quart size is
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very well suited for electric-light batteries. The
single-liquid cells have only one containing vessel,

while those that are double have two. Outer cells

may be of glass, but, as a rule, glazed earthenware is

stronger and more suitable. When a considerable

number of the cells is required, it will be found that

the makers can supply them at a much cheaper rate

than the instrument-dealers.

Porous Cells are of unglazed earthenware. They
are made usually in two shapes—round tubes, long

and narrow, and in oblong form, for use in Grove's

battery. They are placed within the zinc cylinder,

or U-shaped plate, and usually contain the negative

element.

Such cells, to be suitable for electric-light purposes,

must not be hard and dense, while the thickness of

the sides should in no case be over -f^ths of an inch.

The softest are of red-ware ; but better cells, and
sufficiently porous, are made from white clay. A test

of the porosity should be taken by placing water in

the cells, and allowing them to stand for some time.

If, after about 15 minutes, a dew does not appear on
the outside of the cell, it is probably too hard or thick,

and will offer too great a resistance to the current.

If, on the other hand, the water actually runs off the

side, the cell is too porous, and will shorten the period

of the action of the battery by too rapid transfusion

of the liquids into each other. This mixing action is

correctly called cndosmosc^ although the term is also

applied to the peculiar creeping of solutions of

metallic salts, such as the copper sulphate used in

Daniell's cell. Porous cells are easily procurable of

instrument-dealers.

CamfoiitHon 0/ a Cell,—A, voltaic cell must be com-
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posed of two dissimilar metals or materials immersed

either in one or two liquids. The one-liquid cells,

although convenient enough for short experiments,

so rapidly acquire a film of gas upon their negative

plates that the development of the current is speedily

impeded, hence such cells, unless the excitant be

agitated in some way, are unfitted for supplying

current for any length of time.

In the two-liquid cells the negative plate is sur-

rounded by a liquid rich in oxygen ; hence the

hydrogen, which is, in single-liquid cells, set free at

the negative plate, is, in such a double-fluid cell as

Grove's, absorbed by the oxygen of the nitric acid.

In the more effective two-fluid batteries the nega-

tive plate is by these means kept quite free from a

film of hydrogen. This fault in single-fluid cells is

generally known as polarization. It will be of in-

terest to observe that what here is a fault is really

the fundamental principle of the various electric

accumulators, secondary or storage batteries lately

introduced.

Two-liquid cells are, however, more troublesome,

and may be set aside in favour of single-liquid ones

for many short experiments.

Bichromate Cells„

Besides the series arrangement of coupling up the

cells, which is shown in Fig. z and diagramatically

by Fig. 3, the elements may join up in parallel as

shown by P^ig. 4 ; or again, we may have a combina-
tion of the series and parallel arrangement as shown
by Fig. 5, which represents 12 cells joined up, four in

series and three in parallel The electro-motive

force of a combination of cells as shown by Fig. 5 is
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Kig. «.—Simple Voluic CclU.

that due to the number of cells in series—t.g. is equal

to four cells. The joining up of the cells in parallel

does not alter the electro-

motive force, it merely

diminishes the resistance

in proportion to the num-
ber which are in parallel.

Thus the resistance of

the whole combination

is one-third of the resis-

tance which four cells

alone in series would
have, since we have three in the parallel number.
The most advantageous combination to be adopted
in particular cases

depends upon circum- J
IH IH ^ I

stances, but the object I I I I

aimed at is to make ^*«- ^•

the internal resistance of the combination equal to

the external resistance through which the current

has to flow—this makes the

latter the greatest possible.

Two wires, it will be seen,

convey the current from a
coupled-up battery of cells,

and scarcely any action

commences within the bat-

tery until the ends of these

conductors are brought to-

gether in metallic contact,

or until some circuit, such

as that of one composed of
wires and an electric lamp, is provided for the elec-

tricity to flow from and back to the battery.

Flf.4.
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For electric-arc light purposes it is generally best,

up to 50 cells, to join up in sf.ries (Fig. 3)— zinc,

carbon, zinc, carbon.

A plate of zinc be-

tween two plates of J
carbon then forms a /
single element of the —'~\~\

battery. A brass
clamp may bind the

whole together, the

zinc being prevented
from contact with the carbon by strips of wood as

thin as possible, while the two carbons are connected
as one by the brass clamp. Elements, or sets thus
made up, can be charged with dilute sulphuric acid

if a fairly strong current only is required ; but for

electric - light purposes, requiring a powerful and
steady current, the containing vessel should be three-

fourths filled with a mixture as follows

:

FipT. 5-

Crystals of bichromate of potash
Water

3 oz
1 pint.

2 07..

pairs

elec-

And (when cool) sulphuric acid ....
When this liquid is fresh, it causes the

immersed in it to give off a great deal of

tricity—that is, a strong current.

Practical Dirkctions.
Pairs of bichromate of potash cell plates should not be immersed in the

solution until the current is really required and all is ready. Of course, all

the pairs, joined up by spirals of wire, may lie rear the cells until the time
comes for placing them in the liquid ; but a much better device, and a most
convenient and cheap containing cell, is exhibited in Fig. 6. Bottles of this

shape, and to contain about a quart, are easily procurable. The neck
should be sufficiently large to admit the pairs of plates, while the liquid is

not readily splashed over the top. Attached to one of the cells is shown
a stout biass collar. A, soldered around the neck tightly. To this is

securely attached an upright stout brass wire, bent as shown at B. The
object )s, of course, to provide a convenient hook upon whicli to suspend the

pairs of plates when removed from the liquid. All the cells should have
this arrangement, and may be put out of action in a moment by pulling up
and hooking the plates by their wire or in a loop soldered on the clamp.
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Fif. 7 eidiibils t more expen ive and elaborate rorm of ihe bichromate

of p 'taih cell known as the •• Grcnet ** pittera. It is very handy for

esM^in^nts and requires little attention. The pair of caibon plates

eii' ' •
' '

' ^ ' nile cover of the bottle to the

bo 1. The carbon is not injured

liy .1 will kfep for a considerable

length of time, but the lime il wtll utori i«, of course, limited to perha|>«

I S minute*, if the bulk be small. The zinc plate is attached to a sliding

loJ. movable in a spUt biass tube fastened to the cover, and may thus be
lifted clear of the liquid, so as to thtow the cell out of action. This

prevents waste of the zinc and the siuliition.

The carbon plates are made f.ist by screwing or riveting to stout angular

pieces of copper, and these being connected together, and having soldered

to them the »tem of a binding post, one wire serves as before for both

Flf . «). n.itT-rv I Fig. 7.—>tn.

plates. The •plit tube is connected by a strip of copper or brass to the
other binding-screw. The ebonite cover—or a wooden cover xvill do
equally well— is futtii«hed with a brass collar to fit over the neck of the
bottle.

Fig. Sexhibits another sh^pe of bottle, of larger size, as usually employed
in the c>"'"" " n "f •^'-ll'* of great capacity. The fine should be as krge
•s poMi!> <>ulii be furnished with a piece of ebonite cut to

fit i>et«»c« >es, to prevent the zinc from twisting and closing

the drcait withm the ccU.

The art of working bichromate cells consists, tirst,

in never leaving or placing the zinc in the solution

when the current is not required, removing it the

instant the experiment is performed, and in not

leaving it in the liquid for over five minutes without
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either disturbing the liquid or moving the plate. The
great defect of such cells is the want of circulation in

the liquid, so that, when the latter is allowed to re-

main quite still, the current is soon weakened. If

heat can be applied, so as to cause some circulation,

the current will come off almost in full even flow

until the solution is exhausted. Exhausted solutions

iii;. 8. ^Bichromate Cells.

may be thrown away, or they may be allowed to

spontaneously evaporate, when the chrome alum

formed in the action may be recovered. This salt is

of value in dyeing

Practical Directions.

All the connecting wires should be insulated, and at least as thick as

No. 16 Birmingham wire gauge. All connections must be clean and
metallic ; electricity will not pass through dirt, coatings of oxide, or cotton

covering. Connecting point? m clamps should be occasionally examined, to
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pr'^'nt ,.^„^T(^r-t roniact. Bad ronnections will weaken Ihc cuircnt, and
• alioKclhcr. To jjivc some convenient elasticity, the

may be wound on rod to Inrm a spiml ; b«t It>o much
w ;i.i^\»a\ 1. ii;r'>ilucr<l into the circuit, as the (. v

h A .

'

r • V All conncchdns to lamp or

iJiuuU U' ii ' wire. All uninsulated wire .....;. .1

coarse, be k i cr, othcr«-isc the circuit may be closed

outside the the elccnic lamp or other instrument.

Fir. 9re| i 1
1'< bitioyin much favour, as it ndmiis

of a great i • > < I in and withilrawn from tl e liquid

at onr -
1 m .in.iii;,. iiK III ;»Uo petmit^ of the easy agitation of

the li-, uthoi has jeen a hatter)- of this kind ol 25 ejilatt cells give

a bean: r light for a considerable time by an ingenious airange^

incot of a weight, wheel« and lever rocked by a crank applied to the lifUog*

f
t

i „ :. L... ; :l :...

gear. In thb way the pbles were raised a little way, and then dropped
every second, thus agitating the liquid—the lesult bring a steady cuircnt.

A is • wooden frame. accommo<laiing as many oblong glazea cells as
„,,..» ... . 7-._.i.._ -nil attache! r

' - - ' Id tr above
' itt che<l t) IS in oiher
•

' ipable of vi; upon a, by
means of the hatullc Ai.d spindle uith cords, B and c.

Number of BichroffiaU Cells required.—This depends
upon the amount of light required. A light will be
given by 6 cells of quart size, but it will be a small
light, and will not permit of any actual separation of

the carbon points ; xi cells will yield much more ^^^^
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double the light, and 24 will admit of actual separa-

tion, giving the true voltaic arc and a very brilliant

light
; 50 cells will give rise to a voltaic arc of great

splendour, probably equal to 1,500 candles.

It may be said that, up to 50 cells of the quart size,

it is generally advantageous to connect up in series

for use with ordinary electric lamps.

The electromotive force of 50 cells is usually suffi-

cient, and any greater number of cells should be con-

nected in parallel circuit to an equal consecutive

number of cells of the 50 elements, so as to reduce

the internal resistance of the battery whilst maintain-

ing a sufficient electromotive force. Thus, if there

are 100 cells, each 50 should be joined up in series,

and then the negative wires from both should lead to

one screw of the lamp, and both positives to the other

screw. Thus the electromotive force of the battery is

not increased, but the resistance of the elements that

are doubled is halved. But as before stated, the most

advantageous mode ofgrouping a given number of ele-

ments must depend on the resistance of the external

part of the circuit ; for with a given number of ele-

ments they should be so grouped that their internal

resistance shall equal the external resistance. It will

be unwise to expect over half-an-hour's continuous

light from any bichromate of potash battery; and

there must be agitation of the liquid to get even this

amount of light. The solution may be refreshed

afterwards by the addition of 2 ozs. of sulphuric acid

to the pint.

Constant Batteries.

Bunsen's Cell.—The original battery invented by

Bunsen consisted of a cylinder of carbon for the nega-

C
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tive element ; and the zinc, in the form ot a cylinder

also, was placed within the porous cell. This form is

expensive to make, and also more expensive in use

than that now known as the Bunsen cell.

Fig. 10 is a view of a Bunsen cell of approved con-

struction. The outer vessel is of glass. The positive

Fif. to.—BuiwMa CdU

element consists of a cylinder of thick sheet zinc, to

fit loosely into the outer vessel. A is a projection left

upon the zinc in the process of cutting it to size ; it

serves to provide a fastening for the binding-screw

clear of the liquid. The screws are of brass. Within
the zinc cylinder is a vessel of porous earthenware, as
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before indicated, and in this porous vessel, completing
the cell, is placed a cylindrical or square block of gas
carbon, with a binding clamp, B, fastened to it.

The roll of zinc. A, should not be a complete cylinder.

The edges should not come quite together; a division,

however narrow, should be left while bending. Both
inside and outside of the cylinder should, and indeed

must, be amalgamated, as is done with flat plates,

and care is necessary to renew the- amalgamation as

soon as black patches are observed to form upon the

surface.

As to the actual making up of Bunsen generators,

as here exhibited, the outer cells should contain

nearly a quart of liquid at least. They are best made
of brown well-glazed earthenware, as before recom-

mended. The zinc cylinders should be cut to the size

in the flat sheet, leaving the stem for the screw upon
them for connection, and then bent over a wooden
former while hot. The porous pots should be higher

than the zinc, and the zinc should be higher than the

outer cell. A soft porous cell is the most suitable, of

white or red materials. Within the porous cell is

placed the carbon block, which should be highest of

all, and may be either round or square ; but square

blocks are almost always used, and are easily procur-

able at about fd. per inch in height, retail. A hard,

clear, grey carbon should be chosen, and black and
porous varieties rejected, because they add to the

resistance of the circuit and reduce the force other-

wise.

Practical Directions.

It is a common practice simply to cl.imp the carbon by a bindin^-clnmp
of brai-s (oi the connection. This is, however, when the cell is to be used
much, a bad and decidedly troublesome way of geitmg contact. It is by
far better to give the block a heading of lead. To do this, dry the head,
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cut a notch or two around it ^ inch from the end. Meli the lead and pour

it into M>n)« Muare mould, ^uth a« a civiiy m^de in hard putty or plaster

of Pari*. Before the lead set-, di| in the carinm end, and alU-w the whole

Co •oli'iify befuie removal. While still hoi the binding-screw may be

soldered on, and before it cools the whole should receive a coating of

melted pilch ; or, which is much better, dip the head in melted (solid)

paraffin, which, when C(X>1, will effectually defend the connection from

ootside attacks of the acid.

A better way still, although not so quickly ace ro-

ra heading of ct)pper upon the rods, to insun c-

To do this, p.irtly till a porous pot with ac; .^.. «.. v.,
, , ^ ;his

in an outer cell containing crystals of copper sul|)hate di^solvcil m warm
water. Heat the rods, and give them a co.iting of par.ifhn, driven in with

a hot iron, between where the liqui«l will reach up to and where the

heading will reach down to. If any paraffin spreads upon the end, drive it

back by heating ; cut now a few notches in the head as before, and drill a

hole nghl through, in which pl.nce tightly a piece of stout cotton wire,

having 1 inch of the end projecting at each side. Tie a wire around the

carbon block, at the end of which fasten a strip of zinc, which place in the

porous cell, while the carbon head dips into the copper solution. As soon

as this b done, a deposit of copper will begin to forui upon the wire and
carbon, and when it has attained a thickness of good brown paper, remove
the block, drill two holes right through the copper and carbon, soak a

little time in warm water, dry off, and place lor some time in melted

paraffin to obtain an efficient protection. The binding-screw may be
soldered to the copper, which will be found of the greatest utility as a

heading which cannot be attacked by the acid.

The exciting liquids are :

—

In the outer cell with the zinc . . i part sulphuric acid ; water, 4.

In the porous cell, with the carbon . strong nitric acid only.

This ** charge " will work the cell for about 4 hours.

After this the outer acid will have exhausted itself;

but the nitric acid, which will have turned from a

clear liquid to a reddish colour, may be used again.

The second time of using will turn it green, and the

third time quite clear again, when it should be thrown
away and replaced by fresh. It is no economy to

use nitric acid of inferior quality ; it should be con-

centrated.

The Bunsen, while at work, gives off the fiimes of

the nitric acid, which renders it necessary that the

battery should be placed out of doors, or in a place

where there is a draught of air. These fumes are
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poisonous ; they are worst while the porous cells are

being emptied into the nitric acid stock bottle, but

may be quite avoided in the open air.

Practical Directions.

In the working of large batteries of the Bunsen cell, some special

arrangements are required to enable the attendant to get through the

woik of charging quickly and accurately. First, the sulphuric acid mix-
tuie must be prepared in a large bottle beforehand, by pouring the

acid into the watei

—

not the reverse—and stirring. It is most convenient

to have a graduated measure, by means of which the coirect quantity of

nitric acid may be determined before placing in the cell. This is of more
importance than might at first seem to be necessary ; but a measure that can
be quickly and easily filled to a known point, and as speedily emptied into

the cells, will not only be cleanly, but will prevent spilling the nitiic acid

into the zinc compartment, an accident whicli sets up violent local action

upon the zinc. It will first be necessary to find how much liquid will fill

the porous pots to within one inch of the top when the carbons are placed

in them, and then to fill all the cells with the carbons and zincs near at

hand. It is further of consequence to have the liquid within the porous
cell at the same iieight as that in the outer pot.

The battel y should not be put in action until within a short time of its

being requii ed. A dish of water should be at hand in the case of accident

by burning the hands with nitric acid, and it is well for the attendant to

have in use his oldest clothes, because nitric acid will, if dropped upon
them, destroy the part. Quickly place the zincs and caibons in their

respective cells first, and then go backwards over the series, making the

connections with certainty. See that each screw is well home, and that

there is no bad connection throughout. As to the time such operations

occupy, a battery of 50 Bunsens may be unpacked, put into action, and
the lijjht produced within twenty minutes.

When the porous cell ot the Bunsen battery is

charged with a strong solution of the bichromate of

potash, as recommended for the single-liquid cell, its

force is very little diminished and the fumes of the

nitric acid entirely avoided. Of late, most experi-

menters have abandoned the use of nitric acid in

favour of the chromic acid.

Practical Directions.

Again, in pulling the battery to pieces after operations, all the connec-
tions should first be loosened ; then the z ncs should be placed one by one
in a bucket of water to wash off the acid. The caibons are next similarly

treated, and after putting a funnel in the neck of the nitiic acid bottle, the

porous pots should be emptied one by one, and then plunged in water. Tli?
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out ft I .'.V V, s i* Ts ' r^r^c
, nr n' arly so. Poroos pot*

thu ;i ! .(; t r a few houis to soak oat

»ny II :r i ,, .! I .-1 . -;., •<•, u: c, \v:.l- -i y, would crack them. All

coDiiectiuDs shouKl be well washed and diitfd, and before again using

should be looke<i to for oxidised or bad contact points, which must be
scraped bright or filed.

Zinc cylintiers showing black pa'ches »hould be again amalgamated, bat

this will ptobalily be onnecessary until after (he third lime of using.

The force of the Bunsen will increase after setting

up for about an hour, and the hill effect will not be

attained until the acid soaks through the porous pot.

Carbons, as in bichromate batteries, are not affected

in the least, and will last any length of time. The
zinc is consumed slowly, through the mercury coat-

ing.

Twenty-five cells of the Bunsen will give a very

brilliant light, and 50 will produce an arc of great

power, while 100 will, when coupled in two parallel

circuits of 50 each, so as to give an electromotive

force of 50 volts and a resistance of a few ohms only,

produce effects of the most splendid character. The
conducting wires must be thick—about No. 12, and

even stouter conductors should be employed when 100

cells are used, joined up in parallel circuits of 50 each.

Fig. 1 1 is a view of a pair of Bunsen cells of a

superior finish, for laboratory use. lliey are fitted with

removable screws upon both the carbons and zincs.

The containing vessels are of glass. The engraving

exhibits the separation which should be made between

the edges of the zinc cylinder. This separation is

chiefly for the purpose of preventing the formation of

local currents in the zinc, while it also assists the

outer liquid to more freely circulate.

Various arrangements of the Bunsen cells may be
adopted in making up a handy battery. Tlie frame-

work and lifting arrangement spoken of in connection
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with the bichromate cell is also applicable to the

Bunsen. There is, however, one disadvantage in the

two-liquid cells, and it consists in the diffusive ten-

dency of the two liquids, whether the cells are in

action or not. It is thus almost impracticable to

arrange a rackwork frame for the Bunsen, so as to

obtain the convenience of the arrangement to the ex-

tent previously described in reference to the bichro-

mate. It is better, however, to have the means of

lifting the elements out

of their cells, as it is

useful when the battery

is put into action for

short experiments ex-

tending to about one

and a half hours. Dur-
ing this time no great

mixture will have taken

place, and the zincs

and carbons, arranged

on the lifting-board just

above their respective

cells, may be lowered

as required. There are

some advantages in the frame used in this way.

Bunsen batteries are most convenient when put up

in long boxes while in action.

Fig. -Pair of Bunsen Cells, showing
connections.

Iron Cells.

With the primary idea of effecting economical

working, a cell has been tried, the invention of Mr.

Slater and others. All that can be here said of it, as

well as of every other form of cell in which iron is

employed yet introduced, is that they are entirely
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unfitted for use in inexperienced hands. The iron

cell is objectiunable in many ways, but its chief fault

would appear to be the tendency of the acid in the

iron compartment to boil over when least expected.

Such cells are, moreover, false economy, as will be
found on working them for electric light, although the

first cost may be lower than that of the Bunsen.

Chromate of Lime Cells.

To replace the potash salt with greater economy
and equal power in working, a cell of the double-

liquid kind has been devised by Messrs. Fitzgerald

and Molloy, which is said to be about as constant as

the Bunsen, while it is almost as effective in working,

and is undoubtedly cheaper when properly made.
The chief point in the construction is to secure as

large a negative surface as possible, and, by means
of a soft porous cell, to reduce the internal resistance

of the combination.

Several forms of make-up have been tried. The
best is a cylinder of carbon surrounding a large

porous cell containing the zinc as a cylinder. Carbon
cylinders are difficult to make. The graphite must
be ground finely, or that deposited as powder upon
the retorts may be used direct. It must be mixed
into a stiff dough with water and sugar syrup, then

baked until hard, and, while still hot, plunged in a
strong solution of sugar or tar, and finally heated to

whiteness and cooled slowly.

Another construction of the cell is arranged as

follows :—A large soft porous cell is taken, in which
is placed centrally a thin rod of carbon, or a Bunsen
rod, with a screw affixed. Around the rod is packed
a quantity of broken carbon in lumps as large as
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hazel-nuts. Over the top is run melted pitch, and a

conical hole is left for the introduction of the liquid.

The outer vessel, as in the Bunsen, contains a cylinder

of zinc, and its diameter should be only just enough

to admit the porous cell freely, the object being to

have the zinc near to the negative element. In order

to allow the outer liquid greater freedom of action,

the zinc cylinder should have a separation of about

Jin. The cell is thus a carbon and zinc one, like

Bunsen's. The exciting solutions are, however :

—

For Porous Cell.

Chromate of lime 2 ounces.

Water 5 „
Sulphuric acid 5 »»

For the Outer Ckll.

Water i pint.

Sulphuric acid 3 ounces.

The action will be found to give off little or no

fumes. The electromotive force is slightly greater

than that of the Bunsen ; but the internal resistance

is also greater.

This same cell is available for use with another ex-

citant, which will be found to work even with greater

force, and give little or no fumes for the first two

hours :

—

For the Porous Cell.

Bichromate of potash .... 2 ources.

Nitric acid 10 ,,

Sulphuric acid 2 ,,

In the outer cell the solution is the same as for the

Bunsen. This will be. found to work with greater

power than the Bunsen, owing to the arrangement of

the carbon, and the internal resistance is less, but the

cost of working is rather greater. After use the porous

cells should be emptied of their liquid contents, and
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kept in water until again wanted. The same solution

may be used two or three times, and if there be any
appearance of a poverty of potash salt, more should

be added.

Various modifications of such cells may be used.

As a rule it is best to provide a strongly acid mixture

for the carbon compartment. Thus the cell above

mentioned, as its construction is virtually the same as

the Bunscn, may be used with great advantage as a

Bunsen, and it will give a greater current than the

common forms, while the cost of construction is very

little more.

Cells Too Weak.

Avoid attempting to produce the electric light with

the following cells :—Daniell, Smee, Manganese, Sul-

phate of Lead, Sulphate of Mercury, Chloride of

Silver. Marie Davy (mercury sulphate cell), Copper-

Zinc ^simple), Minotto (modification of Daniell), L6-
clanch6, Highton, Clark's Mercury, Peroxide of Iron,

Perchloride of Iron, Callaud's, Spiral Cell, Meidinger
(modification of Daniell), and, in short, all cells used

for telegraphy or bell-ringing.

The Grove Cell.

This cell admits of a very large and powerful bat-

tery being placed in a very small compass. Grove's

cell is like the Bunsen, except that platinum foil is

employed instead of carbon. The solutions are the

same—that is, strong nitric acid in the porous pot

with the platinum foil, and acidulated water in the

zinc cell. To obtain the greatest power, it is most

effective when made up in cylindrical vesj^els like the

Bunsen.
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Fig. 12 represents the zinc cylinder of a Grove cell.

Another make-up, adapted to the purposes of lec-

turers and where great portability is necessary, is

shown in Fig. 13, where A is the zinc plate, in a flat

outer cell, and B the platinum foil plate, in a flat

porous vessel.

Fig. 14 exhibits these cells with the elements re-

moved. Porous cells of this kind are more expensive
than round ones. They should be thin in the sides,

but the ends and bottoms for strength may be thicker

with advantage,

Fig. 12.—Zinc Cylinder. Fig. 13.—Giu\

Fig. 1 5 shows how the zinc plate should be bent, so

that it may embrace the porous cell closely. The
generator has thus a great deal of zinc surface. To
increase the otherwise somewhat small surface of the

platinum plate, it should be corrugated, or simply

very much wrinkled ; but it is better to corrugate it

in the direction of its length, which will both increase

the effective surface and add to its stiffness. Fig. 16

shows the platinum plate arranged for the cylindrical

zinc of Fig. 12. A is a cover of wood or ebonite to

which the plate is made fast, and a connecting strip

leads to the binding-screw holder, B, which is of brass
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or copper sheet, bent at right angles, and secured to

the wooden cover by two screws. It is a mistake to

purchase platinum foils too thin. There is no waste,

but foil that is like tissue-paper is a source of constant

trouble.

iKAi iicAL Directions.

The chief objection to the use of platinum is its great cost, as it is not
procurable as sncct or wire under j^i los. per oz. ; but an ounce of platinum
will go a long way in foil of sufficient thicknes> for use in the Gmvc cell.

The connection may be soIdcicU on. but it is usuiilly better to solder on a
damp-p cce of sheet-copper fir>t, across the top edue : and to protect this

met.ll irum the fumes of nitric acid, it should tie coated, uhile waim, with
Brunswick varnish, or sealing-wax dissolved in warm methyljtcd spiiits of
wine. Any kin<l of d.imps or screws may be used, but it is most con-
Tcnient to have them removable.

4.
-f^/f ^

Fig. tA.—Pott fur Grove's
Cell.

Pig. 15.—Zinc for Grove**
Cell.

Fijf. 16.

Platinum Plate.

Fig. 1 7 represents a ten-cell Grove's battery, as used

by lecturers for the production of small electric lights.

It is composed of the flat cells, and the foils are

clamped by plain clamps to the succeeding zincs

throughout.

The resistance of Grove's battery is very small, and
on this account it will give, size for size, a stronger

current than the Bunsen when the external resistance

is small, although the difference does not warrant the

extra expenditure except for travelling purposes, or

when space is limited. A Grove's cell will cost about
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three times as much as a Bunsen. Twenty Grove's

cells, or two cases of ten as the one shown, will give

a good light, and five such cases of ten, coupled up in

series, will produce effects of great grandeur.

It is of greater importance than with most other

cells to have the conductors and connections used in

Grove's batteries very stout and of good soft copper.

The time this battery will remain in action is about

the same as that given by the Bunsen. The Grove
cells may be smaller than the Bunsen to produce

the same effects. The same care is necessary in

keeping the zinc amalgamated, and the bottom, or

\

Fig. 17.—Ten-Cell Grove's Battery.

bend, is usually better rounded and should be well

watched for worn portions or patches becoming un-

amalgamated. Less nitric acid than is used in Bun-
sen's will be sufficient in the Grove cells. The author

has used Bunsen cells made up in Grove vessels with

complete success for operations extending over 2^

hours. Plates of carbon must, of course, be used

instead of blocks, and they should be as thin as may
be convenient. This make-up is more expensive than

that of the common shape of Bunsen. Grove porous

cells should have a lip at one corner for convenience

in pouring out the contents.
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Battery for Photographer's Light.

It has long been known that the electric light is

rich in actinic rays, and on this account it is of much
value to the photographer in securing views of places

and objects not reached by the light of the sun, or in

the practice of portraiture.

It may be said that a good electric light will be
found to work the rapid dry plates of to-day almost

as easily as daylight at noon.

Since the introduction of cheap dynamo-electric

machines and gas-engines, photographers in various

cities have taken up the new light, and at the present

time it is an easy matter, in London, to get a portrait

taken at night in more than one place in Regent
Street and elsewhere. Not every photographer, how-
ever, can afford to go to the necessary outlay of about

£i 10 for a gas-engine and machine with lamp. •

The author has devised, in a modification of Dr.

Byrne's cells (a battery in which a constant agitation

of the liquid is kept up by means of a current of air),

a voltaic generator free from most of the objections

generally urged against the application of batteries.

It is at first inexpensive, is easily managed and certain

in results, and its maintenance low enough in cost to

warrant its extensive use. It is, further, very port-

able, and may be made use of in travelling to secure

photographs of caves and such places. It is not
procurable commercially, and the intending user is

therefore recommended to make it for himself, for

which purpose full instructions are given, with an
illustration of the apparatus.

Assuming that the reader, from glancing at previous

pages, is sufficiently acquainted with the usual con-

•. Thb paragraph, showing the position of electric lighliog m late u
the jear iwa. is allowed to stand with that object.
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struction of a voltaic cell to understand readily minor
details not here mentioned, it will be best to premise
further remarks with an explanation of the nature

of this generator. It is, then, a simple bichromate
of potash cell, with negative plates of a peculiar con-

struction, and so arranged that a very powerful cur-

rent may be obtained from even 6 cells by the aid of

much agitation of air.

Practical Directions.

Each negative plate consists of a plate of copper, to one surface of which,
as well as to its edges, a sheet of platinum foil, compact, and free from pin-

holes, is soldered, and to the opposite surface or back, a sheet of lead—the

three metals being so united that the copper shall be effectually protected
from ihe action of acids. The lead back and edges are then coated with
asphaltum varnish, acid-proof cement, or any other like substance ; and
lastly, the platinum face, being first rubbed over gently with emery cloth,

is to be thoroughly platiriised.

To Platinise.—Fill a containing vessel ard a porous cell with acidulated

water, and place the porous cell within the large vessel. Tie a strip of

zinc by a cle;in wire to the plate to be platinised ; dip the zinc in the
porous cell, ar.d the plate in the outer cell, and drop into the outer cell,

while stirring, a solution r f platinic chloride in water. Add diop by drop,

with agitation, until the platinum surface is seen to turn dark, and to have
acquired a graniil ir deposit of platinum. Upon tliis surface depei ds to a
great degiee the power of the generator. If any difficulty is experienced
in securuig a good deposit, dip only a little of the zinc in the solution at

first, and increase as the coaling is seen to foim. Dry carefully, and do
not scratch the plate or remove the deposit, which it is not difficult to do
before it is dry.

Each cell contains two such plates, between which

a single zinc is suspended, and when the elements

are immersed so that the exciting fluid reaches to

within an inch of the top, a large negative surface is

brought into action.

It will thus be seen that the platinum alone is the

negative, or receiving metal, and the copper core a

conducting body merely ; while the lead, being

almost passive, serves no other purpose than to

protect the copper, so that any other, and, best of all,

a non-metallic substance capable of resisting the ac-

tion of bichromate solutions, might, with advantage,
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be substituted for the lead. The exciting solution to

use in this cell is prepared as follows :

—

Bichromate of potash . . 2 ounces.

Warm water t pint.

And, when cool, sulphuric acid . . 4 ounces.

Practical Dirkctions.

Fig. 18 represents a six«cell generator of this kind. The cells are the

ordinal)' brown glazed earthenware oblong ones used for the Grove and
other hutieiies. They should be capable of containing at least a pint of

the liquid
;
quart cells will be fi>und more economical. There are three

platen in each cell—two platinised plates, and one amalgamated zinc

between them. They are separated at their top edgrs by slips of wood or

ebonite, against which they are srcurely clamped by siout brass cUmps as

shown. Tims the brass clamp, being in metallic contact with the lead,

with clean scraped suriace, rcprei»ents il:cm both as the positive pole. To
the zinc plate in the centre is soldered a common binding-screw. Very
•tout ancl soft copper wires—about No. 1 2—must be used to connect up
the elements in series zinc to platinum, zinc to platinum, and so on, with

dean contacts. Tlie sets of plate* are f.istcncd to a framing of wood, made
to slide up and down the side uprights by means of an overheail shaft,

cords, and handle F. This allows of the plates being drawn out of the

solution the instant they are out of action to save zinc and solution, as nre>

viously descril>cd for common bichromate batteries. A ratchet wbetl

should be put upon the spindle, with adjustable pawl, to hold (he plates in

position wnen drawn up. For quart cells the plates may be 8 in. long by

4| wide.

The air-distributing arrangements of this apparatus are as follow:

—

A A A i> a piece of J-inch lead piping, fastened to the back of the frame-

work, from which lead, as shown, 6 smaller tubes {|-inch) of rubber or

arnisbed lead. These extend to the bottom of the cells, and then

run parallel with and directly under the plate edges. The ends are closed,

and the horizontal portion is perforated with many sm dl boles. B B is a

rubl>er pipe slipped over the end of a, its other end being made secure to

the outlet, C, of a hand-nump i), worked by the handle K. The air-

£umping arrangement exhibited in the figure is not very eflcctivc—one of

Ir. Fletcher's foot-blowert has been found much mote efficient. '

If these elements are lowered into the solution

simply, it will be found that a much greater power

is obtainable from them than that given by zinc-

carbon batteries, previously mentioned. The full

effect, however, for which this valuable battery is

remarkable, can only be obtained by pumping in

air by the small tubes. A great disturbance of the

liquid results, and the current is so much augmented
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in power that even a 6-cell battery will yield a light

equal to that given by a 20-cell Bunsen or Grove.

I
The air disturbance has no effect upon the electro-

motive force of the battery, although the volume of

1
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current given off is enormously increased, and any
other means of effecting the required agitation would
probably answer the purpose equally well. The
suggestion of Professor Adams as to the air effecting

a free circulation in the fluid, by which the metallic

surfaces are kept constantly clear, is undoubtedly

the correct explanation. The wonderful effects are

in great part due to the low internal resistance of the

cell, owing to the peculiar arrangement of negative

plate, partly to the peculiar effect of a rapid flow of

air upwards through the liquid, and partly to the

production of heat. The action of the air-flow is

principally mechanical, but by hastening the com-
bustion of the zinc it tends to generate heat, which in

turn reduces the resistance. The mechanical action

of the air is to remove from the neighbourhood of the

negative plate the chrome alum which is formed

there, and from the surfaces of the zinc plate the zinc

sulphate, formed by its union with the sulphuric acid ;

and to bring a fresh supply of solution constantly to

the surfaces.

With a battery of lo cells, a platmuiu witl-, ^2 in.

long, of No. 14 gauge ('089 in. in diameter), was
gradually brought to a glowing red heat, which ebbed

and flowed with the cessation or renewal of the air-

flow. A brilliant electric light is maintained between

two carbon points, which similarly varies in intensity

with the flow of air, so that it is important to pump
the air in regularly ; and when this can* be done by a

crank attached to a heavy fly-wheel, almost perfect

regularity is secured. The effects which are ordinarily

produced by 60 or 70 Grove or Bunsen cells were

obtained from 10 cells of this battery in the laboratory

of Mr. Spottiswoode, F.R.S., at Sevenoaks.
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Batteries for House-Lighting.

The primcary voltaic battery has for many years

been a kind of ignis fatutis to inventors. The possi-

bility of being able to generate electricity in sufficient

quantity for house-lighting without the aid of a prime

motor and a dynamo is a sufficiently attractive pur-

suit even to electricians. To those who have studied

the subject, and have fully grasped the fundamental

relations of electro-chemical reactions, however, the

great question is susceptible of an easy and conclusive

answer. Inventive talent of a high order has been

lavished upon the production of improved batteries.

All kinds of ingenious devices have been resorted to.

But while this is true of the years between 1881 and

1888, it is also true of certain periods between twenty

and thirty years ago, so that many of the recent

patents for primary generators are but revivals of old

ideas. The perfecting of the incandescent lamp, pro-

viding, as it does, a suitable burner for house-lighting

by electricity, has necessarily given a great impetus

to the efforts of inventors of batteries. While twenty

years ago the electric lamp was as great a source of

trouble as the battery itself, it was manifestly an

almost impossible task to permanently light houses

in this way, even if we neglect the question of prohi-

bitive cost. Now the lamp difficulty has been removed,

and yet the question cannot be said to be satisfactorily

solved.

Much has, however, been done. Many installations

of electric light fed by batteries are actually in use.

I But it is a curious fact that in the most successful of

these, the primary has had to be wedded to the second-

ary battery or accumulator (page 40), and the installa-
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tion consists of a large voltaic battery for supplying

the current, and an accumulator battery for storing

it. The fact is, that when inventors succeeded in

producing the primary generator, its action proved to

be, what is true of all voltaic cells for large currents,

of a variable nature. The lamps would be alternately

too bright or too dull, so that the accumulator, which

is an admirable regulator, had to be called into use

for this purpose.

Notwithstanding that our conviction is that primary

voltaic batteries will never be used generally for electric

lighting, it will prove both instructive and interesting

to glance briefly at the main features of one or two of

the most recent and meritorious of these inventions.

It is both remarkable and regrettable that several in-

ventors of batteries have stooped to a kind of quackery

for the purpose of disposing of their wares. We
allude to that which all students of science regard

with great contempt—the practice of making public

all about the battery except the "excitant," the

"depolarizer," or the nature of the elements used.

In such cases, the " special" mixture with which the

battery is to be charged has to be purchased from

the inventor, who thus enjoys a monopoly of the sale

of the stuff, the nature of which he is generally afraid

to entrust to the safe keeping of Her Majesty's Com-
missioners of Patents. Of such inventions we have
nothing further to say.

The Lalandc Battery,—This battery (patented 1882)

came before the public in 1884. Each cell consists of

an iron tray containing, in the form of a layer, the

depolarizer, composed of oxide of copper. Placed

parallel to and above the layer of copper oxide is the

zinc plate, which is supported from each corner of the
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tray. The cell is then filled with a solution of caustic

soda. It is claimed that when the circuit is open, no
action takes place between the elements. Upon the

circuit being closed, the oxygen of the oxide of copper

attacks the zinc, producing an oxide of that metal,

and leaving metallic copper in place of the oxide of

copper.

The special and interesting feature of the battery

(the prior invention of which is claimed by Mr. A. R.
Bennett) is no doubt the fact that the zinc oxide,

when collected, has a value above that of zinc, and
can be used for paint. The inventor claims that this

product has a value 56 per cent, above that of zinc.

When the battery is exhausted the oxide of copper,

or rather the residual product, can be revivified and
used again. It is obvious that such a battery presents

many points of advantage. Its action is fairly con-

stant and reliable, and it is free from fumes. No
doubt its great drawback is its low electro- motive

force. In the hands of Mr. Fergusson, who has con-

siderably improved the original battery, and who
uses caustic potash in place of caustic soda, the cell

has assumed a more practicable form for maintaining

glow-lamps. Each cell consists of an iron trough

24 in. long, 12 in. wide, and 18 in. deep, holding

fifteen gallons of liquid. The negative surface in this

case consists of folded iron gauze, into which is

passed an agglomerate of oxide of copper and chloride

of calcined magnesia. This is then heated, and forms

a hard plate. When the plate is exhausted it is

heated in a furnace, which revivifies the oxide con-

stituent. The negative plates thus prepared are

20 in. long, 18 in. deep, and | in. thick. Four plates

are placed in each cell, presenting a working surface
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of 1,280 sq. in. The positive plates are of zinc, two
in number, 20 in., 15^ in., and J in. thick; active

surface, 1,240 sq. in. The excitant is a solution of

caustic potash of sp. g. 1*25, and the resulting electro-

motive force of the cell is slightly under one volt. In

the case of the installations of this battery set up in

London, the whole is placed in a cellar, from which
there is an opening "into the street. The company
working the invention keep the battery in order.

When the solution becomes saturated with zinc it is

removed by means of a "vacuum cart," and fresh

plates are supplied as required. The spent liquid is

treated for the recover)' of the zinc. // ts sat'd that by
means of this battery the cost of voltaic electricity has

been enormously reduced.

The Upimrd Batlcry.—Mr. Upward brought out a

battery in 1886 which has some promising features.

This inventor conceived the ingenious idea of generat-

ing the acid just as it is required in the battery, doing

away with a charge of acid, or any powerful excitant

in the cells during the time of rest, or when the

circuit is open. The cell is of glazed earthenware,

divided into porous compartments containing carbon

plates packed with crushed carbon. These divisions

alternate with chambers in which zinc is placed in

blocks. The chambers are filled with water, and the

carbon compartments are sealed up. The current is

generated by admitting more or less chlorine gas
into the carbon cells, and which circulates throughout

all the cells. The electromotive force is said to be

above two volts. The cell only calls for attention at

long intervals, to make up for loss by evaporation,

and to renew the zinc blocks. The chlorin<' gas is

generated separately, i'^or this purpose manganese
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and hydrochloric acid are used. The acid is admitted
upon the manganese as required, the gas coming off

as long as any strength remains in the acid. The
gas is usually stored in a gas-holder, and its produc-

tion need only be carried on at intervals. This

appears to be an admirable battery for laboratories.

Portable Electric Light Batteries.

The peculiar difficulties presented by the oil and
candle lamps employed by miners have led to the

introduction of electric portable lights, giving an
illumination of one or two candles, and fed by primary

and secondary batteries. Hundreds of these are now
in use in coal-mines in this country.

Walker's Portable Miners' Electric Lamp. — Mr.
Walker has produced an ingenious application of the

bichromate battery in his portable lamp. In one

form of this apparatus the containing vessel of the

battery is of carbon, forming the negative element.

The vessel contains a porous cell, with the zinc.

Various excitants may be employed, the most gene-

rally useful being a solution of bichromate of potash

for the carbon cell, and dilute sulphuric acid for the

zinc. The cover of the battery is composed of rubber,

having the connections passed through it so as to

avoid corrosion. A second cover surmounts this, and
a suitable handle is mounted upon it. The lamp,

which is a small glow-bulb of a few candles' capacity,

is fixed before a reflector upon the front of the case,

and the whole emits a light sufficiently strong to per-

mit of the reading of a newspaper at 6 ft. from the

lamp. Its duration without recharging is ten hours.

It weighs 5 lbs., and its cost of running is said to be

Jd. per day.
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Friedlandet^s Portable Electric Lamp,—This is an-

other ingenious adaptation of the bichromate battery,

in which only a single fluid is used. The elements

used are carbon and zinc, and the excitant chromic

acid in solution. The advantage of chromic acid is

that it does not so readily permit the polarization of

the cell ; it is also more readily soluble than the

bichromate of potash or soda ; but it is more costly.

The portable lamp is fitted up in an ebonite case 8 in.

high by 5 in. square. There are five cells, divided

vertically, with five pairs of zincs and carbons. These

are so attached to a horizontal spindle at the top of

the case that upon partially rotating it the pairs are

raised to a horizontal position and clear of the liquid.

They may then be lowered, more or less, according to

the light required. The lamp is a Swan glow-lamp,

taking eight volts and one ampere, and yielding four

candle light. It is said that the cost of a fresh charge

of the excitant costs three or four pence, and main-

tains the light for two and a half hours.

A large variety of such portable primary batteries

have of late appeared. They are most ofthem based upon
the elements already mentioned in the present chapter.

There is a great variety of excitants all claiming some
novelty or special advantage, but these are scarcely of

sufficient interest to demand further attention.

Secondary Batteries or Accumulators.

When we pass an electric current through a cell

composed of two plates of platinum plunged in di-

lute acid, a result ensues which may be assumed to

be the storing up of a certain percentage of the

electric energy. That an accumulation of electrical

force (or force capable of becoming electrical) has
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actually taken place may be demonstrated by discon-

necting the secondary cell and closing its circuit

through a galvanometer. A powerful rush of current

is at once indicated, having a direction opposed to

that of the primary current. If vyre examine the plates

while still in the condition of electrical accumulation,

it is found that a portion of the water has been
decomposed into its constituents, the gases being
deposited as a layer, or cushion, upon the two plates.

The oxygen appears upon the positive plate, or that

by which the current enters the cell, and the hydrogen
upon the negative plate, or that by which the current

leaves the cell. The hydrogen film is found to be

electro-positive to the oxygen film, and a certain

amount of potential energy is conferred upon the two
cushions of gas, so that when we connect the plates

by a conductor it is ready to become free in the form

of a current, and so restore the equilibrium of the two
films, which become recomposed into water, and the

cell is once more at rest.

A German physicist, named Ritter, was the first to

construct a battery from which these secondary cur-

rents could be obtained. In 1859 M. Plante dis-

covered that sheets of lead yielded effects of

considerably greater duration than those obtained

from plates of platinum, which was usually employed
by Ritter. He also discovered that by continuing

the charging current for a sufficient time a peroxide

of lead was formed upon the positive or oxidised

plate, and hydrogen was deposited upon the negative

plate. It was found that when this stage w^as reached

the charge accumulated by the cell was very con-

siderable, and that the element possessed a much
higher electromotive force than any of the ordinary
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voltaic generators. M. Plants also found that in the

course of the yielding up of the energy stored the

oxidised plate became deoxidised, and that its

oxygen passed through the liquid to the negative

plate, attacking and oxydising it. The positive plate,

which had thus been oxydised and become deoxydised,

presented the appearance of spongy lead, and so

offering an enormous extent of surface to the action

of the current. Each time the cell was used its

capacity for storing electric energy was increased,

until both plates were in the spongy state, and the

accumulator had attained its {uWy /armed condition,

as it was termed.

These observations led M. Plant6 to considerably

extend the surfaces of the lead plates employed in the

cells; He next placed canvas between two large,

thin plates and rolled them up in a close spiral. They
were thus separated by a short space, but insulated

from each other. The spiral cylinder was then plunged
in dilute acid, and the charging current passed for

some time. The cell was then discharged and the

current passed through it as before, but in the

opposite direction ; again discharged and allowed to

rest for a day or two, until the oxide formed had time
to become rigid. The operation of forming the cell

thus extended over some length of time, and its

capacity for storing electric energy increased with

each recharge. When once fully formed, the cell had
only to be connected to a pair of suitable voltaic

batteries to receive a charge of considerable power,
which might be carried about and used at pleasure.

The advantage of this secondary cell consisted in the

powerful current it evolved, with a low internal

resistance and of high electromotive force.
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M. Faure, in 1881, turned his attention to the pos-

sibility of still further extending the valuable re-

searches of M. Plante, and acting upon the hint

afforded by the fact that in the Plante cell a peroxide

of lead had formed upon the plates, and that its

thickness partly determined the capacity of the cell,

tried the effect of coating the lead plates direct with

a thick cushion of miJiium—a kind of red-lead. This

peroxide was mixed into a thick batter with dilute

acid, and the plates so treated were separated by
cloth or felt, and rolled up in a spiral or arranged in

rectangular troughs. The result was not only a com-
bination which was at once ready to receive a charge,

but it possessed the advantage of having a greater

accumulative capacity than the first cells of M. Plante.

This ready method of forming the cells gave great

impetus to the development and employment of

secondary or storage batteries, and to the introduc-

tion of many other forms of voltaic accumulator.

Development of the Accumulator.

Further experiments led M. Plante to the conclu-

sion that a large portion of the time required for

"forming" the cell might be saved by treating ihe

plates at the outset with a dilute solution of nitro-

sulphuric acid ; the object aimed at being to render

the plates porous, and so obtain a greatly extended

surface for the current to act upon. The result ol

these experiments has been to reduce the time re-

quired for forming from weeKS to hours.

Various inventors took up the development of the

accumulator, and in the hands of Sellon, Volkmar,

Swan, Julien, Parker, &c., it has become a combina-

tion of great importance.
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It was found that the method of Faure, in laying a

coating of minium upon the plates, gave rise to sub-

sequent inconveniences. The acidulated water rotted

the canvas or blanket partitions, and the coatings fell

away. Mr. Swan conceived the idea of making the

lead plate in the form of a grid^ and pressing the red-

lead paste into the perforations, so dispensing alto-

gether with the necessity for coatings or continuous

separators of any kind. Mr. Parker, finding that the

paste was apt to break away
and fall to the bottom of the

cell, formed a plate with

numerous perforations, coun-

tersunk at each side, so that

the oxide plugs might retain

a better hold, Fig. 19. Mr.

Moseley and others invented
** separators," consisting of

thin ebonite sheets, corru-

gated and perforated, and

studs of vulcanised rubber

inserted into the plates, so

as to form separators at in-

tervals without impeding tlie

circulation of the liquid.

Thus formed, the secondary battery became a

practical every-day auxiliary to the dynamo for regu-

lating purposes, transforming from one tension to

another, higher or lower, for train lighting and for

moving tramcars.

But fresh difficulties arose in the working. It was
found that, after a time, if the cells had been care-

lessly treated, the ordinary solution, consisting of

water raised to a density of 1*150 with sulphuric acid,

OLDTYPLemO NEW TYPE GRID

(SECTION). (SECTION).

I'ltf. IQ.—Grids ii(rv.(tly nia);ni6od).
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gave rise to the formation of coatings of the white

sulphate of lead. This defect, which speedily clogs

the action of the cell, was known as ^^ sulphaihig.''

Mr. Barber Starkey, in 1886, in the course of his

experiments, discovered that the addition of soda to

the solution was extremely beneficial, and prevented

the sulphating without any accompanying disad-

vantage.

Mr. Preece made a series of experiments with the

new solution in order to determine the best propor-

tions. He found,* after careful trials, that of five

solutions of the following proportions :

—

No. I.—5 pints sulph uric acid 5 !'•" t:, sulphate of sodium 15 r ints water.

No. 2.-5 >» »» 4 »» »»
16 „

No. 3.-5 •> »» 3 »> i» 17 »
No. 4.-S »» » 2 >» »f 18 >»

No. S.-5 >» n I »» »' 19 t>

No. 6.-5 >» » to 20 pints of water.

No. 5 gave the best results. The sulphate of soda

solution was made by dissolving carbonate of soda

(common washing soda) to saturation, and adding

thereto sulphuric acid until effervescence ceased.

The solution is easily made up as follows :—To a

quart of saturated carbonate of soda solution add
slowly, during continuous agitation, 12 fluid ounces

of strong sulphuric acid. Fill the cell with water

19 parts, strong sulphuric acid 5 parts, soda solution

I part; total 25 parts. The specific gravity of this

electrolyte should be 1*210.

On the Continent and in England there are several

makers of secondary batteries whose products are so

near perfection as to be available for a great variety

of purposes. They will stand charging and discharg-

• *• Journal of the Society of Arts," May 3» '889.
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ing for many years without showing much sign of

deterioration.

Both Messrs. Elwell Parker and the Electrical

Power Storage Company make cells adapted to every

purpose where accumulators may be used. The
latter company construct their " E.P.S.*' cell accord-

20.-CcU of the E.H.S. Type.

ing to various patterns, for stationary purposes, train

lighting, tramcars, rnd for use aboard ship.

Fig. 20 exhibits a ceil of the E.P.S. type, used for

stationary purposes. The plates of the cell are

divided into positive and negative, a pure lead grid

with perforations a? in Fig. ig being cast so as to

retain the paste. Each plate is 8} by 9 J by Y\r in.

thick and weighs 5 lbs. The positive grids have the
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perforations filled with a stiff paste of minium. Those

of the negative grids are filled with litharge. The
plates are arranged in close proximity in the cells,

being kept apart by vulcanite separators or rubber

studs. It is not found advantageous to place the

plates very close together, but to give space enough

(f inch) for free circulation of the electrolyte and to

diminish the chance of short-circuiting.

All the positive plates are hurned (not soldered) in

contact with a common junction piece of lead and
the negative plates with a similar piece, forming the

poles. The containing vessels are usually glass.

When the cell has received its electrolyte it is con-

nected in a suitable series of such cells and the

process of charging is commenced.
The electromotive force of the dynamo required to

charge cells must always be rather in excess of the

E. M. F. of the cells themselves. Thus, the E. M. F.

of a secondary cell is a little over 2 volts. Hence, to

charge ten cells, the dynamo must give not less than

22 volts. It is usual to allow a still greater E. M. F.

or 2*4 volts per cell. The current may vary some-
what, but it is seldom less than 10 amperes. Given
this current and an E. M. F. of about 10 per cent,

above that of the battery, and any number of cells can
be charged simultaneously. The grouping of the cells

is, of course, frequently made to suit the E. M. F. of

the dynamo. Thus a dynamo giving only 12 volts

and a current of 20 amperes would charge a 10- cell

battery of accumulators arranged in two groups of

five, joined in parallel.

Charging may be accomplished still more rapidly

by more powerful currents than the above, but, as in

discharging, if the rate is high the cell is rapidly de-
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stroyed. This condition is known as over-working,

and is to be avoided if the battery is required to keep
in good condition.

The result of connecting the minium (positive)

plate with the positive pole of the dynamo, and the

litharge (negative) plate with the negative pole, and
passing the current for several hours, is to reduce the

former substance to spongy lead and the latter to lead

peroxide (PbOj). Upon disconnection the battery

will give an E.M.F. of about i-i volts per cell, but

after a time this falls to 2 volts, and remains fairly

constant to the end of the charge.

To light standard 50 volts incandescence lamps a

battery of about 27 cells is usually employed. The
size of the cells depends upon the number of the

lamps and the time the current is required. Thus
one lamp only will require the whole E.M.F. of the

^7 cells.

Capacity of the Cells,—Secondary batteries are said

to have a capacity, or rate of discharge, of so many
ampere hours. Thus, a small cell, having 32 lbs. of

plates, each gj by 8 by 2 inches, will give a discharge

at the rate of i ampere for 100 hours, or a capacity of

100 amp6re hours. This rate will apply to rapid

discharging. If the cell be discharged slowly it may
give nearly twice the above return. Slow discharging

is the more economical.

Efficiency.—This depends almost entirely upon the

rate of discharge. If the cell is dischcirged slowly

—

that is, through a suitable resistance—its efficiency,

or the ratio of discharge to charge, may be as high as

95 per cent. If, on the other hand, it be rapidly dis-

charged (through a small resistance) it may fall to 50

per cent. Hence, some judgment is necessary in
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working these cells to obtain the best results. Several

authorities put the general maximum useful rate of

discharge within lo hours.

A very important element in arriving at the value

of an accumulator is the amount of energy that it will

receive and yield per pound weight of lead plates.

The best cells now made give 4 ampere hours per lb.

of plates. This is the rate for pure lead grids packed

with minium and litharge as described. By lighten-

ing the plates, as for traction purposes or launches,

as much as 5 ampere hours can be got. But

this is equivalent to shortening the life of the cell.

In the earlier batteries of Plante, where the plates

are formed entirely by electrical means, a great

deal of lead remains unreduced, and the rate is

often not higher than 2 ampere hours per pound of

plates.

Cellsfor Ship Lightmg.—When secondary cells are

used on shipboard, or anywhere in motion, they are

usually constructed in lead lined teak boxes, made
deep in proportion to the depth of the plates, a per-

forated screen being placed directly above the plates.

Treatment of Accumulators. — In charging cells

several methods of indication that the battery is

charged are in use. The most common one, though

it is rather unreliable, is to observe the appearance of

the solution. When the cell is fully charged this

becomes of a white milky appearance, owing to

bubbles of gas that cannot freely escape. Another

plan is to find the specific gravity by hydrometer,

which increases very considerably up to about 1*220.

But the most reliable test is the E. M. F., which, upon

connection with the voltmeter will indicate betw<'eii

2*4 volts to 27 volts when a powerful charging current

E
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is used. The ascent above 2 volts is rather sudden

when once the full charge is taken.

The life of an accumulator depends almost entirely

upon its treatment. It should be examined very

frequently. In many successful installations the ex-

amination takes place twice or thrice a week. Any
buckling: of the plates, or falling out of pluggings,

especially if resting between plates, should be at

once remedied. The solution should be periodically

tested and kept at 1*220 when fully charged. This

falls about -oi for every 5 ampere hours ; and when the

density falls to 1*150 the cells are exhausted. Secon-

dary batteries should never be worked to exhaustion*

The density must be made good from time to time,

from 1*150 when empty, upwards in proportion to the

charge.

Cells should be tested individually. When a test

of the whole battery shows a loss in E. M. F. each

cell should be tested by itself to discover the faulty

point. A faulty cell should be removed, taken apart,

faces of plates cleared, straightened, solution fil-

tered, &c.

The life of thu positive plates, under good treat-

ment, is probably over three years. The negative

plates do not deteriorate so fast, and may last from

seven to twelve years.

A very interesting question in connection with the

accumulator is the period for which a cell will retain

its charge. This would appear to depend greatly

upon the insulation of the cell. With glass cells,

varnished, or coated with vaseline or paraffin wax,
and insulated upon porcelain cups, the loss from
leakage is very small. The insulating cups are

generally filled with a little resin oil, and one of
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these is placed under each corner of the cell. In

stances are common in which the charge of a cell has

remained unimpaired for three or four months, and
there appears no reason why it cannot be retained

indefinitely.

The accumulator is now largely used for portable

lamps, such as for mines, travellers, and for theatrical

purposes. A small accumulator, weighing a few

pounds, may in this way be mad6 to light a small

incandescent lamp for ten or twelve hours, yielding a

light of two or three candles.

Accumulators are also likely to be largely used in the

future in connection with central stations for lighting.

They serve, in a measure, the purpose of a gas holder

in a gas works. By their use the engine power may
be reduced to a minimum, for it may work through-

out the twenty-four hours, whereas when the supply

is taken direct from dynamos the whole current is

only required during certain hours, and more than

two-thirds of the time the engine power is practically

idle. As a reserve in case of accidents, the accumu-
lators are also extremely useful. But many argu-

ments are urged against them. First, their great

cost; their rate of deterioration (15 to 20 per cent, per

annum) ; and the attention they require, &c. On the

other hand, steam power and dynamos have been

made more and more perfect, and it is a burning

question whether it is best to provide a reserve in

steam power and dynamos or in secondary batteries.

With reference to this point the reader is referred

to an excellent paper, followed by a discussion, read

before the Institute of Electrical Engineers, April 12,

1888, and printed in the Proceedings of the Insti-

ute.



CHAPTER III.

THERMO ELECTRIC BATTERIES.

The possibility of being able to discover an arrange-

ment of metals which, by the aid of heat, would evolve

electricity economically, has led many of our first

inventors to devote much attention to the problem.

A current of electricity is produced in a circuit

composed of two different metals when their junction

is heated. The metals which exhibit this property to

Fig. aI.—Thermo- Electric Hart. ®

the greatest degree are bismuth and antimony. If

two bars of bismuth, B and C, and one of antimony, A,

are placed as in Fig. 21, and heat applied at one

junction while the other is cooled by radiation or

otherwise, a current will flow into the wires and

through the galvanometer.

The two most efficient thermo-electric piles in use

up to 1876 were probably those of MM. Clamond and
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Noe ; great numbers of such pairs being employed to

multiply the force and current.

By the expenditure of 21 lbs. of coke per hour,

M. Clamond, of Paris, has succeeded in maintaining

four electric lights, each having an illuminating

power of 220 standard candles. This is vouched for

by the Count du Moncel ; and, indeed, there should

be nothing impossible, or even difficult, in the accom-
plishment of such a result. Sixty couples will yield,

when well constructed, a current equal to a gallon

Bunsen cell, and less than 3,000 elements will give

the effects of 50 Bunsens with an expenditure of 80

cubic feet of gas per hour. Such results are reported

of the couples of M. C. A. Faure.

M. J. E. M. Sudre, who has been working in con-

junction with M. Clamond, has taken out a patent for

the following advances in the make-up of thermo-
electric batteries.

1. For the construction and arrangement of thermo-
electric chains composed of couples, the resistance of

which has been reduced to a minimum.
2. The combination and arrangement of the chains

with two metallic plates, of which the opposing sur-

faces are coated with an insulating layer; which
plates form part of two metallic systems, one serving

to collect and communicate the heat, and the other to

abstract and diffuse it.

3. The combination and arrangement for binding

coupling, and insulating the thermo-electric chains,

when several are mounted side by side between the

two plates.

4. The application and use of the collector and
diffuser to any description of thermo-electric piles, so

as to maintain the necessary difference of temperature
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between the extremities of tlie couples without lateral

waste of heat.

One of the main features of the invontion, as de-

scribed, is tho maintenance of the necessary difference

of temperature between the two solderings of each

couple by placing- those couples between two surfaces

from which they are electrically insulated. It is

stated that in the construction of thermo-electric

couples and chains, an isolated thermo-electric couple

is ordinarily composed of a prism in metal or alloy

casting" and of a plate of iron, copper, German
silver, or other suitable metal soldered to each of its

extremities. The plates do not ordinarily interfere in

the slightest with the electric force obtained, and it is

the bar, such as that of antimony and zinc, which

produces the effect.

When it is desired to use two metals or energetic

alloys of which the effects are combined, and which

are easily fusible, such as bismuth and antimony, the

couple is then formed of two bars, which are joined

together by a cross bar which binds them and is sol-

dered to each of them.

The total resistance of a couple is composed, ist, of

the resistance of the connecting plate; 2nd, of the

resistance of the bar, ordinarily composed of alloys

sufficiently resistant ; and 3'rd, of a particular resist-

ance at the points of contact or soldering between the

plates and the bar. The metallic plates should be of

a metal sufficiently conductive, such as copper, iron,

German silver, &c., and should be sufficiently large

and thick to present but a feeble resistance. They
should also be as short as possible. These conditions,

it is claimed, are realised in the improvements of

M. Sudre. Again, the bar should have very little
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resistance under a small volume. The inventor takes

as a datum the formula R=k ^, in which k is a spe-

cific coefficient for the metal employed, L the length

of the bar, and S its section. As the resistance de-

pends on the ratio -, the volume of the couple may be

diminished by diminishing the length and sectional

area in equal degrees, in which case the resistance

will not be affected.

The length which should be given to the bar de-

pends upon the difference of temperatures employed.

For differences of temperature between 10° and 120°

(Centigrade), M. Sudre gives to the couples a length

of 10 or 12 millimtees, whilst if the higher tempera-

ture reaches 300^ the length varies from 20 to 30

millimetres. The resistance at the points of contact

or soldering is of the highest importance. The junc-

tion should be made so that the plate is in contact

with the whole section of the bar. The plate should

penetrate to a very little depth within the bar, so as

not to diminish too much the electromotive force of

the couple ; for the really effective difference of tem-

perature is that of the two solderings, and this differ-

ence diminishes as the plates penetrate more deeply

into the bar, and thus approach one another.

In constructing the couples M. Sudre cuts the ex-

tremities of the connecting plates in the form of a

comb, the teeth of which are afterwards twisted so as

to present a helicoidal surface, which holds the plates,

as it were, screwed into the bars. The cut portion of

the plates is so adjusted in a mould that the teeth

become embedded in the bar when this is cast. A
considerable number of bars are cast simultaneously,
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and constitute a thermo-electric chain. The external

portion of the plates is coated with asbestos-paper,

mica, terra-cotta, or other suitable insulatinj^^ mate-

rial, which may be cemented to the metallic surfaces

by means of silicate of soda solution.

The chains are arranged in battery between two
metal plates, which may be plane or curved. Each
of the plates is kept cool on one of its surfaces by
means of a thin layer of some bad conductor of boat.

One of these plates constitutes the collector and the

other the diffuser. In order to maintain the diffusing

surface at a low temperature, M. Sudre employs a

cooling-box ot water, fed from a tank.



CHAPTER IV.

MAGNETO-ELECTRIC GENERATORS,

In the year 1831 Professor Michael Faraday made one

of those brilliant discoveries which have immortalised

his name, and has formed the starting point of all

those ingenious electro-mechanical engines of the

present day for converting the energy stored in fuel

into light.* Arguing that as from electricity in the

electro-magnet he obtained magnetism, so from mag-
netism there must be a means of obtaining electricity,

he experimented with his usual skill and patient per-

severance, and was rewarded by tbe discovery of

what has been termed magneto-electricity. He found

that if a magnet was moved near a coil of insulated

wire forming a circuit, a current of electricity was
induced in the circuit during the movement of the

magnet.

Fig. 22 illustrates, in a simple way, the manner in

which the generation of an electric current may be
brought about by means of a magnet and coiled wire,

with a galvanometer, or current measure, to prove its

existence. A is a bobbin of insulated copper wire,

having attached to its ends, or in circuit, a common
galvanometer, B. When a permanent steel bar mag-
net, C, is quickly passed into the coil by the central

aperture, a current is caused to circulate in the wire,

• «* Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society," November, 1831.
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and its direction will be indicated by the direction in

which the galvanometer needle moves. This current

is, however, only momentary, that is, it lasts just as

long as the magnet is in motion within the coil, and
ceases as soon as the motion ceases. If, however,

the magnet is now withdrawn, another current will be

caused to circulate in the coil, and its direction will

be opposite to that of the first. This will be shown
by the needle of the galvanomott^r. B, being doflectod

to the left.

This simple experiment contains tho tirst of all the

laws of magneto -electric induction, and exhibits

the fundamental principle of every dynamo-electric

machine.

Were it possible or practicable to make the magnet
move backwards and forwards within the coil rapidly

by means of any mechanical contrivance, we should

have a magneto-electric machine on a small scale.

The currents would be alternating in direction, just

like those from the machine now used to burn the
** electric candles," and would be induced in the coil

just as long as the motion was kept up.

The necessary m.ilcrials for the pra^'iical illustration of this important

f)rinciple may consist of a paper Iwbbin 3 inches long, wound with live

ayers of No. 22 B. W. G. cotton- or silk«coverc«I copper wire; a fjalvano-

meter or canent detector, composed of a magnciiscd sewing-needle, sus-

pended at its centre by a thread, witliin an ol)lonK coil ^say ten turns) ot

the wire. The needl must, of course, be held parallel with the wire coil.

A steel bar magnet of the common kind, an<l 8 inches long, will complete
the apparatus practically as exhibited in Fig. 22.

The effects produced are due to what is termed

magnttO'eledric induction. It is more difficult to

move the magnet in the coil when the circuit is

closed than when it is open. The action that takes

place may perhaps be explained as follows :—^The
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movement of the magnet induces a current in the

coil, forming it into a magnet with its poles in a

position such as to attract the poles of the moving
magnet in the reverse direction to that they are

moving in, and thus opposing the motion of the mag-
net. This opposition has to be overcome by force,

and the energy thus expended, less that dissipated in

Fig. 22.—Induction Experiment.

heat, reappears in the form of current in the coil cir-

cuit. The magnetism thus forms a connecting link

between the movement of the magnet and the current

produced.

Fig. 23 illustrates an experiment in current induc-

tion. Some electric generators have been con-

structed upon this principle ; and they are amongst
the most successful. It is important that the

reader should understand, as bearing upon the

whole art of dynamo-electric machine construe-
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tion, that a bobbin A, coiled with wire and connected

to a current detector B, has induced in it currents in

opposite directions as the wire bobbin c, drawing
current from the voltaic coll D, is moved up and down
in it. The principle is identical with that shown by
the first experiment, the connecting link between the

energy and the current produced being, in this case,

not magnetism but electricity itself. All that can be

wmA

Fiff. aj.—Induction Kxp^mrat.

done by the magnet may be done with the current

bobbin c.

The materiaN to illustrate praclicalljr this second phase of the first law
mav consist of the same Larger bobbin and galvanometer, with a ruler,

coiled with two layers of No. 22 wire, connected to one of the bichromate
of potash cells already mentioned.

First Magneto-Electric Machine.—A year after the

publication of Faraday's experiment, a magneto-elec-

tric machine was brought out by Pixii, who caused

the magnet to revolve its poles near to the iron cores
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of a pair of bobbins forming an electro-magnet. He,
in fact, caused by mechanical means a permanent
magnet to induce currents in the wire of an electro-

magnet.

It comes to exactly the same end, whether the

electro or permanent magnet is moved. Sax-
ton, in 1833, improved the arrangement; he placed

Fig. 24.—Clarke's Machine.

the whole apparatus horizontal, fixed the com-
pound horse-shoe magnet, and rotated the armature

in front.

E. M. Clarke, in 1836, designed the construction

exhibited in Fig. 24. Replaced the magnet vertically

and revolved the coils about a horizontal axis, and
added a commutator to make the currents flow in one

direction, which we have endeavoured to make plain

in Figs. 25, 26.
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In Fig. 25 are shown the two halves of a metallic

cylinder, insulated from each other by some non-

conducting material. A A are two contact springs

for collecting the currents. Let us suppose that

a constant current is being supplied to the two
halves of the cylinder; in this case, as long as the

cylinder remains in the position shown a direct cur-

rent will pass to the springs, but if the cylinder is

turned half-way round, the current will flown in the

opposite direction in the springs, because the ends of

the circuit connected to the cylinder remain the same,

and communicate now with reverse springs. This is

m̂
Mjuujam-

^••Ifll M\\ II

Fig. 35.—Commutator : End. ¥\g. 2&.—Commutator : Section.

supposing a current in one direction, and as long as

the cylinder rotates, the current will be reversed at

each half turn. The machine. Fig. 24, however, gives

alternating currents to the cylinder, and as these cur-

rents change direction just at the point where the

commutator reverses, it is obvious that the alternating

currents will now be made to flow in the springs

always in one direction.

In practice, the common commutators are made
like B and C, Fig. 27, which shows Stohrer's machine

of 1836. B is a cylinder, an explanation of the con-

struction of which is given in Fig. 26, and C is a pair

of forked contact springs. A and A in Fig. 26 repre-
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sent the ends of the pair of springs C, just spoken of,

and the cylinder is made up as shown in section.

There are two metal tubes on the spindle, and they

are insulated from each other by a tube of ebonite or

wood, shown black. The metal tubes are connected

to the wire coils as exhibited. Reverting to Fig. 26,

B and c are projections on these tubes. They extend

half round the circle, B and c (bottom) on one side,

and B and C (top) on the other. At each half revo-

lution, therefore, as the coil changes the direction of

its current, so do the cylinder and springs, the result

being a constant current in one direction. The

--i^
Fig. 27.-^St6hrer's Machine.

current is necessarily strongest just as the coils, with
their iron cores, pass the poles. In these machines,

therefore, we have simply an electro-magnet revolved

before the poles of a permanent magnet.
Clarke's machines are usually employed for medical

purposes, and as no shocks would be felt upon
grasping handles fixed to the wire ends were the

currents continuous, it is usual to arrange an inter-

rupter in the circuit. This may be done either

by employing a third spring, working on a brass

tube split, so as to give a break of circuit, at its
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centre, or by making the half-rings in Fig. 26 overlap

on the tube—that is, making them slightly pass the

central line. The result will be that the current at

each half-turn will pass for an instant by the fork of

the spring, so cutting it for the same period of time

from the exterior portion of the circuit.

Construction.

Concerning the practical construction of these machines, it is not our
intention to dwell upon it at great length, on ^ucount of their sim-

plicity. It will, however, be useful to state that the iron used in these

revolving clectro-magucls, as cores JkXiA yokes, should be as soft and pure as

possible, so that it may with rajiidity ch.inge its magnetical polaiity. Hard
iron will develop only weak cm rents. The material usually employed is

Swedish iron, made soft by so.iking in a blood-red tire for some houis, and
then cooling very slowly by burying in the hot ashes or allowing the fire to

go out. The parts of iron to be screwed together must be quite clean, and
in order to secure a good connection they should be quite (lat.

The size and number of layers of wire must he regulated by (he purpose

for which the machine is intended. If high electromotive force be required,

as for an clectro-mediciLl machine, the wire should be fine, to give a great

number of turns ; but if the currents are required to do work in an external

circuit of low resistance, a thick wire is to be employed. The electro-

motive force and lesistance of that part of the circuit formed by the moving
coil will depend upon the number of turns of the wire, and upon its sire.

The greater the number of turns, the higher the electromotive force, and
the stouter the wire the less the resistance.

The amount of current or quantity passing in a

given time in the circuit depends on the resistance

of the whole circuit, as well as on the electromotive

force ; and, therefore, if the portion of the circuit

external to the machine is of small resistance the

wire of the coils should be large, and if the external

circuit is of great resistance the wire should be small

and have many turns.

The principle is to some extent analogous to that

of the voltaic battery, for when the cells are increased

in size the internal resistance of the battery is de-

creased, and if the extenial resistance is small, the

decrease in the total resistance of the circuit thus
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obtained more than counterbalances any decrease in

electromotive force. If the number of elements is

increased the electromotive force is increased, and if

the external resistance is great compared to that of

the battery, this more than counterbalances the in-

crease of the battery resistance.

It is important that this should be borne in mind
as bearing on the voltaic arc. Great electromotive

force will give a longer arc than a small electro-

motive force ; but if we get very small internal resis-

tance we can produce with a given electromotive

force an arc which, though having a very small

length, may, from the magnitude of the current

passing, have a greater volume of light than with

the greater length of arc. The exact relation, how-
ever, between all these elements of the question are

not as yet entirely understood. Despretz, in a paper
communicated to the French Academy, describes

some experiments on the subject. He found that the

length of arc increased more rapidly than the number
of elements in series, and that by coupling given

groups of batteries in parallel circuits (or, as it some-

times is termed, " for quantity ") very small arcs as

regards length were obtained, but the amount of light

given is not stated.

Construction.
For medical machines, from No. 18 to 32 wire, cotton- or silk-covered,

will answer, according to the tension required. No. 22 or 24 will usually

be found suitable, and as many as from tive to ten layers may be wound on
the reels. All connections must be soldered to prevent bad contact, and
care is necessary that the wire passes from one reel to the other like the
letter S (A, Fig. 28), so that, in appearance, the winding may be in oppo-
site directions. B, Fig. 28, exhibits the iron back and the coils.

Magnets of the permanent kind for such machines must be of good
steel only. It is, indeed, imperative that the steel should be of the finest

kind if the best effects are sought, and if it is. required that the magnet
should retain its force for many years. Steel of indifferent quality will

soon become weak in magnetism ; that known as " tungsten" steel is the

best.

F
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The soA steel should be heated to a dull red, and then curved into the

horse-shoe idiapc requited. It should then be fini!>hed up, and attain

healed to a blood-red and plunged, bend first, in cold water or oil.

This should make it so hard that a file will not act upon it, when it is

ready for magnetisation. In order that the steel may absorb the maximum
of magnetisation, it is usual to reduce its haidness at this stage ^o a slifjht

degree by plunging it in a bath of melted lead or tin, the ic

obsierved by the colour produced. The steel may be ma^i.

permanent or eleclto-magnet larger than the new one, or by
of the strong batteries, such as the bichromate or Bunsen. In magneiismg
by batterjf, the legs must be coiled with insulated wire. Four layers of

No. 16 ^nll be sufficient on each, and one minute of passing the current

Fig. 38.—Electro-Magnet.

will suffice. The circuit should be broken two or three times during the
operation. The process of magneti«>ing by a magnet is by rubbing it

upon the steel, pole following pole, fiom end to end, in one direction.

A piece of soft iron must cross the poles of such magnets when not in

use or while being magnetised.

Large Magneto-Electric Machines.

Some eighteen years passed without any great ad-

vance being made in the use of magneto machines, or

any increase in their size, although several patents

were taken out, some of which we shall have to allude

to farther on.

The *' Alliance" Machine.

In 1 850 Professor Nollet, of the Military School of

Brussels, commenced the design of a powerful mag-
neto-electric machine, with the view of decomposing

water and procuring oxygen and hydrogen for tho

lime light. In 1 853 a company for this purpose was

formed in Paris called the Soci^t6 G^n^rale de

I'Electricit^, and a large machine by Nollet was ex-
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perimented on in Paris. The experiments failed as

regards the lime light, but experiments on the electric

light made by Mr. F. H. Holmes with this machine,

altered to a continuous current machine by means of

a commutator, were so far successful as to lead to

further experiments both in France and England.

About 1859 the Compagnie de TAlliance was formed

for the manufacture of electric light machines. In

the machines made by this company the commutator

Fig. 29.—The Alliance Magneto-Electric Machine.

ofHolmes was removed and the alternate current again
adopted, and the machine was known as the "Alliance
Machine," Fig. 29. Mr. Van Malderen had much to

do with the success of these machines, which were
used afterwards in the French lighthouses. From
what was known when this machine was invented it

was not possible, perhaps, to produce a better mag-
neto-electric generator.
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To a central shaft is made fast a series of copper

or bronze discs, carrying each at its outer edges as

many as i6 coils of wire with iron cores. The whole

of this system, which may consist of as many discs

as may be required, is caused to revolve by attach-

ing the central shaft to a steam-engine. To an

outside frame is secured a number of compound
steel magnets ; 8 sets of magnets are provided, and

the coils revolve between each pair of magnet

poles. The actual construction has been varied

many times.

The currents given ofiF are collected, one sign from

the axis and the other from a brass ring upon, and

insulated from, the axis. Alternate currents are of

course produced, and as there are as many changes

of direction as coils, the machine gives 16 alternate

currents per minute ; the shaft being driven at 400

revolutions, there must be at least 6,000 to 7,000

alternate impulses and changes of direction per

minute.

As a matter of course, the parts, on account of these

rapid magnetic reversals, become heated, but the way
in which the parts are arranged causes them to act

as a wind fan, which although it absorbs some power,

keeps the machine cool enough for continuous

working.

It was a modification of this class of machine which
first illuminated the south lighthouse at Cape La
H^ve, in 1863, and the same apparatus, slightly im-

proved, was put down at the north lighthouse in 1865.

Two 8 horse-power steam-engines drive a pair of the

machines at each lighthouse. The light from one is

equivalent to 1,900 candles. The same kind of machine
is fixed at Cape Gris-nez.
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The Holmes Permanent Magnet Machines.

Mr. Holmes gave further attention to the subject,

and in 1857 a- large machine, made under his super-

intendence for the Trinity Board, was experimented

on at Blackwall under the direction of Professor

Faraday. In this machine the magnets, 36 in number,
mounted on six wheels, rotated, and the coils were
fixed and arranged in 5 rings of 24 each. The cur-

rents were made direct by means of a commutator.

The experiments were satisfactory, and two larger

machines were made for the South Foreland light-

house. In these machines the magnets were fixed

and the coils rotated as in the earlier Alliance

machine. The machine contained 60 compound
horse-shoe magnets mounted radially in their vertical

planes, the poles of the magnets being turned away
from the centre. The coils, 160 in number, were

mounted upon two wheels about 9 feet diameter,

80 to each wheel. B}^ means of a commutator direct

currents were obtained. The power absorbed was

2f horse-power to each machine. On the 8th of

December, 1858, the electric light produced from

permanent magnets was shown on the sea for the

first time at the South Foreland high lighthouse.

These machines were afterwards removed from the

South Foreland lighthouse and placed in Dungeness

lighthouse, where the light was exhibited in February,

1862. Another machine was made by Holmes in

1867, afterwards used at Soutar Point lighthouse in

1 87 1, in which the magnets were fixed, but turned

with their poles towards the centre. There were in

this machine 7 rings of 8 magnets each, and between

the rings of magnets revolved 6 wheels on the shaft.
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having i6 coils each. This machine ha no com-

mutator, and the alternate currents were taken off

by brushes. It is, in fact, nearly a return to the

Alliance machine, viz. permanent magnets, horse-shoe

magnets turned with their poles towards the shaft, the

coils revolving, and no commutator. Professor Holmes
afterwards designed other machines which do not be-

long to the permanent magnet class, and will be de-

scribed farther on.

The Siemens' Armature.

In 1856 Dr. C. W. Siemens patented an armature

of great merit for magneto-electric machines, and

which has been, and is still, extensively used in mag-

neto machines of various descriptions. It consists of

a long iron bar, deeply groov^ed on two opposite sides,

lengthwise. In this deep channel the wire is wound
lengthwise of the bar, over its ends and along its

sides. One end of the wire is soldered to the iron

armature itself, and the other to a metal ring (insu-

lated) on the driving .spindle. This

/''^^^^ arrangement occupies the place of the

f^ ^^ electro-magnet in Clarke's machine,

and it is rotated, by suitable means,

between the poles of a powerful per-

manent magnet.

I'ig' 3O1 which will further explain

this, exhibits a cross section of the

armature, with the wire in position.

|[''.^.°":^''*'"""' The sides of the armature are solid and
Shuttle Armature.

rounded. Two cheeks, hollowed out,

are shown attached to the poles of the magnet.

These embrace the armature, which revolves very

closely to them. It is usual in practice to wind the
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wire until it nearly completes the circular form of

the sides. Rings of brass are then put over all, to

prevent the wire from being forced out of position

by the force of rotation. The pole cheeks are long,

to embrace a considerable length of armature. There

is very little churning of the air, as in Clarke's

machines. This form of Siemens' armature has been
employed by Dr. Siemens in a magneto-electric

machine, with a number of magnets arranged parallel

to one another, and by several other makers, among
whom may be mentioned Mr. "Wilde, of Manchester,

and Mr. Ladd, of London.
The armature, and several modifications of it, have

been employed in magneto-electric telegraphic ma-
chines, and in the better class of medical apparatus.

These forms of the machine do not, however, concern

us here, although they are, historically, of much
interest.

Pacinotti's Ring.

In the year i860 Dr. Pacinotti devised a magneto-
electric armature of peculiar form. It was first used

in a machine made for the Physical Cabinet of the

University of Pisa in that year. It does not appear,

however, that Dr. Pacinotti published a description of

his machine until the year 1864. The nature of the

Pacinotti ring, as it is sometimes called, will be most
readily understood by the description of Brush's

armature, to be given further on.

Breguet's Machine.

M. Breguet, a well-known manufacturer of electrical

apparatus in Paris, constructs a machine which is

composed of a pair of large permanent steel magnets,
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passing between the poles of which is a shaft carrying

a stout iron disc, upon the face of which is secured, at

right angles to it, a series of iron cores wound with

wire. These cores are so arranged that both magnets
act upon them, one magnet upon their free ends, and
the other upon the ends fixed to the iron disc.

The apparatus is simply an extension of Clarke's

principle, but the number of bobbins admits of a con-

tinuous current being given off. The coils are joined

up as a battery in series. As the system is caused to

revolve, all the bobbins on one side of the poles will

give off direct currents, while those on the opposite

side will give off inverse currents. These currents

are properly collected by a pair of springs at the

changing or neutral line. The contact slips are dis-

posed readily from the central parts of the disc, and

to each strip are joined the two adjacent ends of each

pair of coils.

There is no actual break of circuit during the revo-

lution, because the contact springs are always boariiiir

upon two or more of the radial slips.

On a large scale the machine would doubtlessly

work very well, and is adapted for the rapid dissipa-

tion of heat generated by the magnetic reversals. But

the same advantage is again a disadvantage, because

the coils, being some way from the axis, act as a fan,

and so consume power in churning the air.

C. F. Varley's Machines.

In the machines constructed upon the designs of

Mr. C. F. Varley, actual, or nearly actual, contact was
maintained between the armatures and the poles of

the inducing magnets. The magnets themselves,

together with the intermediate cores, surrounded by
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coils of wire, form a complete ring, link, or circuit of

iron, or iron and steel. These permanent or inducing

electro-magnets have their respective north and south

poles continuously or nearly continuously closed,

notwithstanding the movement of the armature or

armatures ; but the armatures, when rotated or moved
to and fro along the iron or link, affect the direction

of the currents.

In arranging a machine on these principles in the

simplest and most elementary form, two horse-shoe

magnets are placed opposite to each other, and between

Fig. 31,—Varley's Machine.

their poles are two soft iron cores, on which are wound
coils of insulated wire. The poles of the magnets are

placed, the north opposite the south. Together with

these, which are the fixed parts of the apparatus

(Fig. 31, A, b), an armature is employed, E, to which a

reciprocating motion is given, which places it first in

contact, or nearly so, with the two poles of one
magnet, and then tranfers it to a corresponding posi-

tion with respect to the other magnet. The faces of

the magnets and of the armature may be grooved to

increase the area of the surfaces in contact or in close

proximity.

In place of a reciprocating armature, a rotating one
may be employed, so formed as to connect the north
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pole of one magnet with the south pole of the other,

and, as it rotates, to couple the poles alternately.

In the figure a shaft is shown, C, reciprocally moved
by the crank and power-pulley, D. In addition to this

design of a dynamo-electric machine, Mr. Varley has

invented various other pieces of apparatus for the

production of single or multiple circuits of current

M. Gramme's Magneto-Electric Machines.

M. Gramme, of Paris, introduced about the year

1 87 1 what was considered at the time as an entirely

new kind of armature, but which was afterwards dis-

covered to have been invented previously by Pacinotti,

as before alluded to.*

It is a complete ring of iron, and the wire is wound
upon it without a break all round the circle. If an

iron ring has thus wound upon it an insulated wire,

forming a complete coil, the ends of which are con-

nected by soldering together, and if this coil and ring

are caused to rotate upon a central axis between the

poles of a magnet, there will be developed in the coils

a curious electric state. Two currents are constantly

flowing in the wire, such that as each point in the

circuit arrives at a spot equidistant from the two poles

of the magnet, that point in the wire has a maximum
positive potential, whilst the point in the coil exactly

opposite to this has a maximum negative potential.

If now the exterior turns of the wire are denuded of

covering, and a pair of springs made to press, one on

each side of the ring, on a line directly between the

poles, a constant current, similar to a constant fall of

water, will pass in any outside circuit connected to the

springs.

* See list of dynamo machine patents, p. 1 70.
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A Gramme ring may be made to work just as de-

scribed, but in practice a different way of constructing

the ring is adopted.

M. Gramme makes his ring armature up as shown
in Fig. 32, where A and A are the ends of a coil or

ring, composed of a great number of soft iron wires.

B B B are the coils of wire used by M. Gramme to

cover the ring, it being found more convenient to

make up the endless coil in sections, and then join

them properly together, than to wind the wire from

end to end and take the currents from the bared

exterior. The upper
part of the ring is

seen fully coiled,

while the lower side

is being filled with

coils, cc are the ends
of the coils of wire,

which are taken out

for connecting up
after the ring is com-
plete. At D is shown
a number of copper
plates radiating from

the centre, and having fixed to them, in notches and
with soldering, the ends of the completed coils of

wire. These radiating plates are simply for the pur-

pose of carrying the currents along the axis to the

point where they are taken off by a pair of contact

pads or springs.

When the ring is complete, it is entirely covered

with coils of insulated wire, and each coil is connected

to a copper plate. The connection is made up, how-
ever, in this way :—No. i coil has its inside end con-

Fig. 32.—Gramme's Ring.
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nected to No. i copperplate, and to the same plate is

connected the outside or commencing end of No. 2

coil. The outer end of No. 2 coil is then connected to

No. 2 plate, and to the same plate is joined the out-

side end of No. 3 coil. This is continued around the

circle, and the plates act exactly as if the wire was
simply bared, and the currents collected direct. These
radiating copper plates are also exhibited in the fol-

lowing views of the machine and its parts. The
centre of the ring is filled up with a block of wood, or

is driven by a brass spider-wheel, through which runs
the central spindle, and into slits in which the copper
plates fit. In Gramme's ring the iron wires forming
it are not divided as represented in the figure. They
form an endless hoop of soft imn, pnvi>l<.no(1 in nn

endless helix of insulated wire.

The length of wire in each coil will depend upon
the size of the machine and upon the size of the wire.

For No. 12 wire, well insulated, as much as 12 yards
may be placed in each coil, and it is important that

those coils are not very thick. They should be so

thin as to allow about fifty to be placed on a 5-inch

ring ; but a great deal will depend upon the amount
of care employed. Every part of the ring must be
covered, and it will be found best, as convenient in

making up the central space equal to the exterior, to

coat the copper plates with gutta-percha and varnish

at their outer edges, and to place them between the

coils against the ring itself. Fuller particulars for

actual construction will, however, be found further

on.

FJg. 33 exhibits a section of the wire ring and coils,

BB, upon a central spindle, c c. A A arc the magnetic
pole-pieces between which the ring revolves. It will
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be observed that there are lock-nuts to secure the

central portion in position.

Gramme's magneto-electric machines are now
manufactured by M. Breguet, of Paris, in two or three

forms to suit hand-power. The machines are very

useful in laboratories, where a powerful current of

electricity is often required. The best type are those

with Jamin's laminated magnets.

Fig. 34 is a view of this machine. It will be

observed that, as in many other forms of the Gramme
machine, the currents are collected upon the neutral

magnetic line^ that is, on a line passing between the

poles of the magnet, vertically.

Fig- 33'—Section of Gramme's Ring.

Following are a few instructions by which the

amateur may be enabled to make for himself a very-

useful hand magneto-electric machine. The construc-

tion is not difficult, and doubtlessly will be undertaken

by very many in want of some clean and handy

apparatus to supersede the troublesome and often

unwholesome battery.

^ig- 35 represents a more simple form of the same
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machine, in which the magnet is composed of four or

five sections, forming a compound magnet of con-
siderable power.

The magnet is a permanent steel one. Some idea

of the effect obtainable from the current, while the

hand-wheel is driven about 80 turns per minute, may

Fig. 34.—Gram: ine.

be gathered from the fact that 14 in. of No. 36 B. W. G.

platinum wire is brought to a white, glowing heat in

a few seconds, and the turning of the handle at a
fairly uniform speed may be easily kept up for almost
any time required in ordinary experiments.

The general arrangement of the parts is indicated
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by the figure, in which M M is the permanent magnet,

w the driving-wheel, gearing in a pinion on the

spindle of the Gramme ring. Screws are represented

Fig. 35.—Gramme Hand Magneto-Electric Machine.

on the face of the magnet. These are employed when
the magnet is made of two or more sections or layers

of steel. A solid steel magnet is used in the machine
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made by M. Breguet, but it is undoubtedly better to

make it up from two or more layers, although in this

case constructional difficulties are much augmented.

The teeth of M. Breguet's driving-wheel are cut

obliquely upon the circumference of the wheel. This

is supposed to both decrease the noise and the risk of

breakage ; but the common wheel and pinion will be

found to work the ring quite well. The base is solid,

and it is imperative that it should be of some heavy
non-magnetic substance, if the machine cannot be

clamped or screwed to a table ; this insures steadi-

ness. The bearings or standards for the driving-

wheel spindle also carry the ring spindle, and are of

gun-metal. The driving-wheel may be of brass, as,

although cast-iron would do, it is very apt to give

way at the toothed portion ; brass or gun- metal is

therefore to be recommended. The magnet should be
of the best steel only, because steel of indififerent

quality will not only fail to take up sufficient magnet-
ism but will lose its little strength in course of time.

Even the best steel will, in a few years, lose some ol

its magnetic strength, but it is no difficult matter to

re-magnetise it. The wire used in the construction of

the ring should be of the softest iron procurable, and
the wire from which the coils are made should be of

good copper of high conductivity. A high degree of

accuracy is not necessary except in the making up of

the ring, which must be truly circular and somewhat
equally balanced.

CoNSTRucrnow.

7%# Afagrut.—This pzrt of the machine may be constnictcd in more
ways than one. What is really required is a concentratioi) of magnetic
power at the ring-cheeks, / p, Fig. 36. Various forms of magnet might be
employed to effect this, exclusive of electro-magnets ; but as space in height
it of little moment, and as the steel is moa convcnicntl} arianged vcrti*
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cally, the form of magnetic arrangement exhibited by Fig. 36 will be found
to answer the purposes of the amateur best.

Fig. 36 represents the magnetic horse-shoe M M ; the concaved cheelis,

p p, may form part of the same mass of metal, but it will be found most
easy in practice to make them of cast-iron, and to screw them to the mag-
net limbs as shown at the dotted lines on either side. The feet or basis of
the bent bar should be attached by screws from underneath, on account of
the difficulty of placing wire coils upon the magnet in the process of im-
parting the necessary magnetic strength. The length of the bar complete
may be 3 ft., its width 3 in., and its

thickness \ in. It should be made
from rolled steel, of flat bar shape,

although any other shape of steel will

answer the purpose. It is well to

know, however, that if the thickness

be greater than ^ in., the extra metal
will be superfluous, for thick bars do
not carry more magnetism than thin

ones, and the difficulty of hardening
will be greatly increased.

The bar should first be bent to a

U -shape, with two limbs of equal
length, and a space between them of
i)\ in. It may then be finished up,

and have the screw holes for the
cheeks and feet drilled. The screws
may be ordinary |-in. bolts or screws.

The hardening and tempering should
then be proceeded with. The bar
should be hardened in a good char-

coal fire, which must be of equal heat
throughout the space occupied by
the steel. As soon as a good blood-
red heat is attained, plunge it into

water, bendfust, vertically. If this

is not done as directed, it is pro-
bable that the bend will be softer

than the other parts. The steel

should be so hard that a file will

scarcely cut it. Leave the "skin"
on, and coat with sealingwax or
other varnish, except where the
cheeks, p p, are to bear. If the magnet is to be magnetised by rubbing
with another, do not yet coat with varnish.
Magnetism may be obtained in two ways : these are, first, by rubbing

with a sufficiently strong electro-magnet ; second, by pas-ing round the
steel a strong current of electricity. Very few people possess electro-

magnets of sufficient strength to impart much vitality to so large a mass of

steel, so that it will be best in most cases to use the voltaic current. It

will be necessary to place upon the steel legs a pair of long coils of stout

cotton-covered wire. No. 16 B.W.G. wire will answer very well, and as

many as four layers ought to be in each coil, if its length does not cover the

G

Fig. 36.—Small Gramme Magnet.
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straight part of the steel. The battery power to ernploy may consist oi

just as many quart Bunsens or bichromate cells over 6 as the maker may
poBsen. The more battery power the more magticli-.m, usu illy up to 20

cellt. Ten cells of the simple bichromate battery in series will answer

very well. The current may be passed for about a minute, and the ciicuit

should be broken several times during this minute. The bar will be more
difficult to magnetise, as it is harder ; but the magnetism will last longer

without variation. The poles should be crossed by a piece of iion during

magnetising. Care should be taken that the wire from one leg crosses to

the other like the letter s ; if this is not attended to, and the wire is not

wound as it is upon common electro-magnets, the magnetisation will be a

failure and must be repeated under difTcrent conditions. If the wire be
coiled upon the steel direct, it will be safest for the amateur to continue

the coiling over the bend, when the direction must be correct.

The cheeks f p are of cast-iron, lliey should be 6 inches high by 5 inches

wide, and thicK enough to allow of the q^-inch circle, s, being cut from

them. The space between their faces will thus be about half an inch or

more. It will be best to have them cast to pattern, and then turned out.

If there is convenience for annealing the cast-iron, this may be done in a

charcoal fire by heating to redness and cooling slowly. The circular space,

s, should be as true as possible, for it is upon the nearness of the iron to

the ring that the effects, to a great extent, depend. The backs must be
made flat, to bear truly upon the clean flat surface of the magnet itself.

If the base is to be of iron, and the feet of the magnet are to be secured

to it direct, they must be of brass, and brass screws must be used. If a

wooden base is to be employed, the feet and screws may be of an)- metal.

It will thus be seen that care is necessary not to close tne magnetic circuit

of the horse-shoe by any iron prolongations. The magnetic arrangement

must be made steadily fast to the base, in position, and the rest of the

work may be proceeded v\ith.

The Ring^ or Armature.—In the Gramme machine the best form of

ring consists of a flat bundle of soft iron wires, as is exhibited by Fig. ^2,

p. 75. The bundle of wires is a little more difficult to arrange in practice

than one ring of iron. A good plan is to make it up of three 2 -inch wide
lengths of soft iron, one over the other. The innermost layer must be

shorter than the second layer, and it must, in turn, be shorter than the out-

side layer. They are to form an almost comjiletc ring, except a gap of l|

inch wide, to allow the coils of wire, b, to be slipped on. Ihis gap, when
all the ring is coiled, is then to be filled up with a piece of iron having a

coil of wire upon it. This will complete the ring, the iron body of which
must be continuous. The diameter of the ring, outside, is to be x\ inches,

and its diameter inside will thus be about 2\ inches, its width will be
2 inches, and this size of ring will, when coiled with wire, give an outside

ring of 5 inches diameter or a Utile over, to fill the space s, Fig. 36, with

clearance room.
The coils of wire, B B, Fig. 32, p. 75, are to consist of four layers of

No. 16, silk- or cottonocoverol. Silk will prove the better insulator, but

cotton will answer, if well dried and snaked in melted solid paraffin. The
layers of wire are to be i| inch or rather less in width. They should be

first coiled upon a former or mandrel, having the same size as the ring

body, and may be kept in shape by tying wifh silk thread and steeping in

paraffin. They are to be slipped on, entering at the gip A A, Fig. 32,
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p. 75, until the ring is quite full, and their ends, c c, are directed to one
side. The last coil, filling up the gap in the ring, is to be placed upon the
piece of iron filling up the gap. This iron piece should fit into the ends so
as to spring them apart, and must have a catch or taper filed upon it to
keep it in place when it is tightly pressed in. A ring made from a hoop of
soft iron, solid, answers very well.

We have now the ring, with the wire upon it, and all the coil ends
extending outwards at one side. There will be spaces at the outside not
filled with wire, and they should be filled up completely with some such
substance as melted pitch, to which some gutta-percha has been added.
Concerning this, it should be remarked that these spaces will not exist if

the contact plates of copper (d, Fig. 32) are placed within the ring, as
there shown. It will, however, be easier for the amateur to leave the
ends as they are, and to proceed to finish the ring as follows :—Turn a box
or hard-wood drum to fit the centre of the ring tightly. Let it be very
slightly tapered and somewhat rough, to give a hold to the cement. Its

Fig- 37—Gramme Ring: and Contact Drum.

length should be 7 inches, and it should have a central aperture to
receive a tightly-driven spindle of ^-inch round iron, of length over all

9 inches. Let the wooden drum pass through the ring until its thickest
end is nearly flush with the wire coil, and the small end projects con-
siderably. Mark this place, remove the ring, and in the wooden drum—commencing at the mark reached by the coils, make a number of
slots or cuts with a saw. The^e cuts must be equal in number to the
coils, and must radiate from the centre. Fig. 37 is intended to repre-
sent this. Now turn down the wooden drum for 2 inches at one end

;

reduce until the diameter is i inch ; d. Fig. 37, will now represent
this end so reluced. The depth of slots will be reduced also.

Into these slots must fit tightly pieces of thick sheet copper, D, Fig. 32,
p. 75. These radiating slips must be driven in, and their edges should
be flush with the wood drum, both at the wide and reduced parts.

File the slips down to the cylindrical form, connect the coils with the
slips, and, to fasten on the ring, press the ring firmly on the spindle or
drum. Melt a quantity of pitch and a little gutta-percha together, and
fill in between the ring and the drum with it while very hot. When
this sets it will fix the ring in position. Bring out all the cleaned extrcmi-
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ties of the coils, and commence by -
• finishing or outside end

of No. I coil lo No. I copper slip; ^ lo N(i. i slip the inside or
beginning end of No. 2 coil. Soldi- ' '^ "'

il to No.
2 slip, and to ihc same slip the conir \n. 3 coil.

Continue thus until all the coils are < ;, lips, paint
over u-ith hot gutta-percha and pitch, and the ring with itVcoooeclions i«

complete.
Fig. 37 will render the arrangement more cleir, where K k represents

the ring upon its axis, s .s the coils, F F the ends of these joine<l to the
copper slips, which lead along the drum, as the lines indic.ito, to d, which is

the reduced end spulcen of, with the slips having their ctlges flush «ith it.

Fig- 33. p. 77, will render the whole still more intelligib'e ; but there
are joints snown here which are intended to represent the way in which
Gramme mounts the ring upon its spindle.

The actual construction of the spindle and the mounting are ordinarj*

mechanical operations. The toothed driving-wheel may conveniently h.ivc

a diameter of 10 inches, and the pinion a tliameier of i.J inches. The
number of teeth is a matter of little consequence, but the pinion and wheel
must agree as to pitch of the teeth, otherwise they will not run together.

Fig. 38.—Contact Sprlnft and Dmm.

Il will be found best to provide a gun-metal pinion, .nnd to drive a pin

right through its h«>h ano the spindle. The height of the standards must
bt ;)(h ring to revolve freely in the

sj ; be done until this part is very

ex... .._, ... ,...;.. i .- l)r!wccn the centres of both
spindles must be marked off on the 1 I will always afterwaids be
correct. The lower spindle mu>t that the nng occupies as

nearly .1 portion ol the checks/) p. Fig. 36.

As t' '• at which the reduced or *• contact " end of
th" ••

.. ..of little consequence; but it will be found
1) ' t it from the side opposite lo the driving-wheel,
1)1' 1

• to be fixed here for carrying a pur of contact

spni)g> iui collecting llie current from the copper slips, as the)' project at

D, Fii?. 37.
^\M^. .1.- .:.„ : --...^rj (q re^'olve without the contact brushes pres-

sfi can lie no circuit fit currents, so that no currents

ai' I y '11' magnet.

Kefeicnce to hig. 38 will render clear the manner in which the con-
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tact springs sliould be arranged. One presses upon the upper side of the
drum end, and the other on the under side of the drum. The edges of the

radiating slips being flush with the circumference, there is not a heavy con-
tact, but it is sufficient to collect the impulses as they are given off. These
currents are constantly in one direction, and in this respect resemble a fall

of water.

The springs represented at Fig. 38 are most conveniently made up from
a number of stiff copper wires ; but brass wires will answer, although they
will be burned sooner if there is much sparking. The springs should be
adjustable, thr()ugh the screws fastening them, to expose fresh surface to

the friction when necessary ; and the thumb-screws shown serve to cause

them to bear more or less heavily upon the axis. This part must be oiled

occasionally.

From these contact springs the wires are taken to the binding-screw

exhibited in Fig. 34. Stout covered wires should be employed to connect
the machine to any piece of apparatus. M. Breguet supplies with the

machine two rings, with thick and fine wire, for currents of low and high

electro-motive forces. The cui rents must always be collected upon or near
the neutval line.

De Meritens' Machine.

The construction of this machine provides for the

armature a wheel, with a rim composed of segments

of soft iron, wound as usual with wire at right angles

to the iron segments, which are separated magneti-

cally by strips of copper. All the segments are wound
in one direction, but the outside end of one coil is

joined to tht? outside end of the next, and the inside

end is joined to the inside of the preceding coil.

This ring-tire armature is made to revolve inside the

poles of a number of permanent steel magnets, ar-

ranged around in a circle parallel to the shaft of the

revolving wheel. There is thus a regular succession

of poles in the ring—N.S.N.S.

By this arrangement of coils, and the size of the

coils in relation to the distance between the magnets,

as one coil is approaching a north pole the next is

approaching a south pole. Currents in opposite direc-

tions in these two coils are therefore produced, but by
the mode of coupling the ends of the coils described
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above, these currents become in the circuit in the same

direction. The current, however, is of course reversed

as any one magnet approaches and then recedes from

any one pole, thus the machine produces currents

which alternate in their direction.

The terminations of the wheel coils are soldered to

a pair of brass or copper rings upon, and insulated

from, the central spindle. From these rings the

current is taken off by copper brushes, usually com-
posed of springy wire of large size.

It has been found that this machine produces re-

markably strong currents in comparison with other

machines of the same type. Were the sections compo-
sing the circular armature not insulated magnetically

from each other as they are, some comparison might

be made with the Gramme magneto machine, for the

currents are induced under similar conditions, except

that De Meritens employs a number of small magnets.



CHAPTER V.

ELECTRO-MAGNETO ELECTRIC MACHINES,

Hitherto we have only alluded to magneto-electric

machines in which the current was produced by re-

volving coils of wire placed on soft iron cores, near

fixed permanent magnets, or vice versa, revolving per-

manent magnets near fixed coils. It will be evident,

however, that electro-magnets excited by currents

from some source of electricity may be substituted for

fixed permanent magnets; and, in fact, in 1845, P^<^-

fessor Wheatstone patented the substitution of electro-

magnets for permanent magnets in magneto-electric

machines for telegraphic purposes, and in 1852

Watt, in a patent, mentions the same idea ; but

no particular use seems to have been made of these

suggestions.

Wilde's First Machine.

In 1863 Mr. H. Wilde, of Manchester, took out a

patent for a machine for obtaining electric currents in

which a large electro-magnet was excited by means of

a battery, or by the current from the armature of a

small magneto-electric machine, both machines hav-

ing Siemens* armatures, a commutator being arranged

on the small machine, so as to give a current in one

direction round the electro-magnet of the large ma-
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chine. Mr. H. Wilde constructed a large machine on
this principle, and appears to have first brought the

principle before the public in two prpers, read at the

Royal Society on April 26th, 1866. ** i. On some
new and paradoxical phenomena in electro-magnetic

induction, and their relation to the principle of Con-

servation of Physical force. 2. On a new and power-

ful Generator of Dynamic Electricity."

The machine described consisted ot a small mag-
neto-electric machine, in which the magnets were

permanent magnets, and the armature a Siemens*

armature, standing on a large magneto machine, in

which the magnets were electro -magnets, these

electro-magnets being excited by the current from

the armature of the smaller machine. The current

from the large armature was consequently very

powerful.

Fig. 39 shows an end elevation of this machine.

M m' is the small permanent magneto machine with

its Siemens' armature C ; r and y are the terminals

connecting the commutator brushes of the small

machine to the insulated copper bands of the large

electro-magnet E E.' The wires z and z' show the

external circuit connected to the contact brushes of

the armature of the large electro-magnet.

Mr. Wilde carried his principle further, and made
and described a machine where the current from the

first excited the electro-magnets of a second, and the

current from the second excited the electro-magnets

of a third, the diameters of the Siemens* armatures

being respectively i( inches, 5 inches, and 10

inches.

The magnets of the small magneto-electric machine
consist of six magnets weighing i lb. each, and the
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magnets of the lo-inch machine weighed 3 tons. The

machine was furnished with two armatures, one for

Fig. 39.—Wilde's Magneto-Electric Machine.

the production of '* intensity," and the other for the

production of " quantity," effects.
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The intensity armature was coiled with a bundle of

thirteen No. 1 1 copper wires 376 feet in length, and
weighing 232 lbs.

The quantity armature was wound with copper
plate 67 feet long, weighing 344 lbs.

The armatures were driven at the rate of 1,500
revolutions per minute.

When the large machine was excited by the medium,
which in its turn was excited by the smallest machine,
enormous efifects were produced, and a piece of iron

15 inches in length, and | of an inch in diameter, was
melted. This was with the quantity armature. With
the intensity armature the current produced melted 7

feet of No. 16 iron, and made a length of 21 feet red-

hot The intensity armature was used for the electric

light, with gas carbon i inch square, and the light

evolved was sufficient to cast a shadow from the

flames from the street lamps a quarter of a mile

distant.

In March, 1867, Mr. Wilde exhibited a large

machine of this description at the conversazione of

the Royal Society at Burlington House. The electric

light was shown in great splendour, and iron rods of

the above dimensions were fused.

Wilde's Artfialure.—Although the distinctive fea-

tures of Wilde's machine lie in its magnets and ar-

rangement, the make of Siemens' armature adopted

by him calls for further explanation.

Fig. 40 exhibits this construction. The metallic

portion of the armature is shown in the end view with

cross section lines and the wire wound upon it in three

layers. This cast-iron body extends from A to A, and
in its longitudinal side grooves the wire is wound.

The length of covered copper wire wound is about
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50 feet, and after the wire is on, a wooden packing

serves to keep it in place and make up the circular

form of the armature. Straps of brass encircle the

armature at different intervals along its length ; this

prevents the coils from being forced out-

wards by centrifugal force. These are sunk

in grooves made for them in the cast-iron

body and wooden packing E. Two ends of

brass are fitted to the ends of the arma-
ture, and to these brass caps are made
fast the steel axis ends c C. D is the

puUy by which motion is given to the

armature from a strap.

The Co7nmutator is of simple construc-

tion, and is shown at B. It is composed
of two rings or sections of copper, fitted

upon the steel shaft C, and insulated

from each other. Upon this commuta-
tor or current-reverser press the contact

springs which take off the currents.

One-half of the commutator is connected

to the commencing end of the coil, and
the other to the finishing end. As soon

as the armature begins to move, a cur-

rent begins to be induced in it, and for

each revolution two opposed currents are

given rise to in its coil. If the springs

press upon the commutator, it will be
seen, since the latter is separated by an

oblique cut, that the springs must ex-

change parts at each half revolution, and
as this exchange takes place at the moment when
the armature reverses its current, the springs take

off the current in one continuous direction.

Fig. 40.—Wilde's
Armature.



CHAPTER VI.

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES,

The machine made by Mr. Wilde was an immense
step in advance of all previous means of obtaining

electricity from motive power, but a further step was
very shortly to be made of still greater importance.

About the end of 1866, or beginning of 1867, the

idea of employing the current, or a portion of the cur-

rent,* from an electro-magnetic electric machine to

exciU the electro-magnets themselves, thus dispensing

with voltaic batteries or any primary exciting machine,

occurred to Messrs. Varley, Siemens, and Wheat-
stone. Messrs. Alfred and Cornelius Varley patented

this principle in 1866. In January, 1867, Dr. Werner
Siemens communicated this principle to the Academy
of Science at Berlin, and in February, 1867, Dr. W.
Siemens communicated the same to the Royal Society.

About the same time Professor Wheatstone published

a similar idea. But all these gentlemen were, as far

as printed publication went, long anticipated by Soren

Hjorth, of Copenhagen, who in 1848 had patented

this principle very distinctly, giving drawings in his

specifications. Specification of Patent \ 2 yi^^^^ 1848.

Mr. Murray also, in the Engineer of July 20, 1866,

states that he, using only a single machine, passes the

currents from its armatures through wires coiled

* Coiutituluig what is now wall known at a Shumt Wound dynamo.
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round the permanent magnets in such a direction as

to intensify their magnetism, which in its turn reacts

upon the armatures and intensifies the current.

On February 14, 1867, two papers on this subject

were read before the Royal Society. The first, re-

ceived February 4, was *' On the conversion of Dyna-
mical into Electrical Force without the aid of Per-

manent Magnetism/' by C. W. Siemens, F.R.S.

The author says, "An experiment has been sug-

gested to me by my brother, Dr. Werner Siemens, of

Berlin, which proves that permanent magnetism is

not requisite in order to convert mechanical into

electrical force ; and the result obtained by this ex-

periment is remarkable, not only because it demon-
strates this hitherto unrecognised fact, but also

because it provides a simple means of producing very

powerful electrical effect." After describing the

principle of a dynamo machine, in which a single

element of a battery was used to start the magnetism,
he says, '*The co-operation of the battery is only

necessary for a moment of time after rotation has com-
menced, in order to introduce the magnetic action

which will thereupon continue to accumulate without

its aid. The mechanical arrangement best suited for

the production of these currents is that originally pro-

posed by Dr. Werner Siemens in 1857 (see *Du
Moncel sur I'Electricit^,' 1862, page 248), consisting

of a cylindrical keeper hollowed at two sides for the

reception of insulated wire wound longitudinally,

which is made to rotate between the poles of a series

of permanent magnets, which latter are at present re-

placed by electro-magnets.* On imparting rotation

* It being understood that the current from the armature is by suitable
commutator led round the electro-magnet coils.
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to the armature of such an arrangement, the mechani-

cal resistance is found to increase rapidly to such an

extent that either the driving strap commences to

slip, or the insulated wires constituting the coils are

heated to the extent of igniting their insulating silk

covering.
'* It is thus possible to produce mechanically the

most powerful electrical or calorific effects without the

aid of steel magnets."

The second paper, received February 14, was " On
the Augmentation of the Power of a Magnet by the

reaction thereon of currents induced by the Magnet
itself," by Charles Wheatstone, F.R.S.

The author states,* " In the present note I intend

to show that an electro-magnet, if it possesses at the

commencement the slightest polarity, may become a

powerful magnet by the gradually augmenting cur-

rents which itself originates." He then describes a

machine the same as the electro-magnetic part of Mr.
Wilde's machine, and then goes on to show that little

effect is produced by temporarily exciting the electro-

magnet if the circuits of the armature and magnet are

separate. But if the wires of the two circuits {t.e. the

electro-magnet and armature coils) be so joined as to

form a single circuit, in which the currents generated

by the armature, after being changed to the same direc-

tion, act so as to increase the existing polarity of the

electro-magnet, very different results will be obtained.

The force required to move the machine will be far

greater, showing a great increase of magnetic power
in the horse-shoe ; and the existence of an energetic

current in the wire is shown by its action on a

galvanometer, by its heating 4 inches of platinum

• ProceedtngB of the Royal Sodcty.
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wire '0067 in. diameter, by its making a powerful

electro-magnet, by its decomposing water and other

tests.

The principle thus brought prominently forward

by Dr. Siemens and Professor Wheatstone, and pre-

viously patented by Soren Hjorth and ]\Iessrs. Alfred

and Cornelius Varley, and published by Murray, was
soon brought to bear in the construction of an infinite

variety of machines for obtaining electricity from

mechanical motion without the aid of permanent
magnets or batteries, and the name of dynamo-
electric machine has been given to them in distinc-

tion from magneto-electric machines, where perma-
nent magnets are employed. Dr. Siemens' machine,

constructed to show the principle, consisted of flat

electro-magnets like Wilde's, with the Siemens'

armature, only the machine was laid horizontal instead

of vertical.

Mr. Wilde soon adapted this principle of reaction

to his machines, dispensing with the permanent
magnets, but still using a small electro-magneto elec-

tric machine, as well as a large one, the current from
the armature of the small machine being made to

pass round the wire of both machines to excite their

electro-magnets. The current from the armature of

the large electro-magnets was used alone for external

purposes.

As the heat is sometimes great, some of Wilde's

machines have the central shaft hollow, and a current

of cold water is caused to pass through it, and also

through the tubular large electro-magnet.

These machines have had their chief application in

electro-metallurgy, but they have also been used for

the production of the electric light.
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Ladd's Dynamo-Electric Machines.

Mr. Ladd, of London, made a machine, Fig. 41,

which differed from Wilde's in having two flat electro-

magnets, B, placed parallel, with Siemens' armatures,

C C, revolving at each end of the system. The cur-

rent from one of the armatures excited the electro-

magnets, and the current from the other was used for

external purposes.

Crompton's Dynamo.
The armature consists of a ring, but not strictly of

the Gramme pattern already described. The Crompton
ring is elongated, and forms a cylindrically shaped
armature in exterior appearance. The core is com-
posed of discs of thin sheet iron, of the softest kind.

They are insulated from each other by the interposition

of layers of paper, or other non-magnetic substance.

The whole is bolted together. It is then treated as a

solid mass, slots being cut, radiating from the in-

terior; these slots in turn receive the ends of five

radial arms projecting from the shaft. At intervals

gaps are left in the core for the purpose of permitting

the air to circulate and keep the armature at an even

temperature. The coils number, in the small machine,

ninety-six, and in the larger dynamo one hundred
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and twenty. Wire drawn nearly of a rectangular

form is used in preference to round wire. The advan-

tage of this is that a greater body of copper may be

packed into smaller compass than is possible in the

case of round wire. When wire is used for the arma-

ture coils the method of winding it with a depth of

one diameter upon the exterior, and with a depth of

two diameters upon the interior of the ring, is adopted.

But the Crompton dynamo was one of the first in

which the use of copper sectional bars was intro-

duced. In the machine under notice the sectional bars

for the outside portion are nearly rectangular in sec-

tion, and one hundred and twenty in number. The
interior portions are of flat, or ribbon form, with their

planes radial to the axis, so as to allow of their being

closely packed in the restricted area of the interior of

the core. In this way a greater body of copper may
be secured than is possible when round wire is used,

and the resistance of the armature correspondingly

reduced. The copper bars are insulated by the inser-

tion between them of strips of vulcanised fibre. In

some cases the Crompton armatures have been built

upon the principle of laying the condlictors in grooves

cut in the periphery of the core, the surface of the

conductors being level with that of the core. This

admits of the latter being adjusted very near to the

faces of the field-magnet, and yet revolve without

touching them. The field-magnet of the later forms

of Crompton dynamos is similar in design to that of

the Siemens' dynamo illustrated at page iig.

Gramme's Dynamo-Electric Machine.

The Gramme magneto-electric machine has been

described ; the Gramme ring armature being the

H
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essential feature of the arrangement. In the Gramme
dynamo-electric machine the ring is the same in

principle and form, but the magnets are electro,

magnets, formed by bars magnetically joined by the

frame of the machine, and the insulated wire on them

is wound in such a way that the mass of metal joined

to the centres of the bars^ or groups of bars, are the

magnettc poles when the magnets are excited. The
current from the coil is led through the electro-mag-

net coils as in most dynamo-electric machines.

Fig. 42 is a view of a complete Gramme machine of

the smaller type. It is much used in electro-plating

and in illuminating workshops. The illuminating

power of the current it yields is about 2,000 candles.
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Its weight is i cwt. 2 qrs. The armature should

make 1,600 revolutions per minute, with an expendi-

ture of ij H. P.

D D are electro-magnets, connected through the

framework, and this brings the poles to the cast-iron

cheeks which embrace the ring above and below.

The system composes, therefore, one electro-magnet.

I' 'g' 43-—Gramme Machine: Section.

A is the ring, c c the collecting brushes, B the

driving pulley. The height of this machine, as

shown, is 23 inches. Length 25 inches, width 13

inches.

I" ig- 43 i'** ari end sectional view of a Gramme ma-
chine of a small size. A A' are bars of the electro-

magnets, wound with thick copper wire. These bars
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form the two poles of a magnet, as they are connected
together at their ends, through the framework of the

machine. B b' are the pole pieces, or cheeks, which
embrace the ring for about seven-eighths of its cir-

cumference. The ring revolves very near to them.

C of are the collecting pads, brushes, or springs.

These usually consist of a bundle of hard copper

slips, or hard copper wires, passed through, secured

by, and regulated as to length through the holders

shown. These brushes need attention about once a

day, when the machine is in constant action. They
must not press heavily upon the axis, but the pressure

should be increased until most of the sparking is

taken up. These sparks, given off by slight breaks

in the circuit, soon burn the brushes and contact

pieces.

Gramme's machines of this type are now made in

several sizes, to give from 2,000 to 16,000 candle-

lights, with horse-power required of from i^ to 6, and
in weight from i to 8 cwts.

Fig. 44 illustrates one of the large machines con-

structed by Gramme, for the production of large cur-

rents. It has 6 bar magnets, 2 rings, and weighs

1,540 lbs. The copper wire upon all the magnet bars

weighs 400 lbs., and upon the ring 80 lbs. It is found

to give an electric light of about 4,000 candles, but is

not so well adapted for electric illumination on the

arc principle as for the workintr of incandescent

lamps.

Two of Grammes 10,000 candle-power machines

were employed to burn the electric candles on the

Thames Embankment in the early experiments in

London in 1878-80. One of these machines burns

20 " candles." The connections in the ring of this
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larger machine are not made all on one side. There
are 120 radiating slips, 60 on each side of the ring.

These lead to two collecting cylinders, and four col-

lecting pads press upon the cylinders to take up the

currents.

Work of tJie Gramme.—In a communication to the

Fig. 44ir—Large Gramme Machine.

Academy of Sciences, M. Tresca gives an account of

a series of experiments which he had instituted for

the purpose of determining the work performed by

the dynamo-electric machines of M. Gramme. His

experiments had reference to two machines emitting
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light equivalent to 1,850 and 30oCarcel lamps respec-

tively.*

A similar series of experiments were carried out at

the French Northern Railway dep6t, with Gramme
machines of 50, 100, and 150 Carcel lamp power
respectively. The power necessary to drive the ma-
chine was ascertained by a comparison with engines

driven by gas or steam, of 2, 3, or 4 horse-power,

used either separately or coupled. Previous determi-

nations, carefully ascertained, however, with a Prony
dynamometer, had given the relative volume of gas

consumed to the power derived (i,e, useful work), all

the conditions remaining the same.

The lamps employed in the experiments were of the

Serrin type, and answered the purpose remarkably

well. The following results were obtained. The
horse-power is given in Force de Cheval= o'9876 of a

horse-power.
Dytiamo-RU'clric Machine of

50- 1Jimp loo-l^mp 150- Lamp
Number of revolutions of bobbin per Power. I'owcr. I'owcr.

minute 1,050 800 800

Power nec$ssary to secure a steady light—
With carbons 0007 m. apart , . . . 22 ih. 2*4 ch. 25 ch.

Dillo 0-009 •"• apart .... ,, 2-0 ch. 27 ch.

Consumption 0/ caHous, including waste—
With carbons 0*007 m. apail- -

At positive pole. . .
r-2 ch. **'*^ '"• ) o-m m

Ditto at negative pole

.

„ 0045 ni. ) •'^ '

Willi caibons 0009 m. apart -

At positive pole „ 0060 m. \
^ ^

Ditto at negative pole „ 0030 m. )

The following figures will be of interest as ex-

hibiting the comparative cost of electric lights and

• The Carcel lanip \% a 8tand.»r<l in France, consuming 648 grains of

pure oil pfT hour, its value in English standard candles is about 13, or,

roughly, it is equdj to a gas-jet consuming 4 cubic feel per hour.
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gas, as ascertained through the experiments un-
dertaken by the Northern Railway Company of

France.

Taking, for example, the lamp of 150 Carcel lamps,
and allowing it to emit light for 10 consecutive hours
in some spacious hall or railway depot, 150 Carcel

lamps will require a consumption of 150 x 1*105 rnc.

of gas per hour, equal to 1575 m., which, at the rate

of 0*36 fr. per cubic m^tre, would constitute an ex-

pense of 570 frs. In the use of electricity for the

illumination, 150 Carcel lamps require 27 ch., which,

at the rate of 009 fr. per horse-power per hour, in-

cluding cleaning and lubrication, the expense would
amount to 0-24 fr. Adding to this 0*09 fr. for carbons,

o*45 fr. for wages to the employe, and 0'20 fr. for the

interest and liquidation of the expense of instalment,

the total amount would be 0-98 fr., or, in other words,

between one-fiftieth and one-sixtieth of the expense

involved \yhen using gas for the illumination.

An electric light of 150 Carcel lamps lights up ad-

vantageously a circle of about fifty metres in diame-

ter, and it is evident the illumination by electricity,

being so much superior in intensity, ought to be more
economical than gas, since the illumination of the

same area requires the light of more than twenty-five

gas jets, consuming 105 litres per hour.

The best make of Gramme machine now produced,

of the 6,000-candle type, is, length, i ft. 1 1 in.; breadth,

I ft. 3 in. ; height, i ft. 8 in. ; weight, 3 cwt. 1 qr. 22 lb.

;

horse-power absorbed, 2*5 ; revolutions per minute,

850; light in standard candles, condensed beam,

6,400; diffused beam, 4,000; light produced per home-

power^ in standard candles, condensed beam, 2,560

;

diffused beam, 1,600.
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The following are a few further particulars of these

machines.

ClaM.
Ught in

Suodard
HotM- Revolu-

Extreme Dtmeosiont.

'^Candles. required. Minote.
Length. Breadth. Height.

CWll. ft. in. ft. in. ft. la.

800 h 1,600 1} t 6 I 3 » 4M 2,000 l\ 1,600 I I 6 I 2 » 4A 6,000 4 900 3 2 4 i 4 I II

M 1
1
5.000

•25.000 1
700

\
1,200 I

8 2 5 I 10 2 2

D
j

t25.ooo
•45.000

8

13

3001
500/

20 3 « a 8 a 8

Tension. • Quantity.

The intensity of light here quoted is approximately

that given by a machine working with a Serrin lamp
in good order. When other lamps are used, the in-

tensity of light may differ from the above results.

The figures are given as a guide only.

Gramme's Distributor Machine.

For the Jablochkoff candle, consisting of two car-

bons placed parallel and insulated from one another,

which will be described further on, alternate currents

are required, and for this purpose, and for producing

currents in several separate circuits M. Gramme de-

vised a machine called the •* distributor," which is

used in conjunction with an ordinaryGramme machine.

The machine in external appearance resembles a

drum fixed by feet and bolts to a firm base.

Directly inside the drum surface is a flat ring of

iron, divided into 8 sections, and half of each section

is coiled alternately right and left with covered wire.

The whole outside system is therefore simply 8 flat
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curved electro-magnets. Within this circle, project-

ing from the axis of the machine like the spokes of a

wheel, are 8 wide and flat electro-magnets, which are

also wound with wire alternately right and left, their

exterior poles being thus alternately north and south.

This central system is caused to rotate, and into the

coils of the magnets is passed the current from an
ordinary Gramme generator. There is no actual con-

nection between the revolving system and the outer

8-section ring. The electro-magnets act as usual by
induction upon it, and cause each section to give

alternate currents. These sections maybe subdivided

again into right and left subsections. The subsections

may also be wound in one direction as in the Gramme
ring. The wires of the central rotating electro-mag-
nets form one continuous circuit, and the current is

simply passed into it by a pair of copper wire brushes

pressing upon two copper rings connected to the ex-

tremities of the circuit. The speed is from 300 to 600

revolutions per minute, with horse-power of from 10

to 16, and it is usual to drive both generators and dis-

tributors from one engine.

These machines are constructed to provide from one
current several separate currents, each capable of

maintaining one or more electric candles in action.

Taking two notable examples of the application of

this machine, it was the one used to distribute the

main currents to JablochkofiTs candles as employed
lately in Paris. It was the machine in use in the

illumination of the Thames Embankment. In this

latter instance of electric illumination, the main
generators (ofwhich there were two) were 16,000-candle

power Grammes ; the current from these was passed

into the distributing machines, which sent alternate
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currents into 4 circuits, in each of which there were

5 candles.

Gramme's Combined Exciting and Dividing
Machine.

This is a more recent form of the Gramme apparatus.

In it the exciting ring and "distributing** or "divid-

ing " coils are combined and form one machine. Figs.

45 > 4^> 47 > ^"d 48 represent this apparatus.

I'i^, ^5.—Gtammc's Cumbincd M<acbii><

The machine, a general view of whicii is given in

Tig. 45, is arranged as follows : On a cast-iron founda-

tion are fixed two plates of the same metal, almost

circular in shape, forming the standards upon which

the electrical parts arc mounted. They are connected

together by six square bolts, and arc provided with

bearings for the main shaft (see longitudinal section

shown in Fig, 46). One of these plates is furnished
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on the inner side with a circular rib, on which are

mounted the electro-magnets for exciting the ring, as

shown by the cross section Fig. 47. As in the model

previously described, the coil for the alternating cur-

rents rests on the square bolts connecting the end

plates of the frame with packing pieces of hard wood.

One end of the frame thus carries the electro-magnets

of the exciter, while the central portion supports in

position the large flat coils of the distributor, shown

in cross section in Fig. 48. Upon the main shaft is

F'o- 40«—Gramme's Combined Machine.

mounted, at one end, the exciting coil, which revolves

between the poles of the fixed electro-magnet (see

Fig. 47). The central portion of the main shaft carries

a hexagonal sleeve, upon which are bolted the six

electro-magnets of the large distributing coil, shown
in cross section in Fig. 48. The shaft thus carries at

one end the exciting coil, and upon its central portion

the six electro-magnets, radially arranged, which
induce the currents in the distributing coils (see

Fig. 46). Wide bearings are employed, and in the
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larger machines a system of automatic lubrication

is in use.

An arm carrying a wire brush, shown in the longi-

tudinal section, Fig. 46, serves to place in communi-
cation the coils of the moving electro-magnets with

the exciting ring. The current is collected and
transmitted by small brushes of silvered copper wire.

The brushes are worked by means of a small endless

screw. For regulating the power of the machine, a

copper wire, the length of which can be varied at will,

Tig». 47 and 48.—Gramme's Combined Machine.

is introduced between the exciter and the electro-

magnets. The method of coiling the wire differs

slightly from that adopted in the other machines, as,

instead of winding only one wire, two are coiled, in

order to obtain by this mode of coupling high E. M. F.

currents for small lights, or low E. M. F. currents for

largo lights. Two types of this machine are now manu-
factured. The smaller weighs 6i6 lbs., and supplies

1 2 candles of from 20 to 30 Carcel burners, or 8 candles

of from 40 to 50 Carcel burners. The larger machine
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weighs 990 lbs., and furnishes power of 24 candles of

20 to 30 Carcel burners, or 16 of 40 to 50. The fol-

lowing table contains the results of some experiments

with these machines :

—

Number of revolutions Horse-power Number of Power of each light
per minute. expended. lamps. in Carcel burners.

1400 5 12 28-5

1425 6 8

Ts1200 4 6
1000 13 16 48-0
1020 13 16 51-3
1200 14 24 310

With a machine specially arranged for small lights,

there have been obtained, with a speed of 1,250 revolu-

tions, 14 lights of 20 Carcel burners each with an
expenditure of 4*66 horse-power. The candles em-
ployed had carbons 3 mm. ('12 in.) in diameter. In

all the experiments made a much steadier light was
obtained than that given by the machines employing
an independent exciter.

Drum Armatures.

The first useful armature of this type appears to

have been that introduced by Alteneck in 1872, and
embodied in the Siemens' machines of this kind.

This invention marked a great advance in the con-

struction of dynamo machines. The drum form pre-

sents many advantages considered electrically, but is

mechanically difficult to construct and keep in repair.

On the whole, for dynamos of moderate size, the

drum form, notwithstanding its disadvantages when
compared to ring and disc armatures, is by far the

most suitable.

The drum form of armature, having been used in so

many makes of machines, will form a useful example
for particular description. In many machines the
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exact course of the winding adopted may vary some-
what from that introduced in the Siemens' machines,

and in many cases these deviations from the inven-

tion of Alteneck may have their advantages, but

broadly speaking the winding of this inventor's arma-
ture will convey to the mind a very clear idea of the

general methods adopted by others.

Cores.—The cores of drum armatures are variously

constructed. The chief object to be aimed at is the

elimination of self-induction, or eddy currents in the

iron, and the arrangement of tho parts so as to secure

circulation of the air and consequent coolness of the

whole structure.

These ends are not so easily accomplished as would
at first sight appear.

A solid cylinder of hard iron would present an ex-

ample of the worst possible kind of core. A mere
shell of the softest iron, built up of many layers or

sections, magnetically insulated from each other, has

been found by far the best arrangement.

A very much used method of forming the core con-

sists in building it up from a very large number of

soft iron discs or stampings, bound together (after the

appearance of a pile of coins), so forming a cylinder.

The stampings are variously ventilated by being pro-

vided with apertures of different shapes, forming

channels longitudinally of the armature.

Again, the stampings, or discs, are variously formed

after the manner of a toothed wheel having few teeth.

When bound together this method produces a cylin-

drical core having longitudinal channels, in which

the wire coils may be buried—indeed this is a

favourite method. In any case the discs are usually

insulated from the central shaft. A common device
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for binding the whole together once consisted of three

or more bolts passing from end to end of the core

through apertures and secured with nuts. This was
found to diminish the output of the armature and to

increase its heating tendencies by the production of

useless currents.

A later and improved arrangement consists of end
washers and screw threads, with lock-nuts cut upon
the axis itself.

In some of the best machines yet constructed the

core consists chiefly of iron wire, after the manner of

Gramme, in forming the annular armature. A well

tested method consists in fixing upon the shaft a pair

of gun-metal cheeks or flanges to form the extremities

of the cylinder. Upon these is placed a cylinder of

thin sheet-iron, leaving the body of the armature

hollow, and upon the iron shell is wound compactly

several layers of soft iron wire.

Winding.—The methods of winding now in vogue

are vastly more numerous than the arrangements of

the core, and it will only be practicable to cite one or

two leading examples.

One of the best known schemes for disposing of the

wire is that adopted by Alteneck.

Let us suppose a cylindrical armature, having a

commutator upon its axis. One extremity of the

wire to form a coil or section is attached to No. i bar

of the commutator. The wire is then led along

parallel to the axis of the armature, across its further

end (passing to one side of the shaft) and back again

along the opposite diameter of the armature, the

finishing end being attached to No. 2 bar of the com-
mutator. Several turns of the wire are, of course in

practice, made so as to form a coil of several turns
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(usually eight) before the end is brought to the com-
mutator in the manner described. In this method of

winding several convolutions the wire is usually

passed to the right and left alternately of the shaft at

either end, so as to equalise space occupied. A
second coil is begun at No. 2 bar, and finishes at No.

3 bar, and so on. One half of a coil is thus passing

through N magnetic field while the corresponding half

is traversing S magnetic field. But in practice, say

for an armature having twelve sections, the second

coil to be wound is No. 6, so that diametrically

opposite numbers overlap each other. Thus, while

No. 6 overlaps No. i, No. 7 will overlap No. 2. This

precaution is taken to prevent ** sparking " or break-

ing down of the insulation, by separating those sec-

tions having greatest difference of potential.

In the earlier forms of the drum armature the wind-

ings were arranged as in Fig. 50.

The form of conductors with which drum armatures

are wound is not always wire. Copper ribbon and
wire of square section are in general use, the former for

machines of low resistance and the latter for saving

space in the winding. But many drum armatures are

surrounded, not by an envelope of wires but by a series

of copper bars, as in Edison's machines, the object

being to reduce the armature resistance to the lowest

possible point. When bars are employed it is very

usual to form the cross or end connections by means

of a series of copper discs, concentric with the axis.

To a limited extent the effect of reducing the elec-

trical resistance of the armature can be obtained by

different methods of grouping the coil sections, and

this is frequently done, in the case of machines for

electro-metallurgy especially.
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The usual conception of a drum armature places it

between a pair of opposed external magnetic poles,

but the idea of making the armature a fixture and of

causing the field magnet to revolve within it has been

suggested by M. Cabanellos, and has, in several lately

constructed machines, proved a most advantageous

form of construction. The armature may, of course,

revolve while the field magnet remains fixed.

Iron cores generally form part of drum armatures,

but are by no means an essential constituent of this

type. Powerful armatures have been constructed of

non-magnetic material, such as a core of wood, and

have the great advantage of keeping cool at high

velocities. There can be no doubt, however, that the

use of iron greatly augments the power of the cur-

rents, and enables a small machine to exhibit results

greatly exceeding those obtained from armatures

formed of conductors only.

Fig. 49.—Siemens' Conimuous Current Dynamo Machine.

Siemens' Horizontal Pattern Machines.

Continuous Current Machines.—The usual form of

the Siemens' horizontal machines for the production

of continuous currents is represented in Figs. 49, 51,

I
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and 52. The distinctive feature of the machine lies in

the armature, which is a development of the original

shuttle form of armature introduced by Dr. Siemens,
and represented in connection with the Wilde machine.

Siemens' improved armature consists of a hollow
soft iron cylinder, mounted upon an axis in the direc-

tion of its length. Every portion of the exterior

surface of this cylinder, including its ends, is covered

by a wire envelope several layers deep. The wire is

arranged in sections, and connected together so as to

throw the active sections into the circuit at the right

moment, or at the instant

when they become active, by
cutting the magnetic field.

The wire is wound on the

armature in a peculiar man-
ner of grouping invented by
Hafner von Alteneck. Each
convolution is parallel to the

axis of the cylinder, and the

wire is arranged in 6 sections

of two coils each, having 24

extremities, which are con-

nected up so that two of

those ends are connected to each of the segments of

a circular commutator having 12 divisions. The
arrangement of the sections of the wire envelope may
be better understood by reference to Fig. 50, which

represents the commutator end of the armature. N
and S represent the poles of the field-magnet, situated

in this machine upon a vertical line passing through

the axis of the armature. The central portion of the

diagram is intended to show the arrangement of the

extremities of the wire coils. C c, etc., are a series

Fig. 50. -Diagram ol Connections
in Siemeas' eaxiier modified
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of 1 2 copper plates arranged upon and parallel to the

axis of an insulating cylinder called the commutator.
Each plate is furnished with two connecting screws

to receive the wires. The sections are so connected

to the plate that, while the commencing end of No. i

section is attached to No. i commutator plate, the

finishing end of the same section is carried round to

(o\^

II^ J
[ i m\

(§1 i^LL
\q)'

' "

Fig. 51.—Siemens' Machine.

the plate diametrically opposite, as represented. The
same arrangement is carried out with the other sec-

tions. It is difficult, however, to represent the

arrangement of the wires in this armature by dia-

grams or written description.

The machine itself, the horizontal form of which is

represented in Fig. 49, will be seen to consist of a

cast-iron base-work, upon which is bolted a large
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electro-magnet of peculiar construction. The base
also carries bearings to receive the axis of the arma-
ture and the driving gear. The field-magnet is com-
posed of 14 soft iron bars, 7 of them being placed
above, and 7 below the armature. These iron bars
are curved to embrace a great portion of the arma-
ture above and beneath, and are connected together

by iron junction blocks at their ends, as represented

in the figure. This arrangement forms the iron core

of a large flat electro-magnet, with two central poles

Fig. 5a.—Siemens' Machine: Section.

as before explained. It is excited by a current

passed through 4 flat bobbins of insulated wire,

arranged in the manner shown in the engraving.

Fig. 51, showing a plan of the horizontal form of

machine, will render this arrangement more intelli-

gible. A and A represent the upper portion of the

field-magnet, B the armature cylinder, and c the com*

mutator from which the currents are collected.

Fig. 52 is a cross-section of the same machine. In this

view, only the half to the right of the diagram is in sec-

tion, exhibiting the armature and the electro-magnet.

Reverting to Fig. 49, it will be observed that the

collecting '* brushes/* as the commutator springs are
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termed, are arranged in pairs at diametrically oppo-

site sides of the commutator.

This completes the more essential constructional

features of the machine. The field-magnet is excited

in two different ways, according to the kind of work
the machine is intended to perform. In the first

place, the wire coils are so connected together as to

act as one continuous length of wire, and this is so

disposed as to cause the magnetic polarity of the

arrangement to concentrate itself above and beneath
the armature. If the machine is intended to work in

a circuit not subject to sudden variations of resist-

ance, the magnet coils are made of thick wire, and
the whole of the current evolved by the armature is

passed through them, and thence to the exterior por.

tion of the circuit. In this arrangement, the whole of

the wire active in the machine is in the main circuit

at once. This is termed series wt7idi?ig.

It will be observed, however, that if an electric

lamp were included in the circuit, and if it be of a
kind liable to produce great variations in the resist-

ance, an increase of resistance would weaken the cur-

rent, which, reacting upon the field-magnet, would
diminish its power. In this way, great variations in

the intensity of the light would be produced, because

the current becomes weaker just when it should be
come stronger, and vice versa.

For these reasons, the electro-magnet of the Sie-

mens* machine is frequently made to act as a ''shunt,"

or derived circuit from the main circuit. In this

arrangement, the magnet is wound with much finer

wire, and the current from the armature, after being

collected by the " brushes," is divided into two parts,

the one being passed throug^h the electro- magnet
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coils, and the other flowing in the main circuit. The
efft'Ct of this arrangement is that, when the exterior re-

sistance increases, a large proportion of the total cur-

rent is caused to pass through the electro-magnet, thus

increasing the intensity of the magnetic field and the

power of the machine to overcome the exterior resist-

ance; and conversely, when the exterior resistance

diminishes, less of the current passes through the

electro-magnet, and its power is diminished in pro-

portion. A continuous balancing of the power of the

magnetic field and the work done in the exterior re-

sistance thus goes on, the power of the machine be-

coming greater and less as it is required. These

machines are called ^^sliutitwoimd" machines. Another

arrangement in which the " shunt" and '* series " wind-

ing is combined is known as " compound'* winding.

In some forms of the machine, or when several

machines are used together to maintain a series of

electric lamps, it is found most advantageous to ex-

cite the electro-magnets by an independent machine

of small size. In the action of one form of the Sie-

mens' machine alternating currents are produced. It

is therefore impossible to excite the magnets of the

machine itself by means of those alternating currents.

In such cases a small continuous current machine,

called an exciter, driven from the same engine, is em-
ployed. The exciter is generally of the type repre-

sented in Fig. 53. It is essentially the same kind of

machine as that already described, but of smaller size,

and arranged vertically, so as to occupy as small a

floor-space as possible.

In one peculiar form of the large Siemens* machine

the iron cylinder of the armature is a fixture, and the

wire envelope revolves over it. In this case the machine
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is provided with double sets of bearings, the outer set

being merely supports for the central fixed shaft to

which the stationary iron cylinder is attached, and
the inner pair in which the axis of the wire envelope

rotates. The wire is coiled upon a cylinder of German
silver, to which the axis and driving-pulley, with the

commutator, are attached. The other portions of the

machine are the same as those already spoken of.

Fig. 53.—Siemens' Continuous Current Exciting Machine.

Siemens' Overtype Dynamo.—In the case of large

dynamos the Siemens is usually built upon the prin-

ciple known as the Overtype, which consists of a [J

field-magnet with its poles projecting upwards, and
having the armature mounted between the two limbs

at a suitable height. This is a method of construe-

tion which has proved free from many of the faults of

the inverted fl field- magnet type. But some excellent
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dynamos of the latter type, built by Siemens Bros.,

are employed in the British warships. The flagship

Camperdown is furnished with two of these dynamos,
of large size. They are fitted with the usual Siemens
drum armature, hereafter more particularly described,

and have compound wound field magnets. They are

driven by direct coupled engines, at 350 revs, per

minute, and yield a current of 300 amperes at a
potential of 80 volts. The chief defect of the class of

machine under review appears to be the tendency to

magnetic leakage inseparable from the method of

bolting the poles of the magnet to, or near to, the

bed-plate. There is a constant tendency of the lines

of magnetic force to be diverted from their proper

path through the armature itself, and to strike

through the iron of the bed-plate. Deep footsteps of

zinc are generally used to obviate this.

The field-magnet of the Overtype Siemens' machine
is cast in one with the base. Each pole has slipped

over it a ready wound bobbin of exciting coils. The
main features of construction will thus be observed to

be much simpler than in the case of the horizontal

machines. But the use of cast iron in field-magnets

involves the employment of a large body of metal.

It has been estimated that the difference in bulk

between the cast iron field-magnet and that of soft

wrought iron is not less than forty per cent, for

machines of equal power. On the other hand, a cast

iron field-magnet is much less costly than one of

wrought iron, and this fact insures their adoption

in many machines ; but it is clear that the cost of

exciting a large magnet must be greater than that of

maintaining a small magnet.

Of late this firm have brought out a Multipolar
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ring dynamo, with the ring or armature external to

the field-magnets. The field-magnet consists of four

massive iron spokes, or poles, projecting radially

from the central boss. Each pole carries an exciting

coil, all the coils being in series. This arrangement
is usually cast in one piece in the form of a -f , and
forms part of the base. After the poles are furnished

with their exciting coils there are bolted to them
" shoes " or extensions of soft iron.

The armature consists of a large external ring or

cylindrical drum. It is built up of soft iron rings or

washers bolted together. The windings are similar

to those of a Gramme ring. This core is in turn

bolted to a gun-metal disc, or spider, radiating from
a long hub, which is keyed to the shaft. While the

shaft thus passes through the axis of the field-magnet

it carries the crown-like external ring, projecting on
the poles of the field-magnet.

This type of ring machine has proved very suitable

to the work of central electrical stations. The arma-
ture, being external, is easily inspected or repaired.

Its diameter being great the peripheral speed is

considerable, and the axis may be driven slowly. It

also presents an immense cooling surface to the air.

Similar machines are now built by various European
makers.

Ring and Disc Armatures.

If an iron ring be coiled with a continuous spiral of

insulated wire, and if it be then rotated in a magnetic
field, a current will be set up in the insulated wire.

The current may be " collected " by brushes bearing
upon the bared wire at semi-diameters transverse to

the magnetic field.
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Grramme's armature is a gfood example of thist/pe,

the current bein^ led away from a "commutator," the

numerous plates of which are connected to the con-

tinuous spiral by branch wires. In practice, the

armature is constructed, first, of a core, or " ring " of

soft iron wire, bearing a number of compactly wound
coils, connected as a continuous spiral, each coil being

in connection with a corresponding plate upon the

revolving collector axis.

If these coils be wound alternately right and left

handed, instead of continuous currents alternating

currents will be given off.

The practice of constructing alternating current

dynamos seems to be drifting largely in the direction

of employing a field divided into two circles, as in the

Ferranti-Thompson type (page 126), with alternate

poles. If a ring wound as above, with alteriMhuf^ right

and lefthandspirah^ha rotated in such a field, r<9^///>///<7;/.p

currents will result, because the polarity of the field is

continually changing, just as the spirals are chang-

ing. It is of course assumed that the field poles and

the coils upon the armature are equal in number, or

form some multiple of each other, and that the cur-

rents are collected as in a Gramme machine.

To obtain alternattng currents in such a field, the

coils must form a continuous spiral.

When only a low electromotive is required, as for

lighting incandescent lamps in parallel, as in Edison's

system of distribution the continuous spirals or coil

sections are each connected alternately to the two

collector rings rotating with the axis. When it is

required to double the electromotive force so halving

the current, two coils are connected together and one

connection taken from the pair and so on around the
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circle, or all the coils are connected in series yield-

ing the maximum E. M. F.

The usual means of collecting the currents from an

alternating machine is to arrange the coils alternately

right and left handedly, and to connect them in series,

the collecting arrangement being simply two gun-
metal rings, representing the two terminals, rotating

with the shaft.

When the coils are all arranged right handedly,

then interior terminal of No. i must connect to the

exterior terminal of No. 2, and so on—this has prac-

tically the same effect as alternate right and left

winding.

The field magnet current for such machines is

usually furnished by a separate continuous current

dynamo, a method which has been found by far the

best, especially for large machines.

The currents furnished by alternating current arma-
tures can easily be rendered continuous or uni-direc-

tion by means of a suitable commutator.

In addition to the method of winding the coils

ar07111d the substance of the core, various makers have

constructed armatures in which the coils form flat

hanks, placed simply upon the periphery of the core.

In other forms only a non-magnetic or wooden core is

used, although the presence of iron has always been

shown to greatly augment the power of the machine.

The core should, in all cases, be so laminated or

arranged as to render impossible the formation of

induction currents in its substance. Thus, a solid

iron core would heat rapidly, and lead to great waste
of power: while a core of iron wires, carefully insu-

lated from each other, or one built up from stamped
iron rings, have been found the least wasteful.
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Disc Armatures are now very common. They are

usually to be found in that type of machine in which
the field-magnets take a multiple form in the shape
of two crowns of poles, facing each other. The disc

armature is placed between these. The field is

arranged so that N is opposed to S, and so on. The
armature consists essentially of a series of coils, with

or without cores, having their axes in line with that of

the machine, and revolving with a disc or "spider"
wheel fixed to the shaft.

The coils are usually wound alternately right and
left. In the early days of the machine, owing to the

solid iron cores used in these coils, the heat generated

in them was found to speedily break down the insula-

tion. This led to lamination of the cores, and finally,

in some of the best of such machines, as the Siemens
and Ferranti-Thompson, to the abandonment of iron

altogether.

By the multiplication of such coils, and by increas-

ing the diameter of the disc, the speed of the machine
may be correspondingly reduced, a fact which has

led to enormous diameters being adopted in large

machines.

The Siemens Alternating Current Machine.

Dr. Siemens, in 1878, patented an alternating cur-

rent machine. Fig. 54. It consists of a central disc

canning bobbins. This disc is on a shaft and re-

volves between two sets of electro-magnets ranged in

circles on each side of the disc, having their axis

parallel to the shaft. The bobbins have no iron cores,

and the heating caused by the magnetising and de-

magnetising of the iron is thus avoided. The electro-
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magnets are excited by a small Siemens' continuous

current dynamo machine.

These alternating current machines, which are made
in a variety of sizes to maintain from 4 to 60 of Sie-

mens' differential arc lamps, are also adapted for use

Fig. 54.—Siemens' Alternating Current Machine.

with Jablochkoff's candles, or with incandescent

lamps. Their field-magnets are all excited by con-

tinuous current machines of varying sizes ; the main
machines absorb from 4 to 40 H.P., and the exciters

from li to 4 H.p.
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The Ferranti-Thomson Dynamo.

This machine is the joint invention of Messrs. Fer-

ranti and Thompson in co-operation with Sir William
Thomson.

Since its introduction, in 1882, it has undergone
several modications up to the present time, but a

brief description of the ** thousand light " machine

Fig. 55.—Forranli Dynamo I-ramc.

will serve to give the leading points of the various

forms and sizes.

The machine consists essentially of two similar

sides, each carrying 16 v-like projections of iron,

which are in turn enveloped in layers of insulated

wire, somewhat after the manner of Siemens' alter-

nator. Fig. 55 will give an idea of the arrangement,
and Fig. 56 of the coils to be slipped over the cores C.
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When the two frames of the machine are brought

into position upon the bed-plate opposite poles have

opposite magnetic signs—that is, N is opposite S, and

so on around the circle. These

two halves provide the intense

magnetic field required.

But the armature is the dis-

tinctive feature of the machine.

It is made in the form of a thin

star, with light leaves, Fig. 57.

The coils are made, not from

wire, but from strap copper, ar-
pi^.^^.-Forranti Field coiu.

ranged in many layers, in a

peculiar way. As originally designed, the armature

was intended, we believe, to be formed of a single

Fig. 57.—Fcrranti Armature.

copper band only. In its present form the armature

is built up of three copper straps, forming as many
circuits, but connected in parallel. Each layer is in-
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sulated separately. Fig. 58 shows the course of the

windings upon the "star." The thickness of the

armature is about i-in., thus allowing the field-

magnets to be brought very

near to each other and per-

mitting the development of

an intense magnetic field

(see section, Fig. 59).

Fig. 60 will give an idea

of the external appearance

of the machine as built for

ship lighting, which, how-
ever, in the 1,000 -light

machine has two driving pulleys, and is built for a
speed of 1,400 revolutions per minute.

Fig. 58.—Ferranti Armature Loop.

Pi{r> 59--FerranU Altemator^SecUoa.

The "thousand light" machine has the following

dimensions, &c, :—
Bed-plate, 39^x16 in.; height, 34 in.; shaft, ol
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Steel, 2-25 in. diam., 42 in. length ; pulleys (2), 15 in.

diam., 12 in. face. Field-magnet cores: 7 layers

copper wire, 3*5 mm. diam., 48 turns on each layer.

The coils weigh 6 cwt. 3 qrs. 20 lbs., total resistance,

7*57 ohms. Armature: each copper strap 14 ft. in

length, and two of the three are 1*5 mm. in thickness,

Fig. 60.—Ft rranti Alte

the third being 175 mm., 30 layers in all. Resist-

ance is stated to be as low as 005 ohm ; weight com-
plete, 3 qr. 12 lbs.

The currents are taken off two plain rings upon the

axis, hook-like collectors being used for that purpose.

The field-magnets are excited by a separate conti-

nuous-current machine.
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The power required when Swan 20 candle-power

lamps are used, is stated to be about 82 horse-power,

exclusive of friction, &c.

At the central generating station of the London
Electric Supply Company, at Deptford, some very

large machines, built somewhat upon these lines, and
requiring an expenditure of some thousands of horse-

power, are now erected.

The Ferranti Dynamos at Deptford.

The general appearance of these, the largest

dynamos yet built, is represented in Fig. 61. The
general arrangements are the same in all the machines

at Deptford, Fig. 61* being from a photograph of the

25,000-light machine. It will be observed that the

driving arrangement consists of a large grooved

drum, to which a number of ropes convey the power
of rotation from the engine. The field-magnet frame,

which is built in two portions, is shown separated to

a certain distance to facilitate access to the armature

for repairs or examination. When the machine is in

running order the field-magnet portions are bolted

together. This feature is of much value in the case

of large machines for central station work, where it

is imperative that repairs to armatures should be

carried out quickly. Not only is the loopwork of the

armature in this case available for inspection, but the

coils of the field -magnets themselves. The latter

advantage is secured by making the semicircles of

the field magnets in two separate halves, which may
be readily separated. The base or side plates of the

• Taken (with Fig 62) from the author*! treatise on " Dynamo
Construction.*'
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field-magnets run on planed ways upon the founda-

tion plate, and are always in line with their working

position.

The bobbins of the field-magnets, with their cores,

are of ovate form. The same shape is maintained in

the armature itself. Each bobbin of the armature

consists of a number of convolutions of narrow ribbon

of copper. This is wound upon an insulating former

or core. Each bobbin is connected separately to one

arm of a twin bobbin holder, through which, and the

core of the bobbin, a bolt is passed. The bobbins

being thus arranged in pairs, the twin-holders are

screwed to the large bronze disc, or circle, forming

the connection with the shaft.

Those arrangements will be more clearly under-

stood by reference to Fig. 62, which is a sectional

view of one of the large dynamos. The driving-drum,

N N, will be seen to consist of two portions bolted

together at a a, the bosses, b d, being keyed to the

shaft. The lubricating arrangements of the axis are

very efficient. They consist of an oil pump, /, and

pipes, />, for the purpose of both feeding and drain-

ing away the lubricant. The supply is taken from

the oil cistern R, to which, upon its return, the oil is

allowed to flow through a filter. By the same means
the main bearing in the plane of the armature is

lubricated.

In the sectional view, through the armature and

field-magnets, it will be observed that the exciting

coils of ihe latter are secured in two divisions. At E

is shown the socket of the double-sheath or holder

containing the bobbins of the armature. The stem

of this sheath is represented at D. It is fastened in

the recessed portion over F* of the bronze wheel, F* F,
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carrying the circle of bobbins. The armature bobbins
will be observed to be, proportionately to the field-

magnets, extremely thin. The advantage of this will

be apparent when it is pointed out that with so

narrow a space between the opposing field-magnet
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poles the magnetic field must be very intense. Indeed
the high efficiency of this type of armature is very
largely due to the fact just observed.

In the grouping of the armature coils the exterior

of the first coil is connected to the exterior of the

second, and the interior of the second to the interior

of the third, and so on. The coils form two groups
connected in parallel. Connection to the "commu-
tator," or collector, is made by placing the end of one
group into contact with the inner of the collecting

rings, and the extremity of the other groups to the

exterior ring. The collecting arrangement merely
consists of the two plain rings, rotating with the shaft,

and insulated from it and from each other. The
rubbing contacts consist of two pairs of half rings,

similar to eccentric straps, clasping the rings under
the pressure of two pairs of springs. The rubbing

contact surface is thus very large, a feature of

considerable importance when large currents are

concerned. In some of the larger dynamos all of

these arrangements for collection are maintained in

duplicate.

Each of these dynamos, although they w^ere built

for an output sufficient to maintain 25,000 lamps, is,

we are informed by Mr. Ferranti, powerful enough
to maintain 40,000 lamps if worked to full capacity.

There Js, however, in central station work a margin

left for emergencies. The margin in this case is

sufficiently great to permit a second dynamo to take

the load of nearly two in the case of a breakdown.

The electromotive force of these dynamos is stated

to be 6,000 volts when the armature is caused to

revolve at 120 revolutions per minute. This pressure

U afterwards changed, by means of transformers, for
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transmission in the mains ; but these figures only

approximate to the actual working pressures used at

Deptford in the case of the smaller dynamos.

The actual current furnished by a dynamo working

at such a pressure as that mentioned above, is very

small. The transformers are used to convert the high

potential to such a current, at a lower potential, as

may be required in the mains. The early expectations

respecting the availability of extremely high pres-

sures, have scarcely been realised.

Mordey's Alternating Dynamo.

This is a generator exhibiting some strikingly

original features. Its peculiarities are at the same

time as valuable as they are novel.

Fig. 63.—Mordey Field Magnet.

The field-magnet revolves while the armature is a

fixture ; this is not new, but the design and construc-

tion of the field- magnet, which is shown in Fig. 63,

is decidedly unique. It consists of a series of curving

horns, N s N S, facing each other, nine on each side,

and leaving only a narrow gap between them. These
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are of iron, and form the poles. The magnet is ex-
cited by a current passed in a double coil, C C, around
the central portion of the iron body.

Unlike many other alternating current machines
possessing divided magnets, the magnet in this case
is of uniform polarity for each crown of poles— or one
pole divided into nine branches, all of those upon one
side being of south pola-

rity, and those of the

other side being north.

Great simplicity of con
struction is thus obtained.

The armature, F*ig. 64,

is stationary, and consists

of a circle of v-shaped
coils of copper ribbon -^
in. wide and 18 in num-
ber, wound upon porce-

lain insulators. Referring

to Fig. 63, the distance

between the polar horns

is just sufficient to allow

of the armature coils passing between them. A very

intense magnetic field, which passes thus directly

through each coil, is obtained, and for this reason the

efficiency should be very high.

Machines of the alternator type, which are gene-

rally furnished with annatures of ribbon in the form

of a thin star, present great difficulties in the matter

of giving sufficient rigidity to the armatures. At
high .speeds not only do centrifugal difficulties present

themselves, rendering it a problem to obviate the fly-

ing apart of the armature, but a still graver source of

trouble has to be faced. It is well known that bodies

Mtcrnator, Armature
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like ribbon armatures, being necessarily large and
light, with but little support, are apt to sag or sway
from side to side, or obtain a wave-like motion at high

velocities. This would necessarily be intensified by
any unequal '* pull " of the field-magnets. Such arma-
tures, too, have to bear a powerful drag from the field.

These difficulties would be little thought of were there

plenty of space available between the field-magnets.

But it is just here that the parts must all but touch in

revolving, so that, unless power be voluntarily lost by
giving sufficient room for accidental undulation, rub-

bing contacts of a destructive character are apt to

occur.

It will at once be discerned that in the form of field-

magnet and armature under discussion (Mordey's)

these difficulties receive a most satisfactory solution.

It will be comparatively easy to produce a perfectly

rigid armature, because it is stationary, and the re-

volving magnet is in itself quite rigid, and in addition

is provided with a thrust-block in one of the shaft

bearings, which renders the slightest deviation impos-

sible, while accuracy of adjustment is quite simple.

It may also be pointed out that the massive magnet
forms an excellent fly-wheel to the dynamo, which

may serve to smooth down any irregular pulsations

from the engine.

The machine under review, which absorbs between

50 and 60 horse-power, and maintains 600 lamps, has

an electromotive force of 2,000 volts, at 20 amperes,

makes 650 revolutions per minute, and is excited by
a separate " Victoria *' continuous current dynamo,
frequently mounted upon the same base and driven

by the same axis. The diameter of the field-magnet

is 35 in., and weight of complete machine 2 tons. It
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is made by the Brush Electrical Engineering Com-
pany, London.

Lowrie-Parker Dynamo.

These machines are of two kinds, to give alternat-

ing or direct currents.

The large alternator, a photograph of which is re-

presented in Fig. 65, has a stationary armature and

Fijf. 65.— I.owri

a rotating field-magnet. This consists of a soft iron

ring, the polar pieces being separately attached. The
field-magnet is built upon the central shaft, which is

of steel, carried in long bearings. A separate dynamo
is used for exciting the field-magnet
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The armature is built upon the interior surface of

the drum-like frame of the machine. It consists of a

core built up of sheets of charcoal iron, on the lami-

nated principle, forming a plain cylindrical surface.

The coils consist of copper tape wound in many layers

and forming a flat, long link-shape. The ends of these

coils are shown in the figure. The cores of the coils

consist of an oblong piece of insulating material.

The axis of each coil is thus radialto the circle. The
number of coils coincides with the number of mag-
nets. The coils are held in position by projecting

holdfasts of wood screwed to the frame of the

machine, and beyond the path of the magnets.

The machines at the West Brompton lighting

station are driven by ropes, the pulley, which is 40

in. in diameter, having 7 grooves for this purpose, to

receive as many i-^ in. ropes. The exciting machine
is driven off the dynamo shaft. As is usual with large

machines the base is placed upon rails, so that the

dynamo can be moved by means of screws for the

purpose of making up for slack in the driving bands.

Electrical output, 2,000 volts, 50 amperes ; speed,

400 revs, per minute; alternations of current per

minute, 1,200 ; resistances : armature, "65 ohm

;

magnets, 4-4 ohms; exciting current, maximum 28

amperes ; weight of machine, 8 tons.

The large alternating dynamo is excited by the

current from a smaller continuous current machine, as

shown in Fig. 66, and known as the " 12-unit size."*

The i8-unit machine, which is usually employed to

run as many as 300 6o-watt lamps, is a shunt wound
dynamo with a drum armature, of the following

dimensions :

—

• i.£., 12 thousand volt-arapferes.
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Length, 4' 1 1" ; width, 2' 4"; height, 3' o' ; approxi-

mate weipfht, 30 cwts. ; speed, 900 revs.

Particulars of similar machine wound for 130 volts,

140 amperes: armature, number of wires on circum-

ference, 120; section of conductor, -036 sq. in.;

resistance, '021 ohm.; resistance of shunt, 26*4
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ohms. Particulars of 5-unit machine : Compound-
wound;* speed, 1,200 revs.; length, 4' 4"; width, i' 10";

height, 2' 4"; approximate weight, 12 cwts. ; drum
armature.

Maxim's Machine.

Fig. 67 represents a dynamo - electric machine,

patented by Mr. Hiram S. Maxim, of New York, in

which it will not be difficult to trace in its arrange-

ment a resemblance to the Siemens" machine.

The curved electro-

magnet bars are bolted

to a stout cast-iron

projection from the
base, and form, in fact,

the framework of the

machine. They extend

upwards, being curved

at the middle to pro-

vide a cylindrical
chamber for the arma-
ture.

Maxim's armature

forms essentially an
elongated gramme
ring. In order to auto-

matically regulate the

current to the exigencies of the work, by means of

shifting the twisters upon the commutator, an electro-

magnet, which gives and withdraws the " lead " of

the brushes, is used. It is employed for arc lighting.

Along the sides of the bars, just opposite to the

central line horizontally, are bolted two stout side

frames. These carry between their ends the supports

or bearings of the axis of rotation.

* See page 118.

Fig. 67.—Maxim's Macliine.
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Weston's Dynamo.

This machine is exhibited in Fig. 68, where A A
represent the magnet coils. It will be observed that

this part of the apparatus is similar to that of Siemens.

The pole pieces, or plates, crossing the armature and

embracing it for part of its circumference, are com-

posed of iron plates, placed side by side in a mould,

but separated a uniform distance from each other.

As the plates are thus set in the mould, the iron mag-

nets on which the wire is to be wound are cast on to

the " lugs," or projections, on the ends of the plates.

The two cast-iron ends and uniting plates form on«

magnet ; the upper and lower magnets are alike, and

when joined together by the perforated vertical sup-

ports, the inner curved edges of the field-plates em-

brace about two-thirds of the circle in which the

armature is to revolve. The inventor thus prefers to

employ cast-iron and malleable plate in his magnets,

making the crossing curved iprolongations only from

boiler or other rolled plate.

Fig. 69 represents the unwound armature, or rp-
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volving portion of the machine. It is built up of

plates which are somewhat like a cogged wheel in

shape. These plates are stamped out of sheet iron,

and when mounted on the shaft are separated from
each other at a uniform distance. The radial pro-

jections are then arranged in lines, so that the whole
forms a very broad cogged wheel, or cylindrical

structure, having longitudinal grooves with transverse

spaces at regular distances. The longitudinal grooves
are intended to carry the wire, and it will be observed
from the nature of the structure that the wire lies in

channels three sides of which are iron, so that the

mutual effect upon each other is increased as much as

possible.

Fig- 69.—Weston's Armature.

The ends of the wire are connected to the com-
mutator in the usual way, the currents travelling in

one direction only to the field-magnets. The com-

mutator is fitted on a portion of the shaft which pro-

jects beyond the bearings ; this admits of its easy

removal and a new one being fitted in a few minutes.

Another important feature in the construction is the

arrangement for ventilation ; the separation between

the pole plates of the field-magnets, the perforation in

the vertical supports of the magnets, and the light

framework of the armature are all for this purpose.

The air enters the centre of the armature, and is

driven out between the layers of wire through the

spaces formed by the separated poles of the armature
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and field-magnets, and thus prevents any part from

becoming nnduly heated. Machines of this descrip-

tion are made of various sizes and strengths, to give

from one to sixteen arc lights in a single circuit.

This armature should furnish a very good return

for the power expended in driving it. Sheet iron is

always hard, as rolled by the common process, and
unless it is very carefully annealed to secure a softer

structure, the magnetic poles of such an armature

would not change polarity readily from N. to S., or

the converse, in revolution. No doubt, however, the

thinness of the various parts composing this ingenious

armature will greatly aid its performance in practice.

Dynamo with contact between Armature and Field

Magnet.

This machine is the result of an idea that a great

gain in power would be obtained by doing away

^BV

^=f H\

'•fsasEu !_ •

IM^'. 7l>.-L<.Ilt.l. I I*>I1.

entirely with the space necessary in other machines

between the moving and the fixed parts. M. Trouv^
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made the large inducing magnet actually touch the

cores of the induction coils, and by these means
caused the induction coils to revolve also.

Figs. 70 and 71 represent a machine on this prin-

ciple, where the large central drum is composed of

an iron core and ends, wound with wire as usual.

This drum-like electro-magnet is surrounded with a

frame of spokes at each end, and these frames carry

two or more bundles of long, thin induction coils,

which revolve in bearings as shown. This motion is

caused by friction between

the electro-magnet and
the small cores. All the

cores approaching the

large magnet on one side

of their circle have, say,

negative currents induced,

and those receding from

it positive. A commuta-
ting arrangement is fixed

to the axis of each bundle,

and from this the currents

are taken off, to be used

separately (from each

^^^

Fig:. 71.—Contact DjTiamo.

bundle) or in combination with those from other bun-
dles of cores actuated by the same electro- magnet.

This machine is, without doubt, theoretically good,

but would appear to be a step in the wrong direction

when regarded from a practical point of view. The
friction of the parts is a very great objection, and
would consume a great deal of power, with production

of heat and much wear. The noise must also be very

great, and the whole apparatus complicated, and in

large size necessarily costly.
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Lontin's Machine.

The earlier machines identified with the name of

M. hontin were designed to produce currents in a
number of circuitsfrom one source. They consist of a
generating or exciting and a distributing machine.

Fig. 72 will give some idea of one of Lontin's first

exciting machines, in which several bobbins are

arranged on a cylinder and revolve between the

poles of the fixed electro-magnets. A commutator

is arranged so as to give continuous currents.

The dividing or distributing machine is composed

of a series of electro-magnets, M M, Fig. 73, radiating

from a shaft or drum. These electro-magnets are

excited by the continuous current from the machine

above described, and cause in their rotation induced

currents to flow in the coils wound over the soft iron

blocks or cores bb, the circuits being taken from the

bobbins B B direct ; and those bobbins may bo joined

in pairs or otherwise, as may best suit the outside
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resistance to be worked through. The machine is

Fig. 73 —Lontin's Distributing Machine.

provided with a key-board, upon which are fixed the

binding - screws and
switches, to cause the

currents to be sub-

divided to a number of

lights. This machine,

it will be seen, gives

alternating currents.

If there are as many
as lo induction bob-

bins fixed to the out-

side frame F F, there _ ^ ..,,.. „ ..
. Fig. 74.—I^ntins Exciting Machine.

Will be a possibility of

producing 10 lights in as many circuits; or, all those
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F'K- 75.—Lontin's Kxriting Afacliine: Plan.

bobbins may be combined to produce one large

light, or any number up to lo as may be required.

In this respect the

Lontin machine is of

much value. It is, in

fact, a <1i*^tributing

machine

In the later machines

of this maker the ex-

citing machines have

a number of bobbins

upon a drum arranged

in diagonal lines, as

shown in Figs. 74 and

75, revolving between

the fixed electro-mag-

nets. By this arrange-

ment the current is maintained more uniform in its

strength.

Brush's Machine.

Although the Brush armature presents points of

construction similar to those of Gramme's armature,

the real difference between the two is greater than at

first appears. Brush's ring differs from Gramme's in

the arrangement and disposition of the wire helices

enveloping it as well as in tho method adopted in

connecting the coils together. In (tramme's arma-

ture, as we have observed, the coils are arranged

contiguously to one another, so as to completely enve-

lope the ring, and the different sections are connected

together so as to form an endless helix wound upon
every part of the ring. In the Brush armature the

individual coils are separated from one another by a
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Section of the iron ring as wide as each of the coils

themselves. The sectional area of the ring between
the coils is also much wider than in that portion

enveloped by the coil. This will be rendered clear

by the view given of a portion of the ring in Fig. 76.

The sunk portions are intended to receive the coils,

which fill them up to the level of the projecting

sections. In the revolution of the armature between
the poles of the field-magnets, the coils alternate

with the masses of iron, which, from their enlarged

section, are brought into

as close proximity to the

field-magnets as the coils

are themselves.

Reverting to Fig. 76, it

will be observed that not

only is the periphery of

the ring deeply grooved,

but that the projections

from its sides are sepa-

rated into several portions

by channels. The main
object of this is twofold :

it is first intended to allow of the circulation of air,

and so maintain an even temperature in the ring,

which, by rapid magnetic reversals, is very apt to

become heated; and secondly, to prevent the develop-

ment of induction, electric, or magnetic currents

in portions of the ring itself, and thus allowing of

the concentration of the inductive effect in the coils

themselves. In the Brush 16-light machine the arma-

ture is 20 inches in diameter, and is wound with 8

radial coils of cotton-covered copper wire of the size

known as No. 14 ('083 inch) by the B. W. G. These

Fig. 76.—Section of Brush s Armature.
Earlier (solid) type.
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coils are distributed round the ring at equal angular
distances apart of 45 deg. Each coil consists of

about 900 feet of

wire, weighing a-

bout 20 pounds.

All the coils are

wound in the same
direction upon the

ring. The two sides

of each of the

coil-chambers, and
therefore of each

of the coils, are

l)arallel to the ra-

dial plane of the

coil, by which

means the difficul-

ty of coiling wire

in a taperingcham-

ber is avoided. Fig.

77, which is not

drawn in strict pro-

portion, exhibits

the " solid " form of the ring vv iih the 8 coils in their

respective positions.

V'tg. 77.— Hru»l>'» Armature (»oIid lyi"

Brush Laminated Armature.

The improved armature with which the Brush ma-
chine has been .supplied, since 1884, differs in material

and constructional detail more than in shape or

design from the earlier form here illustrated.

An iron " foundation " disc, mounted upon the

shaft, is first provided. Upon this is built up, by a

process of winding, the armature itself. The body of
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it really consists of a close volute spiral of soft iron

strip. Separating the successive convolutions of the

iron spiral are H -shaped pieces of sheet iron of the

thickness of the ribbon. The projecting ends of those

separating pieces form the extensions of the armature
that separate the coils and pass close to the field-

magnets. These projecting portions, or " teeth," are

to be found in many forms of armature, and are usually

styled "Pacinotti projections" after the inventor who
first used them in his armature (p. 7 i).

The " pockets " or coil-chambers are the spaces be-

tween the '* Pacinotti projections," and, as in the old

pattern of armature, are arranged so as to be parallel

to the radial plane of the coil—that is, the spaces are

rectangular and not V-shaped. As the building up
of the ring proceeds radial bolts passing through the

foundation ring and all the successive layers of the

armature, with the separating pieces, are passed

through, binding all securely together.

Very effective ventilation of the armature is thus

secured. But the almost complete elimination of

"eddy" currents, which were a source of loss and

heating in the old armature, is a far more important

matter. It is being recognised that a cool armature

does not necessarily imply an efficient one. The
armature may be well exposed to the air, and the

heat got rid of in this way, but it is better to so build

the structure as to render the eddy currents impos-

sible. In the thinnest pieces of iron, however, and

under the most perfect conditions of lamination and

subdivision possible, a certain amount of heat must

be developed, as due to rapid magnetic changes or

reversals.

An enormous gain has been secured by the above
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method of constructing Brush's armature, generally

speaking it may be reckoned at 50 per cent. Thus,

the "sixteen-light" machine (with the old armature)

will, when fitted with the new, give 25 lights,

or, otherwise expressed, the new armature will be
equal to the old armature, with a decrease of speed of

34 per cent., coupled with a decrease of power ab-

sorbed of 20 per cent. The larger machine, which
formerly supplied 40 lamps, now yields, with the new
armature, an output maintaining 65 lamps. "Lamps"
refers to powerful arcs.

The connections of these machines are in some
special cases different from those depicted in the cuts.

These variations from the regular methods are always

made to suit some abnormal condition of the exterior

portion of the circuit. For example, in the Brush
machines used for electro-deposition it was found

practically impossible to maintain a constant potential

under varying conditions of load. A method of shunt

winding in combination with the series windings was
therefore adopted with complete success. It would
appear that the Brush machines were thus "compound-
wound " for electro-metallurgic purposes long before

the same principle was so extensively used in the

various methods of parallel electric lighting.

An efficient automatic regulator, with a new kind

of relay, devised by Mr. Geipel, of the Brush Com-
pany, is in successful use with the electric light

machines. See also p. 187.

llie usual method followed in connecting up the

coils is as follows :—The inner extremity of each of

the coils is connected to the inner end of the diame-

trically opposite coil upon the ring. Thus, if we call

the first coil No. i, its inner extremity would be con-
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nected to that of coil No. 5. In the same manner the

inner end of No. 2 would be joined to No. 6, and so

on round the ring. All the outer extremities of the

coils remaining unconnected are insulated from each
other and carried to the commutator which rotates

with the shaft through a channel provided in the

latter. The two free extremities of diametrically

opposite helices are connected respectively to two
diametrically opposite sections of the commutator.
This portion of the machine, forming the surface

from which the currents are collected in a uniform

direction, is of peculiar construction. It consists

essentially of two similar parts, insulated from each
other and from the axis of rotation;

each part consists of two flat cylinders

of copper. The total number of por-

tions is 4, and corresponds with the

number of pairs of coils upon the arma-
ture. Each of these portions consists j,. ^^ _p„,tion

of two segments, insulated from each °^ Hrush-s Com-
O ' mutator.

Other, and separated by a segment of

copper, as represented in the diagram (Fig. 78), where
A and B are the contact segments, and c the sepa-

rating segment referred to. This neutral segment,

as we may regard it, is inserted for the purpose of

throwing each pair of diametrically opposite helices

out of the circuit during that period of their revo-

lution when they are inactive, or for 25 per cent, of

the revolution. By these means the inactive pairs

of coils are kept out of the circuit, which not only

permits of the development of larger currents in the

remaining coils, and reduces the resistance of the

machine, but is believed to aid in a great measure in

preventing the development of heat in the helices.
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As will be observed in the general perspective view
of the machine, given in Fig. 79, which is from a

photograph of the 25-light machine, the disposition

of the field-magnets is altogether different from that

adopted by M. Gramme. The 4 flat exciting coils,

A A, envelope cores of iron furnished with extended
polar pieces, which altogether embrace a large pro-

portion of the active surface of the armature. The
magnetic system may be regarded as two electro-

magnets, with similar poles opposite, and excited by a

Fig. 80.—Diagram of Brush's Machine.

current passed through the coils, which are connected

up so as to form one circuit.

In Fig. 80 the position and relationship of the field-

magnets and armature will be rendered still more
intelligible. In this view M M represent the soft iron

cores of the electro-magnets, and N S their extended

poles. The portions of the framework of the machine
connecting the two cores of each magnet are of iron,

and we have, therefore, a pair of what is familiarly

known as horse-shoe electro-magnets. The arrange-

ment of the wire represents the course of the current
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around each of the cores. It will be particularly

observed that one of the extremities of the wire coils

is connected with the collectinj^ ** comb " li^ and the

other with B-. By these means the currents from a

certain number of the helices of the armature are

made to flow round

the field-magnet coils,

and those from the re-

maining helices are

utilised for external

purposes. In the ma-
chine itself the collect-

ing combs " B B are

adjustable in relation

to the line of maxi-

mum current upon the

commutator.

The Figs. 8i and 82

show a plan and end

elevation of the ma-
chine. The disposition

of the polar extensions

of the field-magnets

is represented at n Sy

.v> //» (Fig. 81), rt tf»

being the exciting

helices of the magnets;

bb^ represent the two

parts of the commu-
tator and its arrangement upon the free extremity

of the shaft.

The total resistance of the 16-light machine is from

10 to 1 1 ohms; of this the field-magnet helices con-

tribute 0*625 ohm each, and the armature helices

Fig. St.—Plan uf ltru»b'« Macliim-.
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about 1-5 ohm each, 6 of which are in circuit at the

same time. The brush or commutator contacts

Fig. 82—End Elevation.

increase the resistance of the machine while in

action.

Edison's Machine.

A general view of the first type of this machine is

given in Fig. 83. In a large machine of the same

kind the arrangement of the field-magnet is horizontal,

but the leading features of the apparatus remain the

same. It consists essentially of a powerful electro-

magnet with two limbs, M M, connected together

magnetically by the soft iron yoke-piece, Y, and

terminating in the two massive cast-iron polar ex-

tensions, n S. These are insulated magnetically

from the massive base-plate, F, F, which is of cast-

iron.

The distinctive features of the apparatus lie in its

armature, a, which is mounted upon a shaft working

in bearings, B B. It is difficult to render the con-

struction of this armature clear by means of a diagram.

It consists, Fig. 84, of a core of iron, composed of a

large number of soft iron discs, d </, insulated mag-
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netically from each other and from the axle, s s.

A

Fig. 8j. — Kdi»on's earlier Mitclitne.

These discs are bolted together, and form essentially

a solid mass of soft iron rotating with the shaft. So
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far the construction is quite simple. In order to

comprehend the arrangement of the other portions

of the armature, the reader may conceive a solid iron

cylinder, having coiled upon it, longitudinally, a com-
plete envelope of thick copper wires, wound, not only

along its sides, but over both of its ends. We may
imagine connections from each of these convolutions

to be connected to the collectors of a commutator,
and this conception will give a good idea of the arma-
ture in Edison's machine. We may indeed carry the

conception even further, and compare Edison's arma-
ture with that of Siemens, in which wires are coiled

in sets around the exterior of an iron cylinder. But

Fig. 84.—Diagram of Edison's Armature.

in Edison's armature thick copper bars are em-

ployed, two of which are represented at r r in the

diagram. A considerable number of these bars is

arranged parallel to the axis of the core, and we
may regard them as representing, essentially, the

parallel wires of Siemens' armature. The lines h and //

represent two of a series of copper discs, insulated

from each other and from the shaft. The spaces filled

with transverse dotted lines are occupied by these

copper discs. Each disc has two extensions, or *' lugs,"

at opposite diameters, to receive the ends of the copper

bars. The real function of these plates is to form

connections between each pair of diametrically oppo-
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site parallel copper bars, and the effect of the whole

arrangement is to enclose the iron core in an envelope

of metallic conductors of exceedingly low resistance.

At the end of the armature next to cj\ each of the

copper discs has extended from its central portion a

copper ** tongue," or junction, in the direction of the

commutator, c j\ and parallel to the axis. These

copper tongues are made to slip into the longitudinal

channels of the commutator, and therefore ser\'e as

the commutator plates or contacts, each tongue, /,

having its proper groove. It is almost needless to

mention that all portions of the armature are carefully

insulated and that each convolution forms a circuit in

itself; for this purpose talc and other thin insulating

substances are employed. The completed armature

is enveloped in a covering of paraffined canvas or

other suitable material, in order to exclude dust,

which would otherwise clog up and short-circuit the

spaces between the copper bars and discs. When
the armature is of large diameter, it is protected from

the effects of centrifugal force by a winding of fine

steel wire.

The field-magnet of the machine is excited by a

portion of the main currents being shunted into it.

For this reason the coils upon its limbs are of com-
paratively high resistance. The balancing of current

to work takes place in this machine in the same
manner as has been explained in reference to Siemens'

machines. The electromotive force of the machine is

about I lo volts.

The large machine lately employed in the incan-

descent electric lighting of Holborn Viaduct, London,

was combined upon one massive cast-iron base, with

a Porter-Allen high-speed engine connected to the
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armature shaft direct, the whole weighing 22 tons.

The field-magnet was composed of two separate sets

of limbs attached to heavy cast-iron polar pieces.

The coils surrounding the limbs of this magnet are

connected together in two series, each of which pre-

sents a resistance of 12 ohms. The two series are

connected in parallel circuit, so that their resistance

together, being half that of one of them singly, is re-

duced to 6 ohms. The gauge of wire employed is

Brown and Sharpe's No. 10.

The armature is built upon a steel shaft 6 inches in

diameter. Over a core of soft iron discs is arranged
the system of copper bars, 106 in number, of an
average length of 52 inches, and J inch in thickness.

These are connected together by means of 53 copper
discs, each 26J inches in diameter, after the manner
previously explained. The parts of the armature are

insulated by means of ebonite and mica. Every
alternate rod in the armature is connected by a radial

copper bar with the contact blocks of the commutator,

of which there are 53. The commutator cylinder is 12^

inches in diameter. The resistance of the armature

from brush to brush is only 0049 of an ohm. The
field-magnet is excited by a portion of the current on

the shunt principle before spoken of. The Porter-

Allen engine is of 40 nominal H.P., with cylinders

II by 16 in., the steam being cut off at about half-

stroke. The speed is 350 revolutions per minute, and

the indicated H.P. is about 125. This great machine

is capable of maintaining 1,000 of the Edison incan-

descent lamps, each of 16-candle power. The appa-

ratus, as employed at Holbom Viaduct, yielded an

illuminating effect of 128 candles per H.P. In the

several installations of the Edison system in New
M
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York, 12 of these great machines are used, developing

similar effects.

The current evolved by the armature of the Edison
machines is controlled by means of resistances in-

serted in or withdrawn from the exterior portion of

the field-magnet circuit. These generally consist of

copper or iron wires, coiled around frames, with

arrangements for including a greater or less length

of wire in the circuit, as required by the circumstances

of each case.

Edison-Hopkinson Dynamo,*

Dr. John Hopkinson has considerably modified the

original Edison machine. The result has been a

remarkable increase in the efficiency and a diminu-

tion of size, power for power.

The improved machine as now constructed by
Messrs. Mather and Piatt, of Manchester, is repre-

sented in Fig. 85, which exhibits a bar-armature dy-

namo for 440 revs., 50 volts, 1,000 amperes. Height

68i ins., length (axial) 69 ins. ; weight, gross, 108

cwt. The limbs of the field-magnet have been con-

siderably shortened, and their diameter increased,

as compared with the earlier Edison machine. Dr.

Hopkinson also introduced the improvement of wind-

ing the magnet with a wire of square section, so

economising space. A very full account of the ma-
chine is given in a paper by Drs. J. and E. Hopkin-
son.t The information furnished refers to a dynamo
intended for an output of 320 amps, at 105 volts, at

750 revs. The field-magnet limbs are of rectangular

• The in.ichinc generally known as the "Edison-Hopkinson Dynamo'*

has field-magnet limbs of rect.injjular «hape.

t Sec Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society^ Part I., 1886.
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section and are formed solid of forged soft iron. The
bed-plate is of cast-iron, with a footstep of 3 in.

127 cm. in thickness for the reception of the held-

Fig. 85. lalison Dyii.uiii)- liiiiiiM\( d ryi>c.

magnet. The armature core is built up of 1,000 discs

of annealed iron, magnetically insulated by discs of

paper. The following are the dimensions ;

—
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Diameter of armature core, 25*4 cm., of shaft hole, 7*6a cm., of shad,
6*98 cm.; length of core, 50*8 cm., of (teld-mngnet hmb, 4S'7 cm.;
breadth, 22-1 cm.; width (parallel to shaft), 44*45 cm.; length of yoke,
61 6 cm. ; widtli, 48*3 cm. ; depth, 23*2 cm. ; diameter oi bore of field-

depth of pole pjcc«

shaft), 48*3 cm. ; width between pole pieces, 12*7 cm. ; area of section

magnet, 27-5 cm.; depth of pole puce, 25-4 cm.; width (parallel to

of iron in armature coic, 810 sq. cm. ; angle subtended by boicd face

of pole pieces, 129*'; actisal area of pole pieces, 1513 sq. cm.; efTcctive

area, 1.600 sq. cm. ; thickness of gap space, 1*5 cm. ; area of section of
limbs, 980 sq. cm., crf'yoke, 1120 sq. cm.

The machine is wound as follows :—Field-magnet

coils, 1 1 layers on each limb, copper wire 2*413 m.m.
diameter. Number of convolutions 3,260 ; total

length, 4,570 metres. The armature is either built up
of copper bars, as represented, or wound with stranded

conductors. In the size of machine to which the

foregoing dimensions refer the armature is wire-wound,

as follows :—20 convolutions in two layers, forming

40 convolutions. The strands are made up of 16

copper wires 1753 m.m. diameter. Resistance of

field-magnet (at 13-5° C), 16*93 ohms ; ditto of arma-
ture 0*0009947 ohm. Magnetising current, 6 amperes.

Commutator, 40 sections of copper, insulated with

mica.

As shown in the engraving, the connections from

the wire strands or copper bars (the latter are shown)

are carried to the rear (in the direction of rotation) to

a point about 85°, in order to bring the neutral points

to convenient positions.

The most characteristic feature of the Kdison-Ho])-

kinson dynamo, and that which distinguishes it

especially from its predecessors of the same type, viz.

the Siemens and Edison dynamo, is the great intensity

of the magnetic field and the lowness of the armature

resistance. It is these characteristics which contribute

most largely to secure its high efficiency, but they also

have the incidental advantage of making the machine
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almost self-regulating without the device commonly
known as compound winding. This property of self-

regulating will allow the load to be raised within

considerable limits without materially affecting the

electromotive force of the machine, so that the lamps
maintain the same brightness, even though their

number be largely varied. If, however, absolute self-

regulation be essential, so that the potential shall not

vary as the load is increased from zero up to its maxi-
mum value, then the machine can be compound wound
with every advantage.

The commutator brushes in the Edison-Hopkinson
machines are invariably arranged in sections, from
two to five, so that any one can be removed and
trimmed without disturbing the circuit. The neutral

points and the position of the brushes are so arranged
that sparking at the commutator is entirely obviated.

The commercial efficiency of the latest machines of

this type is very high, probably as great as 93 per

cent.

The Wallace-Farmer Machine.

Fig. 86 represents this machine. It is of American
manufacture, and has been much spoken of as that

formerly employed by Mr. Edison, in his first electric-

light experiments.

The inducing magnets are flat in shape, and are

two in number, attached to the frame. This machine
is in reality only an extension of the principle upon
which Clark arranged his two-bobbin armature.

Instead of the armature being a straight bar,

carrying a pair of bobbins and cores before the

magnet poles, two iron discs about an inch apart

are employed, studded all round with bobbins and
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cores, one set to each disc. The poles of the in-

ducing electro-magnet are thus as far apart from
each other as the diameter of the bobbin wheel, or

nearly so. There are four collecting brushes and
two commutators upon the axis where the currents

are taken off. The bobbins may be coupled up for

tension or quantity. The shaft is carried through,

and runs in bearings in the side uprights. Each of

the discs may be driven separately, by means of one

Fijj W.-W

of two pulleys, B B*, or they may be coupled together,

to be driven from one of the pulleys.

Kapp's Dynamos.

The distinguishing features of Kapp's dynamos, of

the continuous current type, are their thoroughness

of conUniction and perfect performance as shunt or

compound wound machines. All the smaller ma-
chines are built upon the lines of the ** overtype," or
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two-pole model, as represented in Fig. 87. The field-

magnet cores are of wrought iron bolted to the cast-

iron foundation plate. The latter thus forms the

*'yoke" connecting them. The dimensions of the

machine shown, built for an output of 21 kilowatts,

or 105 volts, 200 amperes at a speed of 780 revolu-
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tions per minute, are as follows : Field-magnet cores

15 by 51 inches = 86 square inches. The shunt wind-

ings upon each limb are 11 layers of 139 turns of

•065 inch wire. The series windings (the dynamo
being compound-wound) are 23 turns of copper tape

•480 inch by '130 inch. The fine wire on the two

limbs is in series, the copper tapes in parallel.

The armature is built up of soft iron discs having a

radial depth of 2| inches and a total diameter of

II inches. The section of the core is 62*5 square

inches. Throughout the length of the disc space

there are distributed three pairs of ventilating discs,

having driving horns projecting sufficiently to carry

the peripheral windings. The windings consist of

120 copper bars, each of "046 square inches in section.

Their resistance = -014 ohm. These bars are con-

nected across the armature, so as to form complete
loops, by a system of segmental plates.

Revolving •• Keeper " Dynamo.

This distinct type of machine has recently been
brought to a high state of perfection by Mr. J. A.
Kingdon. The idea itself is old, and had been tried

upon a small, or experimental scale at different

times, but it is only recently that practical elec-

tricians found therein sufficient advantages to under-
take its development upon a large scale.

Mr. Kingdon's dynamos have been built in sizes

up to about the capacity of 30 amperes at a potential

of 2,000 volts, and of a gross weight of nearly eight
tons. The coils, which correspond to the armature coils

of an ordinary dynamo, and also fill the place of the
field-magnet coils of the usual alternator, are fixed,

forming a large crown. The armature itself consists
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of a wheel, carrying a corresponding number of lami-

nated masses of soft iron, otherwise keepers. The
revolution of those in proximity to the separately

excited coils of the fixed magnets causes a continuous

changing of the lines of force, and a setting up of

corresponding currents in the coils surrounding them.

The fixed magnets of the dynamo are built up of

a number of stamped iron plates, which are bolted

between two strong circular cast-iron frames divided

horizontally along the centre line so that the upper
half may be lifted off and the wheel removed. The
lower halves are bolted to a heavy bed-plate. The
keeper wheel itself is of exceptionally strong con-

struction. It consists of sixteen keepers, each con-

structed of a number of soft iron plates. These are

insulated from one another. They are bolted between
two stout steel plates mounted upon a hub which is

keyed to the axis of rotation. Between the keepers

and the steel plates are inserted two brass rings

which magnetically cut the one set away from the

other. The-field magnets, or fixed poles, are per-

manently excited by the passage through them of the

current from a small attendant dynamo. The inter-

mediate poles have their polarities constantly

changed as the keeper wheel rotates. When this

inductor wheel (as the inventor prefers to call it) has

rotated through one thirty-second of a revolution the

secondary poles will all have their polarities changed.

Alternating currents are accordingly generated in

their coils.

Dynamo with Spherical Armature.

Professors Thomson and Houston, of Philadelphia,

have introduced a most unique and efficient form of
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dynamo. Its most striking feature lies in the shape of

the armature, and the corresponding form of the field-

magrnets. The exterior of the armature is a slightly

elongated sphere—in the direction of its axis. The
field-magnets form cup-like recesses into which the

armature fits very accurately.

In this way a greatly extended active surface can be

secured for inductive work, and the speed of the ma-

chine may be correspondingly reduced.

The wire system upon the armature is divided into

sixteen sections, wound upon every portion of its

active surface, and connected in a peculiar way.

The field-magnets are compound wound—that is, are

both series, of low resistance, and shunt of high resis-

tance A peculiar feature in connection with the

commutator is an arrangement intended to regulate the

output to the work doing, by a means of changing the

position of the collectors. Another unique device is a

self-acting blower, which delivers a "puff" of air

under the brushes so as to secure the extinction of

any sparking that may take place there.

KoUs of somt of tht mort important Dynamo Patents, ^c.—Gramme's
machine. No». 1668, of 1870, and 953, of 1878; Allcneck (Siemens dy-
It III , No. 2006, of 1873; Brush dyn.»mo, No. 2003, of 1878; Thomson-
n w^ on, No. 315, of 1880; Wc«ton, No*. 4280, of 1870, an 1 2194. of

i^^i , Kdison, Nos. 4226, of 1878, 2402, of 1879, 1240 and 29^4, of 1881,

and 20^2, of 1882; Honkinson, .No. 973, of 1883; Wilde, No. 1228, of

1878 ; we»Unghoaie, Nos 9725 and 0727, of 1887 ; Fcrrmti, Nos. 3702,
Of 1883, and 702, of 1887 : Mord^y, No. 8262. of 1887.

Importattt Papers relating to the 'Ihenry of the Dynamo.—Q\\xk-Ui9X*
well, Proc. Roy. S<k., March 14. 1867; liopkmson, Proc. Inst. Mech.
Kni:ti:een, 23H, 1879, and 266, 1880: Claudius, Phil. M.ig. xvii, 49 and
n ,. i'**^;: HoiKin^nn. T .md E., Phil. Trans, i. 331, 1886; Sir W.
' tie, ii. 240, 1887 ; Kapp, Joum. Soc. Tele,

rion and rcrry, Hleitrician, xx. 555: ProC
^ 4 . ... MM' ^.. ..,....„, xai. 43; Jauitsoa, EUUiinan^ xxk 487, 515.



CHAPTER VIT.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON MACHINES.

Size and Capacity of Dynamo.

A GOOD deal of controversy has of late taken place

upon the relation that is supposed to subsist between
the linear dimensions of dynamos of similar design

but of different sizes, and their capacity and efficiency.

According to Dr. Hopkinson,* the capacity of

similar dynamos is proportional to the cube of their

linear dimensions : the work wasted in magnetising

the field magnets proportional to the linear dimen-

sions ; whilst the work wasted in heat in the armature

is proportional to the square of the linear dimensions.

Mr. Kapp f assumes the speed of rotation to vary

inversely as the linear dimensions, so as to put all

machines under equal conditions with reference to

centrifugal strain. Under those conditions it is as-

sumed that the relative output should vary as in the

following table, which gives the leading particulars

of two dynamos of different sizes.

Diameter of armature . . 10 ins. 15 ins.

Revolutions per minute . . I,coo 670
Number of glow lamps 150 620
Weight (cwts.) .• . ic 34
Trice . . , ^ . . . £\oo ;^276
Price per lamp capacity . 13s. 4'1. 8s. I id.

Electrical efficiency (per cent.) 80 89

• Proceedings Institute of Civil Engineers, April, 1883.

t Ibid. vol. Ixxxiii. p. 36, 1886.
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3cwt. 3 cwl. 3 qr«.

1.250 1,100

2 qrs. licwt.
200 400
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Several French investigators place the capacity aa

low as the square linear dimensions, and for this

reason prefer small machines.

The general opinion in this country and in America
appears to follow the conclusions of engineers in

reference to large and small steam-engines, that

large dynamos are an enormous advantage, and that,

roughly speaking, the capacity of dynamos is, for

similar machines, somewhat greater than in propor-

tion to the gross weight. The following example,

taken from the list of a well-known maker of dyna*

n'os, will illustrate this :

—

DUmeter or annattire

Wdghi ,

Speed of rotation (levs. p. m.)
Grou weight of dynamo . : i

Xumbfr ofgCw lamps maintained
Krce ^140 £zoo

Testing Dynamos for Efficiency.

To obtain reliable tests of different machines is a

matter which has always been attended with some
difficulty. It is necessary, first, to determine the

horse-power expended in moving the machine, on
open circuit (for friction), and with the full load of

lamps ; secondly, to determine the energy ot the
currents realised.

Norse-power is measured by one of the usual
methods so well known to engineers, viz. by indi-

ctUor^ by dynamometer, or by brake^ and need not
therefore be treated here.

Electrical output may be determined by ascertain-

ing the number of volts of potential and the number
of amperes of current between the extremities of that
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portion of the circuit in which the energy is being

expended. The '* voltage " is ascertained by means
of a suitable voU-meter, and the amperes by means
of an ampere-meter. Hence the product of the volts

into the amperes (volt-amperes) is an expression ofthe

electrical energy per second in "watts" (volt-amperes).

Now, as I h.p. is equal to 746 watts, the number of

watts must be divided by 746 to show the result in

h.p.; or,

e c

where e represents the " voltage/' c the amperes, and
W the electrical energy realised.

Drs. J. and E. Hopkinson * proposed and elabo-

rated an electrical method of testing dynamos, which
has been much spoken of. It involves the use of two
similar machines, but appears to possess many ad-

vantages.

Two dynamos approximately equal in dimensions

and power have their shafts coupled by a suitable

clutch, which may also serve as a driving pulley.

The dynamos are electrically connected together, so

that one drives the other as a motor. Upon the driv-

ing pulley is placed the belt from the steam-engine.

This belt passes on its way to the pulley through a

transmission dynamometer. Accordingly, when the

machines are in motion, it will be seen that one of

them drives the other as a motor, and that the energy

required from the steam-engine is the waste in the

two dynamos and the friction. In this way very

great accuracy is easily attained in arriving at re-

sults ; for while it is extremely difficult to eliminate

• Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, p. 347, 1 886.
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errors as large as 5 per cent, when the power to be

measured is large (say 50 h.p.\ with a small power

the error may easily be made as small as ^ per cent.

In the experiments at Messrs. Mather 6c Piatt's,

Manchester, a pair of Edison-Hopkinson machines,

intended for a normal output of 1 10 volts and 320

amperes, at a speed of 780 revolutions per minute,

were used. They were of the shunt-wound type.

The electrical energy was measurerl : volts by a

Thomson's graded galvanometer, and amperes by
passing the current through a known resistance, and
measuring the difference of potentials at the terminals

of this resistance by means of a Clark's standard cell

and a potentiometer, according to what is well known
as PoggendorfTs method. The machines had the

following resistances :

—

n«.-,«t«r / Annalure 000994: ohm. w„,^, / 0'009<)47 ohm.^^"•^^^
{ Magnel 1693 ohms.

^^^^"^
| i6-44ohms.

The results are so full of interest, as throwing light

not only upon the subject of the efficiency of dynamos,
but upon the great question ot the reconversion of elec-

trical into mechanical energy, that we give in full the
figures of one out of a large number of experiments i

—
E M. F. at terminals of generator
Cm rent „ „
Curicnt tbfoagh generator n^agnets

„ M motor „
E. M. F. at terminals of motor
Sp^ed of niaclnnc....
Power lrjn>raiUeU by belt .

Hence

—

ToUl power given to venerator
Power lott in iotemal friction of arma

tore core
Power In*! in generator magnet

ainutnra .

I ID- 1 2 VoIlX

358 ampiiea
6'5 ..

536 „
I07-J3 volts

764 rcTs. per minute
6,604 ^a^l» = 8-850 n.p.

42,917 w.ittfr= 57-53 h.p.

H31 „ = I'll h.p.
716 „ = o^ „

1.360 „ s= 1-823 „
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and, thorefore,

—

Commercial efficiency .... 93-23 per tent.

Loss in core ...... 194 „
„ magnets ..... r66 „
„ armature . . . , 3*'7 »»

Similarly for the motor

—

Total power given to motor . . . 38,886 watts = 52-13 h. p.

Power lost in internal friction of core . 831 „ = rii „

,, „ motor magnet . . , 472 „ z= 0-63 „
„ „ armature .... 1,275 »» = i'7o „

and, therefore

—

Co.nmercial efficiency of motor , , 93*79 per cent.

Loss in core 2-14 „
„ magnets ..... 1-22 „
,, armature 3*27 „

High Efficiencies.—^The above efficiency of 93*23

per cent, is very high, but it is by no means rare in

many types of machine now constructed. It will be

seen that the dynamo, as a converter of mechanical

into electrical energy, is now probably as nearly per-

fect as it will ever become.

Measurement has been made by Dr. J. Hopkinson
and by Mr. L. Schwendler, independently, of the

energy obtained in the form of current from a Siemens

machine as compared with the energy shown to be

consumed in driving it, and the result showed that

only from 12 to 13 per cent, of the energy is wasted,

but as lamps are usually adjusted, only half the

energy of the current appears in the arc, or 44 per

cent, of the energy transmitted by the strap.

Many machines churn the air so that a continuous

humming noise is produced, and from i to 25 per

cent, of the total driving power is thus expended upon

the air alone. One machine examined wasted 17 per

cent., and it is probable that such types of generators

would heat to an inconvenient extent were it not for

this air-churning.
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With regard to the amount of light (in the arc)

produced per horse-power this varies considerably in

different machines. Experiments were made at the

South Foreland by the Engineer to the Trinity Board,

the results of which are given in Sir James Douglas's

paper read at the Institution of Civil Engineers in

March, 1879. The following are a few of the results

obtained.
Light pcodMed
perH.P.ia

Undud caadlM^
MmUm. mean of

ezpcrimeots.

Holmet's Magneto- Electric 47

S

Alliance 543
Gnmine, No. i 75^

.. No. 1 758
Sfenent* Large 9'i

., Small 9S4
„ Small . 1,254

Thus it will be seen that a good machine should

give about 1,000 or 1,200 standard candles per horse-

power in the electric arc ; but the measurement of the

light is, in fact, rather a difficult and doubtful matter,

owing to the errors caused by the varying position of

the carbon points, and the difficulty of obtaining a

reliable standard of comparison.

With reference to the light power obtained per H.P.

in the case of lighting by incandescence, it may be of

interest to remark that in the trial porformances of

the Ferranti-Thomson machine, from 12 to 14 of

Swan's i8-candle incandescent lamps were maintained

per H.P. consumed. But it is not certain whether
every one of the lamps in circuit was raised to its full

photometric value. The above number of lamps per

H.P. would appear to indicate that it is possible to

obtain about 230 candles' light per H.P. consumed by
the machine. In the trial referred to the Ferranti-
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Thomson machine absorbed altogether 35 H.P., and
maintained from 300 to 320 of the i8-candle Swan
lamps in a state of incandescence.

Treatment of the Dynamo.

Commutators,—It may appear curious that if a

dynamo is not attached firmly to a rigid foundation

its commutator cannot last long or keep in good
order. Any vibration of the body of the machine is

very likely to be communicated to the brushes, especi-

ally if the brackets carrying these are of flimsy con-

struction, with the result that they are apt to partially

lose contact with the commutator periodically. In

dynamos developing high tension such a condition

would speedily produce " flats *' or facets upon the

surface, and when once a " spot " of this kind is com-
menced it is sure to spread and deepen.

The life of a commutator is, of course, greatly de-

pendent upon the tension of the machine (its sparking

propensity) ; upon the methods of connection and
windings of its coils ; upon the position of contact of

the brushes (line of least sparking and greatest effici-

ency—not always coincident) ; upon the pressure and
material and shape of the brushes; and upon the

material with which the segments of the commutator
are insulated. In shunt-wound machines there is

usually less sparking than in series excited machines

—

when the extremities of the shunt are connected to the

two brushes.

In the Thomson-Houston dynamo for arc lighting

a considerable electro-motive force is produced. The
sparking at the commutator is considerable. But it

is remarkable that in high tension machines, where
the current is correspondingly small, such sparking is

N
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not very harmful to the commutator. As the machine

is at present arranged it is probably impossible to

eliminate this sparking, which in a large machine

appears considerable. But an ingenious device is em-

ployed to bla;v out the sparks just as they appear. A
small air-blast is used for this purpose, and answers

the purpose extremely well. In most arc-lighting ma-
chines indeed the sparking is necessarily a cause of

some trouble, and burnt spots will appear in spite of

every care. The air blast presents the great advan-

tage of keeping the surface cool and blowing away
any copper dust that may lodge.

Moreover, the line of least sparking is not neces-

sarily the line of maximum efficiency, as remarked

above, and any diminution of sparking obtained by
rocking the brushes towards the former point may
seriously weaken the current and E.M.F.

The pressure of the brushes is a matter of moment.
It should never exceed that necessary to give a good
contact. It should, on the other hand, be sufficient

to withstand the vibration of the machine when in

motion. Many dynamos possess a vibration produced
within themselves. That is, the magnetic rupture,

when the coils pass the field, may and does produce
an internal vibration of the commutator and brushes.

Pressure must therefore be sufficient to overcome
this.

It is perhaps impossible to say what shape consti-

tutes the best collecting brush. A bundle of wires is

troublesome ; a bundle of copper sheets is also difficult

to adjust. Many of the best dynamo makers have
adopted a brush composed of two or more copper
slips soldered together at one end, and cut into a
comb-like shape at the collector end. The object to
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be aimed at is the sub-division of the spark and the

securing of an equal contact, notwithstanding that

the commutator may have upon its surface " flats" and
" pits." In some of Edison's machines the brushes

consist of many copper slips placed edgeways upon
the cylinder. Copper is the material most in favour

for brushes. It is usually as hard and pure as pos-

sible. The brushes themselves' are easily kept in

order, for being made of considerable length, to make
up for wear, a fresh surface can always be obtained.

hisulating spaces of the commutator.—Many substan-

ces have been tried. Air gaps have been well tested.

Gaps, however, unless kept clear by an air-blast, are

apt to get clogged, so short-circuiting the segments.

No insulating substance has proved so universally

suitable as mica (" talc "). The secret of this material

is to employ only such qualities as are pure and have
a wearing capacity equal to that of good copper. II

the mica does not wear down as fast as the copper

the commutator will soon become useless. If, how-
ever, the mica easily grinds away, gaps will appear,

which, filling with copper dust, will produce weaken-
ing of the dynamo and general break-down of its coils.

A great deal of attention has been given to this point

by many of the best makers of dynamos. Asbestos
has also been extensively used, but not with such

uniformly good results.

Lubrication of commutator.—Galling or attrition of

the surface is speedily destructive of a commutator, as

of any bearing in motion. Experience has shown
that a lubricant must be used, and that sparingly.

Ordinary oil and tallow was, until recently, in favour,

but of late vaseline has been proving itself the least

objectionable. The carbonising of ordinary oil and
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tallow frequently leads to partial short-circuiting. A
well finished commutator in a good machine will, if

well cared for, after a time acquire a glassy, hard

surface, which needs very little attention.

Treatment of had surface of commutator,—Superficial

defects, as small rough spots, produced by burning,

may be frequently removed by placing a slip of glass

paper, or even fine emery cloth, against the revolving

surface. A slip of emery cloth laid flat upon a smooth

file forms a good corrector for grooving. A " dead

smooth " file is probably the best of all. A commu-
tator that is wearing rough should be seen to at once,

otherwise it will go on from bad to worse. Re-turn-

ing is the best remedy for defects. As this usually

necessitates the removal of the armature, it is not

done so frequently as required. An ingenious en-

grineer has devised a sort of make-shift slide-rest, for

re-turning in position. The rest is bolted to the

dynamo, and carries a tool in a suitable position for

taking a cut off the commutator. This would appear

to be an indispensable accompaniment of large

dynamos. Brush-holders should be ot substantial

construction and not liable to vibration. Many
dynamos are very defective in this particular ; it is

indeed a matter of the utmost importance in the con-

struction of these machines. The commutator and
brushes necessarily form the chief care of a dynamo
attendant, and some mechanical knowledge is indis-

pensable to a man holding that position. Many
attempts have been made to supersede brushes, by
rolling contacts and other devices, but with indifferent

Skori'circutHng.—A break-down of the insulation

at any p^int, from the coil to the commutator bar, may
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produce short-circuiting and consequent loss of power.

Carelessness in the management of the machine
generally may speedily ruin its insulation. In inex-

perienced hands a dynamo may get put upon short

circuit entirely and may even be " burnt-up " thereby.

A dynamo should never be connected to an unknown
resistance of moderate amount. In machines wound
upon the shunt principle—when, the exciting coils of

the field-magnet are of high resistance, and form a

by-path or alternative path for the current, the danger
of being placed upon short circuit is not nearly so

great. It would probably be impossible to "bum
up " such a machine, because the proportion of cur-

rent that could pass through the shunt would be so

small that little or no magnetism would be produced,

and consequently little current would be developed in

the armature. On the other hand, accidental short-

circuiting of a series-wound machine, or even a com-

pound-wound machine, will be very likely to develop

such a current as will speedily make its coils red-hot.

The driving belt is liable in such cases to slip, through

the abnormal load, and may thus save the machine.

Of course, there is a limit to the magnetic strength of

the field. The magnet may become saturated and
may yet not produce a current sufficiently large to

burn the machine ; this may occur more especially

in high tension machines. Testing for faults in the

dynamo is quite an art in itself. A source of current

and a sensitive galvanometer are required. Obvious

contacts between coils, segments, and the body of the

machine are easily found but not so readily located. As
a galvanometer is generally useless near to a dynamo,

the testing instrument should be kept at a suitable

distance. Metallic dust from the commutator is a
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frequent source of short circuits in commutators and

coils. Oil is another cause of trouble, when it falls

upon the coils, and damp or water are equally trouble-

some. For these reasons hard lubricants only should

be used, and machines kept in a dry place.

The following directions apply to the Brush and

many other arc-lighting machines.

It will be found that when the brushes are rocked

too far forward in the direction of rotation of the com-
mutator, the sparks will quite disappear, but the

lights will go out occasionally, and each extinction

will be attended by a few long sparks on the commu-
tator. This may be at once corrected by rocking the

brushes in the opposite direction a short distance. If

the brushes are rocked too far there will be much
sparking and a diminution of light in the lamps, and
occasionally extinctions will take place similar to

those which occur when the brushes are rocked too

far forward. The brushes should be rocked as far

forward as possible without causing the occasional

extinction of lights. When too much oil is used on
the commutator, sparks will be produced similar to

those which appear when the brushes are in the wrong
position ; hence due care must be taken to put only

just suflicient to prevent rutting of the commutator
segments. After the machine has been run awhile and
has become warm, a slight re-adjustment of the

brushes is sometimes advisable, and a little experience
will soon enable the attendant to determine the exact
adjustment that will produce the best effect.

When the brushes are much worn they must be
clipped off squarely at the worn end, and moved up to

the same position as before.

Z>rm>i^.~-When gas engines were first used for
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moving dynamos a good deal of trouble arose from
the unsteadiness of the light produced. This is per-

haps more noticeable in such engines as take gas by
governor, once in three or four revolutions. A sudden
acceleration of speed is thus produced when the im-

pulse is given, which is manifest by a sudden brighten-

ing of the lamps. No remedy has been found so

generally useful as the addition of a fly-wheel to the

dynamo shaft. A driving band not too tight will thus

yield somewhat at the moment of the impulse. Re-
markable steadiness may thus be produced.

To ensure steady driving the motor should always

have a considerable excess of power. This more
especially applies to cases where great variations of

load occur, as the sudden switching on or off of large

numbers of lamps. Common steam engines fitted

with old-style governors are most unsuitable for elec-

tric-light work. The automatic cut-off governor is

coming into general favour, and great progress has of

late been made in rendering the motor sufficiently

sensitive.

Driving bands of leather are a source of much
trouble when new. When long bands are used the

stretching is considerable. The bands maybe stretched

by the makers to a great extent before placing upon

the machine. The leather chain-belts, composed of

short pieces of leather jointed with steel rods are less

troublesome, give a better grip, are generally more
flexible, and economise power better than solid leather

bands. Rope-driving is coming into use in the case of

large dynamos. This will probably be the method of

the future in large work. It presents the great ad-

vantage of providing against the breaking or slipping

off of the driving band and consequent stoppage. A
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laige djmamo may in this way be driven by two or

d&ree ropes, running in separate grooves in engine

and dynamo pulleys. Chain^rivingy after the manner

of tricycles, is frequently used for slow dynamos, and

has been found to possess many advantages. Direct

driving has always been in great favour by both

engineers and electricians. In this case the engine

and dynamo shaft are simply coupled together in line.

Direct driving is now used for large central station

dynamos, and for small machines aboard ship.

Regulators of Current for Arc Lighting.

Many attempts have been made to invent or intro-

duce some device by means of which currents from

dynamo-electric machines might be automatically

regulated or governed, as the steam supply is con-

trolled in steam-engines.

The electric light without a steady current is very

unsteady, and as constant strength of current

depends in a great degree upon the motor itself, it \s

found that common steam-engines, unless of greater

power than is really required, are not the best for the

working of electric-light machines. In the earlier

attempts at electric lighting there existed a want ot

perfection at three points concerned in the production

of the electric light The engine seldom had a sufH-

ciently sensitive governor; the lamp was unsteady
on account of various defects in the carbons ; and the

machine itself was entirely without a means of regu-

lating its supply of current to the exigencies of the

exterior portion of the circuit.

These faults combined did much to render the in-

troduction of electric illumination difficult where a
perfectly steady source of light was required. Staite
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and Edwards patented, so long ago as 1855, ^"

electric regulator based upon, the heating and expan-

sion of metals by the current to be regulated. The
metal used was platinum, in the form of wire ; this

was attached to a lever amplifying its movements,

and the lever in turn moved a resisting coil of wire.

This coil was a common naked helix, having some
elasticity, and the action depended upon more or less

turns of the wire being pressed together, so diminish-

ing the resistance or augmenting it as the expansion

and contraction of the platinum wire demanded. This

To Lamp
FffOM Machine

To Lamp

Fig, 88.—Siemens' " Circuit Regulator."

idea, beautiful in itself, is really the origin of some of

the regulators used at the present day.

Dr. Siemens has constructed a regulator worked by
the expansion and contraction of a strip of platinum

or steel ; but the apparatus, so far, does not appear

to have been practically applied. The action is some-

w^hat similar to that employed in Messrs. Staite and
Edwards' device. The resistance coils used are put

in or out of circuit by the amplified movements of a

lever.

Siemens* Safety Regulator,—Fig. 88 is a view of the
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working parts of this regulator. It is issued by the

makers of the Siemens machine.

A is an electro-magnet in the circuit oi th(3 machine

and lamp ; B is a contact point in connection with the

main circuit through the resistance coil shown only.

Normally, the electro-magnet attracts the armature,

and the current passes right through the instrument

without experiencing appreciable resistance; but

should the lamp by any accident go out or break

circuit, the machine cannot be damaged by the engine

racing when the load is taken off. The resistance

coil is equivalent to that of the lamp when burning,

and to keep it cool it is immersed in a small tank of

water in the base of the regulator.

It will at once be seen that this is far from being

a regulator, in the true sense of the word, because it

is only useful in the case of any excessive change in

the current strength. It is, however, no doubt a

valuable adjunct to the dynamo-electric machine,

as much harm cannot be done to either engine or

machine when this is in circuit. It is joined up in

the usual way, by cutting the conductor near to the

machine, and connecting one end to c, and the other

to the same point, but, of course, on the opposite

side of C, so that when the machine is working the

current may pass direct to the lamp. The other con-

nections C* andc*, are made by cutting the remaining
conductor, and joining up as shown. The instrument

may be regulated for strong and weak currents by
the Antagonistic spring screw and by the contact

screw.

In all regulating apparatus intended to regulate

the current by actual breaking of the circuit, a very
great objection is introduced by the extra current
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Sparking at the contact. A word of explanation as

to what this really is will not be unnecessary.

When two short wires are attached to any electric

source, such as a voltaic battery, their ends touched

and then separated, an exceedingly feeble spark only

is noted ; but when the wires are long^ a large spark

of great brilliancy is produced, and when the same
wires are coiled up, especially around iron, the spark

is still further increased in size and length. This is

usually spoken of as the "extra" current spark, and

is due to electro-magnetic induction.

Any regulator, then, depending upon actual break-

ing of circuit for its action, must so far be very

inefficient, because no contact points yet discovered

or tried will withstand the burning power of the

electric spark.

Dr. Siemens also described, in January, 1879, a

regulator based upon the curious property, discovered

by Hughes and Edison, that carbon when underpres-

sure will conduct better than when free from pressure.

Thus Siemens proposed to place a number of carbon

discs in an insulating tube, pass the current through

them, and by means of a variable expansion of

platinum, as in Staite and Edwards' apparatus, to

vary, by more or less pressure, the conductivity of

the carbon series.

Brush Regulator and Sensitive Relay.—A very effi-

cient automatic regulator, based upon the property of

carbon just mentioned, is used by the Brush Com-
pany. The construction is very simple. Two sole-

noids are placed in the field magnet circuit (it is

notable that regulators are generally placed so as to

control the field magnets only)
;
projecting into these

solenoids are the limbs of a (J-shaped core of soft iron,
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which is attached and drawn more or less into the

solenoids when the current is passing. This iron core

is connected by a long rod of brass to a lever of the

second order, the fulcrum of which is a short standard

provided at the top with a knife-edge, on which one

end of the lever rests. Near the fulcrum an adjust-

able screw, tapered to a point at the upper end,

passes vertically through the lever, supporting a block

which receives the weight of four parallel columns,

each column consisting of a great number of thin

plates of carbon, about i inch square. These columns

are separated from each other by slabs of slate, but

at the top and bottom are connected by small plates

of carbon, which join the four columns in series. The
action of the instrument will be readily understood.

The carbon piles are connected as a shunt to the

field magnet of the dynamo, and the solenoids are in

the circuit of the machine. When no current is circu-

lating in the solenoids the lever is not raised, and in

this position of the lever the carbon piles are so

separated that no current can pass that way. When
the dynamo is working at full load the solenoids have
not sufficient current to make connection in the car-

bon piles—in this position the full current circulates

in the field magnet. But when several lamps are

switched out, or the speed of the dynamo is allowed

from any cause to increase, an increase of current

takes place, and the cores are pulled farther into the

solenoids, and the carbon plates are raised and brought
into contact. Hence the carbon piles shunt off a por-

tion of the field magnet current, and the strength of

the field in the dynamo is thereby reduced until the

normal current is again arrived at. When, on the

other hand, the current given by the dynamo tends to
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weaken, the solenoids exert less pressure upon the

carbon piles, and less current is shunted through

them, so increasing the current through the field

magnet.*

One of the great advantages of this regulator lies

in the fact that it controls only a small current, and

that little or no sparking is produced in its action.

The " Brush " Automatic Regulator has been im-

proved by the addition of a relay adapted to it by Mr.

Geipel. The relay consists of a sensitive core and

solenoid arrangement, which responds more quickly

to the variations of current than does the regulator

alone. The control exercised over the regulator by
the relay removes this defect. The relay has two

contacts connected with the windings on the regula-

tor coils. On an increase or decrease of current

taking place the relay instantly weakens or strength-

ens the action of the regulator coils, and thus a

prompt adjustment is obtained. There is a medium
position of both relay and regulator which is main-

tained when the current has its proper value. It will

be seen that this combination secures the separation

of the part of the apparatus which requires to be

powerful from the part which requires to be sensitive.

Recent advances in the application of the electric

light would appear to indicate that by different

methods of connection within the machine it may of

itselfbecome its own regulator.

The method employed at present is chiefly based

upon the principle of exciting the field-magnets of

the machine by a portion of the armature current

only, instead of, as formerly, the whole of the cur-

* A full account of this regulator, with a diagram, is given in a supple-

ment to the Electrician of Oct. 30, 1885.
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rent. This principle was first published by Sir C.

Wheatstone.* By these means a shunt-wound ma-

chine, aa it is termed, becomes automatically powerful

or feeble to meet the exigencies of the exterior resis-

tance. This important method of exciting the field-

magnets as applied to Siemens' machine, was
published in a paper read by Mr. Alexander Siemens

at the Society of Telegraph Engineers and of

Electricians, in March, 1880. It is spoken of further

on. This small current is easily controlled by various

efiRcient regulators now in common use.

• •• Phil. Inn*, of the Royal Society," Febnuiy 14. 1KC7.



CHAPTER VTII.

TRANSFORMERS AND ELECTRICITY METERS.

In the practical distribution of electrical currents for

lighting it was soon found that to convey large cur-

rents at low potential to a distance, conductors so

large as to be impracticable were required. On the

other hand, although it was well known that small

currents of high tension representing the same amount

of energy could be conveyed easily in exceedingly

small conductors, the principle could not be applied

to ordinary lamps direct, and the introduction of such

currents into dwellings would be a possible source

of danger to life.

It has long been known that a low tension current

could by suitable means be converted into a high

tension current. The induction coil, an instrument

for this purpose, is too well known to call for descrip-

tion. Its theory has been exhaustively treated in

most text-books of electricity. The most powerful

machine of this kind was owned by the late Mr.

Spottiswoode, F.R.S. This coil would convert a low
tension and harmless current into a high tension

discharge, which would flash across an air-space 45
inches in width. Thus, from a current of a few volts,

a conversion was made to a current of many million

volts.

But the induction coil is reversible, for by feeding
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its secondary coil with a high tension alternating or

interrupted current, a low tension current of great

volume is obtainable from the primary coil.

Thus, the induction coil, which until within a few

years ago was but a scientific toy, has developed into

a most important auxiliary to the dynamo-electric

machine.

In so far as the use of transformers^ as they are

generally called, has taken effect, they have only been

successfully used for altem^ing currents. It is well

known that if a constant current be passed through

the primary wire of an induction coil the secondary

circuit will evince no sign of current. At the moment
of making or breaking contact with the primary

coil, however, momentary currents will flow in the

secondary coil. Hence the necessity to use a contact

breaker or interrupter with such coils.

But if a constant current flows in the primary coil,

and that coil be moved within the secondary coil,

currents corresponding to the motions will be induced

in the secondary—in fact, we have now a kind of

dynamo machine. Hence, if the current transformer

can be used for converting constant currents of high

force to constant currents of low force, they must take

the form of machines of some kind.

Transformers are chiefly used, first, for augnienting

the electro-motive force of the currents produced by
the dynamo, so that these currents may be carried by
small and inexpensive conductors. Such currents, as

we have seen, cannot safely be allowed to enter

ordinary dwellings, and the transformer comes again
into play—this time to reduce the electro-motive force

to a safe limit.

Thus, a dynamo may work at loo volts, and pro-
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duce a very large current. That current, if it is to be

carried to a distance without conversion, might need

a conductor of great thickness—it might be a copper

rod an inch in diameter—the cost of which would be

prohibitive. But we must get the current delivered

at the distant point at the potential of loo volts. A
transformer is therefore brought to bear at the

dynamo, which converts the large current of lOO volts

to a small current of looo volts. This current might

then be conveyed to the distant point in a conductor,

say ^ of an inch in diameter. Another transformer

then comes into play, and reduces the potential and
augments the current to the original value, less a

certain loss in the conversion.

But it is far more common to construct dynamos
yielding potentials sufficiently high for transmission

direct than to use transformers at the dynamo end of

the line, although it will probably be found that low

potential dynamos are less liable to break down than

those furnishing currents of lOOO volts or more.

Secondary or Storage Batteries as Transformers.—
The use of these has been strongly advocated. Thus,

if a storage battery be set up in series it may be fed

by a high tension current. It may then be discon-

iiected and so arranged in parallel arc as to yield any

potential, from that of the charging current to that of

one cell only.

Professor Faraday's experiments in 1831 led him to

produce the first induction coil, which proves the

parent of all subsequent forms of transformer based

upon magnetic induction.*

This consisted of an iron ring, six inches in diameter

Experimental Researches," i. 7, 1831. " Philosophical Transactions

of the Royal Society," 183 1.
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and about an inch thick. Upon one diameter of this

was wound a primary wire about 72 feet in length,

and upon the opposite diameter a secondary wire 60

feet in length. By connecting the primary wire with

a battery and the secondary with a galvanometer,

strong momentary currents were induced in the

secondary coil at each make and break of contact

with the battery.

All subsequent improvements upon this form of

transformer have had for their object a greater

efHciency and less loss of energy in heating the

iron core.

If both the wires be of the same size, and if they

take an equal number of turns around the core, it is

assumed that the potential of the secondary will equal

that of the primary. If the secondary takes a greater

number of turns than the primary, the potential of

that circuit will be augmented. When a very high

potential is to be used the secondary is made from

fine wire, giving a large number of turns in com-
parison with the small number of turns made by the

larger primary wire.

Conversely, if the currents are to be reduced from a

high to a low potential, the secondary wire is no
longer the fine wire; the latter then becomes the

primary, and carries the main currents, while the

short, thick wire becomes the secondary, and yields

currents of low tension.

Hence the manipulation of the current for any
specific purpose becomes a comparatively easy matter
by the aid of this apparatus.

The chief improvements that have been effected in

the induction coil or transformer were mostly all due
to experiments made long before electric lighting

became practicable. The merit of subdividing the
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core, so as to eliminate useless eddy currents and
consequent heating is due to Masson (1837). The
introduction of the induction coil for distributing cur-

rents for electric lighting is claimed by several,

among whom Jablochkoff (1877), Bright (1878), Ed-
wards and Normandy (1878), Marcel Deprez and
Carpentier (1881), Edison (1882), Lane-Fox (1883),

and later, Gaulard and Gibbs, Kennedy, Deri and
Zipernowsky, Ferranti, Westinghouse, Kapp, Snell,

Mordey, Statter, etc.*

The fundamental disposition of the parts in a trans-

former were well understood long before such an
instrument was thought of in connection with the

electric light—they are, briefly, a closed magnetic
circuit, dating from 1831, and a core carefully lamin-

ated or subdivided, dating from 1837. The develop-

ment of the instrument to its present efficiency has
been exceptionally rapid.

Zipenioivskys Transformer.—This has been made in

two forms ; the first merely being a development of

Faraday's famous ring. It consists of a ring of soft

iron wires, upon which are placed ten or more distinct

coils. Five alternate coils are connected together,

forming the primary wire, and five alternate coils

similarly joined forming the secondary circuit. Which-
ever wire is to carry the higher electro-motive force is

made the finer. In the second construction of Ziper-

nowski's transformer, the coils of wire are arranged
so as to take the place of the core ; they form, in fact,

the '* ring." Thus, two rings formed from the

primary and secondary coils being coiled up in that

shape are placed one upon the other, their centres

coinciding. The " core " of iron wire is then wound
upon them, taking the place of the coils in the first

• See list of Transformer Patents, p. 205.
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form of the transformer. Thus, the induction coils

become the core, while the latter, as used by Faraday,

becomes the encircling coil. This iron wire is wound
on with a shuttle—the arrangement might be termed

a transformer with an external *' core." The main
point aimed at by inventors is to form two closed

links, linking them together. Fig. 89 shows the

arrangement.

Messrs. Gaulard and Gibbs for several years used

the ordinary induction coil form, consisting of a

straight iron core, with primary and secondary wound
upon it, forming the well-known " bobbin," or " reel

"

shape. The power of these transformers was regulated

by various arrangements for

withdrawing more or less of

the core. They were usually

set up vertically, and in sets

of four or more,

y,^ ,^
The construction of trans-

ZipMaawakr'tTraosfoniier. formers is Continually being

varied, necessarily from the nature of the instrument,

and improvements are being made in each form from
year to year. But the tendency at the present time is

undoubtedly in the direction of employing large

numbers of rectangular stampings from soft sheet

iron, and so forming boxes or ** shells " for the recep-

tion of the coils. It is found that if the coils be not

only filled with soft iron but also surrounded and en-

closed in it, the efficiency of the transformer is corres-

pondingly increased. In all cases the iron employed
must be subdivided, or laminated, so as to prevent
heating and loss of current.

Messrs. Kapp and Snell arrange the ** shell " portion

of their transformer as represented in Fig. 90, where
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are shown two sets of U-shaped stampings from sheet

iron placed side by side, and forming a square core,

through which run two oblong chambers to receive

the coils of wire. The stampings removed from the

sides to form theU shape

are used, as shown, set

upon edge, to complete

the magnetic circuit.

The stampings in this

transformer are of the

following dimensions:

—

5 in. high

broad.

Kennedy 's

and 3i in.

trans
Fig.90.—Kapp and Snell's Transformer.

former, as used for raising the potential in the mains
at a generating station, is shown in Fig. 91. In this

case the stampings are not only made to envelop the

coils, but pass through them also. Each pair of plates

Fip. 91.—Kennedy's Transformer.

is thus separated by a cross strip. Each chamber

contains a primary and a secondary coil.

Transformers self-regulating.—It is a peculiar cir-

cumstance that the transformer has the property of
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self-regulation to the requirements of the secondary

circuit when connected in parallel with the mains.

Thus, if a transformer be loaded with loo lamps, and

it feeds these as desired, if 50 of tho lamps be turned

off, the current flowing in the primary will fall 50 per

cent. And if the remaining lamps be switched off,

little or no current will flow in the primary, although

the pressure in the mains is constant. The explana-

tion has been sought successfully in the " damming
back" effect of a counter electro- motive force induced

in the primary by the iron of the transformer. But

while the transformer exhibits this property to a re-

markable degree, an ordinary induction coil does not

evince it to anything like the same extent.

Since the use of transformers is comparatively

recent, it is impossible yet to say which is the best

system upon which to use them. It is generally

agreed, however, that to supply a small transformer

for each lamp is unnecessary. The present practice

is to fix a transformer capable of taking a sufficiency

of current for the whole of a building just outside its

walls, so as to keep the high tension of the mains

without. In America, where it is a general practice to

lead the mains along the pavements upon poles, a

transformer is fixed upon a pole opposite each

building to be supplied with current. This system is

extensively used by the Westinghouse Company in

the United States, the tension of their mains being

1,000 volts, and that of the lamp circuits 50 volts,

or as 20 to !•

Tkt feOoving fHmcoftioni ^n given for a transfcirmer capable of tranS'

• cmrent of T - - ^ — t.ooovoIU down to n current of 375
•I 40 n>H« /e 20 X 6 X 4 inches. Trimary wire,
"5 inch di ly, 5* lb»., 012 inch, 25 in parallel

;

r— this \% Raid to l»e 97*2 per cent.,IticiMflrSvB
iHNaopMtka

JO lU. JUikiency
pMtkaUn arc gftrm as to tli« cnrrrnt flowing
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Electricity Supply Meters.

Considerable progress has been made in the de-

velopment of meters for the accurate registration of a
supply of electricity, either for lighting or motive
power. The question is of so much importance that

it is probable that already every known means of ob-

taining accurate results has been carefully tested.

Some ofthe meters are extremely ingenious. Perfec-

tion has certainly not yet been attained, but it may be
safely said that a good electricity meter may easily bo
made as accurate in its readings as an average gas
meter—the accuracy of which is more often a matter

of speculation than of fact. The current meters may
be briefly divided into two great branches—those for

continuous currents, as for Edison's system, and those

for alternating currents, as the Ferranti system. They
depend either upon electrolysis or electro-mechanical

action for their indications.

Meters intended to register by electrolytic action

were probably first used by Edison. The principle,

and even its application to practical purposes of

electrical measurement, were both, however, very well

known twenty years ago, and Mr. J. T. Sprague sug-

gested such a meter before the year 1875.*

Edison's meter for continuous currents consists of a

pair of zinc plates, kept a little apart, and plunged in a

solution of zinc sulphate. Any current passed through

this cell will abstract from the entering plate and add

to the emerging plate—that is, the anode plate will

dissolve, and the cathode plate will receive the metal

so dissolved. The amount of zinc so transferred is

accurately (or nearly so) proportional to the current

t «« Electricity ; its Theory," &c., London, 1874.
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that has passed through the cell. This is a well-

known fact of electro-metallurgy. The principle may-

be more fully studied in the author's " Handbook of

Electrotyping."

In addition to the electrolytic cell the meter consists

of a shunt arrangement, by means of which about

f/t^ of the current supplied passes by the meter,

o"'y iVinr passing between the plates. Such a meter

is placed between the electric mains and the lamp
circuits of the house to be supplied. Before the meter
is attached its plates are weighed. They are weighed
again at the end of every month. The loss in zinc by
the anode plate will then indicate the quantity of

electricity that has passed, and the customer is rated

accordingly.

To render the meter accurate some means must be
devised to compensate for the variations in con-

ductivity of the electrolytic cell, due to changes of

temperature. A rise in temperature is followed by a
diminution of the resistance, and an increased current

would flow through the meter, and vice versa. The
resistance of copper, on the other hand, increases

with a rise of temperature, and the proportion is so
nearly the same that a little copper coil, placed in the

circuit of the cell, serves to compensate for any varia-

tions, the one balancing the other very accurately.

Fig. 92 shows diagrammatically the arrangement.
The density of the solution in which the zinc plates
ZZ arc immersed is maintained at about 1054, and
the plates being about | inch apart, the resistance of
the cell is nearly 175 ohm. The balancing copper
coil tf Is 8 ohms, ^ is a resistance of German silver, in

the form of a zij^^-zag. The meter merely forms a by-
path or shunt to the course of the current as it enters
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the house. In fact, most meters must necessarily be
arranged in this way if they present any appreciable

resistance. When a large current is to be supplied

the meter has two, and sometimes four cells. An in-

candescent lamp is usually fixed in the meter case,

and during the winter months this is kept lighted,

which prevents the solution from freezing. It has

been pointed out that this system leaves the adjust-

ment of the accounts entirely without check in the

T'rmn ma his ^|

To Lamf$

V\AA/W\/
Fig. 92. —Edison's Electricity j\Ieter.

hands of the electric company, but it is said that no
complaints have so far been made against it.

Schallenherger s meter is used chiefly by the West-
inghouse Electric Company, and has done good work
in America. It is intended for the registration of

alternating currents. This instrument is a remarkable

example of the utilisation of electrical principles for a

practical purpose. It consists essentially of an iron

disc, placed in a horizontal position, and capable of

rotation upon a vertical axis. A rectangular coil of
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wire, placed horizontallyp surrounds the disc, leaving

space between the two. This coil carries the current

to be measured. A second coil of wire, within the

first, also surrounds the disc, but does not touch it.

This coil is a complete circuit in itself, and is tnclifud

at an OftgU of forty-five degrees h the current-hearing

coil. The secondary coil is in fact a self-circuited in-

duction coil. The object to be obtained is the rota-

tion of the iron disc. When a positive current flows

in the current-bearing coil it creates a magnetic

polarity in the iron disc. It also induces an opposite

current in the secondary coil. But the ** phase " or

life of the positive current will have ebbed away be-

fore the secondary negative current has attained its

maximum—that is, the induced current will be half a

phase later than the principal current. The secondary

current then tends to give motion to the iron disc by
attracting the pole previously created by the principal

current. Again, the principal current passes, but the

impulse is negative, and a fresh pole \s created in the

iron disc, while a positive current is induced in the

secondary coil, which again attains a maximum as

the negative current reaches zero. Again the iron

di.sc is attracted and moved forward in the same direc-

tion—so a continuous rotation is kept up simply by
virtue of the electric lag of induction between the

coils.

We have here, in fact, an electro-motor capable of

being actuated by alternating currents, and this

principle indeed forms the basis of alternating current
motors^ in so far as the invention of such machines
has progressed.

In the Schallonberger meter the rotation of the iron
disc is utilised to set a train of wheels, carrying in-
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dices, in motion, and these indicate directly the quan-
tity of electricity used. The upper extremity of the

axis is utilised for this purpose, while the lower end
carries a fan to prevent over-running or too free a

motion. It has been contended that meters of this

class must be subject to variation with variation of

phase in the alternations ; in other words, the speed

of the dynamo would upset the reading of the meter.

This may be true within narrow limits, but no such

serious difficulty has been experienced by theWesting-
house Company in America.

Ferranti's Meter.—Here we have another beautiful

example of an electrical phenomenon utilised for a

practical purpose. It is based upon the principle

that when an electric current flows through a fluid

body which occupies a magnetic field, the fluid has a

motion perpendicular to the current and to the mag-
netic field.

The instrument mainly consists of a tubular electro-

magnet consisting of a hollow iron core, over which

an exciting coil is wound, and an exterior casing of

iron. We have thus two tubes, one within the other

;

the upper end carries a yoke piece as usual. The
lower extremities form the poles, the outer one being

the longer, and carrying an extension ring, which
leaves an annular chamber in which is placed a quan-

tity of mercury. The mercury thus occupies a mag-
netic field, the lines of which are vertical lines. The
current is made to pass through the mercury from

centre to periphery, the result being its continuous

rotation in one direction. This motion is taken ad-

vantage of by means of a fly or float, moving with the

mercury, and attached to a vertical axis, the upper end

of which sets a counting train in motion in the usual
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way. Many inventors have endeavoured to utilise

the Trotation of mercury in a magnetic field for the

purpose of measurement, but difficulties have always

sprung up in the shape of the gradual oxidation of

the mercury. Mr. Ferranti claims that by means of

extra purification he has eliminated this fault. But it

might be possible to work such a meter in a constant

vacuum, so preventing oxidation of the mercury.

Forbes's Meter.—Professor Forbes relies upon con-

vection currents in the air arising from a conductor

heated by the current. The instrument consists of a

horizontal ring of wire having a resistance of j^ of

an ohm. Motion is given to a kind of exceedingly

light " windmill," also placed horizontally just over the

conductor. The axis of the windmill is utilised to

move the counting mechanism. This kind of meter

has the advantage of being available either for mea-

suring direct or alternating currents.

Clock Meiers.—^These are now very numerous. One
of the best known is that first suggested by Messrs.

Ayrton and Perry, and brought out by Dr. Aron, in

Berlin, where it has been in successful use in connec-

tion with the large central station there. In its

modified form it consists of two clocks, the pendulum
of one of which is so influenced by a current-bearing

coil that its rate is retarded. The retardation is as-

sumed to be proportional to the current passing in

the coil. The amount of the retardation is got by
comparing this clock with the standard uninfluenced

dock. But lately a differential gear has been put be-
tween the trains, which enables the amount used to

be read off at once firom the dials. The only differ-

ence between the clock meters for direct and alternat-

ing currents consists in substituting for the ordinary
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metallic pendulum bob used for direct current a coil

of wire, moving in an enveloping coil used for alternat-

ing currents. The clocks are sprung to go for six

weeks with one winding, while the readings are sup-

posed to be taken once a month.

It is a much more difficult problem to produce a

satisfactory meter than is generally supposed. Many
points require careful consideration. The chief of

these are, no doubt, accuracy and range of working.

Most meters are only reliable within a narrow range.

Another point of greatest importance is a capability

to check the voltage at work in the circuit. It is

notorious that the voltage may be diminished without

corresponding diminution in the chargeable value of

electricity supplied.

Patents for Induction Transformers.—^JablochkofF, No. 1,996 of 1887.

Bright, No. 4,212 of i8"8. Edwards and Normandy, No. 4,611 of 1878.

Deprez and Carpentier, No. 4,128 of 1881. Edison, Nos. 3,752 and 3,949
of 1882. Lane-Fox, No. 3,692 of 1883. Gaulard and Gibbs, No. 4,362
of 1882. Deri and Zipernowsky, Nos. 3,379 and 5,201 of 1885. Ferranti,

No. 15,251 of 1885.



CHAPTER IX.

ARC AND INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

An electric lamp is the apparatus at which the

electric current is actually converted into light.

Generally it consists of an arrangement of two car-

bons for forming the electric arc between them. But

the property of the electric current, by which it heats

any highly resisting portion of the circuit, has been

utilised in the production of a lamp in which a

filament of carbon is heated to whiteness, which has

been so successful that these incandescence lamps

are coming into general use for both interior and
exterior lighting.

Arc Lamps,—\^)x&Ti two pointed sticks of carbon

attached to the two poles of a source of electricity,

such as any of those previously described, are touched

together, a current will pass, and the carbons may
then be separated a certain distance without inter-

rupting the current, which is carried on by the

intermediate air heated by the current, and an ex-

ceedingly brilliant light, which is termed the voltaic

arCf will be produced between the carbons.

Particles of burning carbon are projected from one
carbon to the other and a portion of the light is

attributed to this flow of burning matter, but the

greater portion is due to the incandescence of the
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carbon, or to a conversion of electric current into

light, as inexplicable as that produced in a spark dis-

charged between two conductors, or in a flash of light-

ning. The researches of Capt. Abney, R.E , F.R.S.,
have shown that while the white light of the positive

pole is always of the same composition in respect of

the relative proportions of waves of different colours,

the temperature of the arc from graphite carbon is

also the same in arcs of different powers—the tem-
perature of fusing graphite.

The positive carbon, or thatfrom which the current

is generally assumed to flow, is, in voltaic arc lamps,

consumed very fast, and becomes hollowed out, form-
ing a crater, while the negative or receiving carbon is

acted upon very slightly, and becomes pointed. Car-

bon rods may burn at the rate of about 5 in. per hour,

according to their size, and as they consume away
must be fed up to each other in order to continue the

light. This was formerly done by hand, but now it is

effected by such perfect automatic lamps that the

light is not only perfectly steady, but needs no atten-

tion whatever for several hours together. It is no
difficult matter to feed carbons by hand, by means of

a screw attached to one of the pencils, and for taking

photographs by quick-acting plates this will answer
very well, but a lamp is the only satisfactory means
by which ordinary carbon rods can be burned for

general purposes.

In another class of lamps the carbons are kept

actually in contact. Thus, if pointed rods of carbon,

or one pointed and one flat carbon or piece of copper,

are attached to the poles of a source of electricity, and
the two poles are brought together, a bright light

will be produced at the point of actual contact, and
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will remain practically steady as long as the carbons

are kept together. This principle is adopted in several

different kinds of lamps. The light is partly due to

the incandescence of the carbon and partly to the

voltaic arc produced round the point of contact.

These devices are sometimes spoken of as ^* semt-

incandescent lamps."

Such lights are not so brilliant as those produced

when the carbon pencils are actually separated.

As early as 1843 experimenters were at work upon
this useful application of electricity,

and the celebrated Foucault pro-

duced the light from rods of gas
carbon and a battery of Bunsen
cells. Previously to this wood car-

bon was frequently used, and among
others by Sir Humphrey Davy, at

the beginning of the present cen-

tury, when he produced his (and the

first) voltaic arc over the Royal
Institution, from a battery of 2,000

cells (page ly

It was soon found that the electric

light was not only independent of

air or oxygen for support, but pos-
scsMKxl the properties of sun-light in showing all

co]our9 as they appear to the eye in sun-light. It
was also fuund that no vapours, smoke, or appre-
ciable (diffused) heat were given off by it, and that
its chief peculiarity was exceeding brilliancy difficult

of diffusion.

Fig. 93 is an enlarged view of the carbon points
as they actually appear when their image is thrown
upon a screen for examination. i» is the positive
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or feeding end, and N the negative or receiving.

The nodules observed chiefly on the lower carbon

are impurities in the substance, which melt and stick

to the points. The light itself is not only produced

by electricity itself, but by millions of highly in-

candescent particles carried from the positive to the

negative carbon.

The stronger the current under these conditions

the more powerful the arc, and the greater dis-

tance will the carbons admit of being separated

without extinguishing the light.

The power of electric light is usually expressed

in terms of the standard candle, and varies from,

say, lo candle power to 16,000, above which it has

not as yet been found generally economical to go
in one centre of light.

It would appear that about the year 1845 the first

patents were applied for in electric lamps or

burners. The names of King and Wright are the

first concerned in the invention of patented appara-

tus of this kind. King's patent was for an incan-

descent burner of platinum, and Wright used re-

volving discs of carbon. Probably the best attempt

at obtaining a steady light shortly after this date

(1846) was that of Staite and Edwards, who made a

lamp in which two rods of carbon were pressed to-

gether at an angle upon some badly conducting sub-

stance. Greener, Staite, and Petrie then produced

lamps of various kinds, and in 1848 a self-regulating

lamp was made by Foucault.

It will be unnecessary to give particulars of all the

numerous, and often useless, pieces of electric lamp
apparatus invented since 1845; we shall therefore

describe only those lamps which have of late years

P
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been most extensively used, or are otherwise of prac-

tical interest.

Carbons.

As has been before stated, rods of charcoal were

first employed as the points in the production of

electric light. This was found to burn too fast, and

is too easily split, although, when well prepared, it

may be used for experimental purposes.

The scale of deposit found in the interior of gas-

retorts after use was found to bo well adapted for the

purpose. This substance is inexpensive, as it may
usually be obtained for the trouble of carrying away

;

but it is not, in its crude state, well suited to the pro-

duction of steady light. It is very impure, containing

various foreign earthy matters, sometimes metals;

but silica is the most troublesome constituent, as it is

more difficult of fusion than the pure graphite. A
good gas carbon is of a fine texture, and a clear grey

colour. It is very difficult to cut or shape, on ac-

count of its hardness.

Many attempts have been made since 1 846 to obtain

a perfectly pure powder of graphite or other sub-

stance suited to the steady production of light.

StaiU and Edwards' Carbotis.—These were in use for

a considerable time before other inventors came into

the field. They were made by finely powdering the

best gas carbon, mixing with a little sugar syrup,

kneading and compressing in the shape of rods.

They were then gently heated and .saturated with a

strong solution of sugar; they were then heated to

whiteness, and were found to burn with tolerable uni-

formity in good lamps, llie same method, with the

substitution of tar for the syrup, and the addition of
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ground charcoal, was patented by Le Molt a few years

later.

Archereau's Method consists of mixing with the

ground and selected graphite some magnesia, which

is supposed to render the light more steady. But it

has been found that the addition of any substance

more readily fusible than graphite invariably lowers

the temperature of the arc. and its consequent

brilliancy.

Carre's Carbons.—These were for many years the

standard carbon rods in use. He mixes with the

substance certain proportions of potash and soda,

which slightly lengthen the arc and are said to add to

its brilliancy. Good carbons are made from the pow-
dered carbon, lamp-black, and syrup of cane-sugar,

with a little gum. The proportions may vary, but the

following are recommended;— Carbon powder, 15

parts; calcined lamp-black, 5; syrup, 7. These sub-

stances are perfectly mixed, with a very little water

added, when the mass is well pressed and rounded by
being passed through a draw-plate. The rods are then

baked dry, and while still hot are immersed in a solu-

tion of cane-sugar or a strong syrup, which is pressed

into their pores, and they are then again heated to a

high temperature. Carr^ would appear to prefer

coke-dust, as found in retorts, to ground carbon.

Many attempts have been made to improve the

conducting power and steadiness of carbons by coat-

ing them with metals. They are almost all failures,

except the method of coating with copper, which at

least has the merit of diminishing the resistance of

the carbon rod. Lamps are now in use by which the

current is not caused to travel the whole length of the

carbon. A great many mixtures have been tried both
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inside and outside the carbons. Several varieties of

tubular carbons are in use, while the very large car-

bons used in lighthouses and for war signalling are

usually of a fluted or pinion-form externally.

Carbon rods frequently crack and split at the points,

so extinguishing the light for an instant. Tliis

usually results from the use of inferior materials, and

by employing rods of too small a body for the cur-

rent. Carbons should be selected to suit the current

to be passed through them. If they are irregular in

composition they will crack, and whether regular or

not they will crack when the current is too strong for

their size. M. Grramme mixes with the powders
nitrate of bismuth, which is of use in preventing

cracking and augmenting the steadiness of the light.

In arc lighting it is important to observe that the

arc should be maintained as large as the electro-

motive force of the electric source will permit. The
lengrth of the arc may vary from i millimetre (about

the ^yth part of an inch) to several millimt>tres. When
the arc is too long, the light will become of an un-
certain and flaming nature, and may be easily ex-
tingruished by any diminution in the current strength.

When the arc is too short, the light produced will be
only partially diffused, and may be quite shut in upon
every side by " mushrooms," or excrescences around
the points, particularly the positive point. The hiss-

ing noise made by the arc generally indicates the

presence of impure carbon, or too short an arc. The
carbon rods should be as lai^e as the current from
the electric machine will easily consume. If the rods
are too thick, only a portion will be consumed at once,
and not the whole sectional area of the rods. If the

positive carbon should bum into several craters, it is
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too large. If the carbons are too thin, they will be

unduly heated throughout their length, and will offer

great resistance.

Lamps with Automatic Regulators for Arc.

When the electric light is obtained by carbons

separated a certain distance so as to produce the

voltaic arc, the carbons consume away, and thus

increase the length and electric resistance of the

column of heated air between them. As the resist-

ance increases, the current diminishes ; this decrease

of current again lessens the heat of the column of air

which has already been lengthened, thus the rapid

increase of resistance soon causes the arc to cease

altogether suddenly. To overcome this the carbons

must be kept constantly at the same distance apart.

In 1846 Staite used clockwork to bring the carbons

together, the rate of the clock being previously regu-

lated to suit approximately the consumption of the

carbons, but this was not found to answer, as the

carbons burned irregularly.

Attempts to make the decrease of current itself

adjust the carbons were soon made. It is difficult to

give the date of the earliest invention for this purpose,

but Staite as early as 1847 patented a lamp in which

the clockwork for moving the lower carbon is con-

trolled by a movable weighted soft iron core acted on

by a hollow electro-magnet.

Probably the Foucault and Wilson lamps were
the earliest. We cannot, however, pretend to place

the various lamps in chronological order, but com-
mence with the Serrin lamp, as a good type of the

clockwork or self-regulating kind.
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Actuating Devices for Arc Lamps.

The devices resorted to by inventors are of various

kinds, some of them extremely ingenious. The subject

divides itself into two main branches : arc-forming

or ** striking " devices, and " feeding " mechanism
or driving power. The most generally used method

for *• striking " the arc was embodied in Staite's

patent of 1847, and consists of an electro-magnet

having its coils in the lamp circuit. In later forms a

solenoid or "sucker coil," provided with a movable

core in contact with the carbon to be moved, is very

largely used. In some forms of lamp, however, the

carbon points are continually kept apart save at the

instant of "striking" the arc. The most generally

favoured method of effecting this consists of a sole-

noid of fine wire forming a by-path or shimt to the

lamp circuit. This has its movable core connected to

the carbons, or one carbon, so that when the current

passes in the solenoid its attraction shall ** strike " the

arc by bringing the carbons together. As soon, how-
ever, as the circuit of the lamp itself is thus closed,

the solenoid necessarily loses power by little or none
of the current passing that way (according to the law
of resistances), and the arc is opened to the required

degree.

Feeding Devices.—'Wi^&Q are extremely numerous.
The groat majority of lamps depend upon gravity for

feeding, and in some cases for "striking" the arc

also. T r carbon-holder either descends by its

own w< . irin's lamp, 1 859) or separate weights
are employed for the same purpose. Clockwork is

also much used, generally under the control of the
current; springs of various kinds, as in Foucault's
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lamp of 1848; electrc-

motors, consisting of

rotating armature or

vibrating lever, and (far

more commonly used)

solenoids, with parallel

or double or single

taper movable cores,

balanced with the car-

bon-rod, as in the Pil-

sen lamp (1888).

The Serrin Lamp.

Fig. 94 is a view of

the interior of this

lamp. A is an electro-

magnet ; B its arma-
ture, which, when the

current passes, is at-

tracted, and through its

connection with the

sliding bar of the lower

carbon, E, pulls it down,

and makes the separa-

tion. The apparatus is

put in motion, not by
a spring, but by the

weight of the upper car-

bon holder constantly

tending downwards,

which pressure com-
municates motion to

the train of wheels by
its toothed rack, as Fig. 94.— Serrin's Lamp.
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bhown. The rate of descent in the upper carbon with

its rack is, of course, regulated by its setting the wheel

train in motion, which brings a detent, E connected to

the left side of the lower carbon holder, to bear upon

the arms of the radial fly-wheel lowest in the train of

wheels. This locks the length of the arc until from

burning away the current becomes weak, and the arma-

ture is allowed to go upwards with its lower carbon

holder. This it is enabled to do by the springs con-

stantly pulling it away from the magnet. When the

lower carbon is thus free to move upwards, the upper,

its wheel train being free, by the check being taken off

the radial fly, falls until the current is strong enough to

again pull down the lower holder and to again bring

the check to bear upon the radial fly, thus locking the

distance. F is an adjusting screw, and the two upper
screws are for the same purpose. This lamp is singu-

larly efficient, and may be set in action by the most
ordinary workman.

Archereau's Lamp.

Fig. 95 represents a lamp invented by M. Arche-
au. It is very simple in construction and action, and

forms one of the best regulators for short periods in

use, and is therefore recommended to amateurs for

experimental purposes.

PiLACnCAL DULICnONt.

It coomU of • bobbfai or tol«noid of No. 12 silk-covered wire, compof^
^^^— IWW, or two at moBt, for weak currcnlt, a ; having wilhin it a
eoana or MUl, b. Thit cylinder it of toft iron. Its upper end, b,
OMilM Ite kmn catbop-rod. which is fa»tcned by the set screw bhown.
TIW cgrotctiqa to lUa coil of wire is from the binding-wtew to one
*"f—

*

y»™« U>« oOm tad of the coil has soldered to it a thin copper

y.T*« P'*'*''*.*"*"^. "P"*.^ interior column. The curtent thus passes
•ottolowvrcirbon, whib Um other coniMction ia made to the metallic

reau
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upright at D. This metallic pillar may be of brass, and carries a right-

angle arm, to which the upper carbon holder is attached, as represented.

A countei poise weight, c, is supported by a cord, which leads orer the
central pulley, and, passing under the lower extremity of the metallic

column in the wire coil, supports it in position, with a gentle pressure

between the carbon points.

The connection with the electric source being made, the solenoid
magnetises b, which is attracted into the coil. The action is as follows :

—

The current passes into the coil, up through the carbons, and at once

Fig. 95—Archereau's Lamp.

separates them. If the separation has been too sudden or far, the weight

will bring the points nearer to each other again. The arc is established as

soon as the current passes, and the weight should so counterbalance the

column that its action may not be too strong for the current. It will be

found best to have the counterpoise adjustable.

Fig. 96 represents a coil and bobbin of wire for this lamp, having within

it the iron column, with the carbon-rod fixed in the top. For a lamp to

burn, say, for i^ hours, with a light of 500 candles, the wire may be No. 12,

and it should be silk-covered.

The bobbin should be of hard wood, with a thin tube. It may be 5
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iachc* long, and ibe cential chamber may Ik }<in. in diameter, while the
dimeter uf the Uiding column may be J-in. or even less. The (otal length

of the column mav be 7 inches, and it

should be pruvidea with a brass or iion

MKket, having a j-in. hole in ils end
for the reception of carbons of diflcrcni

iir. s.

The total height of the lamp may be
13 inches, and the cord pulley must be
plaplaced above the middle portion of the
main pillar, as represented, in a slot

ca!>t or cut for it. It uill be found
convenient to have the right-angle arm
adjustable around the main pillar as an
axis by a thumb-screw ; and it is useful

to have the top carbon screw or socket
drillc I tight through, so that the car-
bons may be pushed downwards, from
the upper side.

The base must be solid and firm. It

will l;c found best in most cases to pro-
vide one of cast-iron, and to insulate the
binding-screw flora it by fastening a
block of wood in a ^-in. hole cast in the
base.

Of carbons, the size will depend alto-

ether upon the sticnglh of current to
used in (he production of the light.

This lamp is very well suited to the
current .as obtained from voltaic batterien,

and it uill prove useful to give sizes of
carbons best suited to diflcrent strengths
ofruch currents.

A current Oom 50 cells of the Bumen,
or 40 of I he bichromate of \H)Uhh cells,

will consume from \ to i*<-in. catbon
rods, and if the cells aic large the car-
bons may be ordinary J rods ; lor smaller
numbers of cells the ]-in. rods will be
found uuite large enough. Round rods

if* better in work than square rods. They should be pointed on com-
mcadog the light.

Vlf. «».-IMiMa for AfcfctiMa

Brockie-Pell Lamp.

This ha.s proved itself one of the most successful of
modem arc-lamps. It is controlled by means of both
shunt and scries solenoids with movable cores.

I'*ig. 97 exhibits in outline the main fpaturos of the
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active parts of this lamp. These consist of a pair of

solenoids, one of

which is in the cir-

cuit of the lamp and

the other acting as

a shunt, and wound
with fine wire. The
solenoids, aa>, have

movable plungers,

which are in turn

connected to a

vibrating beam, by

pivoted at c. The
main novelty lies,

however, in the

large brake-wheel,

carrying a pinion,

d, gearing into a

rack cut in the

upper carbon-rod,

e. The weight of

the carbon-rod
causes the pinion

and brake-wheel

to revolve, but the

^movement of this

is checked by an
internal brake ar-

rangement acting

upon an interior

flange of the wheel. u^
The brake or nip- pig. 97.—Brocklc-Pcll Lamp-Action.

per - lever, /, is

pivoted at that point to a quadrant piece moving
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independently upon the same centre as the pinion,

the little leather-covered roller depending from the

nipper-lever forming the brake proper. The lever is

jointed to the overhead-beam, 3, and so is under the

control of the series coil. A stop, ^, is provided to

limit the movement in that direction.

It will be observed that, supposing the carbons to

be in actual contact and the current were passed,

the series solenoid would draw up its core along with

the lever and brake-arm, so locking wheel and brake

togetlier. A still further pull of the solenoid will

strike the arc by a movement of wheel, pinion, and

rack. When the arc becomes abnormally long, the

current in the solenoid will be weakened, and the

brake-lever will gradually slip back out of contact,

and allow the rack to rotate pinion and wheel in its

descent, when the re-establishment of the normal arc

gives the solenoid its proper strength to retain its

hold or re-lock the wheel.

The quadrant-piece carries two little weights,

i'and I. Such a lamp, having both shunt and series

coils, can be used either in series with other lamps

or in the parallel system of distribution, in which the

lamps merely bridge across the mains, either singly

or in series of two or three. In the former case (series

working) the shunt coil will chiefly actuate the lamp.

In the latter case the series coil will control the lever,

while the shunt will merely retain a hold upon its

core so long a^ the potential remains constant. The
shunt coil-core in the lamp under consideration is

fitted with a means ot making magnetic contact

with an iron washer in the extremity of the rocking*

lever.
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Clutch Lamps in General.

The principle of working the lamp with a friction-

clutch and wheel is becoming very common. Clutches

or drivers of various kinds are used. A very good
form is that of a loose steel band encircling the flange

of the wheel. A pull from the solenoid or magnet
tightens this around the flange, while any further

motion carries wheel and clutch forward as one. The
wheel almost invariably gears into a rack by means
of peripheral teeth or a pinion. Such spring-clutches

are either external, as in Statter's lamp of 1885, or

internal, as in Siemens' holophote lamp of 1 887.

Another order of clutches are those the first of

which appeared in the year 1852 in Slater and
Watson's patents, and used later by Brush and
many other inventors. Toggle-joints have also been
resorted to, as in Joel's lamp.

Focussing Lamps.

These are lamps in which, as for lighthouse pur-

poses, the arc must occupy one position. In this

case both carbons must be fed as required, and there

are several lamps meeting this requirement.

Crompton & Crabb's Double Differential Lamp.

This type of lamp, in the hands of Messrs. Crompton
and Crabb, has met with marked favour in Europe.

It shows considerable improvement over the older

type of single differential lamp in the perfection of

its regulation. The construction is also very simple.

The regulation is effected by a brake wheel driven by

the rack cut upon the rod carrying the upper carbon.
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Referring to Fig. 98, B B, are rack rods carrying the

positive carbons (the lamp being a twin carbon one).

Sliding upon each of these is a gun metal sleeve s s,

rif. $• --SKtWn Uimffti CnMipton
Ik CrabW* Laaip.

Fif. 9^—Coonertion^ of the Cromptc
Crabbe L«nip.

' Spindles, to which are attached the two large
heels F F, and between them the pinion which

gears into the racks. These brake wheels rest upon
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a pair of levers the outer ends of which are pivotted

to the framework of the lamp, their inner ends being
connected by links to the core of the solinoid which
is placed in a central position vertically above the

two inner ends of the levers. This solinoid is differ-

ential, G being the shunt and M the main coil ; and
the core is partially supported by a spring whose
tension can be regulated by means of the screw T.

This is the only adjustment required in the lamp for

the regulation of the arc. The proper length of the

latter is from three thirty seconds of an inch to one-

eighth of an inch. The screw T is turned to the right

to increase its length, and to the left to diminish it.

Projecting vertically downward from the stems and
parallel with the rack rods is a stout pin, or finger F F,

the action of which is as follows : Suppose the rack-

rod to be drawn up, then if the lever be pulled by the

solinoid above the horizontal position the whole

weight of the rod and carbon is supported on the

edges of the two break wheels, and the friction of

them on the surface of the levers is sufficient to prevent

their revolution ; hence this rack-rod cannot run

down. But if the levers be below the horizontal then

the weight is carried by the finger projecting from the

sleeve, as shown at F. The wheels are free to turn, the

rack runs down, and continues to do so until the

positive and negative carbon points come in contact.

Now let the current be switched on by its passage

through the main wire of the solinoid, the levers are

raised, striking or establishing the arc, and at the

same time applying the break to the wheels. The
combined action of the shunt and main currents on

the solinoid core automatically adjusts the length of

the arc. If this becomes too great the increased
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current through the shunt draws down the core and

levers ; the break wheels are left free to revolve, and

the arc shortens. On the other hand, if the carbon

points be too close the levers are raised, bringing with

them the rack-rod and upper carbons. The fact of

making the finger projecting from one sleeve longer

than the other determines which pair of carbons shall

begin to bum first, because, on switching on, that

pair which has the longest pin will be the last to

break contact, and will, therefore, originate an arc in

80 doing.

It wilf be clearly seen from Fig. 98, that on the core

being raised the lever L| will apply the break before

the lever L does. Hence, it may be said that the

rack-rod B, gets a start on B ; its carbon points are

separated before those of B„ and are therefore kept

a greater distance apart until the latter are con-

sumed. When this is the case the rack-rod B is pre-

vented from further fall by a stop, X, and can no
longer feed ; hence, the arc will lengthen, the shunt
current will increase, and the other rod B, which can
still feetl, will be allowed to descend until its carbons
touch, starting a fresh arc. The core is raised again,

the fresh arc burning instead of the old one, and
everything goes on as before. When furnished with
the full length of 19J in. of carbon 13 mm. in dia-

meter this lamp will bum from twelve to eighteen
hours, according to the current passing, which may
vary Irom 8 to 20 amperes, the light varying from
1,000 to 4,000 candles, the candle power being
measured at an angle of 30 deg. below the horizontal
line cutting the arc itself. The electro-motive force

required is 45 to 50 volts.

Fig. 99 shows the connections q( the lamp. It will
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be seen that the main current is transmitted directly

to the series -regulating coil, occupying a central

position in the lamp, and that the fine wire or shunt-

regulating coil is connected thereto in the usual
manner. The terminals are indicated by the arrows.

Siemens' Lamp.

This lamp was originally devised by Herr Hafner
von Alteneck, who was the

inventor of the particular

mode of winding the wire on
the armature in the Siemens'

dynamo-electric machine in

its present form.

As in several other lamps,

Siemens' apparatus has the

carbon holders racked. The
pinions of the racks are on

one axis, and of such diame-

ters that the upper carbon has

double the run of the lower.

Fig. 100 exhibits the chief

peculiarity of this lamp. It

will be observed that it con-

sists of an electro-magnet

arrangement, A, L, T, through

which motion may be commu-
nicated to the ratchet wheel,

U, by the pawl S. L is the

fulcrum of the magnet arma-

ture, which is caused to oscil-

late opposite to the poles of

the electro - magnet, E, by
reason of a contact-breaking arrangement being

Q

Fig. 100,
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situated at c, with an adjustable platinum-tipped

screw. The armature is pulled from the magnet
poles by an antagonistic spring /. When the spring

is enabled, by the cessation of magnetism in the

magnet, to pull to itself the armature, the pawl, S, is

compelled by a pin to leave the teeth of the ratchet

wheel, u, and the upper rack may then descend,

causing, as it does so, the under rack to ascend at

half the speed. The current passes, as indicated by
the arrow, up one wire and rack and down the other.

This lamp is suited to work either with alternating

or direct currents, but if alternating currents are

used, there is no need for the contact-breaking stop,

C, the change of polarity in the connections giving

the required motion.

In the case of a direct current, the action is as fol-

lows :—As soon as the current passes, a small light is

shown at the point of contact of the carbons, and this

passage of current causes the electro-magnet to work
the armature with an oscillating motion until the

pawl has separated the carbons through the rotation of

wheel u. When the separation is sufficient the current

is weakened, and the antagonistic spring prevents the

weakened magnet from giving further motion to the

wheel. A continuous check is thus kept upon the

falling tendency of the rack with the upper carbon.

This lamp is admirably suited for lighthouse and
general purposes.

The Siemens and H&fner Alteneck Pendulum
and Differential Lamps.

Tha pendulum lamp, the invention of Herr Hafner
von Altcnrck, recommends itself at once by the almost
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total absence ofwheels and the simplicity of its moving
parts. The lower carbon holder is in this lamp a
fixture, and the upper carbon holder is formed by a

rack, which in sinking down turns a pinion. In order

to moderate the speed with which this pinion turns, a
common escapement-wheel with its pendulum is fixed

to the same axle. A movable frame, serving as a

guide to the upper carbon holder, carries the pinion,

and the pendulum, being lifted, more or less, by a

solenoid acting on an iron core connected to the

framing. During the normal burning of the lamp, a

small lever fixed to the movable frame catches the

pendulum, preventing it from moving, and thus keep-
ing the upper carbon holder stationary. When the

arc becomes too large, or the current is weakened by
other causes, the solenoid will let the frame drop a

certain distance ; the free end of the little lever is

arrested by a projection of the lamp-casing, and the

pendulum is free to move. The upper carbon will

then at once descend, but as soon as the distance

between the carbons is diminished, the strength of

current will increase, lift the frame, and the little

lever will again stop the downward motion of the

upper carbon holder. In order to lessen the sudden-

ness of the motion of the framing, an air-pump is con-

nected with it, and a spiral spring is attached to the

core, by which the attractive force of the solenoid can

be more or less assisted according to the strength of

the current. In practical work this form of lamp has

proved to be very efficient, as its management is

easily understood. Similar lamps have been used in

the British Museum, where all the apparatus has been

managed, after the first fortnight, by the Museum
authorities themselves, and no difficulty has been
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experienced by them in maintaining the regulators

in good working order. Lately these lamps were

exchanged for others which work on the same prin-

ciple, but have the case containing the solenoid and

the moving frame above the point of light. This

modification has been adopted because it facilitates

the construction of suitable lanterns, but it does not

differ from the form first described in the way of

regulating the approach of the carbons.

In the lamps just described, as in most of those of

other makers, the strength of current regulates the

distance of the carbons, and the consequence is, that

it is not in every case practicable to connect two or

more of them in one circuit. To overcome this diffi-

culty, Mr. Von. Alteneck used another principle, which
in some respects resembles that of the pendulum lamp.

The upper carbon is attached to a similar rack moving
in a slide, and turning a pinion with pendulum at-

tached, but the motion of the movable frame is

governed by trvo solenoids instead of one. The frame

is attached to a lever, which carries a double iron core

reaching into the two solenoids. One of these acts in

the same way as the solenoid of the pendulum lamp,

separating the carbons whenever a current passes

through it. The other one consists of fine wire

having a high resistance, and forms a shunt to the

main circuit, the ends of the fine wire being con-

nected direct to the terminals of the lamp, and by at-

tracting its core it brings the carbons together or

releases the pendulum respectively. The action of

these solenoids will, therefore, be balanced when the

difierence of potential on the two sides of the arc is

of a certain magnitude, depending on the relative

position of the two coils and the resistance of the wire
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on them. By this arrangement the quantity of the

current flowing through the lamp has no influence on

the relative position of the carbons, and nothing pre-

vents a large number of them being inserted into one

circuit. In producing light by alternate currents as

many as 24 of these lamps have been worked in series,

and their behaviour was all that could be desired. In

order to make these lamps independent of each other

a little contact piece is attached to the movable frame,

which makes a short circuit from one terminal to

the other whenever the

frame is in its lowest

position.

The principle of tht

action in this differen-

tial lamp is exhibited

by Fig. 1 01, where g-

and k indicate the car-

bons held respectively

in the sockets a and d,

and provided with

means of feeding as

they are consumed.

One socket, «, is at-

tached to one arm, c\ of a lever pivoted at dy and

having its opposite arm, Cy connected to a piece of

non-magnetic material uniting a pair of iron cores,

s s. The core ^ is free to play up and down

within a solenoid R, the coil of which is of large

wire offering small resistance, and forms part of the

lamp circuit. The core s' is free to play up and down

within a solenoid T, having a coil of smaller wire

offering a greater resistance than the coil of R. The

coil of T is in a circuit external to the lamp, that is U)

Fig. loi.—Siemens' Differential Lamp.
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ftay, joining the conductors L L', excluding the car-

bons. When the solenoid R, being excited, draws in

its core s the points of the carbons are separated

;

when on the other hand the solenoid T draws in its

core /the carbons are caused to approach each other.

As the relative force of the two solenoids depends upon
the strengths of the currents of electricity passing re-

spectively through the coils, and as this depends upon
the relative resistance of their respective circuits, the

one circuit, consisting of the coil T and its connec-

tions to the main circuit of LL', and the other, consist-

ing of the coil R, the two carbons, and the arc between
them, that portion of the latter which consists of the

arc being dependent on the distance of the carbons
apart, this distance will become adjusted automati-

cally by the action of the two solenoids, so as practi-

cally to maintain constant the action of the lamp.
If, for example, the carbons should be too near
together, a larger proportion of the electric current

passing through coil R than through coil T will cause
the superior attraction of the core s, separating the
carbons, and thereby increasing the resistance of the
arc between them, and so lessening the quantity oi

rlcctric current that passes through them. If, on the
other hand, the carbons should be too far apart, then
the coil R, being less excited than the coil T, will

exert less attractive force on its core s, permitting
the other core / to be drawn into its coil, and thus
causing an approach of the carbons which will lessen
the resistance of the arc between them, and so permit
the passage of a larger proportion of the current
through them ; thus the regulation of the lamp being
dependent only on the resistance of its voltaic arc,

and independent of the strength of current, the action
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of any one lamp in a circuit will not affect that of

other lamps in the same circuit, and consequently a

number of such lamps can, by means of this inven-

tion, be effectually worked in one and the same

circuit.

Both in the *' pendulum " and in the " differential

"

lamp the lower carbon is fixed, the focus of the light

will therefore gradually descend, For some purposes

it is, however, necessary to keep the focus in the

same place, and Dr. William Siemens suggested a

simple contrivance to attain this end. The lower

carbon is enclosed in a tube and, by means of a fine

wire, a roller and a weight, is pushed against a screw

fixed to the upper end of the tube. As the carbon

wastes away by the action of the current, fresh carbon

is fed upwards by the weight, and the shape which

the carbon assumes admits of the screw being far

enough away from the arc to prevent its being in-

juriously affected by the heat. It is obvious that in

such a case much longer carbons can be used, and

that the time during which a lamp can remain alight

without removal of carbons, is thereby very materially

increased.

This ** abutment'* pole is employed for both elec-

trodes in the last form of lamp invented by Dr.

William Siemens, but the screw, against which the

carbons are pressed, has been replaced by a knife-

edge, which appears to give better results. In this

lamp the carbons are placed horizontally, and their

tubes are attached to bell-crank levers, the other ends

of which support the core of a solenoid, on which

fine wire is wound, forming a high resistance shunt

from one terminal to the other. The action of the

lamp is very simple; the weight of the core, which
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can be vaned at will, keeps the carbons apart when

no current passes. As soon as a current arrives the

solenoid will lift the core, the carbons touch for a

moment and the arc is established, the further regu-

lation depending again on the difference of potential

oftly, and being independent of the strength of the

current No wheels whatever enter into the con-

struction of this lamp, and all its parts are exceed-

ingly simple.

Thomson-Houston Lamp.

This has been one of the most successful lamps. It

depends upon the clutch principle, somewhat as used

by Brush and others. The diagram (Fig. 102) repre-

sents the main portions of the lamp and the con-

nections to the coils. The shunt and series coils

control the magnetic pull of two conical pole pieces,

the extremities of which move the upper and lower

ends of a rocking-lever, a, pivoted there. This lever

has an extension, ^, the amplified movements of which

are controlled by an air dash-pot. This extension

carries a clutch-piece, <:, jointed to an upper clutch-

piece, </, and the upper carbon-rod of the lamp passes

through narrow apertures in both. Now, if the series

(lower) coil were to pull inwards the lower extremity

of the lever, <i, the twin clutch would close together,

so nipping the carbon, raising it, and establishing

the arc. As the arc increases in length, so weakening
the proportion of current passing in the series coil, the

portion passing in the shunt coil increases, and that

coil begins to exert an effect upon its (upper) end of

the lever. The carbon is thus released by the clutch

being partially opened, and the arc shortened by the

carbon falling the required distance. Too sudden a
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fall would be at once checked by the current in the

series coil becoming proportionally stronger. Thus, as

Jiesistance

Fig-. 102.—Thompson -Houston Lamp-Action.

in most lamps of this type, the arc is " struck " by the

main current and " fed " by the by-pass or shunt.
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Should the lamp from any cause become extin^ished,

and the current interrupted through the lamp proper,

an augmentation of the current in the shunt, with the

corresponding weakening of the series coil, would

cause the lever, tf, to move to the left at the bottom,

so making a main circuit contact at ^, through the

resistance, so crossing the lamp out of circuit. The
current then would flow direct from / -\- to /— . The
resistance coil is intended to be equal to the average

resistance of the lamp. The adjustment coil is used

to suitably balance the lamp at the outset.

Lontin's Lamp.

M. Lontin, inventor of the Loniin dynamo-electric

machine, has sought to improve upon the well-known

Serrin lamp by introducing parts for its working of

greater simplicity than hitherto.

It would appear that this inventor bases one part of

his improvement upon the Serrin lamp upon the ex-

pansion of a metallic bar by the passage of the cur-

rent through it, and by substituting this bar for the

electro-magnet employed in Serrin's lamp.

M. Lontin has also invented a form of lamp in which
any length of carbon-rods may be employed. The
lamp and carbons in this invention are horizontally

placed, instead of vertically, as in most other lamps.

The carbon holders are hollow throughout, so that any
required length of rod may be inserted in them.
One of the carbons, as it passes through its sup-

port, is moved by a pair of rollers bearing with gentle

pressure against it. This rotation is kept up by bevel

wheels actuated by a spring and clock movement in

the case of the lamp.

There is a disadvantage, however, in placing the
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carbons horizontally. Vertical arcs are found to be

much more effective, current for current, than hori-

zontal arcs.

Carre's Lamp.

The inventor of the Carre induction (high tension)

machine has produced a lamp which is judged by-

some to be an improvement on Serrin's lamp. He
employs a double solenoid instead of an electro-

magnet, which is supplied with an armature of S

shape. This armature is caused to oscillate round a

spindle, or pivot axis, at its centre, and the two ends

enter a curved bobbin. When, from any cause, the

current is interrupted, this armature is withdrawn by

springs as usual, a detent releases the mechanism,

and the carbon points come into close contact, so

re-establishing the current. As in Serrin's lamp, the

mechanism of Carre's device is actuated by the falling

weight of the upper carbon holder.

When the current passes, the ends of the armature

are sucked into the solenoid, and the carbon points

are at once separated to the distance required to pro-

duce the voltaic arc.

Brush's Lamp.

The arrangement of the controlling device in this

lamp admits of a large number of arcs being main-

tained in one circuit. The lamp consists essentially

of three parts, namely, an arc-regulating device in

two parts, and an automatic " cut-out," which throws

the lamp out of the circuit if it becomes faulty.

The arc-controlling arrangement consists essenti-

ally, in the first place, of an electro-magnetic sole-

noid A (Fig. 103), forming a hollow cylinder. It is
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T

wound, in reverse directions, with two helices of wire,

consisting, the first, of one or two layers of thick

wire, and, secondly, of several layers of fine wire. The
thick wire coil is in

circuit with the arc,

and offers no appre-

ciable resistance, and
the most of the cur-

rent passes through

it. The thin wire coil

is really a shunt to

both the thick wire

coil and the arc^ and
offers a resistance

of about 200 ohms;
thus, as long as the

current passes
through the carbons

a small portion ot

the current passes

through it and a-

round the cylinder

in the opposite direc-

tion to the course of

the main current.

The electro - mag-
netic effect of the

thick wire solenoid

is therefore partly

neutralised by that

of the thin wire
r»f . Mj/—Piut of BnMb'i Lamp.

solenoid ; for although only a hundredth of the main
current flows through the fine wire coil its influence

upon the attractive power of the cylinder is very con-
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siderable, owing to the greater number of convolutions

it takes around the core. The real part played by this

device is described further on. Meantime, it is neces-

sary to describe the nature of the device by means of

which the motion of the carbon is controlled. In this

lamp the lower carbon is fixed ; the upper carbon-rod

is therefore that under the control of the current.

B is a hollow iron core, fitting easily into the aper-

ture in A. This core is free to move up and down a

short distance. Within the core, B, is a brass rod, c,

which also constitutes the upper carbon holder. 'This

rod is loose in the aperture of D. At D is shown
a lifting finger attached to B ; its extremity is curved

and passes underneath a brass washer or annular

clutch, D, placed somewhat loosely on the rod C. This

annular clutch is otherwise quite free.

E is a set screw, which is adjusted by hand. It is

intended to control the movements of the clutch, D,

by being screwed more or less down upon it.

If one wire from the dynamo-electric machine is

connected to the lower carbon, while the other is con-

nected to the commencing end of the wire coil, A, the

other extremity of which communicates with the

upper carbon holder, the current will pass through

the thick wire coil, the upper carbon, the arc, and the

lower carbon, so completing the circuit. The core

cylinder, B, is then, by the force of the magnetism
created, drawn up into the interior of A. By means
of the lifting finger, D, it raises that edge of the

clutch, until, by the latter's angular pressure upon it,

the rod C is lifted upwards, and will be raised to such

a height as may be determined by the height of the

thumb-screw, E. As long, then, as the magnetism
remains the same, the rod C, with its upper carbon,
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will remain fixed. While the cxirrent is not passing,

the rod, C, is quite free to descend until its carbon

point is supported by the lower carbon. This is the

condition of the parts when the lamp is out of action,

or when, by accident, the circuit is broken.

As soon, however, as the current passes, the core,

B, is sucked into the cylindrical cavity of the bobbin,

A, and in being raised also raises the washer by its

finger, D, and with it the rod and upper carbon, C,

until the voltaic arc is established between the

carbons.

A pair of springs is represented in the figure, one

on either side of the core, B. The function of those

spirals is to support the weight of the core, B, with

the aid of the induced magnetic attraction when the

current passes. As the carbons are consumed the

length of the voltaic arc increases, and with the in-

creased resistance the current diminishes in strength.

This weakens the magnetic pull of the wire coil, and
the core, B, with the rod, C, and upper carbon move
downwards by the action of gravity, until the con-

sequent shortening of the voltaic arc so diminishes

the resistance and increases the strength of the cur-

rent that this downward movement is stopped by the

Increasing pull of the magnetic helix, A ; or the

clutch washer, D, will reach its floor or plate and its

downward movement will be stopped, when any
downward movement of the core, B, however slight,

will at once release the rod, c, by allowing it to

slide through the washer until the washer is again

tilted by the upward movement of the core, B, due to

an increase of magnetism.

The carbon holder rotl, c, is hollow, and contains

a mixture of glycerine and water, in which a small
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piston or valve is hung from a cast-iron hood, in

order to prevent the upper carbon from falling too

rapidly when released. This arrangement is called

a " dash-pot."

So far, the action of the solenoid is much the same

as that in other lamps ; but the distinguishing charac-

teristic of Brush's lamp lies in the counter-controlling

influence of the fine wire shunt, before mentioned.

It will be clear that when the current flows it passes

in opposite directions around the soft iron core, and

that the latter will be attracted upwards if the current

in the thick wire coil preponderates over that in the

thin wire coil. If under these conditions the arc

should become too long, the current through the

thick wire will be weakened, and that in the thin

wire will be proportionately strengthened. The pull

upon the core will therefore be weakened, and the

upper carbon will slide slowly downwards until the

arc is shortened and the current through the thick

wire strengthened. If the arc should become too

short, the current in the thick wire will be increased

and that in the thin wire diminished. The iron core

will therefore be attracted upwards, and its annular

clutch will raise the upper carbon until the length of

the arc balances the attractive power of the solenoid.

It is this arrangement which allows of several of

the arc lamps being included in one circuit. As
many as forty, or more, arcs are so included in the

working of the Brush system.

In the ordinary arc lamp we may conceive the

secondary or shunt solenoid absent, and it will no(

be difiicult to see that the regulating of its arc will

depend entirely upon the strength of the main current.

Hence, when more than one common lamp is so
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worked in one circuit, confusion at once ensues. In

the Brush system, as in that of Siemens' differential

iamp, the arc is controlled not by the strength of the

main current, but by the difference between the iniSu-

ence of the thick wire solenoid and that of the thin

wire solenoid. The Brush lamp is therefore also a

differential lamp.

But although the differential regulator serves to

control the arc of the lamp while the circuit is com-
plete, and although it effects this quite independently

of the main current strength, a serious defect would
still exist in the system if the lamps were liable to

become extinguished, because the interruption of the

current in any one lamp would extinguish every

other lamp in that circuit. The second distinguishing

feature of the Brush lamp overcomes this difficulty

in a most ingenious manner. An automatic *' cut-

out " is arranged, and so adjusted that if the carbons

should bum out, or by any other accident the current

should be interrupted, the whole lamp may be thrown

out of the circuit.

This is accomplished by means of another but

smaller solenoid, similar to that already described.

This solenoid is also wound with a short thick wire

and a long ihin wire. The long thin wire is in circuit

with the thin wire of the arc- regulating solenoid.

The thick wire, when in circuit, forms a shunt or by-

pass to the whole lamp. Should the lamp become
extinguished from any cause, as from the burning out

of the carbons, the current in the fine wire of the arc-

regulating solenoid would become abnormally strong.

The same current would flow through the " cut-out

"

solenoid, and cause it to close the main circuit through

its short thick wire, so throwing the arc-regulating
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solenoid out of the circuit. The current would then
flow past the faulty lamp to the next. In the " cut-

out" solenoid both currents flow in the same direc-

tion.

These arrangements are represented in the diagram
Fig. 104. A represents the arc-regulating solenoid,

Fig. 104.—Diagram of Brush's Lamp.

the main current from the junction-point x being

divided into two branches, part of it flowing through

the fine wire, which encircles both solenoids, and so

to c and N, and the rest through the thick wire of A,

and so through the arc to N. E represents the solenoid

or electro-magnet of the " cut-out/' The thick wire

R
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with which it is encircled terminates at the block G

and is in connection with N. F represents an iron

armature, which is normally kept away from E by an

antagonistic spring. When the current at the arc

altogether fails, that portion flowing through the fine

wire of E will become abnormally powerful, and E

will attract F, and so close the thick wire shunt at the

point G. This short-circuits the arc and the solenoid

A, the result being that the proportion of the current

now flowing in the fine wire is very small, and E
would loose its power to attract F, did not the main
current now flow in the thick wire round E. E, there-

fore, will maintain the contact at G so long as the cur-

rent continues to flow in the circuit.

The ordinary length of the carbons employed in the

Brush lamps is 12 inches. They are usually copper-

coated to increase their conductivity, and vary in

diameter from -,2^th inch to i inch, according to the

power of the arc to be produced.

The ordinary lamp with a single pair of carbons

burns eight hours. The Brush lamp with two pairs

of carbons bums sixteen hours. In this lamp one
arc-regulating solenoid controls both carbon- rods.

The annular clutches upon the rods are so adjusted

that one raises its rod J inch above the othor, so that

the second pair of carbons do not come into action

until the first pair are burnt out and allow the second
carbons to fall into contact.

Wallace Farmer's Plate Lamp.

This lamp is now nearly obsolete, but its loading

features appear of sufficient interest to warrant a

short description with an illustration, Fig. 105.

A A are two plates of carefully prepared carbon.
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usually 9 in. in length by 5 in. in width, the upper

being the thicker. But the thickness of the plates

depends on the current employed to light the lamp,

the object of employing plates being to obviate the

necessity of adjustment of the carbons at frequent

intervals.

The upper plate is under the control of an electro-

magnet through the rod B. This provides for the

ffllW lllliill]

l<'i)?. 105.—Tlio Wallace-Farmer Lamp.

contact between or separation of the plates, as the

current may require, to produce the maximum
amount of light. The electro-magnetic arrangement,

C, consists of an ordinary electro-magnet, having its

poles downwards, and the rod D B has attached to it

a soft iron armature. When no current passes, the

electro-magnet has no effect, and one carbon rests

upon another ; but when the current is passed, the
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arc of light forms where there is least resistance, and

the electro-magnet at the same instant pulls up the

upper carbon and makes the required separation.

The distance between the plates may be regulated to

a nicety to suit any current.

The light, as before stated, starts at the point ol

least resistance, and it bums its way horizontally

along the carbon edges and back again until the arc

is too long, when it is necessary to screw down the

rod D a turn or two. In this way the lamp may bum
for many hours at a time. As many as lo of these

lamps have been maintained in circuit of a Wallace-
Farmer machine. It was tried in England, and gave
considerable satisfaction. It is, however, unsuited to

purposes requiring the light to be kept in one point.

Rapieff's Multipli-Carbon Lamp.

This lamp did some very good work in the early

days of electric lighting, although now nearly super-

seded by later forms. It had this interesting feature,

that while most lamps bum only one pair of carbons
at a time, Mr. Rapieff's was furnished with two
pairs, forming one upright and one inverted V. The
arc was produced at the point of intersection. The
carbons used were necessarily of only half the
sectional area of the usual rods.

Fig. io6 will give some definite ideaofthese arrange-

ments, where the four rods are represented in the

interior of a glass globe nearly in contact. The upper
pair of rods are always the longer, because they burn
away the faster. The duplicate arrangement of the

rods presents the advantage that one of them may be

removed and renewed without extinguishing the light.

This is the chief feature of the whole arrangement.
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M. Rapieff also recognises the advantage of making
the electrical contact with the rods as near to their

points as possible. This has the effect of greatly

decreasing the resistance of the lamp.

The upper carbons are free to slide in their holders,

and as their points come into actual

contact, they are stopped from further

motion. As far as this end of the cir-

cuit is concerned it is self-feeding, for

as fast as the points burn away the

length is renewed by their weight

pressing them downwards.
When the current is interrupted, the

two pairs of points come together by
movement on the part of the lower pair

only. As long as the current does not

paes, a light spring supports the lower

pair, and gently presses them against

the upper pair. Fastened to the free

end of both upper carbons is a silk

thread, which passes over a pulley,

and is attached to a sliding-weight in

the supporting pillar of the lamp.

When the current passes, the lower

pair of carbons is caused through its ((^^E
spring to be separated the required

distance to produce the arc. There

is communication between the vertical *'^

rod actuating the lower carbons and

an electro-magnetic arrangement concealed in the

base of the lamp.

This consists simply of two electro-magnets, one of

which is fixed to the base, while the other is pivoted

or hinged, and by its approach to the fixed one moves

io6.--RapiefiPs
Lamp.
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the vertical rod controlling the lower carbons, and
these are thus drawn away from the upper pair.

When the current ceases to flow, the spring before

spoken of causes the hinged magnet to fall into its

normal position, and the lower carbons at the same
time touch the upper pair, to be in readiness to start

the light when the current next passes.

Another good feature of the RapiefF lamp is its

arrangement (also concealed in the foot) for throwing

a resistance of wire, equivalent to that of the lamp,

into circuit when, through any cause, the circuit has
been interrupted in the lamp. When the hinged

magnet falls back, it instantly closes the circuit of

this resistance of wire, and the machine is not affected,

nor does it (the supposed accident) affect any other

lamps in the same circuit, since the resistance remains
constant, or very nearly so. There is also employed
in these lamps, instead of a coil of wire, a resistance

consisting of a pencil of carbon, and through this,

the resistance of which is equal to that of the lamp,

the current passes when the lamp breaks circuit.

By means of these carefully thought out arrange-

ments, as many as 6 and 8 lamps of this type have
been kept alight upon one circuit only, and any acci-

dent to one lamp did not affect the others ; or any
lamp might be extinguished and re-lighted without
any effect being apparent upon the main circuit.

This system has been in practical use in the com-
posing room of the Times newspaper. ITie con-
struction of the lamp is nut so well carried out as the

plan, and the parts are unnecessarily delicate, which
should not be the case in a practicable lamp for

general use. M. Rapieff has also brought into use a
lamp in which both pairs of carbons pass up from
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underneath, forming an inverted V. The arc im-

pinges upon a piece of lime, which increases the

light. M. Rapieff has also invented an electric

" candle/'

Crompton's Single Arc Lamp.

In this lamp the inventor has aimed at reducing

the weight of those parts that require movement for

the more delicate and final adjustment of the dis-

tance between the carbons. In its latest form the

mechanism is above the light. The negative carbon
is below the positive, and attached by an arm to a

rod fast to the armature of the magnet. A spring

keeps the armature and rod up, when the magnet is

not acting. The positive carbon is fast to a rod

which by its weight constantly tends to descend

towards the negative carbon, and in doing so, by
means of a rack, causes a train of wheels to work.

On the top of the armature of the magnet is hinged

a smaller piece of iron, or jockey armature, carrying

a brake which can act on the train of wheels. A
small light spring keeps the brake from touching the

wheels until a current sufficiently strong causes not

only the armature to be drawn down and come in

contact with the magnet, but also causes the smaller

jockey piece on the top of it to be drawn down and
apply the brake. The action is as follows : i. When
no current is circulating, the positive descends and
touches the negative. 2. On a current being esta-

blished, the electro-magnet draws down the armature,

thus lowering the negative away from the positive

and establishing the arc. 3. The positive then begins

to fall until the current becomes sufficiently strong to

attract the small jockey armature, causing the brake
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to be applied and stopping the descent of the posi-

tive. The lamp is very sensitive, as, instead of having

several p>ounds to be thrown in and out of motion

for each adjustment, the portion to be moved by the

change of current is only a few grains. The adjust-

ment consequently takes place every few seconds.

Weston's Lamp.

The action of this lamp is similar to that of the

Brush. Instead of a solenoid Mr. Weston employs a

pair-limbed electro-magnet, which is coiled with two
wires. One of the helices is of thick wire, and carries

the greater part of the current ; the other is of finer

wire in a larger number of convolutions, and conveys

a percentage of the current ; it thus forms a shunt to

the arc.

The Pilsen Lamp.

The special feature of this lamp lies in the use of a

bi-conical or spindle-shaped iron core- When such

a core is suspended between and partially through

the interiors of two electro-magnetic solenoids, placed

one above the other, and an electric current is passed

through the solenoids, such a core has no positive or

balanced point (as is the case when a plain cylindrical

core is used], and it thus has a lengthened extent of

movement vertically in the solenoids. This principle

is utilised directly in the regulation of the arc and
in feeding the upper carbon downwards. The lamp
is also made with two conical cores moving in two
separate solenoids placed side by side.

The lamp consists essentially of a soft iron core of

the shape described, a (Fig. 107) and of two solenoids,

b and C. b is wound with fine wire, and forms a
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shunt or by-pass to the arc from the point d to the

point d"^. C is wound with thick wire, and is in direct

circuit with the arc.

The resistances and electro-magnetic influence of

these two coils are so

balanced that, although ^Q n(^
about I per cent, only of

the current flows around b,

they have equal eff^ect upon
the core when the length

of the arc is properly regu-

lated (from I to 2 milli-

metres).

Any alteration in the re-

sistance of the arc, by its

becoming too long or short,

disturbs this balance, and
one or the other of the sole-

noids begins to act, by at-

tracting the core downwards
or upwards. If the arc be-

comes too long, by the

burning away of the upper

carbon, the current in c will

become weak, and that in

b proportionally stronger.

Hence, the electro-magnetic

attraction of b will prepon-

derate on that of C, and the

upper carbon will descend

until, the resistance of the arc being reduced, the cur-

rent in C will balance the effect of that in b. Should

the arc become too short, the proportion of the current

flowing through b will be diminished and that through

Fig. 107.—Diagram of the "Single
Core " Pilsen Lamp.
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C augmented : therefore 6 will release and C will

attract the soft iron core, raising the upper carbon to

the required distance. The very successful applica-

tion of this lamp in this country is greatly due to the

improvements made in it by Mr. JoeL

Maquaire's Motor Lamp.

Several arc lamps have been devised, in which

either the striking arrangement or the feeding device,

or both together, have been actuated by a little electro-

motor. The most remarkable of these appears to be

the recently invented Maquaire lamp.

The motor mechanism consists of a miniature model

of the Brush machine armature. This armature is

placed in a horizontal plane. It is situated between

the polar extremities of a strong electromagnet.

Upon the vertical axis of the motor is cut a worm or

screw. A large worm wheel, the axis of which is

horizontal, is driven by this worm. The axis of the

worm wheel also carries a pinion, which goes into a
rack cut in the upper carbon holder. When the

motor rotates right-handedly it separates the carbons,

or raises the upper carbon holder. When it rotates

left-handedly it brings the carbons together. This
change of direction of the armature's motion is effected

by reversing the direction of the driving current.

This reversal is made in the following way : —The
main current of the lamp flows through the electro-

magnet. From the extremity of the coil of one limb
and the beginning of the coil of the other, there is a
wire connection to one of the brushes of the armature.

The current, after flowing through the armature,

passes by the remaining brush to the movable tongue
of a change-over or relay, which is capable of vibrat-
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ing between two contact points. One of these points

is connected to the beginning of the first coil of the

electro-magnet, the other to the beginning of the

second coil. When the movable tongue of the relay

is drawn to one contact the current is caused to flow,

as in a shunt, in one direction through the armature,

and vice versa. The current being thus reversed the

armature's direction of rotation is also reversed. The
tongue of the relay is moved by a separate coil acting

as a shunt.

Common & Joel's Clutch-Wheel Lamp.

In the ordinary clutch-wheel feed, the wheel is

moved forward by the clutch first gripping it and
advancing it by its further motion in the same direc-

tion. In its recession it releases its grip of the wheel.

In the lamp under notice (which is of very simple

arrangement) the wheel is continually urged forward

by the weight of the upper carbon holder, and the feed

occurs when the clutch which restrains the wheel re-

leases its grip. The upper carbon holder rod is racked.

It moves in a vertical slide. A large disc wheel, with

smooth periphery, is mounted upon an arbor close to

the rack. This wheel also carries a pinipn of small size

geared into the rack. Hence, any motion of the rack

causes rotation of the clutch wheel. The break or clutch

itself is a short lever, the fulcrum of which is on the

wheel's arbor. This lever is furnished with a hinged
extension or shipper lever, the short end of which
bears against the periphery of the wheel. The long

end of the shipper lever is jointed to an iron core,

moving in a vertical solinoid or sucking coil. The
clutch or shipper levers are prevented from falling

too far by an adjustable stop. The coiling o[ the
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solinoid depends upon the circuit in which the lamp

is to be used. If the lamps are to be put in parallel

across the mains, after the fashion of incandescent

lamps, the wire is thick, and of few turns, to allow

the passage of the main current.

Rotating Disc Lamps.

Many attempts have been made since 1846 to pro-

duce a good lamp having rotating discs of carbon

instead of the usual rods. Wright was the first to

employ this idea, and it has been taken up by several

others, with modifications and improvements from

time to time.

The discs revolve regularly upon two metal axles,

put in connection with the poles of the battery or

other generator of electricity, and present successively,

by the combined rotation and approximation pro-

vided, all the extreme points of their circumferences

to the production and emission of the electric light.

At each revolution of the discs they are caused to

approach each other by the distance they have burned

inwards from the edge, to make the length of the arc

constant.

Many different kinds of apparatus maybe employed
to cause the discs both to regularly rotate and also at

each revolution to approach each other by the exact

distance consumed. It has been done by means of

clockwork and a spring or weight, and electro-

magnetism is, of course, also available for the same
purpose. Le Molt, whose lamp was produced and

patente<1 in 1849, produced the motion by the first

method, and he employed cams upon a large brass

disc to make up for the burnt portion of the carbon
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discs employed. This lamp would burn for over 20

hours at a time.

A great objection to this class of lamps lies in the

fact that it is almost impossible to produce discs of

sufficient purity to burn equal spaces in equal times,

so that a regular motion is in practice of no use. The
motion, however it is produced, must be under the

direct control of the current itself, so that any aug-

mentation of space burnt over may be compensated
for by greater speed in the discs, and a decrease of

carbon space burnt by less speed. Arranged verti-

cally, one disc edge above the other, and thus con-

trolled, there is no reason why this should not make
a good continuous lamp.

Lamps in which the Carbons touch.

In the lamps previously mentioned, the carbons are,

by clockwork, electro-magnets, or weights, kept auto-

matically at a distance apart, so as to form the voltaic

arc ; in another class of lamps the carbons actually

touch, and the light is emitted through the incande-

scence of the carbon at and near the points of contact,

and also by arcs formed between points immediately

around the points of contact, the resistance at the

point of contact being sufficient to cause a portion of

the current to form a belt of heated air forming the

arc between the portions of the carbon situated near

the point of contact.

Werdermann's Semi-Incandescent Lamp.

A considerable number of lamps, in which various

forms of carbon rods, discs, or cylinders were used,

attained considerable celebrity. Such lamps are still
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used, and as the principle is very good, it appears

worth while to retain brief descriptions of one or two
of the most remarkable.

Fig. 1 08 represents one form of what is known
as the Werdermann lamp, in which A is a rounded

Fiff. 108.—Werdermann't t^rop.

block of carbon, connected to the negative wire of the

electric source. A copper pole has also been success-

fully used in place of the carbon. B is a rod of the

same material. It is so arranged as to be constantly

urged upwards, against the under side of a, by a
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weight, c, and cord and pulley. The whole is ex-

tremely simple. Several of these lamps may be placed

upon a single circuit without danger of interrupting

its continuity. This may be done either in series, or

preferably, in parallel.

When two carbons touch lightly, as in this lamp,

the electrical repulsion between them causes a slight

separation, giving rise to a very short arc. The carbon

rod is made as thick as the current will burn freely.

Reynier's Lamp.

Reynier's improved lamp works with a rod and a

disc of carbon. The rod is placed vertically, as usual

in other lamps, and fixed to the upper arm. This

upper arm of the lamp is movable, as in Serrin's lamp,

and is also toothed. The support and the carbon-rod

thus move downwards together.

The racked bar, as it descends by its own weight,

carrying its carbon-rod, is made to impart motion to a

pinion, which in turn rotates, through a larger wheel,

the carbon disc employed. Thus the disc rotates in

obedience to the descent of the upper carbon, and it

will be evident that the carbon-rod also acts as a

brake upon the rotating disc to prevent too free a

motion.

One peculiarity of the Reynier lamp is its employ-

ment of incandescence in the rod used. This carbon

pencil is small although long, and the current is not

made to traverse the whole of its length. The current

is communicated to it a little way above its contact

with the revolving carbon disc, and the part of the rod

between where the contact is made with the conductor

and its end is made white-hot, and emits considerable

light and heat.
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It will be inferred that the unequal burning away
of the disc, as it is softer or harder, must cause irre-

gularities in the light, and this is, in the foregoing

construction, really the case.

The foregoing lamps, in which the carbons touch,

are, though simple in construction and action, ex-

ceedingly uneconomical.

Electric Candles.

In all the arrangements previously described some
means of moving the carbons, either by springs,

gravity, or electricity, is employed, but if two rods of

carbon are placed parallel, the arc, it is found, can be

maintained between them, if the currents are used

alternately in different directions, so as to consume

the carbons equally. This idea first occurred to M.
Jablochkoflf, and is called an electric candle, as the

carbons consume away from one end in the same way
as the wick and wax of a candle. It was first thought

necessary to have an insulating material between the

rods, but this has been found unnecessary.

M. Jablochkoff's Candle.

By ins invention of the "electric candle," M. Jab-

lochkoff, in 1876, instituted a remarkable movement
towards the application of electric light to public

purposes. In Paris it took the form of lighting

the Avenue de I'Op^ra, the Place de I'Opdra, the

Place du Th^Atre Fran9ais, and numerous public

buildings ; and in consequence of the success attend-

ing these applications of the new light, it was tried

successfully in workshops, railway depots, and other

places on the Continent and in America, while the

tame impetus carried the electric light to the Thames
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Embankment and other public places in London and
the provinces.

The "candle" just men-
tioned consists of two rods

of manufactured carbon,

placed side by side, and
insulated from each other

by a strip of plaster of

Paris, or kaolin, which was
at first used for the purpose.

Figs. 109 and no represent

the rods and the complete

candle. The rods used are

about tV^hs ^f ^^ inch in

diameter, and from 5 to 15

inches in length. They are

fastened in a pair of brass

tubes, which are held to-

gether by an insulating

cement, B. Across the top is

a chip of carbon fastened in

place by carbon powder and

gum, and when the alter-

nating currents pass this is

fused and the true electric

arc instituted.

Fig. 1 1 1 is from a photo-

graph of a candle partly

burnt, and shows the form

assumed by the extremities

of the carbon-rods while in

use. Both rods burn equally,

on account of the alternating

currents, which must always

S

Fig.ioQ.—Carbon Fitr. no.

—

Com-
kods. plete Candle.
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be employed with the candle with this object. The
plaster of Paris is fused as the candle bums down.

The candles most in use are ten inches long, and

burn for about i i hours. If tliis form of candle be-

comes extinguished, the arc cannot again be conve-

niently relighted—that is, it will not relight itself.

Four candles are placed in one lamp, which has

Fi|c«. til aod tij.—jMblochkoff*! Caodle-boldcn.

usually a cover ol «>paloscent gla.s.s to tone down the

intense glare. When one candle bums out, or before

it burns out, another is switched into the circuit by
an automatic arrangement.

Figs. 1 12 and 1 13 represent holders for the candles.

Tliey consist sim|)Iy of two cheeks insulated from

each other, une of them A, tixed, and the other articu-
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lated with a holding spring, B. The binding-screws,
C c, convey the current to the holder.

One form of the automatic switch consists of a

metallic finger, which is pressed against the candle
by a spring, so that when the candle is consumed
down to this point the finger will fall through it, and
by a contact lever underneath switch another candle
into circuit. Other more or less complicated arrange-
ments are in use for the same purpose.

Wilde's Candle.

The inventor of the well-known Wilde dynamo-elec-
tric machine also invented a candle and holder similar

in some respects to that of M. JablochkofF. From his

experiments in connectionwith theJablochkoffsystem,

Mr. Wilde deduces several very important conclusions,

bearing practically upon the question of electric

burners of this type. One of the conditions necessary

for producing a constant light from the candle, in its

most recent form, was that the strength of the alter-

nating current should be such that the carbons con-

sume at a rate of from 4 to 5 inches per hour. If the

electric current is too powerful, the carbons become
unduly heated, and present additional resistance to

the passage of the current. The points at the same
time lose their regular conical form. If, on the other

hand, the current be too weak, the electric arc plays

about the points of the carbons in an irregular man-
ner, and the light is easily extinguished by currents

of air.

In the course of his experiments, Mr. Wilde was
struck by the apparently insignificant part which the

insulating material plays in the maintenance of the

light between the carbon points ; and it occurred to
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him to try the t-iiuct of covering each of the carbons

with a thin coating of hydrate of lime, and mounting

them parallel to each other in separate holders, with-

out any insulating material between them. The use

of the lime covering was intended to prevent the

light from travelling down the contiguous sides of the

carbons. On completing the electric circuit the light

was maintained between the two points, and the car-

bons were consumed in the same regular manner as

when the separation was by means of plaster of

Paris.

Two plain cylindrical rods of carbon, -fV^^^ ®^ ^^

inch in diameter and 8 inches long, were now fixed

on the holders, parallel to each other as before, and
^th of an inch apart. The strength of the alternating

current was such that it would fuse an iron wire 0*025

in. in diameter and 8 feet in length. On establishing

the electric current through the points of the carbons,

by means of a conducting paste composed of carbon

and gum, the light was produced, and the carbons

burnt steadily downwards as in the first trials.

Four pairs of naked carbons mounted in this manner
were next placed in series on the circuit of a four-light

machine, and the light was produced from these car-

bons simultaneously, as when the insulating material

was used between their.. The light from the naked
carbons was also more regular than that from the

insulated ones, as the plaster of Paris insulation did

not always consume at the same rate as the carbons,

and thereby obstructed the passage of the current.

This was evident from the rosy tinge of the light pro-

duced by the volatilisation of the calcium simultane-
ously with the diminution of the brilliancy of the light

from the carbons. The only function, theretore, which
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the insulating material performs in the electric candle,

as shown by these experiments, is that it conceals the

singular and beautiful property of the alternating

current, to which attention has been directed.

This simple method of burning the carbons will

greatly further the development of the electric light,

as carbons can be used of much smaller diameter than

has hitherto been possible. They may also be of any
desired length, for as they are consumed they may be

pushed up through the holders without interrupting

the light. One of these developments will be a better

method of lighting coal and other mines. In this

application the alternating currents or waves from a

powerful electro-magnet induction machine may be

used for generating, simultaneously, alternating

secondary currents or waves in a number of small

induction coils, placed in various parts of the mine.

The light may be produced in the secondary circuits

from pairs of small carbons enclosed in a glass vessel,

having a small aperture to permit the expansion of

the heated air within. Diaphragms of wire gauze

may be placed over the aperture to prevent the access

of explosive gas. By generating secondary cur-

rents or waves, without interrupting the continuity

of the primary circuit, the contact breaker is dispensed

with, and the subdivisions of the light may be carried

to a very great extent.

In the course of his experiments, it was observed

by Mr. Wilde that when the electric circuit was com-
pleted at the bottom of a pair of carbons close to the

holders, the arc immediately ascended to the points,

where it remained so long as the current was trans-

mitted. His first impression of this peculiar action

of the arc was, that it was due to the ascending cur-
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rent of hot air by which it was surrounded. This,

however, was found not to be the cause, as the arc

travelled towards the points in whatever position the

carbons were placed, whether horizontally or verti-

cally in an inverted position. Moreover, when a pair

of carbons was held in the middle by the holders, the

arc travelled upwards or downwards to the points,

accordin;;'' cis the circuit was established above or

below the holders. The action was in fact recognised

to be the same as that which determines the propaga-

tion of an electric current through two rectilinear and

parallel conductors submerged in contact with the

terrestrial bed, which was described by the same
experimenter in the scientific papers of August,

1868.

In all the arrangements in general use for regulat-

ing the electric light, when the light is required the

ends of the carbon pencils are brought into momen-
tary contact, and are then separated a short distance

to enable the light to form between them. The pecu-
liar behaviour of the electric arc when the carbons
are placed parallel to each other suggested to Mr.
Wilde the means of lighting his carbons automati-
cally, notwithstanding the fact that they could only
be made to approach each other by a motion laterally,

and to come into contact at their adjacent sides. To
accomplish this object, one of the carbon holders is

articulated (jointed) or hinged to a small base-plate

of cast-iron. Fig. 1 14, c, which is so constructed as to

become an electro-magnet when coiled with a few turns
of insulated wire, E. The carbon holder, B, is made in

the form of a right-angled lever, to the short horizon-
tal limb of which is fixed an armature, D, placed over
the poles of the electro-magnet, E. When the movable
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and fixed carbon holders are brought into juxtaposi-

tion, and the carbons inserted in them, the upper

parts of the two carbons are always in contact when
no current is transmitted through them, as shown by

the dotted lines in the engraving.

The contact between the carbons is maintained by

^
®

1J
1

Fig. 114.— Wilde's Candle.

means of an antagonistic spring, inserted in a recess

in one of the poles of the electro-magnet, and react-

ing on the under side of the armature. One extremity

of the coil of the electro-magnet is in metallic con-

nection with the base of the carbon holder, while the

other extremity of the coil is in connection with the
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terminal screw at the base of the instrument, from

which it is, of course, insulated. The coils of the

clectro-ma^et are thus placed in tho same circuit as

the carbon pencils.

When the alternating current from a dynamo-
electric machine is transmitted to the carbons, the

electro-magnet attracts the armature and separates

the upper ends of the carbons, which brings them

into their normal position, and the light is imme-
diately produced. When the circuit is interrupted

the armature is released, the upper ends of the car-

bons come into contact, and the light is produced as

before. When several pairs of carbons are placed in

the same circuit, they are by these arrangements

lighted simultaneously.

Jamin's Blowpipe Lamp.

A curious application ofMr. Wilde's electric candle

has been devised by M. Jamin,who, in a communica-
tion to the French Academy of Sciences, gives details

from which the following description has been de-

duced :—Wilde's candle, as just described, consists of

a pair of thin carbon-rods separated from each other,

the arc forming between them. M. Jamin takes the

negative electrode leading from the electrical gene-

rator, and, instead of fastening it in the binding-screw

at once, makes it describe one or two turns around
the candle, from top to bottom, as in Fig. 115, where
A is the candle, and the negative electrode is wound
one turn round the candle longitudinally, as indicated

by the arrows. It will be observed that the direction

of the electric arc coincides with that of the outside

current. The result of thus arranging the parts is

that when the arc is formed it flares up like a gas-
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flame, being attracted by the passing- current. M.
Jamin then causes it to impinge upon a cylinder of

chalk or lime, as in the lime, or Drummond light.

He also employs magnesia. It has the effect of very

greatly augmenting the amount of light, and of toning

its quality from violet to yellowish green or white by
the action of the lime. The heat is so

intense as even to fuse the chalk, so

that the inventor recommends its use

to chemists and others as probably the

most powerful flame known. It is, as

yet, however, too expensive except upon
a small scale. It would appear to be

necessary in practice to provide some
arrangement to move the lime body
downwards to coincide with the reced-

ing carbon points. A recent communi-
cation from Prof. Samuel Sheldon, of

Harvard University, suggests attract-

ing the arc to a point by means of a

powerful electro-magnet, and so utilising

it as an electric blowpipe.

A further development of this beau-

tiful experiment has appeared in the

form of Jamin's candle-lamp. It con-

sists of one or more candles, so arranged as to be

each in turn automatically switched into the circuit.

The whole is surrounded by several convolutions of

insulated wire, so as to cause the diffusion of the

voltaic arc in the manner demonstrated in M. Jamin's

first experiment. Either the whole or a portion of

the current may be caused to circulate in the convo-

lutions of the attracting coil.

Fig. 115.—Jamin's
Blowpipe Candle.
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Notes of the More Important Arc-lamp Patents.

StaUt. 11.449. 1846: Siaite, 18.783. iR47: StaiU. 11.783, 1847: Roberts,

14.108. 185a; SimUrand Watson, 212. 1852: CAa/wan. 739. 1855 ; Laeasutgiu

mnd Tkifrt. 2456, 1856; Strrin, 653. 1858: Lontin. 2074. 1877; SUnuns,

taSi. 1878: SUnuns, 4949. 1878 *. Brush, 2003, 1878; Swwtffii, 2110. 1879:

7ott, 5157. 1879: Jasptr, 83. 1879; Harding, 4590, 1879; An^irws. 2321,

1879; Bona/Utd. 523, 1879: rowmtfM, 4,405. 1879: Maxim, 1,649. >88o:

i4M4lr*. 9.764. 1880; r*Ofwon-//w«J/o»i, 315. »88o; PiV««. 1.397, 1880: Mopkin-

SMh 3.S09. 1880: Common and Joel, 1,040, 1881 ; Fyfe and Main, 3.821, x88i;

G«a^. 953. i88»: Harding, 3,166, 1881; IFa/^-Aoiwe, 5,185, x88x ; Hopkin-

ton, 153. x88i : BUrgen. 4,820, 1881 ; LevM*, 3,599. 1881 *, Newton, 4,559, 1881

;

Grimttone, 1,670, i88t ; Afoiufes, 5,490, i88t ; Hopkinson-Muirhead, 153, x88i:

Cmm. 3,976, x88x ; Kennedy, 5.524, x88x ; GUIcher, 2,038, x88i : Harding and

Hnrhmnm, 3,473. i88x ; Tckikoliff, 2.X98, x88x ; i4fuir«, 4.948, 1881 ; VarUy,

5.656. 1881; CAa<ffrNnM, 2.755, x88i ; Moffatt and Chichester, 3.441, 1881;

Nmmmn, 4,559, x88x: Gerard, 4.792, x88i ; Broekie, x,7i3, 1882; Broekie,

898. 1882: Broekie, 4.419. X882: Broekie, 3,370, X882; Hawkes, 157, X882:

ColcteitM aiui ir*m^. 2.569, x889 ; Lkin^, 1,249, 1882; Young, x.689, 1882

;

i?ofrrt, 3,236, 1882: GUlcher, x,9i5, 1882; Munro, x,626, x882; YFes/on, i,x63,

1882; ilfulfw, 3,393, X882: Lever, 2,092, 1882: Jarman, 563, X882; Akester,

2.419. X882: Br^f*/, 377, x88a : Whiteman, x,9i5, X882: Conmon, 626, 1882;

CroMt^ton, 346, 1882; Gerard Lescuyer, 2,992, 1882; Union, 392, 1882: 7o'i>i.

2,570, 1883: Nemton, x,623, X883; Clark-Bouman, x,i82, 1883; Lorrdtn^, 639,

1883: Lorraine, 183, 1883; Crompton-Crabhe, 2,539, 1883; Romanse, 3,901,

1884: 7ori. 3.970, 1884: Lw#r, 8,443, fl'*^ xx,50X, X884 : Basilevsky, 5,026,

1884: TroM aiul F«fi<ofi, 6,9x0, 1884; Statter, 2,985, X885; Brockie-Pell, 12,681,

1885: Street-Maequaire, 9,666, 1885: Pu>/»er, 4,647, X885; Holmes, 769, 1886;

'^MAfvvM. i/>33, 1886: SvJnfrMffM, ix,893. x886: Pie^. 4.133. 1886; Letang,

5,509, 1887; SiMWfU. 6,987, 1887; Lauckert, 5,707, X887 : Phillips and Harri-

'M, 7.93s. 1887: MaeJHe, 7,x84. 1887 ; Mathis, 10,740, 1887; Nofr^, x6,376,

1887 : Sieuune, 366, 1888.

Incandescence in Vacuo and Gas.

When a powerful current of electricity is passed

through conductors offering considerable resistance,

tho conductors become heated. If the current be

continued, the conductors become white - hot and

finally highly incandescent, emitting a light of con-

siderable pow'T T^^y< iir^.tw rtv f.f fim fl.rtric curreut
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is frequently shown by lecturers, who use for the

purpose a chain composed of alternate links of silver

and platinum. The silver being a good conductor,

does not easily become heated by the current ; but

the platinum, having less conducting power, becomes
white-hot.

When carbon in the form of graphite is subjected

to the passage of a current, its resisting power is so

high that it speedily becomes white-hot, and finally

incandescent. In this condition it emits a clear white

light, but speedily wastes away when exposed to the

air. Platinum does not waste so rapidly, but it has

other disadvantages, and is more easily fused before

the desired condition of luminous incandescence is

attained. Many attempts have therefore been made
to utilise carbon for the production of electric incan-

descent light, and enormous difficulties had to be

overcome before carbon filaments could be utilised for

this purpose.

After repeated trials and failures with incandescent

carbon burned in air, it was thought that carbon in

the form of thin pencils, enclosed in a glass globe

exhausted of air, might, by being rendered highly

incandescent by passage of the electric current, afford

a permanent source of light, since it was believed that

carbon would not burn and waste in vacuo. These

attempts, although not few in number or undertaken

by unskilled hands, failed in most cases with the early

experimenters. So long ago as 1845 an American
inventor, Mr. King, patented there and in England a

lamp involving this principle. His light was pro-

duced in a vacuum, to prevent the oxidation of the

incandescent carbon or metal, and was extremely

promising for its beauty, brilliancy, and steadiness.
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But it failed to be permanent and economical from

various defects and deficiencies, some of which have,

of courjio, been removed by recent improvements in

the mercury air pumps used for exhausting^ the bulbs,

by the increased power and eronomy of modem
dynamo-electric machines, and by recent advances

in the art of subdividing the electric current.

Messrs. Sawyer and Mann, of New York, obtained

patents some years ago for a lamp based upon the

exhaustion of a glass globe of air, and filling it with

pure nitrogen gas, in which the incandescent material

is intended to glow permanently. The light is pro-

duced by the incandescence of a slender pencil of

carbon. The light -giving apparatus is separated

from the lower part of the lamp by three diaphragms
to shut off" downward heat radiation. The copper
standards of the lamp are so shaped as to give great

radiating surface, so that the conduction oi heat down-
wards to the mechanism of the base is wholly pre-

vented. No detailed description of this lamp will be
necessary, further than to say that the electric cur-

rent enters from below, follows the line of metallic

conductors to the burner, thence downwards on the

other side to the return portion of the circuit. The
light-prmlucing portion is, of course, completely insu-

lated, and also sealed at the base gas-tight.

A fatal defect in all previous lamps depending on
incandescent carbon has arisen from what has been
callod the "vaporising" of the carbon. This Mr.
Sawyer holds to be an absurdity, since the carbon is

not even fused. The wastage of the carbon in mer-
curial vacuo and in atmospheres of compound gas is

due, he maintains, to chemical decomposition. Many
gases, indifferent to carbon at ordinary temperatures.
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attack it destructively at temperatures obtained in

the electric lamp ; and the process is continuous, the

carbon taken from the burner being redeposited on

the glass case, and the gas left free to continue its

depredation.

Mr. Sawyer claims to have overcome this difficulty

by his method of charging the lamps with pure nitro-

gen gas only, and by providing for fixing of any

residual oxygen left in the lamp. In this way it

is claimed that an unwasting carbon is secured.

Another stumbling-block, upon which many inventors

have come to a standstill, has been the crumbling or

disintegration of the carbon burner. This is usually

caused by sudden heating when the lamp is first

lighted. This was avoided in the earlier Sawyer-Mann
lamp by a kind of switch, with the use of which it is

impossible to turn all the current on at once, or other-

wise than gradually. This, however, the inventor

holds, is not the only nor the chief advantage of the

switch. It is claimed to be the key to the entire pro-

blem of practicable electric distribution.

A dynamo-electric light company has been formed

in America to supply lights upon the Sawyer-Mann
system, and they claim for it the following advan-

tages :—It is well known that an electric current will

exactly and readily divide among circuits of equal

resistance ; accordingly, if the resistance of a sub-

circuit be maintained constant, no matter what may
be going on in it, whether a lamp is not lighted at all

or lighted to a mere taper, or to any intermediary

stage up to full brilliancy, it is obvious that no other

lamps in circuit will be affected.

The greater part of the illumination produced on

this system is the product of a small part of the
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current. When the light is well on a very slight

increase in the current increases the light enor-

mously. It is here that the great loss occasioned by

dividing a fixed current among several lamps finds its

explanation.

A current that suffices in one lamp to produce a

a light, say, of lOO candles, will, if divided between

2 lamps, give in each, perhaps, no more than 20

candles, or even 10, making a loss of 80 candles in

the sum total. But if the current be doubled, each

lamp will gfive a light of 100 candles, and the sum
total will be two hundred candles instead of 20.

Having brought a carbon lamp or a system of such

lamps up to the point of feeble incandescence, a (pro-

portionally) small addition to the current will make
them all brilliant. If at 6000^ Fahr. a given carbon

will produce a light of 3 candles, at 1 2,000 Fahr. it

will give 9 candles, and at 24,000** Fahr. it will give

81 candles; the illuminating power increasing with

vastly greater rapidity than the temperature.

When the main is tapped for a sub-circuit, a shunt

is introduced so as to throw so much of the current

as may be needed into the derived circuit. The
resistance of, say, 100 added lamps will be about 1,000

ohms. By giving to the shunt a resistance of 10

ohms, 1 00th of the current will be diverted, and the

lamps supplied. Where a large number of lamps
are required in a circuit, a combination of two plans
indicated is employed. The diversion of any por-
tions of the electric supply into an added circuit,

whether one house or a group of houses, necessarily

increases the aggregate resistance of the electric dis-

trict, and calls for more work from the generator.

To meet such contingencies automatically, Messrs.
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Sawyer and Mann have invented and patented a
regulator, which responds instantly to any increase

or diminution in the demand, thereby securing an
absolutely uniform volume of current.

This system does not appear to have had an ex-

tended trial, and it is doubtful whether the carbon
pencils will be perfectly permanent. The light ob-

tained by incandescent pencils is much less than that

from the open arc with the same current, and the in-

candescent lamp is in this respect costly, even al-

though a perfectly permanent pencil-lamp could be

obtained. There is an obvious defect, too, in the

Sawyer-Mann system when the resistance of the cir-

cuit, and consequently the expenditure is always the

same, whether the lamps are burning or not. This

could, no doubt, be obviated.

M. Fontaine has likewise made many experiments

with carbon pencils, but the best of them were con-

sumed as usual in air in 15 minutes. Konn has also

invented an incandescent lamp, in which a vacuum is

maintained. Other inventors have also produced
lamps of little use in practice.

Edison's First Lamps.

Mr. Edison's first experiments with the electric in-

candescent lamps, when regarded from the stand-

point of conspicuous success he has now attained, are

so full of interest that it will be well to retain the

account of them given in this chapter in the first and
second editions of the book.

Edison's first lamp (Fig. 116) was based upon a

very old idea—the incandescence of platinum, which
was employed by various inventors, and by King as

early as 1845. All such lamps have so far been
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failures, and have, proved wasteful of current, inas-

much as the true arc gives much more light for the

same expenditure of power in the circuit ; but the

worst defect was undoubtedly the unstable nature of

the lamp. Edison's device, however, depended
almost altogether for its usefulness upon an automatic

regulator attached to it, and it has proved that auto-

matic apparatus of this class work very indifferently.

He employed, first, a strip of an alloy of platinum and
iridium, A. This is fastened between two holders, the

lower one of which is a

lever, B, jointed at one
end. This lever is pro-

vided with a spiral

spring, D, constantly

stretching the platinum-

iridium strip, and under

its end is a contact point,

C. When the current

passes the strip is made
white hot, and gives out

considerable light before

it fuses. The expansion

consequent upon this

allows the antagonistic spring to put the strip out of

circuit for an instant when it is in danger of being
fused by the strength of current. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the expansibility of platinum is extremely small,

and although the lever provided multiplies the expan-
sion into a considerable movement, the platinum-
iridium strip is very often fused before it can act.

It is, in fact, extremely doubtful whether any regu-
lator of current upon this principle will ever be
devised.

Tig. tt6.—Edison't Ripcrimrnt.il ri.itimit
Iridium Lamp.
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It must not be forgotten, also, that any contact

points in the circuit of a dynamo-electric machine will

never work well. There is a powerful discharge of

stored-up electric energy as soon as the circuit is

broken, and what contact points will withstand such
sparks ? If there is to be regulation of current at all,

it must be by means of some substance upon which
pressure acts to increase or decrease the resistance,

and not by open contact. It is, in short, at once

apparent that the obstacles which stand in the way of

inventing a useful lamp on this system are of a kind

difficult of removal. The expansion of this lamp
itself when it becomes heated will suffice to render

useless any contacts or adjustments previously made.
The apparatus is too delicate, and may be said to be

useless in any but skilled hands. This idea of regu-

lating the current has been tried in various pieces

of apparatus intended to automatically govern the

circuit of a dynamo-electric machine, and which are

here spoken of under " Regulators of Current,"

p. 184.

Edison's first lamp was tried in England, but the

results were anything but satisfactory, considering

that it was originally intended to be applicable to

general household purposes.

From private experiments made with Edison's

apparatus, and modifications of it, the greatest care

was found to be necessary to prevent the instant

melting of the incandescent strip, and if the regulator

is not adjusted with the greatest accuracy, the strip

disappears under the energy in a twinkling.

Mr. Edison has also employed lamps made with

platinum wire spirals, regulated again by expansion,

and a break in the circuit. He also proposed the uso

T
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of secondary currents, induction coils, and secondary

batteries in circuit. Now known as transformers.

With regard to the platinum-iridium spirals for use

in Mr. Edison's experimental lamps, a communication

by the inventor himself, read before the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, contains

some interesting particulars ofa new method by which

they may be prepared for use in electric lamps.

In the course of his experiments on electric lighting

he has developed some striking phenomena arising

from the heating of metals by flames and by the

electric current, especially wires of platinum, and
platinum alloyed with iridium. The first fact observed

was that platinum lost weight when treated in a

flame of hydrogen, that the metal coloured the flame

green, and that these two results combined until the

whole of the platinum in contact with the flame had
disappeared. A platinum wire, 20,000th of an inch

in diameter, was wound in the form of a spiral one-

eighth of an inch in diameter and half an inch in

longth. The two ends of the spiral were secured to

clamping-posts, and the whole apparatus was covered

with a glass shade. Upon bringing the spiral to

incandescence for 20 minutes, that part of the globo

in line with the sides of the spiral became slightly

darkened ; in five hours the deposit became so thick

that the incandescent spiral could not be seen through

the deposit.

This film, which was most perfect, consists of

platinum, and Mr. Edison has no doubt but large

plates of glass might be coated economically by
placing them on each side of a large sheet of

platinum, kept incandescent by the electric current.

This loss in weight, together with the deposit upon
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the glass, presented a very serious obstacle to the use
of metallic wires for giving light by incandescence

;

but this was easily surmounted after the cause was
ascertained. He coated the wire forming the spiral

with the oxide of magnesium, by dusting upon it

finely powdered acetate of magnesium. While
incandescent the salt was decomposed by the heat,

and there remained a strongly adherent coating of

the oxide. The spiral so coated was covered with a

glass shade and brought to incandescence for several

minutes ; but instead of a deposit of platinum upon
the glass, there was a deposit of the oxide of mag-
nesia. From this and other experiments Mr. Edison
became convinced that this effect was due to the

washing action of the air upon the spiral ; that the

loss of weight and the coloration of the hydrogen
flame was also due to the wearing away of the surface

of the platina, by the attrition produced by the impact

of the stream of gases upon the highly incandescent

surface, and not to volatilisation, as commonly sup-

posed.

He further describes other and far more important

phenomena observed in his experiments. If a short

length of platinum wire, i,oooth of an inch in

diameter, be held in the flame of a Bunsen burner, at

some part it will fuse and a piece of the wire will be

bent at an angle by the action of the globule of melted

platinum ; in some cases there are several globules

formed simultaneously, and the wire assumes a zig-

zag shape. With a wire 4,000th of an inch in

diameter this effect does not take place, as the tem-

perature cannot be raised to equal that of the small

wire, owing to the increased radiating surface and

mass. After heating, if the wire be examined under
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a microscope, that part of the surface which has been

incandescent will be found covered with innumerable

cracks. Ifthe wire be placed between clamping-posts,

and heated to incandescence for 20 minutes by the

passage of an electric current, the cracks will be so

enlarged as to be seen with the naked eye ; the wire

under the microscope presents a shrunken appear-

ance, and is full of deep cracks.

If the current is continued for several hours, these

effects will so increase that the wire will fall to

pieces. This disintegration has been noticed in

platinum long subject to the action of a flame, by
Professor Draper. The failure of the process of

lighting invented by the French chemist, Tessi6-du-

Motay, who raised sheets of platinum to incandescence

by introducing them into a hydrogen flame, was due

to the rapid disintegration of the metal. Mr. Edison

has ascertained the cause of this phenomenon, and

has, he says, succeeded in eliminating that which

produces it, and in doing so has produced a metal in

a state hitherto unknown, and which is absolutely

stable at a temperature when nearly all substances

melt or are consumed; a metal which, although

originally soft and pliable, becomes as homogeneous
as glass and as rigid as steel. When wound in the

form of a spiral, it is as springy and elastic when at

the most daz/ling incandescence as when cold, and
cannot be annealed by any process now commonly
known. For the cause of this shrinking and cracking

of the wire is due entirely to the expansion of the air

in the mechanical and physical pores of the platinum,

and the contraction upon the escape of the air.

Platinum, as sold in commerce, may be compared to

•andstone, in which the whole is made of a great
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number of particles with many air spaces. The sand-

stone upon melting becomes homogeneous, and no air

spaces exist. With platinum or any metal the air

spaces may be eliminated and the metal made homo-
geneous by a very simple process.

This process is then described by Mr. Edison. He
made a large number of platinum spirals, all of the

same size and form and the same quality of wire

;

each spiral presented to the air a radiating surface of

3y'^ of an inch
; 5 of these were brought by the

electric current up to the melting-point, the light was

measured by a photometer, and the average light was

equal to 4 standard candles for each spiral just at the

melting-point. One of the same kind of spirals was

placed in the receiver of an air-pump, and the air ex-

hausted to 2 millimtoes ; a weak current was then

passed through the wire to warm it slightly, for the

purpose of assisting slightly the passage of the air

from the pores of the metal into the vacuum. The

temperature of the wire was gradually augmented at

intervals of ten minutes until it became red. The

object of slowly increasing the temperature was to al-

low the air to pass out gradually and not explosively

;

after which the current was increased at intervals of

fifteen minutes. Before each increase in the current

the wire was allowed to cool, and the contraction and

expansion at these high temperatures caused the wire

to weld together at the points previously containing

air. In one hour and forty minutes this spiral had

reached such a temperature without melting that it

was giving a light of 25 standard candles, whereas it

would undoubtedly have melted before it gave a light

of 5 candles had it not been put through the above

process. Several more spirals were afterwards tried,
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with the same result. One spiral which had been

brought to these high temperatures more slowly gave

a light equal to 30 standard candles. In the open air

this spiral gave nearly the same light, although it re-

quired^more current to keep it at the same temperature.

Upon examinaticn of those spirals which had passed

through the vacuum process, by the aid of a microscope,

no cracks were visible ; the wire had become as white

as silver, and had a polish which could not be given

it by any other means. The wire had a smaller dia-

meter than before treatment, and it was exceedingly

difficult to melt in the oxy-hydrogen flame as com-
pared with the untreated platinum. It was found

that it was as hard as the steel wire used in pianos,

and that it could not be annealed at any temperature.

His experiments with many metals treated by this pro-

cess have proved to his satisfaction, and he has no
hesitation in stating, that which is known as annealing

of metals to make them soft and pliable is nothing

more than the cracking of the metal. In every case

where a hard-drawn wire had been annealed, a power-

ful microscope revealed myriads of cracks in the

metal. Since the experiment just mentioned was
made, further investigations, with the aid of Sprengel
mercury pumps, produced higher exhaustions, and
by continuing the exhausting for five hours and inter-

mitting the current a great number of times, the

result is stated to be the light of 8 standard candles

from a spiral of wire with a total radiating surface,

of -j'jth of an inch, or a surface about ecjual to a grain

of buckwheat. With spirals of this small size which
have not passed through the process the average
amount of light given out before melting is less than
one standard candle.
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Edison claimed to having obtained 8 separate lamps,
each giving out an absolutely steady light, and each
equal to 16 standard candles, or a total of 128 candles,

by the expenditure of 30,000 foot-lbs. of energy, or less

than one horse-power. As a matter of curiosity

he made spirals of other metals, and excluded the

air from them in the manner stated. Common iron

wire may be made to give a light greater than platinum

not treated. For reasons stated further on Edison

abandoned the use of metallic conductors for the in-

candescent portion of the lamp.

Up to December, 1879, the outcome of Mr. Edison's

praiseworthy labours to obtain a constant burner by
electric agency, was a small lamp in the form of a

glass globe exhausted of air, and containing in

the electric circuit a horseshoe-shaped strip of car-

bonised cardboard.

This horse-shoe was stamped from " Bristol board,"

and was then placed in a wrought-iron mould and

raised to such a temperature that the volatile con-

stituents of the paper were driven off, the result being

a miniature horse-shoe (2 in. long) composed of

carbonised paper. Through this, when the containing

globe had been exhausted by the air-pump, the

current was passed from pole to pole by connections

of platinum wire. It was claimed that this substance,

which became highly incandescent and yielded a

brilliant light, was unchangeable by heat in vacuo,

and that a lamp could be produced at an outlay of

25 cents.

A number of these lamps were seen burning in the

inventor's laboratory by correspondents of the press,

English and American, during the month of December,

1879. The result was stated to be so satisfactory that
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Mr. Edison intended to illuminate, on a practical

scale, the village of Menlo Park, and then to extend

the system to New York.

There was little probability, however, that this

lamp would prove constant. Carbonised paper in

various forms had been repeatedly tried before, and

it is probably not constant in the best possible vacuum
obtainable.

Swan's and Edison's Lamps.

General description of the Glow Lamp.—It has been

said that carbonised paper had been tried as an

incandescent burner before Mr. Edison employed

that substance. Amongst others who had exixiri-

mented in this manner was Mr. J. W. Swan, of New-
castle-on-Tyne, and it appears that both Mr. Swan
and Mr. Edison were engaged simultaneously upon
the same problem, with the same materials— car-

bonised paper—about the end of 1879.

Mr. Swan, after many experiments, appears to have
first abandoned the use ofcarbonised paper, and to have
resorted to cotton or linen thread, treated with dilute

sulphuric acid, and afterwards carbonised in a closed

crucible at a white heat The result of Mr. Swan's ex-

perimentswas a liardand elastic filament ofpure carbon
about 3 inches in length. It is made to describe a sin-

gle convolution, and its extremities are connected to

two platinum wires. The filament is then inserted into

a small glass globe, from which the air is extracted by
long continued action with mercury air pumps. When
the highest attainable vacuum is obtained, the connec-
tion with the interior of the globe is fused up, the result

being the arrangement exhibited in Fig. 117. The
platinum wires terminate in two small loops as repre-
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sented. These are readily attached to or removed
from the electrical connections of a small ebonite

socket, shown in Fig. 118. The spiral spring repre-

sented serves to receive the base of

the globe, and to press the lamp
away from its socket, so that the

metallic contact between the loops

in Fig. 117 and the two small

hooks in Fig. 1 1 8 may be as per-

fect as possible. The carbon thread

or wire employed by Mr. Swan is

as elastic as steel, and is con-

siderably thinner than the black

line shown in the diagram. When
the current passes the carbon wire ^.^ ^.y.-L7n's Lamp,

becomes incandescent and emits

a beautiful white, silent, and steady light. The
vacuum attained in the lamp is so perfect that, in-

stead of being wasted away, the filament becomes

more dense by use. In course of time, however, there

appears to be a gradual wasting away of the carbon

wire at the positive end, and probably an

increase of diameter, at the negative ex-

tremity. If the current is much too strong,

the lamp may be destroyed in a very short

time ; but if the current is only a little

over the normal strength used for the

lamp, a disengagement of the particles

composing the carbon wire ensues, and in Yigj^^^ocVet

the course of time the interior of the globe for Swan's Lamp,

may present a smoked appearance. This

agrees with the results of Mr. Edison's experiments

with the platinum spirals. When the lamp is worked

by the current suited to its powers, the " life " of
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the carbon wire varies from 700 to perhaps 3,000

hours. Hence, a lamp of this description may serve

for ordinary purposes for many months, or a year,

burning nightly. The "life" of the lamp varies,

however, to a great extent ; and it is difficult, if

not impossible, to assign a limit, with any show of

reason, to the time one of the carbon loops may last.

When alternating currents are used it is probable

that, since there will result no wasting away at

either extremity, the "life "of the carbon loop may
be considerably extended. The cost of the lamp is

very smalL They are made of from 5 to 100 candle

power, according to the length of the carbon loop

employed. The i8-candlc power lamp, is, however,

the most generally useful. The resistance of this

lamp is about 150 ohms when hot, when cold it is

considerably greater, probably 250 ohms. These
lamps are now a regular article of commerce. They
are adapted for fitting to existing gas-brackets. One
insulated wire being led to the lamp, the return may
be effected through the gas-fittings if required. Swan's

lamps have been in constant use at the Savoy Theatre,

London, since the end of 1881. About 1,158 of these

lamps have since that time been used to illuminate

the whole of the auditorium and the stage in this

installation, of which further particulars are given

farther on.

Detailed Account of the Incandescent Lamp.

Several patents for incandescent lamps were taken
out by Edison, Swan, Sawyer, Man, and others during
the years 1878, 1879, and 1880. The most remark-
able of these appears to be that of Edison of Novem-
ber 10, 1879 (No. 4,576).
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The Earlier Filaments,—This specification points

out several of the more essential conditions upon
which the success of incandescent lamps depend. It

begins by stating that for lamps in multiple a high
resistance of the filament is imperative. This condi-

tion had, however, been partially fulfilled in Edison's

platinum and iron wire lamps, in which the filament

or wire was intended to have a coating of some " in-

fusible " earth. All the wire lamps were abandoned,
however, and the object of the inventor was to pro-

duce a lamp with a filament as nearly as possible

permanent and offering high resistance with the mini-

mum of radiating surface. Carbon in the graphite

form had long been known (since 1845) to withstand

the most intense heat of electricity in vacuo better

than any other substance, and many attempts were
made by both Edison and Swan, during 1879, to

obtain a sufficiently thin wire or conductor of this

material. The patent specification under review then

goes on to state that such a filament of the graphite

form of carbon could be obtained by carbo7iising cotton

thready any fibrous vegetable substance which will

have a carbon residue after heating in a closed cham-
ber, such fibrous substance coated with a compound
of lamp-black and tar, or a compound of tar and
lamp-black, in the form of putty.

Edison's experiments with these materials do not,

however, appear to have yielded the substance re-

quired, and a subsequent patent (1880, No. 3,765],

mentions particularly the hard, glossy exterior of

bamboo cane as being adapted, after minute subdivi-

sion, for the production of the carbon filaments.

Various grasses were also used in the production of

filaments about this time. It was thought in the begin-
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ning of the year 1880 that a necessary condition of the

raw material was its having a fibrous or natural struc-

ture, but subsequent discoveries have disproved this.

AUachmerU of Filaments,—In most of the patent

specifications that have appeared relating to incan-

descent lamps, the various processes of attaching the

filaments to the conducting wires are minutely de-

scribed. At first this was a weak point in most of

the lamps, and Mr. Swan avers that his chief difficulty

in the production of a carbon lamp in 1879 was that

of mounting the pencil or filament in electrical con-

tact with the platinum conductors. This difficulty

was got over, first by electro-plating or depositing

copper around both carbon and wire while in contact,

and by moulding the end of the carbon filament

around the extremity of the wire. Subsequently it

has been accomplished by carbonising some fresh

carbonisible material, such as tar and lamp-black,

around filament and wire by means of heat. Also by
making the platinum wire into a spiral tube, inserting

the end of the filament, and affixing the whole by
means of a carbon cement, fixed by heat, and by
other methods too numerous too mention.

^* Flashed" FilatnctUs.—The lamps produced in 1879

and the beginning of 1880 had but a short life. Very
few of them would burn for fifty hours without break-

age of the filament, lliis was discuVLnd to be due

to two defects of peculiar interest.

First, it was found that the most perfect iilanuiUs

it was then possible to produce, although apparently

of uniform cross-section, exhibited under the heating

of the current bright attd dull portions, proving a varia-

tion of structure or size. Thus, the bright portions

had more than their share of the current, and gave
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way in consequence. Several years before carbon
filament lamps were thought of, a French chemist,

M. Duprez, in experimenting on the reduction and
volatilisation of carbon, discovered that when carbon
was heated in an atmosphere of hydro-carbon, a

deposit of an extremely dense form of solid carbon
occurred. But it was noticed in M. Deprez's publi-

cation that this tendency hindered certain experi-

ments, and was really an obstruction to the aims of

the chemist, whose experiments had no reference to

electric lamps.

Messrs. Sawyer and Man (1878, No. 4,847, Chees-
borough) took out a patent for the application of this

fact to the perfecting of carbon pencils for incandes-

cent lamps. They noticed that when a glowing
pencil was immersed in a heavy hydro-carbon gas or

liquid, a deposit of graphite took place, and that it

occurred more particularly upon those portions of the

carbon that has most heaty that is, the thinnest portio7is.

The result of subjecting a pencil of varying diameter

to this process was that it tended to become of

uniform diameter, and thus in a beautiful way cor-

rected its own defects.

This process of " flashing '* carbons was tried upon
filaments with the most gratifying results, and has

been largely used in the commercial production of

lamps, it being essential that the filament should glow
with equal intensity throughout.
" Running on the Pumps."—After constructing and

exhibiting various incandescent lamps, more chiefly

from pencils and " horse-shoes " of carbon enclosed in

a glass globe exhausted of air, Mr. Swan took out a

patent (on January 2, 1880) for a process of improv-

ing the condition of the vacuum. Finding that
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although the Sprengel mercury pump exerted its full

efifect upon the vacuum, there was still evidence ol

the attacks of oxygen upon the filament or pencil

after passing the current, Swan conceived the idea

that some gas must be left in the substance of the

carbon itself, that might not be removed by the

Sprengel pump. Thereupon, it occurred to him to

pass the current through the lamp and render it

incandescent while yet attached to the vacuum fuvip.

The theoretical idea was no doubt that by setting the

substance of the filament into a state of electrical

vibration, any possible enclosure of gas might thereby

be set free. Surprising results followed the discovery

of this method of '* running " the lamps while attached

to the pump, and it has been adopted by most makers

of lamps.

Parchmentised Cotton Carbons,—Mr. Swan took out

another patent (January 20, 1880) for a carbon "horse-

shoe " or " hair-pin," composed of paper or cardboard
** parchmentised " by treatment with sulphuric acid,

and thereafter carbonised to the graphite state. It

was difficult to obtain carbons from this material of

sufficient thinness, resistance, and resiliency, and
Swan took out another patent (November 27, 1880)

for parchmentised and carbonised cotton thread fila-

ments for incandescent electric lamps. This patent

marked a great step in advance, and the success of

the new filaments was decisive and conspicuous. The
"life" of an incandescent lamp might now have been
reckoned at 1,000 hours.

The Process 0/ Carbonising.—It is claimed in more
than one of the patent specifications relating to car-

bons that the slender filaments of bamboo, grass,

cotton, linen, &c., might be carbonised by enclosing
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in an iron or unporous clay vessel, enclosed from the

air and heated to a high temperature. Many scientific

persons called this statement in question and declared
that if there was a sufficiency of air within the vessel

the filaments must inevitably be burned to ash. Many
experiments tended to strengthen this impression. It

has been known to chemists and others that to car

bonise without destroying slender articles of a vege-
table nature, the only safe way was to pack them
carefully, surrounded by a large body of some such

substance as charcoal, finely powdered, and in an iron

box carefully luted with fireclay. Filaments placed

by themselves in the charcoal are liable to distortion,

so that, before carbonising, they are usually wound or

placed upon a shape, former, or frame of carbon,

wood, or other substance. The heat is applied very

gradually, and is sometimes kept up for 12 and 14

hours. The mean diameter of the filaments after

carbonising may be taken at -150 of a millimeter.

The Cellulose Filament.—The dimensions and struc-

ture of the necessary carbon conductors for incandes-

cent lamps having been once settled upon, various

methods for their manufacture began to be published,

and no doubt many lamps are made by processes

kept secret. The nature of the filaments made by one

manufacturer was described by Mr. Sellon, before

Mr. Justice Kay, as follows.* Cotton wool is dissolved

in chloride of zinc, and being slightly heated the

result is a viscous semi-liquid substance, resembling

in appearance a strong solution of gum- arable. This

is boiled in the receiver of an air pump to extract all

air ; then it is forced through a die or small orifice by

the pressure of a head of mercury, and the filament so

'< Edison & Swan Electric Light Co. v. Holland and others," July, 1888.
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formed is received in a vessel of alcohol, and solidifies

in the form of a thread. It is then left for a time in

another vessel of alcohol which dissolves all impuri-

ties, and leaves it a non-structural thread of cellulose

in an extremely pure condition. It is dried and car-

bonised and fitted for use in the lamp.

The Platinum Cotidudors,—Were it not for a simple

scientific fact that the rate of expansion under heat is

nearly the same for glass and platinum, it might be

im{>ossible to construct a vacuum lamp of the kind

under notice. This enables the lamp maker to seal

the platinum wires through the base of the lamp and
to produce a joint that will withstand the highest

attainable vacuum. But the ratio is not quite the

same, and, moreover, glass being an indifferent con-

ductor of heat, numerous failures of lamps, especially

lamps of high candle-power emitting much heat, took

place in the earlier days of the bulbs. It was found

that a single platinum wire for each end of the filament

led to firequent failures or cracking of the glass. This

would no doubt be due to the superior temperature of

the platinum. Latterly, therefore, the platinum con-

ductors are divided into two or more branches, or

thin wires.

Life, Efficiency, and Economy of Incandescent
Lamps.

The fact that the " life " of a glow lamp depends
almost entirely upon the temperature at which it is

maintained alight, has given rise to a great deal of

controversy in electrical circles as to the most econo-

mical temperature or candle-power at which " run "

the lamps. This will be seen to be a question of

great interest and import, when we consider that the
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higher the state of incandescence the lower the cost

of the light ; in other words, if the electrical power
expended upon the lamp is increased, its light is more
than in proportion to the power (the light-giving

effect is said to vary approximately as the fifth power
of the electro-motive force at the lamp terminals);

but the life of the lamp is shortened. We need not

enter more deeply into the question here, mainly
because the conditions of the production (the cost) of

both electricity and lamps are daily undergoing
modification, and calculations made in 1892 would
probably not apply to 1893.

High Candle -power Incandescent Lamps. — The
efforts of inventors of glow lamps were, until about

the year 1885, chiefly devoted to the perfecting of

filaments having about fifty ohms resistance, and
capable of withstanding a " glow '* of about 16 candle-

power for general lighting, to take the place of jets

of gas. At the exhibition held at Newcastle-on-Tyne,

in 1887, the Hon. Charles Parsons showed specimens

of high candle-power glow lamps, ranging from 50

candle-power to 1,000 candle-power. These "sun-
beam " lamps are provided with a long and thick

carbon conductor.

There is a certain advantage in employing a single

lamp of high candle-power, rather than a group of

small lamps, to illuminate any given point, and the

lamps are less costly to instal and maintain. For ex-

ample, a 200 candle-power lamp gives a light equal-

ling twelve or thirteen lamps of 16-candie power, but

costs only twice as much as one 16 candle-power lamp.

A high candle-power lamp giving 1,000 candle-power

will cost less than ten 16 candle-power lamps.

Number of lamps per horse-pmvcr upon dynamo,—
U
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With a dynamo of high efficiency about 12 lamps of

1 6 candle-power might be maintained per horse-power,

but I o and even less is more likely to be the number

in actual practice. It depends partly, as stated below,

upon the number of watts per candle. More lamps

could be maintained at 4 watts per candle than at 5.

It may be of interest to show the candle-powers and

corresponding voltage, &c., of the leading incandes-

cent lamps :

—

Approximate Volts and Currkmt of the Various Ci asses or
Edison-Swan Lamps.

Tariff

An. Am- IMcelitt
Volu . pcrct. Volu. p4r«. •. d.

1 Caodlc-iiower Ifrom about 3 •8 lo about 8 •3

ai „ S »-4 •» as •45 3 9

J
•t 5 3„ •1 65 •35 3 <)

»• 10 a-8 II 123 •3 3 9
16 •• »S 37 »• IbO •4 3 9
as »» 40 2-2 M 120 •7 4

3a »• so 2-3 If 120 •9 4

50 SO 3'5 II
120 1-4 ^ 2

100 •• 50 7 »l 120 2-9 7 6
Micro and Minia-

ture Lamps
200 Caitdle-puwcr

3
•8

• I
8 •3

,So
»l '05 10

500 II «o II loS 17 6

1,000 II
80 • I 105 30

All lamps taking less than -9 amp^ru are marked

at 4 watts per candle, and all lamps taking more than

•9 ampere at 3*5 watts per candle.

Cofitimwus and aiUntating currents for glow lamps.—
It has been shown that, under the influence of a cur-

rent in one direction, the filaments in lamps exhibited

a thinning away at one extremity, and usually broke

there—the extremity connected with the positive pole

from the dynamo. It is claimed for the alternating

current that this gradual and partial attenuation does

not occur, or, at any rate, that it is uniform for both

extremities of the filament. Any ** wastage "of the

filament is found to become firmly deposited upon the
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interior surface of the surrounding glass bulb, giving
it a smoked appearance. When a glow lamp is
served with too great a current, its light rapidly
acquires the blueish tint of the arc, and the breakage
of the filament follows as a matter of course. Lamps
served with a constant voltage and current last much
longer than those in circuits where variations occur.
At the figures given in the above
t^ble, where the conditions are fairly

constant, glow lamps have an aver-
age life as high as 1,000 hours,
although instances of lamps having
burned 5,000 hours are becoming
common.
The neck of Edison's lamp car-

ries a metallic screwed plug, in-

tended to fit into a socket. This por-

tion communicates with one of the

platinum wires. The other wire is

connected to a central metal stud,

insulated from the collar. When
the arrangement is screwed into its

socket, contacts are made with the

necessary leading wires. A circuit-

interrupting key is provided, by
means of which the circuit may be

closed or opened at will. Fig. 119

represents Edison's lamp about half

real size. In all other respects Edison's lamp is

similar to Swan's. It is made in several different

light-giving powers, but the lamp in general use at

present is intended to yield a light of 16 candles, so

that it may be made to take the place of ordinary

gas jets. The resistance of this lamp when cold

Fig. iiQ.-EdUon'i
Lamp.
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is 220 ohms. When hot it is reduced to 140

ohms.

Mr. St. George Lane Fox has also invented an in-

candescence electric lamp similar in design to that

of Edison. Mr. Fox employs a carbon wire made
from flax or cotton thread, also the root of the grass

known as " French whisk." When carbonised, this

thread is mounted, and rendered incandescent in coal-

gas and benzoline,* which completes the carbonisa-

tion. The glass bulbs are carefully ex-

hausted by means of mercury pumps.

Mr. Maxim, of NewYork, was among
the first who employed carbon in the

form of a filament for incandescent

lighting, and his lamps have been in

extensive use. In this case the filament

is formed into a shape like the letter M-

Fig. 120 represents Mr. Maxim's lamp,

which is in other respects similar to

those of Edison and Swan.
Several other inventors have pro-

duced incandescent lamps. Many
modifications of those already de-

scribed have been i:ublished. One inventor forms a

hollow carbon filament or tube by depositing carbon

upon a fine wire of platinum, and deflagrating the

platinum. Another deposits carbon upon an infusible

insulating filament.

Miner's Electric Safety Lamps.

The Clanny miner's oil lamp yields a light of about

half candle-power only, and it has been found that

with the increased velocity of the ventilating currents

• *• FUuhiog," »cc p. 285.

K)K. 140. — Maxim'*
Ljunp.
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in mines introduced of late years, such lamps are

troublesome and unsafe. Many attempts have been
made to press electricity into the service of the miner
for illuminating purposes. It was at first thought
feasible to run electric mains in the workings, as per-

manent fixtures, and to attach portable glow lamps
to these by means of flexible conductors of sufficient

length to allow of the lamp being carried about. But
it was speedily found that such a system could not be
made free from danger in a "fiery" mine; nor in-

deed would it be practicable in any mine, according

to the opinion of experts.

In the year 1881 Mr. Swan effected a partial solu-

tion of the problem by the introduction of a secondary

battery, made in portable form, and carrying, affixed

to the case, a very small incandescent lamp. This

arrangement was a great improvement upon the old

oil lamps, inasmuch as it yielded a light four or five

times more powerful, and from the nature of the in-

candescent filament necessarily quite a safe lamp.

Various inventors followed with lamps fed by both

primary and secondary batteries. Considerable ex-

perience has thus been acquired in the production

of a suitable lamp, and the question may now be con-

sidered as satisfactorily solved. There is still one

little drawback—the weight, which in the average is

rather greater than that of the older oil lamps. But

the large numbers of such lamps in use at the chief

mines, and the rapidity with which they are being

introduced, would appear to indicate their entire

suitability. It is, moreover, quite certain that the

miner himself considers the new lamp a great boon.

Swan's Miner's Lamp.—The elements consist of a

secondary or accumulator battery of four cells, formed
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of hard rubber, containing each a pair of cylindrical

and concentric packed lead plates prepared atter the

manner of the latest type of accumulator battery

(p. 44, &c.). The whole is properly connected in

series and enclosed in a wooden case. The liquid is

the usual dilute acid. The incandescent lamp is

attached to one side of the case, and is protected by a

strong convex lens. The whole weighs seven pounds.

The price is very moderate. The average light is

from one to one and a half candle-power, maintained

for ten hours. Recharging of the battery occupies

about twelve hours. It is effected by having connec-

tions from the poles attached to the sides of the case

of each lamp, so that a line of lamps, placed between

two conductors from the dynamo upon a suitable

table, are charged at once. This method of merely

placing the lamps upon the charging table and
charging them in '* banks " has proved very suc-

cessful. The cost of running is merely nominal.

The cost of renewals of plates and lamps will prove

the main consideration. Some of the makers of such

lamps estimate the life of the battery at two years.

The lamps themselves may run an average of a thou-

sand hours.

Pitkin's Miner's Lamp,—This lamp yields a light

of four or five candles. It is run by a secondary bat-

tery of four cells, yielding an E. M. F. of 8 volts and
about '5 amp6re. The plates in the cel?s are flat,

two in each cell. The battery will maintain the

lamp for five or six hours, and in charging takes

about eight hours. The whole is enclosed in a wood
case, as in Swan's lamp, and weighs eight pounds.
In one form of the lamp the glow-bulb may be de-
tached (with its reflector) and carried about by means
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ot a flexible conductor. This lamp is furnished with
a resistance switch to enable the user to divert a por-
tion of the current if too powerful for the filament
when the accumulator is freshly charged.

Schanschieffs Miner's Lamp.—This lamp is main-
tained by a portable primary battery, and that por-
tion of it is necessarily lighter in weight than the
accumulators used in other lamps. The plates are of

zinc and carbon, after the manner of the bichromate
battery (p. ii). The excitant is a solution of the
sulphate (basic) of mercury prepared in a manner
patented by the inventor.

Maqtiay's Miner's Lamp.—The distinctive feature of

this new lamp is in its capability to maintain a light

for a longer period than is usually the case when a
primary battery is employed and secondary cells are

dispensed with. The small primary battery is stated

to be arranged to start work, when freshly charged,

at an E.M.F. of 5*5 volts. After a time, as the exci-

tant rises in temperature, the E.M.F. becomes aug-

mented to 6-5 volts, at which point it remains practi-

cally steady for several hours longer. It then falls off,

within a total range of working, of about from eight

to twelve hours, to its initial value. The current is

maintained at its full working value in a very in-

genious and simple way. Very small zincs are used

in the battery, presenting at first only one of their

sides. The zinc surfaces are only J inch square.

The opposite sides of the zincs are painted over with

a varnish, which withstands the action of the solution

until the latter attains a temperature of about 65° F.

At this point the varnish floats off, exposing the fresh

surface of zinc to the action of the solution. The
light furnished is equal to 1 candle power.



CHAPTER X.

ON ELECTRICAL DISTRTBUTTON,

Distribution of electricity for lighting purposes is

carried out under several different systems. But the

particular class of mains and auxiliary circuits em-
ployed are altogether dependent upon the class ol

currents to be distributed. As we have ascertained,

in reference to the nature of the generating ma-
chinery, the two leading branches are,

1. The Continuous Uni-Direction Current.
2. The Alternating or Back-and-Forth

Current.

No. I is usually associated with low tension, sel-

dom above a few hundred volts, and is frequently

used in conjunction with a distributing or storage

system of secondary batteries or accumulators.

No. 2 is usually distributed at a high tension, fre-

quently some thousands of volts, and is generally

associated with ** tension reducers " or transformers,

situated at the root of house-circuits, so that the

tension upon the lamps is seldom above a hundred
volts.

The former appears suitable for distribution in a
restricted area—say within a radius of a mile of the

generating station.

The latter appears suitable for distributiuii within a
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radius of many miles of the central station. Each
system has powerful advocates. The first is sup-

ported by the names of Crompton,* Preece, Hopkin-
son, Edison, and others.

The alternating system is advocated by Ferranti,

Swinburne, Snell, Mordey, Kapp, and many others.

As may be expected, each system calls for a dis-

tinct class of main and auxiliary circuits for distri-

bution purposes. The direct current system elects to

effect the distribution— i. By simple circuit, suitable

for arc lamps in street lighting, or for short distances

in incandescent lighting, long known and developed

chiefly by ^Siemens and Brush. 2. Distribution for

incandescent lighting over extended areas by a sys-

tem (developed by Edison) of feeders; 3. Or distri-

bution over extended areas by means of storage or

accumulator batteries (developed by Crompton,

Parker, and others).

The alternating current system appears at first to

be much simpler. The distribution is effected chiefly

from a pair of high tension mains, working through

transformers, producing low tension currents within

buildings. The system of distribution by trans-

formers was developed chiefly by Gaulard and

Gibbs, Kapp and Snell, Ferranti, Westinghouse, and

others.

Broadly speaking, the systems of distribution in

general use, with special reference to conductors

conveying the current, may be divided as follows :

—

The Series System—Arc Lighting.

The Two-Wire System—/^?- Incandescent Lamps.

• See Paper, Transformers v. Accumulators^ read before the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, April 12, 1888.
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The Two-Wire System with Feeders.

The Three-Wire System.

These may be regarded as main systems, conveying

the electricity to the outer walls of buildings to be

served. Within the walls of buildings the system

of distribution to the lamps is much the same, but

it is common to term the wiring of the building as

having been carried out upon

The Parallel Sysleniy or

The Multiple Series System,

As tho parallel wire system provides for only one

lamp to bridge across the two wires, certain require-

ments and advantages attend it, i.e. the volts must

not much exceed a hundred, and if one lamp breaks

none of the others are affected.

The multiple series system implies the use of two

or more lamps bridging across the two wires, and

calls for a potential frequently much over a hundred

volts ; but it has the disadvantage that if one of the

lamps bridging the wires were to break, the com-
panion lamp or lamps upon that particular bridge

would be extinguished. It would appear that to the
" secondary-battery-transformer " system, since it is

advisable to pass a considerable number of volts

—

say two hundred—into the building, the multiple

series system would be peculiarly suitable.

Distribution within buildings is also frequently

carried out upon the three-wire system, of which
further particulars arc given further on.

In practical distribution there is, first, the scheme
of electrical division over the area to be supplied.

The determination of this calls for the highest abili-
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ties of the electrician, and within its limits he deals

broadly with the whole question, cost, &c. Secondly,

the engineering questions to be solved with reference

to conduits, means of insulating mains, &c., for

underground work. We say underground work,
although a good deal of the pioneer electric lighting

in this country has been effected by means of over-

head conductors. This has especially been the case

in the distribution from the Grosvenor Gallery

station. Bond Street, London, where nearly thirty

thousand lights have been maintained, within a radius

of two miles, entirely by the aid of house-top circuits.

But the facilities offered by the recent Electric Light-

ing Bill Amendment Act will doubtless lead to most
future schemes of distribution being carried out

underground.

In the following pages, therefore, we propose to

consider— i. The simple single circuity with one and
more lamps, adapted for arc lighting; 2. A few
representative installations of ^^ multiple arc" lighting,

and means for controlling the electric activity therein ;

3. The two-wire or " multiple arc " system, with and
without feeders; 4. The three-wire system

\ 5. Indi-

cators of potential in the distant mains ; 6. Mains

andfeederSy accessoriesy Sec.

With regard to the conduction of the current from

the machines to the points where the light is emitted,

some of the arrangements employed for arc lighting

by Messrs. Siemens Brothers and the Brush Electrical

Engineering Company, and the other leading com-

panies, may serve as examples.

The current generated in the machine is conducted

through a leading wire to the lamp or lamps ; it

passes in the lamp (in the case of an arc light) from
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one carbon point to the other, thereby producing the

electric light, and returns through another wire (the

return wire) to the machine. These two wires are

usually known as "leads" and "returns." Mr.

Massey recommends the adoption of these terms

by electrical engineers generally, it being understood

that the ** lead " is to be connected to the positive (+)

terminal of the dynamo machine. He further recom-

mends the general adoption of a uniform method

in laying the leading and return wires, by placing

all "leads" to the left hand (looking from the ma-

chine towards the lamp), and all "returns" to the

right.

This complete circle is called the outer (or exterior

portion of the) circuit, and when it is unbroken and

continuous it is said to be closed; if in any one part

an interruption of continuity occurs, it is said to be

open.

Leading Wires are manufactured of strands of cop-

per wire, and are either naked or coated (insulated).

Naked wire may be used for the return wire,

and it is only when used as a return wire that it

should be allowed to touch the earth. In some cases

naked wire may also be used to lead the current to

the lamps, but in such cases it must invariably be

insulated from the earth by being attached only to

porcelain or other insulators attached to walls, poles,

or trees. No other wire or mass of metol—save binding-

wire—must touch such a conductor, otherwise there is

danger of leading off the current back to the machine

or to the earth before it reaches the lamps. Coated

or insulated wires are covered throughout their length

by an insulating substance, such as gutta-percha, or

india-rubber and tape.
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Where it is carried through rivers or lakes, or
buried under ground, the coated leading wire receives

a further protecting covering of iron wires against
external injury.

The following are some of the more frequently

employed leading wires (Siemens' system) :

—

Leading Wire, Fig. 121, consisting of 7 copper
wires, insulated with tape and india-rubber to a
diameter of about 0-34" (= 8-5°»»). For a distance

of not more than 450 yards between machine and

Fig. 121.—Section of Insu- Fig. 122.—Section. Fig. 123.—Section,
lated Leading Wire.

lamp, and a total length not exceeding 900 yards of

wire.

Plain Copper Strand of same diameter as in the

above.

Leading Wire, Fig. 122, consisting of 14 cop-

per wires, insulated with tape and india-rubber to a

diameter of about 0"44" (=ii*2™"^). For a distance

of not more than 900 yards between machine and

lamp, and a total length not exceeding 1,800 yards of

wire.

Plain Copper Strand of same diameter as above.

Leading Wire, Fig. 123, consisting of 19 copper-

wires insulated with tape and india-rubber to a

diameter of about 0-48" (=12-2™'"). for a dis-

tance not exceeding 1,200 yards between machine

and lamp, or a total length of not more than 2,400

yards.
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BRUSH SYSTEM.

Approximate Equivaleot in |

SoUd Wire. Stranded Cabl.

Machine
Na». 1 & 2 No. 8 B.W.G. 7 strands of No. i6» B.W.G.

3^ ^
7 •» »» »» It

4(«) 8 »» » »•

4*/ J<

4(«/) 3 7 strands of No. Ms B.W.G.
5(«)
5W

7 7 strand* of No. 1 6s B.W.G.
8 <> >* )t

6 8

7(«) 8

!<*>
8 „ 7 strands of No. l6 B.W.G.

NoTK.—The resistance of one mile «)f 7 No. i6s is anproximatdy 2*2

ohms, and every two miles of ciicuit with wire of this size may be con-
iklered equivalent to the insertion of an additional 2,000 c.p. lamp.

Cotton-covered wire of Nos. 12 or 14 B.W.G. is fre-

quently used for conducting branches for groups of

the incandescence lamps, and Nos. 16 and 18 may be
employed for single lamps. For branches exterior

Vic. iM*'~Conooctiog Single*wire Conductors.

Fig. i*5.-T«ri>trd Wins Joint.

to a building it is advisable to use the same wires
insulated with india-rubber and covered with a pro-
tecting layer of tape saturated with india-rubber.

Figs. 124—125 represent some of the more useful
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wire and strand joints as used by the various com-
panies. Each joint is intended to be soldered. Fig.

127 shows a connecting piece. Fig. 128 shows

^^S^^^'^^^j^^^^^^^^SSS^^i^^^^^^^^^

Fig. 126.—Connection between Stranded and Single Conductor.

Clark's Telegraph wire joint. In leading the wires

it is particularly to be observed that the *' lead

"

and *' return " do not come into contact. In most

cases the wires should be kept apart to a regular

distance. Six inches may
be considered the mini-

mum of safety, unless the

electro-motive force of the

machine be very low. The
dryest route should always

be selected in leading the

wires. In permanent in-

stalments the wires should

be fastened down to floors

or walls. In no case should

metallic staples be used

for this purpose. Leather

tapes are the most suitable

fasteners. They should be employed after the manner
indicated in Figs. 129 and 130. In such cases small

nails may be used if kept away from the wires.

Fig. 127.
—" Couplinff-piece " for

Loading Wires.
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Abrasion of the wire coverings should be particu-

larly avoided. They should therefore be placed in an

undisturbed position, and as little slack as possible

should be allowed.

The leading and return wires present a certain re-

sistance to the current. The resistance is less as the

Fig. laS.—Latiner Clarii'i " BriUtmia Joint."

wires are larger; it is, in fact, inversely proportional

to the sectional area of the wire and directly as its

leng^. The leading wires should always offer as

small a resistance, compared with the source of light,

as possible. The resistance is generally expressed in

terms of the unit known as the ohm, which is approxi-

mately equal to the resistance offered by 210 feet of

No. 16 B.W.G. of pure copper wire. In the usual

form of electric lighting circuit, the resistances are

those of the machine, leading wire, lamp (or lamps),

and the return wire. When these are added together

they are spoken of as the total resistance. JRjesist-

^^
ances are generally determined by means of a Wheat-
stone's Bridge and a case of resi.stance coils, by
methods expressed in text-books of electricity.

Gcticral Ctrcuit ArraNj^cffictt/s.—'Y\\\^ branch of the

subject naturally divides itself into two great sections,

namely, circuits for electric lighting by the arc system
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and those employed for the incandescence system. In

order to elucidate the general arrangement employed
with the arc system, we may select one kind of

machine and lamp, namely, Siemens', and offer a few
remarks concerning them.

In the case of a single machine and a single lamp,

the connections between them are easily understood.

The leading wire is connected to the positive ter-

minal of the machine (generally marked c or +), and

leads to the upper carbon of the lamp (generally

Figs. 131 and 132.—Circuits for Single Arc Lights.

marked C). When a " return " can be effected through

gas or water pipes, or other continuous conductor of

large size, the return wire may be dispensed with.

Those two methods of arranging the connections are

represented in the diagrams. Figs. 131 and 132 respec-

tively. The return wire leads the current from z oi

the lamp (the lower carbon) to z of the machine, or
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its negative terminal (frequently marked — ). When
the machine is driven in the right direction, those

connections will cause the current to flow from the

upper carbon to the lower. If the upper carbon should

not bum hollow, but pointed, the polarity of the

machine may be assumed to have become reversed,

causing the current to flow in the wrong direction

through the lamp. In such case the wires at either

machine or lamp should be attached to reverse ter-

minals.

When several continuous-current machines are

arranged to burn an equal number of arc lamps, it is

found advantageous to add one more machine be-

yond the number of lamps to be fed, and use this

machine to excite the electro-magnets of all the

others. In such case terminal c of the exciting

machine is connected with one extremity of the mag-
net coil of the first light-giving machine, and the

other end of this wire with the commencing end of

the electro-magnet of the second light-giving ma-
(:hine> and so on with the others until the extremity

of the electro-magnet coil of the labt machine is con-

nected with z terminal of the exciting macliine.

The right-hand *' brushes " or collectors of the light-

giving machines, representing their positive poles,

are to be connected to the terminals c of the respec-

tive lamps. The left-hand combs and the z terminals

of the lamps are thus connected to a common return

wire. This arrangement is represented in the dia-

gram, Fig. 133.

When the currents employed are alternating, and
the Siemens' alternating current machine is used, the

following connecting arrangements are necessary :

—

X small continuous-current machine, as shown in
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Fig. 134, is used to excite the field-magnets of the

alternating-current machine; its terminals are con-

nected with the extremities of the field-magnet coils

ot the large machine (lower terminals). The termi-

nals on the contact rings of the alternating-current

or large machine (upper terminals) consist of the
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black or " return " terminal, and the brass terminals

equal in number to the circuits which the machine is

constructed to work. The lamps are divided into as

many groups as there are circuits, putting an equal

number of lamps into each. The connections in each
group of lamps are made as follows :

—

One brass terminal

on the contact rings

of the machine is

connected with each

group. The connec-

tion leads from the

brass terminal to first

terminal of first lamp;

from second terminal

of first lamp to first

terminal of second

lamp, and so on until

the second terminal

of last lamp leads to

the common return

wire. The black ter-

minal on the main
machine is also con-

nected to the common
return wire.

When it is desired

to open the circuit, whether in the case of continuous-
currentor altematingmachines being used, the machine
should, if possible, be stopped first, otherwise the "extra
current " evolved by the sudden rupture is very apt

to injure the insulation of the machine. It is better to

open the circuit by drawing away the carbons in the
lamp than to disconnect either of the leading wires.

Fl«. »M'— Circuit Arranircmpntt for Siemrns'
AllernatinK Currpnt Arc Syatrm.
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[o
Pi [^ PI
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Accessories^ Resistances^ etc.—Arrangements known
as " bar commutators " are generally used in connect-

ing several machines to several lamps, so that the

lamps as well as the machines may become inter-

changeable among each other. They consist of a

series of parallel metal bars placed above and insu-

lated from a second series of metal parallel bars, in

such a manner that the upper- series run at right-

angles to the lower series. The lower bars are fur-

nished with terminals which receive the leading wires

from the machines. The upper bars have also termi-

nals which receive the leading

wires from the lamps, resist-

ances, &c.

The current being led from

the machine arrives at the bar

to which the wire is attached.

Its progress is arrested at this

point. When it is required to

transmit the current to a par-

ticular lamp, a metal plug is

inserted at the point where

the bar connected with the

lamp and the bar connected to the machine inter-

sect. The current then flows through the plug from the

lower to the upper bar, so completing the circuit. In

cases where screws are used instead of plugs, care must

be taken not to attempt to open the circuit at the bar

commutator while the machine is in motion. If one

of the screws be withdrawn under those conditions,

a voltaic arc will be formed at the breach, and will

begin to consume the upper bar and the plug. This

arrangement is represented in Fig. 135.

Resistance Controllers,—When an arc lamp or lamps

nrrr
o~^=

II I II II

o <S^=

gs-
Fig. i;5.

—" Bar Commutator.'
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are withdrawTi from the circuit, the resistance of which

should remain constant, an arrangement termed a

** resistance frame" is inserted. This consists of a

number of helices of iron wire so attached to connec-

tors that one or more of the helices may be inserted

into the circuit, according to the resistance required.

Zig-zag lengths of iron tape are employed for the same
purpose, and carbon rods have been much used by
Messrs. Siemens. When the whole current is so

passed through the resistance, much heat is developed,

and in the case of employing helices of wire they

should be ex|X)sed to

the cooling influence

of the air as much as

possible. In some
arrangements they

are immersed in

water. In Edison's

system of lighting

by incandescence,

the resistances con-

sist of copper wires

wound around hexagonal or square frames, and freely

exposed to the air. In this system, however, only a

portion of the current—that shunted into the field-

magnet is transmitted through the artificial resistance.

The resistance arrangements employed in the

Siemens systems of arc lighting usually consist of

carbon-rods placed side by side upon a board, and
connected with each other in such a manner as to

create one continuous length of conductor. In Fig.

136, rr represent the carbon-rods \ a he are terminals.

The leading wire into the circuit of which the resist-

ance is to be placed is connected to the terminals a

Y\%. Ij6,—"Artificial Re«i«tanre.
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1

and h ; b is further connected by a short thick wire to

c. If the plug between « and <^ be inserted, the cur-

rent will flow through a and ^, and no resistance will

be added to the circuit ; but if the plug be removed,
then a will be separated from b^ and the current must
traverse each one of the carbon-rods in succession.

These resistance arrangements are constructed to suit

the circumstances of each case.

In some cases it is found better to shunt a portion

of the current through a resistance coil attached

directly to the two terminals of the machine. In

lighting by incandescence, the current from the arma-
ture is almost invariably controlled by weakening and
strengthening the current exciting the field-magnets

;

for this purpose iron wire coils are generally used.

The latter method is the more economical, because,

if a lamp be abstracted from the main circuit (in

the former case) and a resistance equivalent to it

be inserted, the same energy is required to maintain

the circuit as before, and the current is wasted in

heating the resistance. In the latter case the current

is generally small, and by inserting a resistance into

the field-magnet circuit the amount of energy wasted

in heat is practically inappreciable.

Siemens' Deviator.—This arrangement serves to

substitute itself in an arc lamp circuit for a lamp
which has accidentally become extinguished. It is a

crude form of electric lamp, and indicates by the light

it suddenly sends forth when beginning to act that

the circuit to which it belongs has been severed or

the lamps extinguished.

It is arranged according to the method represented

in Fig. 137. E is an electro-magnet. It is wound
with thick wire. One extremity of its coil is con-
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nected to the metal framo F, and the other to the ter-

minal M. A is an armature sliding between guides,

and bearing the upper carbon-rod C, and pushed by

the spring s, through the rod R, away from E. F, and

through it R, A, and C, are in contact with terminal L.

The lower carbon-rod, C», is connected with terminal

L M. The machine is connected to terminals M and

L M; the lamp to L and L M. When the current

passes through the

lamp its course is as

follows :—C terminal

of machine, terminal

M, E, F, terminal L,

lamp-terminal L M,

z terminal of ma-
chine. Thus the cir-

cuit is closed. In its

passage through E
the current makes E

magnetic, attracts A,

and separates c and

Ci; thus, when the

current passes in the

proper circuit the

deviator does not bum.
Circuits at the British AfusetiM.—The Reading-

room is illuminated by four inverted pendulum lamps,

each lamp being fed by a separate dynamo-electric

machine of the type Di. In the corridors, the offices,

staircases, and the engine-room, sixteen differential

lamps are fixed, also forty-seven Swan incandescent

lamps. The differential lamps are fed by an alterna-

ting current machine of the type W?. Another
machine of the same kind and size feeds the incan-

Fif. IJ7.—Arranifrinmt of Siemens* " De\"i*tor/'
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descent lamps. The four lamps of the continuous
current circuits are directly connected to the machines,
one common return wire serving for all four. The
differential lamp circuits are arranged as follows :

In one circuit eight lamps are placed, and one arti-

ficial resistance. In the other also eight lamps are

placed, but as these lamps are not always all burn-
ing, three artificial resistances are provided. By
means of commutators, either one, two, or three re-

sistances can be put into circuit, one resistance being

commonly used for every two lamps withdrawn from

work.

The diagram (Fig. 138) shows the circuits of this

installation, with the exception of the incandescent

lamp circuits, which have been added only recently.

E shows the separate exciter, w the alternating-cur-

rent machine, D D the continuous-current machines,

R R R the resistances, L L L the lamps, and S S S S

the commutators. The continuous-current lamps are

approximately of 3,000-candle power each, suspended

at a height of about 30 feet above the floor. The
alternating-current or differential lamps are of 300-

candle power, fixed at 15 feet above the floor. The
forty Swan lamps are of 16- candle power each. The
whole of the machines are driven by two 8 H.P.

(nominal) semi-portable steam engines.

Circuit Arrangements at the Royal Albert Docky

London.—The area illuminated is about 9,000 feet

long and 1,500 feet wide. The lighting is done by 27

inverted pendulum lamps, each one fed by a separate

D^ dynamo (Siemens') machine. The machines are

distributed in four stations of seven, seven, seven,

and six light-giving machines respectively. In each

station an additional machine is used to excite the
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electro-magnets of the light-giving machines. ITie c
terminals of the light-giving machines are connected

to the lower bars of a commutator, the upper bars of

which are connected through deviators (previously

illustrated) to the lamps. All the z terminals and
lower carbons of deviators and lamps are connected

to the common return wire. An electro-dynamometer

is joined with the commutator, so as to allow of the

measuring of the current in any one lamp-circuit. In

the diagram (Fig. 139) E shows the exciter, D D D are

the light-giving machines, S is the commutator, F the

dynamometer, G G G the deviators, and L L L the

lamps. The lamps are suspended from lattice iron

poles at a height of 80 feet above the ground. Each

machine station is provided with a 20 H.P. (nominal)

steam engine. Besides these arrangements the dock-

sheds have lately been fitted with alternating-current

lamps of 300-candle power, which are adapted to ex-

tended circuit wires, so that any one lamp may be

shifted to any particular part of the sheds.

Circuit Arrangements for Incandescent Lighting.—
The method practically adopted for the feeding 01

incandescent lamps is almost invariably that known
as ** multiple arc *' or connection in parallel circuit.

According to this method, in its simplest development,
two wires are led from the electric source ; they are

kept apart. The incandescent lamps are then con-

nected so as to bridge across from one wire to the

other. In Edison's system only one lamp is so placed

to form one particular bridge ; the arrangement thus

consists of a large number of single lamps acting as

bridges from one electrical main to the other. It is

found that when the Edison lamp offers a resistance

of 140 ohms when hot, an electromotive force from the
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machine, or, in other words, a difference of potential

between the electrical mains of i lO volts, suffices to

Ftff. 130.—Circttit Arranfrrmrntfl at the Royal Albert Docki.

maintain the lamps when thus made to bridge the

mains singly.

But when the lamp presents a much smaller resist-

ance, or (using the same lamp) when the machine
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develops a much larger electro-motive force, it is found
more economical to arrange the lamps in series of two
or more, instead of singly, to bridge across the mains.

This is frequently done with the Swan lamps and the

Siemens machines. The number of lamps to be
attached in series depends obviously upon the differ-

ence of potential between the mains, and upon the

resistance of the lamps.

Fall of Potential.—When two long wires are led as

mains from a machine, and the lamps simply bridged

across, regardless of distance from the machine, it is

found that the lamps nearest to the machine are

brighter than those farthest from the machine.

Hence, it will be found that the lamps at the extre-

mities of two long mains would receive very little of

the current, whereas those near the machine would

be served with too much current. This difficulty is

met by not attaching the machine to the two extre-

mities of the mains as described, but more generally

to their central portion, so that the current is more

evenly distributed throughout the lamps, and branches

are also frequently taken from the machine, so as to lead

a due proportion of the current to parts of the mains

which would otherwise not receive a due proportion.

This difficulty is analogous to that which would

be encountered were we to lead a long gas-pipe carry-

ing a moderate quantity of gas, and to fix upon it at

intervals a large number of burners. Those burners

nearest to the supply end would consume or be sup-

plied with too much gas, while those at the farthest

end would not be supplied with the required quantity.

If, however, we were to arrange the burners in groups,

upon branches from the main, the difficulty would not

be so great to maintain each burner.
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In the same manner, a given number of incan-

descent lamps can be more impartially maintained

by arranging them in groups (or series of two or

more) between the mains, when sufficient electro-

motive force is developed for that purpose. In Edison's

system, where one lamp only is allowed to bridge

across the mains, " feeders," or auxiliaiy leading wires,

are so distributed that no portion of the parallel

circuit can be supplied with more of the current than

any other portion. It would appear that, although this

method allows of several lamps being lighted or ex-

tinguished without sensibly disturbing the brightness

of the others, the increased cost of laying leading

wires for purposes of equal distribution would be

greater than that of feeding the lamps in series of

two or more, and so dispensing in a great degree with

supplementary mains.

The ** safety fusible plugs " employed in the Edison

and Swan systems usually consist of a short length of

lead wire. Their function is to melt and so sever the

branch of the circuit in which they are placed, should

an unduly strong current, by any accident, be trans-

mitted into that branch. See "Fuses," p. 328.

The Three-Wire System.

Dr. J. Hopkinson, F.R.S., introduced this system

in 1882. It has been very largely used in London,
many of the thoroughfares in the West End having
been served on the system. It is specially adapted
for *• low-tension " working over great distances.

It presents the advantages of carrying direct from
the generating station a high potential, which may
not be carried beyond the mains themselves. Hence,
the houses are served at a lower potential than that of



the mains. At the same
time, since it is admissible
to carry a high potential,

the mains may be made of
smaller cross section than
usual in direct systems [i.e.

systems in which trans-
formers are not used), thus
effecting a considerable
saving in the cost ofcopper
conductors. In order to

combine the advantages of

comparatively high poten-
tial in the feeding con-
ductors with lower poten-
tial in the houses in which
the electricity is used, Dr.
Hopkinson conceived the
use of three conductors in

combinatio7i with two dy-

namo machines coupled in

series. This is shown dia-

grammatically in Fig 140,

where A B represents the

two dynamos, c D and EF
represent the extreme con-

ductors, which are called

the positive and negative

conductors, and G H repre-

sents the intermediate con-

ductor. The positive pole

of the dynamo machine A
is conducted to the con-

ductor C D, and its negative

THE THREE-WIRE SYSTEM.
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pole to the conductor G H. On the other hand, the

positive pole of the dynamo machine B is connected

to the conductor GH, and its negative pole to the

conductor E F.

The houses to be supplied are divided into two
approximately equal parts, preferably the houses

being taken alternately. The houses of one part are

supplied between the conductor C D and the conductor

G H, and those of the other part between the conduc-
tor G H and the conductor E F.

The intermediate conductor G ii may be of much
smaller dimensions than either of the other two, as it

has only to carry the difference of current consumed
by the two divisions of consumers, that is, those con-

nected with the conductor CD, and those connected

with the conductor EF. It need not be insulated,

and, indeed, it may be replaced by the iron or other

metallic covering often used to protect the copper
conductors. In cases where the two divisions of con-

sumers may be safely assumed to have a very

approximately equal consumption at all times, the

intermediate conductor G H may be replaced in part

by the earth, and the negative pole of the dynamo
machine A, and the positive pole of the dynamo
machine B be connected together and to the earth.

It is obvious that the system may be extended so

that in a large station several dynamos may be con-
nected in series, and dividing the consumers into as

many groups there will then be two large conductors

connected to the extreme poles of the dynamos and a
number of smaller intermediate conductors, one less

than the number of machines, each connected to the

junction of two machines of the series.
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Indicators of Potential in the Distant Mains.

When electric energy is delivered by means of a
pair of conductors to a distance from the station

where the dynamos are kept, there is a fall or loss of

potential due to the resistance of the conductors,

^eater as the current is greater^ and as in electric

lighting it is imperative that the potential shall

remain approximately constant (in the best systems

it varies less than five per cent, from light to full

load), the potential at the supply end should be regu-

lated to meet the call for current.

Pilot wires.—It is not enough that the potential, or

fall of potential, at the supply end be known. It is

far more important to be informed as to the actual

potential of the mains at the various points of con-

sumption. For low tension constant current systems

this is usually accomplished by the use of " pilot

wires ;
" that is, fine wires taken direct from the mains

to the generating station, from different points.

These wires indicate upon a volt-meter the potentials

at the far end. The old practice was to run the pilot

wire parallel to the feeder, and to attach its far

extremity to the point where the feeder strikes the

main. It has been found, however, that this, although

affording an approximate indication of the loss of

potential, is not necessarily accurate within narrow

limits—that the lamps might become too bright or

too dull when situated at some distance from the

feeder. The present practice is to run the pilot wires

to the various seats of supply, so as to obtain instant

warning of the actual fall or rise of potential very

near to the lamps. In such case the wires are usually

run parallel with the mains, or shorter direct routes,

Y
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where the mains may be struck, are chosen. In ihc con-

struction of feeding cables these pilot wires are gene-

rally separably insulated and stranded along with the

naked cable, prior to the putting on of the main insu-

lation. This is very convenient, and does not preclude

the pilot wire being continued alone beyond the

point where the feeder intersects the main.

Hopkinson*s Indicator.—In circuits of the high

tension system it is not essential that an independent

and direct indication of the potential at the extreme

end of the mains be taken by means of pilot wires.

Several instruments are in use by which it may
approximately be determined at the generating sta-

tion. Dr. Hopkinson's Indicator belongs to this

class. When the electricity is to be used at a distance

from the dynamo, and conductors of a sensible resis-

tance are employed, it is requisite to maintain con-

stant the difference of potential at the end of such

conductors and not at the dynamo itself. If E be the

difference of potential of the poles of the dynamo ; R
the resistance of the conductors from the dynamo to

the place where the electricity is to be used ; and C
the current ; it is required to maintain not E constant,

but E — R c, which is equal to the difference of poten-
tial of the two conductors at their far extremity. The
instrument for attaining this is shown diagrammati-
cally in Fig. 141, where A is the dynamo, B are the

lamps, all placed near each other, connecting the

conductors, but all remote from A. The apparatus is

wound with a coil of thin wire making many convolu-
tions. This coil is connected to the poles of the

dynamo at E and F and is therefore a shunt to the

circuit; it is in fact a potentiometer coil. The appa-
ratus is also wound with a thick coil through which a
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portion or the whole cur-

rent may pass from G to H

;

the direction of the cur-

rent in the thick coil being

opposite to that in the

thin coil, as indicated by-

arrows. The thin wire is

of German silver, to secure

approximately constant re-

sistance.

This differentially wound
volt-meter may be used as

a potentiometer simply,

on the principle of any of

the forms in use, or it may
be used in the form of a

relay, for the purpose of

ringing a bell, or other-

wise giving warning of a

change in the potential

and current. One form of

relay for this purpose is

suggested by Dr. Hop-
kinson, and is shown in

Fig. 142. A and B are the

coils of thick wire wound
upon the limbs of an

electro-magnet, and C D
the coils of thin wire, both

wound on the same core,

the preponderating effect

of the thin wire being

opposed by the spring E

attached to the moveable

1.
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±
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armature G, carrying the contact piece F. which makes

contact with H or I according as E — R C is too great

or too small, and so closes the circuit of one or other

I
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Fitf 14a.—Hopkinson's Indicator.

of two electric bells, or of other suitable indicating

apparatus.

Mains and Feeders.

According to the practice of the larger electric

lighting schemes in use in America and Europe,

mains are generally considered as distinct from

feeders,

A main may be defined as a trunk line, from which
consumers draw their supply direct, and it may be
supplied with electricity at more than one point.

\\ h.-n more than one main exists in the same district,

they may or may not be connected together, accord-

ing to the requirements of the consumption. Mains
are generally arranged in a rnhvork^ to cover a dis-
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trict, taking in all the points of probable consumption.

The planning of such a network opens up questions of

the deepest interest to the electrician. His aim will

be to so connect its separate parts as to economise
energy, and to maintain them at a proper potential

against all probable demands. If the mains are

worked at a moderate tension flow tension system)

different points (where the demand for energy is

greatest) will be in direct communication with the

central station by means of thin *' pilot " or potential

wires. Such a system enables the attendant to ascer-

tain at a glance the variations of potential at the

points of consumption. The variations cannot easily

be determined at the dynamo, because the potential

at the station and at the remote end of a main are

not necessarily coincident unless mains of extrava-

gant size be used.

It has been said that a constant pressure must be

maintained upon mains. In systems of incandescent

lighting this is imperative. The reason is not far to

seek. If a glow lamp takes an electric pressure of 100

volts to incandesce it to its standard (8, 10, 16, 20

candle-power as the case may be) a fall of ten or

twenty volts would make a very great difference in

the amount of light, frequently 50 per cent. If, on

the other hand, the voltage should rise to a similar

amount, the lamp would become very much brighter,

and would probably be " burnt out " in a short time.

It is therefore important to guard against making the

lamps appear ** like red-hot hair-pins " on the one

hand, and the destruction of the filaments upon the

other.

Material^ etc.y ofMains.—Mains being simply copper

conductors of considerable capacity, different autho-
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rities advocate distinct shapes or particular forms of

construction. The most usual form is that of the

stranded conductor, having many wires, acting as one,

shown in section in Fig. 123, p. 301. These cables

are generally heavily insulated in gutta-percha,

hemp, jute, vulcanised rubber, &c., and are frequently

further " armoured " by a sheathing of twisted iron

wires. Or the cable is, after being insulated, covered

with lead. The object of so much expenditure upon

insulation, &c., is simply to cheapen the cost of con-

structing trenches or conduits, and of providing

means for high insulation therein. But the system

in use in Paris upon a large scale has proved that

naked cables may be used with every advantage. In

this system the cables 'of silicum bronze) are carried

in conduits of concrete, beneath the kerb, upon insu-

lators of porcelain placed abo\it every six feet. The
insulation of these mains is said to be very high.

The same system has been extended to London,

where a large proportion of the work has been done
upon the three-wire system, the conductors being in

many cases of *' strap" copper, carried upon insu-

lators in suitable conduits.

There is little reason to doubt that the mains of

the future will be chiefly of naked copper or bronze,

and preferably of the "strap" form, especially for

high-tension work.

Several patents have been taken out for particular

methods of constructing and insulating the mains.

One of the most interesting of these is the invention

of Ferranti (No. 2,315, 1888), who proposes to employ
a twin main, the core of which is to convey the nega-
tive or positive current from the dynamo. The core

is heavily insulated from the exterior metallic sheath-
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ing, which forms the " return." The main is com-
posed, first, of a copper tube of small diameter, sur-

rounded by a considerable thickness of insulating

material, the whole being enclosed in a copper or

other metallic tube, about three inches in diameter.

It is to be particularly observed that the " return " was
intended to be put in connection with the earth, and
that only the core was to be maintained in a carefully

insulated condition. This is known as the "con-
centric " method of construction. This main is con-

structed in lengths, and suitably jointed together.

The Ferranti system employs high tension alternating

currents, and these mains are intended to be used

for conveying electricity to Central London from the

large generating station at Deptford, where the Fer-

ranti system is exclusively employed. Owing to the

great inductive influence of the return upon telephone

and telegraph circuits, the naked return conductor has

also been insulated.

Concentric mains on the same principle, but with

both conductors insulated, are being largely used,

especially on the Continent. The concentric method

minimises the loss of energy usually arising from

self-induction, especially when alternating currents

of high tension are in question.

Junction Boxes—Distribution Boxes.—At certain

points along the course of a main it is necessary to

provide mains for connecting feeders, examining the

mains, and for making connections for consumers*

supply, in the form of wells or man-holes, easily

accessible from without. These are known as junction

boxes.

Feeders.—The chief distinction between mains and

feeders lies in the fact that a main is a conductor that
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may be tapped at any point for consumers' supply,

while a feeder is a conductor leading direct from the

dynamo-machine or other source of electricity to the

main, and is not tapped on the way. The cross-

section of feeders is generally much smaller than that

of mains.

EUciric Light Conduits.-^Yx. may be thought that

the extensive experience of underground wiring ac-

quired by the Postal Telegraph Department might

possibly afford a safe guide to engineers in the work
of laying electric light feeders or mains. But such is

not the case. The conditions are very different. The
currents to be carried are enormously greater, tension

is similarly higher, and there is also the question of

frequent tapping along the course of the main. The
electric light conduit can hardly be said to have

emerged from the experimental stage, and every likely

form is under test. Conditions, too, vary greatly.

The proximity of gas, water, and other mains have a

certain influence, and the nature of the roadway, with

the traffic carried, also bears strongly upon the suc-

cess or failure of a particular class of conduits. Mr.

John B. Verity read a paper before the Institute of

Electrical Engineers, on April nth, iSSq,* in which
an extensive experience of electrical conduits, both at

home and abroad, finds practical expression.

The Fuse atid the Cut-out,—In the wiring of build-

ings for the electric light certain precautions are

usually taken against the risk of fire. There may be
said to be a possibility of the wires leading from the

mains becoming hot enough to ignite dry woodwork
under certain conditions, which, however, seldom or

never occur in practice. But to satisfy the stringent

• SttTfu EltdrkiaH^ Apiil a6, 1889.
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rules issued by the fire insurance companies, it is

usual to insert in the circuit certain portions of con-
ductor that will easily fuse upon the wires becoming
hot, and so cutting out the faulty circuit from the
main supply. Such an accident might, for example,
take place if the two house wires came into conduc-
tive contact within the building. This short circuit

from the fault to the mains would then in all proba-
bility become very hot, or an electric arc, capable of

setting fire to inflammable substances, might ensue at

the fault if the contact were only partial.

Hence, to protect a moderate length of such house-
circuit, a pair of fuses are placed at its junction with
the mains. This is the correct position for the first

fuses, but it is not always convenient to place them
in that position. If a considerable number of lamps
are to be run by the circuit, so that it takes the form

of a pair of sub- mains with branches, fuses should be

fixed at the root of each branch, "^m^. fuses should be

used sparingly, as too free a use of them will introduce

dangers greater than those they are supposed to avert.

A fuse is a short length of tin or lead wire, or it

may be of tinfoil. Tin wire has been found the most

suitable substance, because it does not easily oxidise,

and melts without " firing."

Mr. A. C. Cockburn read a paper on " Safety Fuses

for Electric Light Circuits " at the Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers on December 8, 1887,* in which he

describes various instructive experiments bearing

upon this question. The alloy he recommends is

composed of tin with the addition of 5 per cent, of

phosphorus. This is stated to fuse at a temperature

of 235*^ C. Various alloys are used ; but for general

• " Jouraal " of the Institute.
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purposes in this country electrical engineers are

agreed that tin wire or foil answers the purpose suffi-

ciently well. Numerous devices have been invented

for affixing the fuse to the leading wire. ** Plugs *'

of fusible alloy are frequently used to close the circuit

between the two ends of the wire ; the fusing of the
'* plug " and the dropping out of its substance break-

ing the circuit. As the fuses have to bear currents

of various powers without the chance of rupture, they

are constructed in various sizes, as capable of feeding

5, 10, 20, lOO lamps, &c., without melting. The fuses

are thus generally marked with the current they are

intended to safely carry. In the selection of fuses it

is important to observe that when the fuse melts its

substance drops by gravity away from the wires, so

completely severing the circuit. Sir William Thomson
and others have introduced fuses in which a spring is

employed to rupture the circuit upon the alloy becom-

ing overheated.

Switches,—^A great improvement has recently been

effected in the switches used for opening and closing

the main circuits by the introduction of Mr. Hedge's
doubU-poU switches. This, if placed at the root of a

main branch, can be used for disconnecting both

wires simultaneously from the mains. Simple or

single switches are made in immense variety. The
chief requisite in a switch is, first, perfect contact,

and, when opened, a sudden and complete severance

of the circuit. This is usually effected by a spring,

so that when the switch is once moved it opens sud-

denly of itself. "Switch-boards" and distribution

boxes, as used for large installations and central

dep6t8, scarcely come within the range of the present

pages. Many of them are of wonderful ingenuity.
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Electrical Measurin]; Instruments.

Siemens^ Electro -Dynamometer.— Th is instrument

(Fig. 143) is generally used for measuring the current

from either continuous-current or alternating-current

machines. It consists of a wooden frame placed on

three levelling screws. On the lower (horizontal)

Fig. 143.—Siemens' Electro Dynamometer.

part of the frame three terminals are arranged; to the

upright part a fixed coil of two insulated copper wires

is attached, and to the upper end of the frame a disc

with a movable axis. The circumference of the disc
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is divided into degrees. The two wires of the fixed

copper coil are connected each with one end to a

terminal and with the other end to a mercury cup.

The two wires are of unequal thickness, the stout one

being connected to terminal 3 and the mercury cup

and the thin one to terminal 2 and the cup. From
the axis of the disc hangs on a fine spiral spring a

movable loop of stout copper wire, which dips with

one end into the mercury cup and with the other into

a second mercury cup below the first one. This

second mercury cup is connected to the central ter-

minal.

The loop bears an index arm reaching up to the

circumference of the disc. The movable axis from

which the loop is suspended bears a pointer, which

is fixed to it by a collar and a small screw. The
top of the axis has a screw head. A plumb-bob
attached to the frame serves to place the instrument

in a perpendicular position. A small horizontal

axis with screw-head in its outer end, and resting

on the larger movable axis with its inner end,

holds the suspension of the copper loop, and by
turning it one way or another the copper loop is

lifted so as to move freely, or let down so as to

rest immovably.
For use, place the instrument on a firm basis,

put it into a position that the plumb-bob will hang
perpendicularly, lift the loop to move freely, and
see whether the index arm on the copper loop and
the pointer from the axis both point to zero on the

disc. Should they not do so, turn the vertical

axis until the index arm does, and then loosen the

screw on the collar of the pointer and turn the

pointer until it also rests on zero, then screw the
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pointer fast again. The wires of the circuit, the
current of which is to be measured, are connected
to terminals i and 3, if a strong current is to be
measured, or to terminals i and 2, if the current is

weaker.

The current then, in the first case, enters at ter-

minal 3, passes through the stout wire of the fixed

coil into the upper mercury cup, through the movable
copper loop into the lower mercury cup, and leaves

at terminal i.

While passing, the current makes the loop turn

from its position of rest, and its index arm there-

fore leaves the zero on the disc. The movable axis

must then be turned until the index arm has returned

to zero, and the angle through which the axis has

been turned is shown by the pointer on the disc.

If several currents are measured by this instrument

they bear the same proportion to each other as the

square roots of the respective angles observed.

A table at the back of the instrument gives the

constants to be used for calculating from the angle

the current in amperes. These constants only hold

good, however, for the particular spiral spring which

was in the instrument when the constants were

determined. A later form of the instrument, so ar-

ranged that it can be used aboard ship, and that the

reading can be taken direct from the dial, was de-

scribed by Mr. Alexander Siemens at the Society of

Telegraph Engineers, December i, 1887.

Siemens' Watt-Meter.—This instrument is intended

to measure at one operation the activity in a circuit.

It somewhat resembles the same maker's dynamo-

meter, which is more especially intended for the

measurement of alternating currents. Here we deal
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direct with both the current and the potential, and

obtain at one reading the watt-energy in the circuit.

The instrument consists of a coil of fine wire of rect-

angular shape, and of a single rectangle of very thick

wire, capable of moving over the fine wire coil. In

these respects the instrument is very similar to the

dynamometer already described except that the wire

in the coil is much finer, and acts as a potentiometer,

or volt meter, and the single turn much thicker. The
movable coil is suspended by a torsion spring in the

same way. The connections with the circuit are so

arranged that the whole of the current passes through

the thick coil. The fine coil is connected as a loop

or by-pass, and, ofcourse,only takes a proportion ofthe

current—this current is always proportional to the

difference of potential between the extremities of the

mains being measured. When the currents pass

there is an attraction between the coils tending to

pull them into the same plane. The torsion spring

is now brought into play, and is rotated by hand until

the coils are brought back to the position at right

angles to each other, as in the case of the dynamo-
meter. A table accompanies the instrument, showing

at once for every given degree of torsion so imposed

the electrical activity in watts.

Ayrton afid Perry*s Ammeter,—This instrument de-

pends upon the principle that a fragment of iron, if

placed in a magnetic field, will, if free to move, place

itself in the strongest part of that field. A peculiar

form of spiral spring is also used in the ammeter (or

ampere meter) 30 adapted as to rotate in proportion

to tne pull exerted upon it. Within a vertical tube of

soft iron is placed the small piece of iron of cylindrical

shape, suspended by the spiral spring already men-
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tioned. The upper end of this spring, which is free

to rotate, carries a pointer moving over a dial, gra-

duated. The instrument is rendered active by a
solenoid (of insulated wire) surrounding the iron tube,

and a certain distance beyond it, downwards. The
iron piece being suspended just at the base of the

iron tube is pulled downwards, when the current is

passed, into the space below the tube, and in this

motion exerts an effect upon the spiral spring, so

rotating the pointer. Since the pull is proportional

directly to the current passing, and the rotation of the

pointer is in unison, the instrument presents the great

advantage of showing direct the current in amperes
upon an equally graduated scale. A very complete

protection from outside magnetic or electrical influ-

ences is given to the ammeter by a sheathing of iron

plate.

Voltmeters.—The instruments spoken of above are

more especially adapted to the measurement of cur-

rent. To determine the electrical pressure or poten-

tial a rather different class of instrument has come
into use. These are known as voltvieters (as indi-

cating how many volts pressure), potential galvano-

meters or potentiometers. The general principle of

the voltmeter is the same as that of the current

meter. The chief difference lies in the high resist-

ance of the voltmeter coil or conductor, as compared

with the low resistance of the current meters. On
the other hand, a current-measuring instrument will

measure the volts, provided it does not admit of an

appreciable flow of electricity. So that many current-

meters are easily converted into voltmeters by ex-

changing the low-resistance coil for one of very high

resistance.
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Sir William Thomson has devised many beautiful

instruments for this purpose, and his gravity volt-

meter is well-known to working electricians. It con-

sists essentially of a conical solenoid having a very

high resistance (200 ohms, a coil of fine wire in the

shape of a cone). A short stumpy piece of soft iron

is suspended in the interior of this coil, balanced

from the short end of a light ** steelyard " of alu-

minum, moving over a graduated scale. When the

current passes it produces a magnetic field in the coil,

which (on account of the cone shape) is stronger at the

top than at the bottom. The iron bob is thus attracted

further upwards into the coil, carrying the steelyard

with it. The long end of the steelyard then shows at

once the potential in volts. An additional resistance

of platinoid wire, of 2,000 ohms, is also included in

the circuit. No spring is used in the instrument, the

counterforce being gravity, which is constant for any
position of the steelyard. This voltmeter is adapted

for constant currents.

Cardew's VoUnuUr.—A great deal of practical work

is being done with the excellent voltmeter devised by
Captain Cardew. This voltmeter does not depend
upon electro-magnetic action. It is extremely simple,

depending merely as it does upon the elongation or

sagging of a stretched platinoid or platinum wire

when currents are passed through it. The instrument

consists of the stretched wire, one end of which is

rigidly attached to the framework, while the other

extremity is kept tight by a spring. This end of the

wire b attached by a multiplying motion to an indi-

cator moving over a dial, graduated in volts. The
finger shows the volts at once. The wire is stretched

within a long tube, the material of which, it has been
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found, must have the same co-efficient of expansion
as that of the wire itself. The tube is, therefore, made
partially of iron and partially of brass. When con-
nections from the extremities of the wire (usually

through a resistance coil) are made to the dynamo
terminals or mains, the pressure in which it is desired

to ascertain, the finger is immediately deflected ; but
it does not take up a steady position immediately.

This is owing to the gradual heating of the wire, and
not until the increments of heat produced by the cur-

rent are balanced by the heat lost by the wire by
radiation, convection, &c., does the true potential

appear upon the dial. The instrument is made to

suit various voltages, and is considered the most
reliable form of voltmeter, especially for electrical

pressures under 1,000 volts. In most cases where
the Cardew voltmeter is in use at central stations, it

is kept permanently connected with the mains, and
indicates within narrow limits the variations of po-

tential.

Messrs. Ayrton and Perry* have devised certain

improvements upon the well-known Cardew instru-

ment. In their improved voltmeter they have utilised

the Cardew principle of the sagging wire, but have

both modified the disposition of the wire and wedded
thereto their ingenious torsion spring, as described

in connection with their ammeter (p. 334).t The plati •

noid wire in Messrs. Ayrton and Perry's instrument

is rigidly attached at both extremities, and the indi-

cations are taken from its central portion, the indicat-

ing torsion- spring, carrying a pointer moving over a

dial, being attached thereto. The instrument is said

• Paper read at the Institute of Electrical Engineers, January, 188S

t Proceedings of the Royal Society, No. 230, p. 311, 1884.

Z
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to be especially accurate for the measurement of low

tensions.

Dr. Fleming and Mr. Gimmingham have brought

out a useful form of portable voltmeter, which is recog-

nised as the standard instrument of the Edison-

Swan Company.



CHAPTER XI.

MEASUREMENT OF THE ARC LIGHT,

Photometric measurements, as applied to the

light produced by electricity between two carbons

points, are not so easily obtained accurately as may
be supposed. The value is usually given in terms of

comparison with the standard sperm candle, burning,

as nearly as possible, 1 20 grains per hour.

London gas, with a burner consuming about 5 cubic

feet of gas per hour, gives an average illuminating

power ot 15 standard candles, Liverpool gas 16 ; and

the gas of other towns varies in quality so greatly

that gaslight should never be employed as a standard

of measurement unless its actual value has been de-

termined. In France the measurement is usually

made by comparing with the light of a Carcel lamp,

burning 648 grains of pure oil per hour. An ordinary

gas-jet, burning 4J cubic feet per hour, is equal to

i-jAj^th of a Carcel light as above. A burner consuming

7 feet per hour is equal to 172 Carcel lights—taking

i6-candle gas.

The intensity of the beam of electric light varies

considerably according to the relative positions of the

carbons. Thus, if a carbon having a square section

be placed so that its axis corresponds with the line of

one of the angles of the other carbon, the beams of
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light in different directions will vary as much as the

ratio of 38 to 287, and even when the axis of one car-

bon lies properly in a prolongation of the axis of the

other, the beam will vary with the angle formed by

the beam with the axis of the carbons. Thus it is

stated that the beam at right-angles to the axis has

measured 970 candles only, whilst that measured at

45° with the axis of the carbons has been 2,000

candles. The light should, therefore, always be

measured on a beam at right-angles to the axis of

the carbons.

Rum/ord*s Photometer is one of those often used, and

its simplicity recommends it to the practical elec-

trician. It consists simply of a calico or other screen,

in front of which, and about a foot from it, is placed,

vertically, an opaque rod of any material, such as

blackened wood. The lights to be compared—for

example, a candle and a gas-jet, are placed at

different distances from the rod, and the gas-jet is

moved until the shadow it casts from the rod upon the

screen is equal in intensity to that produced by the

candle, which will, of course, be much nearer to the

rod. The intensity of light diminishes as the square

of the distance increases, or in other words, the inten^

stfy of the light is inversely proportional to the square of
the distance. Since the intensity of a light at twice

the distance is one-fourth, and at three times the dis-

tance one-ninth, it is obvious that if two sources of

light, of which one is placed at a certain distance

from the surface while the other is placed at a dis-

tance twice or three times as great, produce equal

degrees of illumination, the illuminating power of the

more distant light must be four or nine times as

great compared with the illuminating power of the
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light which is nearer to the surface. From this it is

clear that when two sources of light produce equal

intensities of shadow upon two surfaces at unequal
distances, their illuminating powers are in the ratio

of the square of their distances from the illuminated

surfaces.

Unfortunately, a difficulty is introduced in such

work by the redness of a candle light and the intense

violet rays given off by the electric arc light. For
electric arc light measurements it is found better to

use Bunsen's photometer, which enables the inten-

sities to be compared with greater accuracy than is

possible by the use of the opaque rod and screen.

The difficulty consists in the very different appear-

ance presented by a shadow cast by the reddish

candle, and that given from the brilliant electric light.

Bunsen's Photometer consists of a square wooden
frame, over which is stretched a piece of white paper

having a circular grease-spot in the centre. When
lights are to be compared, a straight line is drawn
upon a flat surface, the paper screen is placed verti-

cally upon it with its centre on a level with the two

lights, which are arranged upon either side of it. The
stronger light is moved away upon the line until the

grease-spot is not visible, and then, as before, by mea-

suring the distances between the lights and the screen

and comparing them, the power may be determined

with considerable accuracy. A wax-spot is best made
by dropping melted stearine upon the paper, removing

it with a knife, and weakening the strength of the

spot by passing blotting-paper on either side of it

under a hot iron. If the spot be too strong, it will be

difficult to arrive at a correct estimate of the values.

Equal advantages should be given to both lights.
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For example, if the electric light be thrown upon the

8creen from a parabolic reflector, the candle-light

should be also provided with a similar backing. If

the electric light be diffused, the candle-light should

also be diffused, and care is necessary to have the

backgrounds and sides near to the lights equal in

colour or reflective power. Care is also necessary that

the experiment be made in an otherwise dark place.

In the experiments undertaken by the Committee

of the Franklin Institute to determine the efficiency

of the dynamo-electric machines placed in their

hands, namely, the large and small Brush, the Wal-
lace-Farmer, large and small, and one of Gramme's
machines, care was taken, in order to make the mea-
surements as accurate as possible, so to arrange the

apparatus that no reflected or diffused light should

fall on the photometer, and thus introduce an element

of error.

Tlie electric lamp was enclosed in a box open at

the back for convenience of access, but closed with a

non-reflecting and opaque screen during the experi-

ments. Projecting from a hole in the front of the

box was a wooden tube, 6 in. square inside and 8 ft.

long, with its inner surface blackened to prevent re-

flection, thus allowing only a small beam of direct

light to leave the box.

The beam of light passed into a simiuir wcx.dcn

tube, placed at a proper distance from the first (about

30 ft.), and holding in its farther end the standard
candle. This tube also held the dark box of a Bun-
sen photometer, mounted on a slide, so as to be easily

adjusted at the proper distance between the two
sources of light. A slit in the side of the tube

enabled the observer to see the diaphragm and
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grease-spot. The outer end of the second tube was
also covered by a non- reflecting opaque hood, and the

room was, of course, darkened when photometric

measurements were taken. The rigid exclusion of

all reflected or difl'used light is believed to be the only

trustworthy method of obtaining true results, and
will, no doubt, account in a great degree for the lower

candle- power obtained in these experiments than that

given by many previous experimenters.

The difficulties encountered in the measurement of

the light, arising from the difference in colour, were

at first thought to be considerable, but further prac-

tice and experience enabled the observer to over-

come them to such an extent that the error arising

from this cause is inconsiderable, being greatly less

than that due to the fluctuations of the electric arc

itself.

The Franklin Institute Committee considered what
advantage would be gained by using a larger source

of light than the standard candle, but after making
several experiments with gas flames and the oxy-

hydrogen light, they determined to use a standard

candle only, making corrections for any variations in

the rate of consumption of 120 grains per hour.

In determining the light-giving power of the current

produced by the different machines, a continuous run

of from 4 to 5 hours was made, and great care was

taken to keep the axis of the two carbons of the lamp

in the same line. To facilitate observations, a lens

was placed in the side of the electric lamp box, in

line with the carbon points. The axis of the lens was

at right-angles to the beam of light going to the

photometer, and an image projected upon a screen,

from the lens, enabled the observer to note the con-
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diUon of the carbon points without distressing the

eye. Photographic views of the carbon points wer«

also taken at the moment of making the photometric

observations, and care was observed that, at the

moment of making the measurement, there was no
fluctuation or moving from side to side of the electric

arc.

The first of the following tables exhibits the results

obtained by the Franklin Institute from their photo-

metric measurements of the lights from the Brush
machines, large and small ; the Wallace-Farmer ma-
chines, large and small, and the small machine of

Gramme, made by Breguet, and sent by him to the

Philadelphia Exhibition. The second table gives

some particulars of the experiments made at the

South Foreland by Mr. (now Sir James) Douglass,

the engineer to the Trinity Board, in 1876 and 1877.

The measurements of electric lights made by the

Franklin Institute, and those by the Trinity House
authorities, thus include particulars of the chief ma-
chines then in use.

It is but fair to the proprietors of the Gramme ma-
chine, as tested by the Trinity Board, to state that

the type of apparatus tried was not the best in use,

and that the Gramme has since been found in

practical working to very nearly reach the candle-

power per horse-power of the smaller Siemens ma-
chine.

According to Messrs. Sautter, Lemonnier and Co.'s

experiments, made by them in Paris, they give for

the Gramme machines:—

A type MOO)
C tjrpe t,Soo

J
Standard candles per B.».

Diypa 3.115)
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In the photometric measurements of the Trinity

Board, the standard of comparison was the 6-\vick

colza-oil lamp of the Board, and it was placed at a

distance of loo feet from the electric lamp. It was
found that when two of Siemens' machines were
coupled together, they gave a larger candle-power

than when worked separately. Working separately

the aggregate light was equal to 1 2,403 candles, while

the illuminating power rose to 14,134 candles when
the machines were joined to one cable and driven at

the same speed as before.

Measurement of Incandescent Light.—To obtain

accurate comparisons of the light powers of the

incandescent lamps has been found to present no
difficulty,



CHAPTER XII.

MATHEMATICAL NOTES.

Dr. Hopkhtson's Investigations.—'Dr. Hopkinson, in

April, 1879, ^^ead a valuable paper on "Electric

Lighting" before the Institution of Mechanical En-
gineers. In this communication he gives the results

of experiments on one of Siemens' continuous-current

dynamo machines to establish the relation between

the electro-motive force, resistance of the circuit and
current, and also between the energy transmitted,

measured by dynamometer, and that appearing as

current. The curve formed by taking the current as

abscissae and the electro-motive force as ordinates

when different resistances are in circuit, is given, the

quantities being reduced to a common rate of 720

revolutions a minute, it being taken that electro-

motive force, with the other elements constant, is pro-

portional to the speed. From this curve, now generally

known as the " characteristic " of the dynamo, various

problems can be solved. It will determine what cur-

rer.t will flow at any given speed of rotation of the

machine, and under any conditions of the circuit,

whether of resistances or of opposed electro-motive

forces.

Mr. Schwendter's Experiments.—With regard to the

relation of speed to currents and electro-motive force,

Mr. Schwendler* states :
" The current produced by a

* Precis of Report to the Board of Directors of the East India Railway
on electric light experiments.
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dynamo-electric machine through a given constant

total resistance in circuit increases pern)anently with

the speed of the induction cylinder. This increase of

current for low speeds is more than proportional to

the speed ; afterwards it becomes proportional, and
for high speeds the increase of current is less than

proportional to the speed. The current has, however,

no maximum for any speed, but reaches its greatest

value at an infinite speed. This same law, as the

total resistance in circuit is supposed to be constant,

of course holds good also for the electro-motive force."

With regard to the influence of external resistance,

Mr. Schwendler further states :
" Keeping the speed

constant, the electro-motive force decreases rapidly

with increase of external resistance. This decrease is

more rapid the smaller the internal resistance of the

machine. Hence the currents must decrease much
more rapidly than proportional to the total resistance

in the circuit. As in the case of speed the electro-

motive force has no maximum for a certain external

resistance, but approaches permanently its greatest

value for an external resistance equal to nil."

Relation between Magnetisation and Speed in the

Dynamo Machine,— Professor S. P. Thomson,* in a

paper on " The Conditions of Self-excitation in a

Dynamo Machine," communicated to the Society,

arrived at the conclusion that in a well-built dynamo,
where C is the number of conductors counted round
the periphery of the armature, n the number of revo-

lutions of the armature per second, N the whole num-
ber of magnetic lines (in c G S units) which traverse

the armature, % the current in the circuit, s the num-
ber of convolutions in series with the main circuit, E R

* .Note read ^oic ihe Ph> ileal Society, Januaiy 36, 1889.
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the sum of the electric resistances (in c G S units) of

the circuit in which the EMF operates, and Ep the

sum of the magnetic resistances in the magnetic cir-

cuit ; the equation of E M F is

« C N = E R ^;

and the equation of magneto-motive force is

4 TT S 2 = E p N,

from which by multiplication together,

4irS/^C=:EpER,
or the product of the magnetic and electric resistance

is constant for a definite speed of rotation. The last

equation gives the means of determining the limit

of self-excitation when the speed was altered by a
definite amount, for the equation may be written

4ffCS Ep
ER — n '

showing that self-excitation will continue until resis-

tance to magnetism is proportional to the speed.

Mr. Alexander Siemens' Paper at the Society of
Telegraph Engineers,—Mr. A. Siemens has pointed

out,* that in the ordinary dynamo machines as

generally used, "the intensity of the magnetic field

in which the armature revolves varies very much,

being greatest when the external resistance is

smallest, and vice versa. If, therefore, the lamps

producing the light are not working very regu-

larly, their action re-acts continually on the machine

in the most unfavourable way, by weakening the

magnetic field when the resistance is greatest and the

current most wanted, and by inducing the most

powerful currents when the least resistance is to be

• Journal Soc. Tel. Eng., March, 1880.
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surmounted." This often destroys the insulation of

the wire.

To obviate this the electro-magnet circuit has been

made a parallel circuit to the external resistance

circuit, one circuit acting as a shunt to the other. In

this case, as the external resistance increases the

E.M.F. rises, as more current passes through the

electro-magnet circuit.

But although this causes the E.M.F. to vary in the

right direction, it still causes fluctuation, and the

variation in the strength of the field-magnets causes

a variation in the power absorbed, and also displaces

the most favourable point for the brushes.

A constant and permanent magnetic field is there-

fore recommended by using a separate machine for

exciting the electro-magnets.

It is also pointed out that length of leading wires,

by adding to the resistance of the circuit, diminishes

the fluctuations in the current caused by the variation

in the resistance of the arc.

Alternate-current machines appear, according to

Mr. Siemens, to stand wear and tear better than the

continuous-current machine, and in those made by
Mr. Siemens an important improvement has been
introduced by omitting the iron cores of the revolving

coils. The heating effects of the cores caused by
the incessant reversing of their polarity is thereby

avoided, and the intensity of the magnetic field

scarcely affected.

Mr, Fitzgerald*5 Investigations.— Mr. Fitzgerald

argues that there is no force in nature varying

simply as the number of cells in series of a battery

or corresponding with what is known as electro-
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1

motive force, and no inertia varying according to

what is defined as electrical resistance.

Further, it is observed that the effects of varying

those "current elements" are very different in the

two cases of the dynamo-electric and the voltaic

currents. The law of Ohm, as previously applied to

the current effects of voltaic batteries, was thought

by some to be inapplicable in certain points to the

dynamo-electric machine and its currents. This does

not mean, however, that the well-known law of Ohm
is incorrect as a law of phenomena—an expression

indicating a necessary relation—but from a physical

point of view as empirical as other mathematical laws

in which causation is lost sight of.

In the case of any electro-motor the equation I =: -

is perfectly applicable. In the voltaic battery, how-

ever, a variation of R does not of necessity affect E,

which is altogether independent of such variation

when this occurs in the external portion of the circuit.

Thus we have generally I ex: -, or current varies in-
R

versely as the resistance in circuit.

A variation of E does not necessarily affect R ; and,

when the external resistance of the circuit bears a

high ratio to the battery resistance, a variation of the

electro-motive force from E to E^—an addition to,

or diminution of, the number of cells in series

—

causes the current to vary approximately in the ratio

E^— . Accurately, the variation in any case is deter-

•C'l Ti

mined by the ratio : , where p is the resistance
•^

F. R -f F /)
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of the cells added or subtracted. Thus,

E ^ E» R _ E»

R ER + Ep R + p

In the case of a telegraph circuit for instance,

we have approximately I oc E. On the other hand,

in the dynamo -electric machine, converting into

electrical work a gfiven horse-power, I o: » since,
V R

£2
the ratio — being constant, E* oc R, E oc ^ r, and

R

- a -5-— = -r— . Thus any variation of R in this
R R \/ R
case necessarily affects E.

Again any variation of E necessarily affects R ; and,

the product E i being constant, we have i oc -, a some-

what startling result, which, to some observers, has

appeared contradictory to the law of Ohm. With
this, however, it is in perfect accord—in effect, since

E oc v^~R, R oc eS and
E E I- oc -- = -

;R E» E
or, when E is varied, the current varies inversely as

the electro-motive force, because the resistance varies

as the square of this value.

It will be seen that R or E* = -j, and that the same

quantity of work will be done by the current whatever

may be the resistance in the circuit.

If h. p. be taken to express the total horse-power

converted into electrical work (in the whole circuit),

under the best conditions, with a Gramme machine of

the form experimented with at the Franklin Institute,

H. P. = h. p. X 1*39,
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and the efficiency of the machine is expressed by
h. p. 1^^ = 72 nearly.

Or the machine can convert into electrical work 72 per

cent, of the energy expended upon it.

Let E = electro-motive force, in volts, acting in a

circuit.

R the total resistance in ohms, of the circuit.

r = resistance of the voltaic arc obtained.

H. P. = h. p. of the prime motor working the

dynamo-electric machine.

h. p. = the h. p. absorbed in the production of

electrical work in the circuit.

X = the intensity as standard candles, of the

electric light so arranged as to illuminate equally in

all directions.

A = intensity of the light in one particular direc-

tion ; the light being arranged to give the maximum
illumination (without reflectors) in this direction.

The energy of the current, or the mechanical equi-

valent of the work and heat produced by it per houty

will be

W = l!jLi654 ft..ibs. = 5L2Lij8 ft.-tons.
R R

Horse-power absorbed in the current

/ energy in ft.-lbs. \

\33,ooo X time in min./

will be , E 2
h. p = R X 747

The ratio ' ^ is the measure of the efficiency
XT., r,

of dynamo-electric machines. In the case of Gramme's
machine, under the best conditions we have

H.P. =h.p. X 1-39.

A A
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The horse-power absorbed in the arc itself is

h. p. X -.

The ratio of this latter value to h. p., or

r __ h. p. X r X 747
R E^

is the measure of the efficiency of the electrical circuit

in the production of the greatest quantity of light

with a given quantity of electrical energy.

In the experiments with the Gramme machine
made by the Committee of the Franklin Institute, the

lii^ht, in standard sperm candles, produced by the

voltaic arc was

X = h. p. X - X 1,044 (candles) . . . (i)

R
when the intensity of the light was approximately

equal in every direction. But, when the carbons are

so adjusted as to give the best effects with the photo-

meter in a given position, we may multiply the former

value by 2*87, and we have

A = h. p. X - X 2,996 (candles) ...(11)R
Expressing these equations in a different form, we

have

X = I* r X 1*4 • . . . (I «)

A = i» r X 4 . • . . fl I «)

It should be remembered that these values are

obtainable only under the most carefully arranged
conditions.

Although the light cannot be subdivided without

very considerable loss, it is not to be admitted that,

if a given total quantity of light be produced with

one hundred lamps, it is one hundred times as expen-
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sive as if it were produced by one lamp. If we use
two lamps instead of one, and put them in series, the
original arc resistance, /, is not necessarily doubled

;

indeed it may be preserved constant, in which case

we should have — for each light, and the original

value, C^ /, for the two. And if we place four lamps
in parallel circuit, the total resistance may be reduced

nearly fourfold, so that we may obtain twice the

original current with half the electro-motive force in

action. Thus

C^ /, or -^ / becomes

(!)

The theoretical value for each light being

and that from the four c^ /. The loss, when the light

is subdivided, is doubtless due to an increase in the

quantity of heat which must be expended before any
luminous effect is produced.

Equational numbers required in reducing results.—
The particulars given herewith will be found of value

in any experiments upon dynamo-electric machines,

circuits, or lamps.

One horse-power is equal to 1,980,000 foot-lbs. per

hour, or 33,000 per minute; that is 33,000 lbs. weight

falling one foot in a minute, or i lb. weight falling

33,000 feet per minute.

I horse-power is maintained in modern steam-

engines with 3 J lbs. of coal per hour.
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I heat unit = 772 foot-lbs.

Therefore 1 horse-power = 2,565 units of heat per

hour, and ^ftft^ = 6J units of heat per candle of light.

I standard candle (of sperm) bums 120 grains per

hour, and equals | cubic foot of gas per hour.

I lb. gas coal produces 4 cubic feet of gas, 0-85 lb.

of gas coke, and 0*05 lb. of tar. In a pound of gas

coal there are 15,000 units of heat, in the coke 13,000,

in the gas tar 20,000 units of heat.

The power expended by a dynamo-electric machine
producing current for the light of a standard candle

is about 90 lbs. falling through one foot in a minute.

I calorie (kilogramme of water heated 1° Centi-

grade) is equal to 424 kilogramm^tres, which equals

3*9683 units (Fahrenheit).

I kilogramm^tre equals 7*2331 foot. -lbs.

The electrical units employed at present may, for

practical purposes, be taken as follows :

—

The Volt is the unit of electro-motive force, and is

nearly equal to the electro-motive force of a Daniell

element, the latter being about i 079 volls.

The Ohm is the unit of resistance, and equal to

485 metres of pure copper wire one millimetre in

diameter at a temperature of 32° F. (See also p. 5.)

The Ampere is the unit of current, and is the
current that would be produced by an electro-motive
forceofone volt, acting through a resistance ofone ohm.

Ohm*5 Law 0/ the Circuit,—The famous law dis-

coviTcd by Dr. G. S. Ohm expresses very clearly and
simply the relation of the three units, volt, ohm, and
ampere, to each other. It shows that the current is

directly proportiotial to the electro-motiveforce exerUd in,

and inversely proportional to the resistance of the circuity

or, as it is usually put, in the form of an equation :

—
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Electromotive force (volts) ^ ^ , , ,

Reastance(ohmi) " = ^""''"* (amperes).

These numbers are generally expressed in symbols,
using £ for electromotive force, R for resistance, and
C for current.

The law is also written

R - E

or
E = C X R.

The word " Pressure " is now coming into general

use by practical men in lieu of electromotive force or

potential. It is not strictly correct, and may lead to

false views of what is going on in the circuit.

Conductivity is the inverse of resistance. Different

substances show different conductivities. Thus,

taking silver as possessing a conductivity of 100,

copper shows 96, while iron only gives 16.

The resistance of a conductor varies directly as its

length. Its resistance varies inversely as the area of

its cross section.

Board of Trade Unit.—Under the Electric Lighting

Act, the Board of Trade has issued certain regula-

tions, in which the electrical unit authorised in the

transactions between electric light companies and

consumers is defined as one thousand wattSy* main-

tained for one hour (one thousand Watt-hours), fre-

quentlytermed a Kilowatt-hour. Such a current would

maintain an ordinary 50-volt lamp alight for twenty

hours. The cost of such a current in England varies

to the consumer from is. down to yd. The cost at

the generating station is said to be as low as jjd.

• " Watt," p. 5.



CHAPTER XIII.

PRESENT APPLICATIONS OF THE ELECTRIC
LIGHT.

So extensive has been the introduction of electric

light, that to enumerate the installations and dwell

upon them in detail would in itself almost fully

occupy the pages of this little treatise. One or two

of the more noteworthy instances can only, there-

fore, be briefly glanced at.

Lighting by Incandescence.

Dwelling-houses.—Since incandescent lamps have

come into use, no particular distinction between the

disposition of the lights and gas-burners can be

drawn. For decorative or artistic purposes, however,

the incandescent system places at the disposal of the

artist a wonderful source of striking effect. The
glow lamp may be placed in situations and positions

impossible with gas. It may be connected to a long,

flexible conductor and carried about a room, &c.

Shops and Warehouses.—The general lighting of

shops and warehouses is still largely carried out upon
the arc system. This is, no doubt, due to the greater

cheapness of the arc light as compared with glow-

lamps. But for window decoration the glow-lamp is

coming into extensive use. It presents the great
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advantage of being semi-portable, and it may be
placed in positions and among goods where gas or

oil lights would be dangerous. But it must not be
supposed that a glow-lamp is perfectly safe if placed

in contact with inflammable goods. Experiments
have proved that it may be possible to char or ignite

dry materials when in contact with a glow-lamp in

full light. Of late the two systems of arc and incan-

descence have been used in combination in warehouses
with satisfactory results.

Theatres.—It is now well known that theatre light-

ing is much less costly, when the insurance charges

are considered, in the case of electricity than in that

of gas. The greater safety, the diminution of heat,

the purer atmosphere, and illumination, all tend to

the rapid introduction of the incandescent system.

It is used both before and behind the curtain, and in

some cases even in the decoration of the actresses.

The disposition and arrangement of the glow-lamps

is now so generally well known that it will be un-

necessary to enter into particulars here. The Savoy
Theatre, London, owing to the enterprise of Mr.

D'Oyly Carte, was the first of its kind to be entirely

lighted by incandescent lamps in this country. It

was lighted for the first time by electricity on the

evening of the loth October, 1881. Messrs. Siemens

Brothers were the engineers. The stage is lighted

by 715 clear glass lamps, and may be lighted at

will by coloured lamps instead, blue being the tint

used for night scenes. The change is made by the

movement of a switch. The brilliancy of either set

of lamps may be regulated at will by inserting, or

withdrawing from, the shunt circuit feeding the field

magnet of the dynamo, certain resistances. This
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arrangement is also under the control of the stage

manager, and from the switch-box at the corner of

the stage any change may be made. The lamps are

carried upon battens of incombustible material, and are

movable at will to answer any change of the scenery.

The building before the curtain is lighted by 150

glow lamps, arranged in groups of three, each lamp
being enclosed in a ground-glass globe. The re-

freshment-rooms, offices, and corridors are lighted by

165 lamps; the dressing-rooms behind the stage by
148. The lamps are placed in the usual multiple arc

or parallel system upon three independent circuits,

maintained by three Siemens dynamos, each yielding

400 amperes at 93 volts. For several years these

were driven by two Marshall portable engines of

20 horse-power, and one Roby engine of similar

power. About 150 horse-power is usually required

to illuminate fully the whole of the lamps. This

installation, which is now combined with the larger

one supplying the Savoy Hotel, has continued to

work without serious hitch from the commencement.
Its success has doubtless led to the present extensive

introduction of the incandescent system into the

London theatres, numerous examples of electric

lighting in which, supplied from central stations and
from private machines, are now to be found.

Incandescent Lighting of Large Spaces.—There is

every prospect of an extensive introduction of glow-
lamps of high candle-power for out-of-door works of

magnitude, and for large spaces generally. Since
the perfecting of lamps of 1,000 and 1,500 candle-

power, they have been taken up in preference to the

arc or the ** lucigen " oil light. Such lamps are fre-

quently run in series. They present the great advan-
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tages of diffusing the light and of requiring no
attention.

Incandescent Lighting of Railway Trains,—Ever
since the incandescent lamp became sufficiently per-

fect for general purposes, great expectations have
been entertained by the travelling public that at last

the question of effectively lighting railway carriages

would be solved. But it is not a little curious that it

cannot yet be said that railway companies have
interested themselves sufficiently to make use of so

perfect a source of light as the electric current. The
London and Brighton Company have from the first

occupied a foremost place in the electric lighting of

their trains. They were the first in this country to

use the new secondary batteries for that purpose, and
for years ran particular trains so fitted, removing the

accumulators and recharging as required. It may,
indeed, be said that this company have never ceased

to experiment on the subject, and that they are now
further advanced in electric lighting than any other

company in this country. They have at the present

time nearly twenty trains lighted in this way, having

surmounted the difficulties experienced by other com-
panies.

At the recent meeting of the International Railway
Congress, a comprehensive report on the subject was
presented by the management of the Belgian State

lines. The different sources of electricity tried were

:

(i) Primary batteries; (2) accumulators, placed {a) in

the van or baggage car; [b) in each car, so as to

render the lighting independent ; (3) a dynamo con-

nected to one of the axles, with accumulators to keep

up the lighting when the train is at rest; (4) a

dynamo operated by a special motor, placed on the
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locomotive or baggage car, and supplied by steam

from the engine or separate boiler.

Some of the difficulties to be surmounted are :

—

if the supply be from a single source for the whole

train, dividing the train cuts off the cars from the

light. Apart from the separating of trains there is

the difficulty, if the current comes from a dynamo
run from the axles, that the light ceases when the

train stops. Extensive experience has proved that

the best system yet known is the use of a small

dynamo in the van, driven by special gear from the

axle, and in connection with this a sufficient number
of accumulators to light the train when the dynamo
is stopped. Special arrangements are made that the

dynamo is not driven the reverse way when the train

happens to be backed, and several sets of gearing are

in use that ensure the moving of the dynamo in a

uniform direction independent of the direction the

train is travelling. Again, arrangements must be
provided for preventing the accumulators from dis-

charging themselves back through the dynamo when
the latter is stopped ; and it is further necessary to

compensate for the different speeds at which the

dynamo runs, so that its E. M. F. may suit the

number of cells in use.

The accumulators are placed usually in one battery,

under or in the van, in the case of a train that runs

regularly without being broken up. If the train is

liable to disjunction, each carriage has a few cells to

itself, which will maintain the light for several hours,

apart from the assistance of the dynamo. In this

way the London and Brighton, and the Great
Northern, and Midland Railways have several trains

constantly lighted by the electric light. The lamps
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are generally 8 or 10 candle-power Swan lamps, two
being usually employed in the roof of each compart-
ment. In some of the Midland express trains four

such lamps, placed at opposite corners of the com-
partment, behind the travellers, are employed, situated

behind ground-glass lenses.

An ingenious application of the electric light for

tunnels is made use of at Glasgow, where the day
trains are lighted while passing through the tunnel
by a current taken by brushes from a central fixed

rail between the regular rails. This electric rail is

insulated and connected to one pole of a dynamo.
The other pole of the dynamo goes to earth. The
return current from the train passes to the rails,

through the wheels, and so to earth.

Railway managers urge the cost of the electric

light as precluding its use in ordinary trains. It is

said to be twice as expensive as oil or gas. But it is

sufficiently evident that as soon as a perfectly work-
able system is established, its universal use in railway

carriages is only a question of time.

Interior Illumination of Large Buildings by Arc
Light,—Such places as halls, workshops, and picture-

galleries are most effectually illuminated by arc lights

from above. There are various methods of accom-

plishing this object and of diffusing the light. Per-

haps the best is that of sending the full rays through

a large sheet of frosted glass.

This should be set in the centre of the ceiling, if

convenient at the same height as the ceiling. Its

size will depend upon the size of the building. For a

medium-sized lecture hall, a glass surface 6 feet square

will be found sufficient. Directly above this frosted

glass surface is to be placed the electric light. The
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lamp should be hung by a cord and counterpoise.

According to the form of lamp used, it may be

necessary to reflect the light downwards from it by
means of wooden covers, about 6 feet square, covered

with sheets of tin plate. Two of these will be found

sufficient. They should be set at an angle, rising

irom the edges of the frosted glass until quite over

the lamp. Any rays then thrown upwards will be

reflected upon the frosted glass.

Light sent over a building in this way is beautifully

diffused, and is very soft and agreeable. It will be

necessary to have free access to the lamps from above.

In some cases it will be found very advantageous to

enclose the lamp in a ground-glass case, and to sus-

pend this near to a white ceiling. But a better plan

still is to have a pyramidal case of ground-glass made,

to fasten the base of this to the ceiling, and to lower the

lamp into it from above. The result is perfect diffu-

sion of the light, which must of course be reflected

downwards into the glass case by reflecting boards or

a whitened ceiling.

Workshops are frequently illuminated in France

by setting the lamp over a reflector on the floor,

screened by some cover, and projecting the rays

from the reflector upon the whitewashed ceiling.

This is what is usually done, and is found to answer
the purpose very well. A great objection -to the

Serrin and such lamps is the base containing the

movement, which, when the lamp is suspended,

throws downwards a great deal of shadow ; but

this is entint'lv prrvented by the use of slantinj? re-

flectors.

In the cxu'nsiv*; chocolate works of M. Menier the

Serrin lamps are in use, and the proprietor has
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devised a means of access to the suspended lamps
without the use of ladders or a separate suspension

cord. A windlass is used, having a dry wooden drum
with cast-iron cheeks. A cable with two insulated

and stout wires is made fast to the drum, and the

ends of it to the cheeks; this cable leads upwards to

the roof, over a pulley, and on the other side hangs
the lamp. It can thus be lowered by the windlass

with ease without in any way disturbing the connec-

tions. The cheeks of the winding drum are, of course,

connected to the terminals of the dynamo-electric

machine through the separated bearings.

Electric arc lights are in extensive use in all out-

of-door works of magnitude, such as bridge and dock

construction, and it is found, as was proved in the

case of the great Tay bridge, that operations may be

carried on at night with the greatest facility. For such

purposes, the light should be so arranged that a power

of about 2,000 candles is thrown around every 600

feet of space—^that is, an ordinary 2,000 electric light,

placed upon a 20-feet standard, should give sufficient

illumination at a radius of 300 feet. In some cases

the standard is thus inadmissible, and the light may
have to be thrown upon the work from a parabolic

reflector. All such lights should be enclosed simply

in a clear glass case to screen them from the wind.

The use of ground-glass cases for these purposes,

and above all opalescent glass of any density, should

be avoided as much as possible. A great deal of

light is thus lost in the Jablochkoff system. It has

been found from experiment that

Plain glass absorbs about . . . . 10 per cent

Ground or frosted 3° f»

Thin opalescent 45 t»

Thick ditto , . . . . . '>o „
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When the light is any considerable distance from

the machine, the cables carrying the current should

be thick and of good copper, and every means thus

used to reduce the resistance of the conductor outside

the machine, more especially when a lamp with

long carbons, and consequently much resistance, is

employed.

The use of the electric light in our lighthouses is a

matter of great importance, but not of special interest

to the general public, so that, with the exception of

what has been said in connection with the experi-

ments on dynamo -electric machines, it need not

further occupy space.

For use aboard ship, and for war vessels especially,

a very useful apparatus is manufactured by Messrs.

Sautter and Lemonnier. It is a lenticular projector,

with a Fresnel lens, composed of three dioptric and
six catadioptric lenses. The Serrin lamp is jilaced

behind the system, which is mounted on an iron

stage, movable around its vertical axis, and turning

upon its horizontal axis, so that the light has great

range, and may be concentrated upon one point any-
where around the vessel. The whole is enclosed in a

cylinder, opaque behind ; and a small camera lucida

is so placed in it as to throw the image of the carbon
points upon a ground-glass screen, so that their con-
dition may be noted without opening the cylinder.

The three -cylinder Brotherhood direct engine is

usually employed to drive the machine in conjunction
with such apparatus. Of the many excellent engines,
combined with dynamos in use aboard ship, mention
should especially be made of Messrs. Clark, Chap-
man & Parsons' combination, called a Turbo-electric

generator, consisting of a steam turbine and dynamo
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connected direct, and particularly well suited for use
aboard ship.

The London County Council and Theatre Lighting.

Tn a recent order by this body it is stipulated that

where the electric light is permitted in a theatre or

similar building, it shall be on condition that a com-
petent electrical engineer do certify in writing to the

satisfaction of the Council once in six months that

the system is in proper working order.

Division of Circuits.—All such premises, when
lighted by the electric light, shall have at least three

separate and distinct circuits, {a) for the stage, {h)

and {c) for the auditorium, corridors, and exits. The
circuits referred to as

{f>)
and {c) shall be so arranged

that half the lights in each division of the auditorium,

and half those in each corridor and exit, shall be on

{h) circuit, and the other half on {c) circuit. When
the current is supplied by a public lighting company,

these circuits shall be taken separately from the street

mains. Under all circumstances complete metallic

circuits must be employed. Gas and water-pipes

shall never form part of any circuit.

Amperage on Circuits.—The number of lamps shall

be so subdivided that no sub-circuit shall carry more

than 65 amperes, and each sub-circuit shall start from

a distributing board.

Material of the Conductors.— All conductors used

within buildings shall be of copper, having a con-

ductivity of not less than 98 per cent, of that of pure

copper, and shall be so proportioned to the work they

have to do that, if double the normal current be
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transmitted, their temperature shall not rise above

150" F.

Insulation of the Leads.—The conductors shall be

insulated with pure vulcanised india-rubber. The
insulation resistance shall not be less than 300

megohms per statute mile, at 60° F., after one minute's

electrification, when tested with at loast 400 volts,

and after forty-eight hours' immersion in water. The
insulated conductors shall be protected on the outside

by stout tape or braiding impregnated with pre-

servative compound. In all cases conductors con-

veying currents of high E. M. F. inside buildings

shall be especially and exceptionally insulated and

cased in, and the casing made fireproof. The posi-

tive and negative terminals connected to such con-

ductors shall not be nearer to each other than 12

inches, and shall be efficiently protected from risk

of contact. Flexible conductors in connection

with movable lights shall be insulated with vul-

canised india-rubber, and protected* on the out-

side by a stout braiding. Should any of these

flexible conductors be damaged, it shall be at once

replaced. No circuit of this nature shall carry more
than 10 amp6res, and each circuit shall be protected

by a double-pole fuse. All conductors shall be pro-

tected from mechanical injury. Where conductors

pass through walls, fireproof floors, or ceilings, they

shall be protected by iron pipes, or by glazed stone-

ware or porcelain tubes, and precautions shall be taken

to prevent the possibility of fire or water passing

along the course of the conductors. In special cases,

or where nocessary for protection from the depreda-

tions of rats, mice, or other vermin, armoured cables

may be used. These need receive no further mecha-
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nical protection. Lead-covered cables shall not be
used unless protected by external armour of iron or

steel.

Cleats and Fasie?ztngs.—Metal fastening for fixing

conductors shall be avoided, but when unavoidable
some additional covering shall be used to protect the

conductor, unless armoured, from mechanical injury

at the points of support. If casing be used it shall

be of hard wood, and each conductor shall be laid in

a separate groove. The cover shall be secured with
screws. Casings shall, as far as possible, be placed in

sight, and the conductors shall always be accessible.

Joints.—Joints in conductors shall be avoided as

far as possible, but when unavoidable, they shall be
electrically and mechanically perfect. Soldering fluids

shall not be used in making such joints.

External Conductors.—All external conductors shall

be specially insulated and laid in iron pipes properly

jointed, and of ample size. Such iron pipes shall be

protected where necessary, and securely fixed and
supported when not underground.

All exposed metal workj such as switches, fittings,

and fuse covers, shall be efiiciently insulated from the

circuits. All switches, cut-outs, ceiling roses, wall

and floor sockets, and lamp holders shall have unin-

flammable bases. All switches shall be of ample size

to carry the currents for which they are intended with-

out heating, and shall be so constructed that it will

be impossible for them to remain in any position

intermediate between the "on" and the "off"" posi-

tions, or to permit of a permanent arc. All circuits

shall be efiiciently protected by cut-outs, placed in

positions easily accessible to the staff, but inaccessible

to the public. The main cut-outs shall be of such
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pattern, and be fixed in such a position, as to

admit of quick replacement. All circuits car/y-

ing a current of 20 amp6res or more shall be pro-

vided with a cut-out on each conductor, and the two
cut-outs shall not come in the same compartment.

All cut-outs shall be so constructed that fused

metal in falling cannot cause a short circuit or an
ignition. All cut-outs shall be so marked as to show
what circuits or lamps they control. All wall or lloor

sockets shall be provided with fuses in their fixed

portions. The sockets for the stage shall be of hard

wood with metal guards, care being taken to avoid

risk of ignition, and they shall be of specially sub-

stantial construction.

Resistances/or regulating the power of the lights shall

be mounted on incombustible bases, and shall be so

protected, and placed at such a distance from any com-
bustible material, that no part of the resistance, if

broken, can fall on such material. Principal resist-

ances shall be placed in a fireproof room reserved for

the purpose.

Arc lamps shall not be used inside buildings with-

out special permission from the Council. When they

are so used special precautions shall be taken to

guard against danger from falling glass or incan-

descent particles of carbon. All parts of the lamps,

lanterns, and fittings which are liable to be handled

(except by the persons employed to trim them) shall

be insulated. Where there is a stage, special care

shall be taken that all the works in connection with

the lighting of the stage are carried out in as sub-

stantial a manner as possible. No metal work in

connection with the circuits shall be exposed, or so

fixed or constructed as to cause a short circuit.
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Lamps on battens and foot-lights shall be protected
by stiff wire guards so arranged that no scenery or

other inflammable material can come in contact with
the lamps. No readily combustible material shall be
used in connection with any lamps on the stage in

such a manner that it might come in contact with the

lamps. No soft or readily inflammable wood shall be
used in connection with the lamps on the stage, and
all the wood shall be protected by uninflammable
material from the possibility of ignition by an arc

between any two parts of the two conductors, or by
heated particles from any conductor or part of a con-

ductor which may connect together the two main
conductors. When a number of lights, as in the foot-

lights, battens, &c., are supplied under the control of

one switch and protected by one single or double

pole cut-out, as the case may be, the conductors shall

be maintained throughout of such a section that they

will be efficiently protected by the cut-outs against

heating. The leads to the battens shall be specially

guarded, particularly at the points where they join

on to the battens, and a sufiicient length shall be

allowed to prevent the leads from receiving any

injury through any movement of the battens. The

battens shall be suspended by at least three wire

ropes attached to insulators on the battens. On no

account shall the same battens be adopted for both

gas and electric light.

A switch-board containing all the necessary

switches, cut-outs, and other fittings for the control

and regulation of the stage lighting, shall be fixed in

some convenient position overlooking the stage. This

board shall be inaccessible to all but the persons

employed at such premises to work it.
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Boilers, steam-engines, gas-engines, and dynamos,
when used for the supply of electricity to such pre-

mises shall be placed in such positions as shall be
sanctioned by the Council. Gas-engines shall be
placed in rooms so adequately ventilated that no
explosive mixture of gas can accumulate by any
leakage through the engine in the event of the gas

cocks being left turned on. A hood, connected with a

pipe carried into the external air, shall be fixed over

the ignition tube where this is used.

Primary or secondary batteries shall be placed in

rooms so adequately ventilated that no fan shall be
necessary. The batteries shall be well insulated.

Transformers used to transform either direct or

alternating currents, together with the switches and
cut-outs connected therewith, shall be placed in a
fire and moisture-proof structure. When the primary
current is of high potential, such structure shall be
preferably outside the building. No part of such
apparatus shall be accessible except to the person in

charge of its maintenance. No transformer which,

under normal conditions of load, heats above \yf K,
shall be used. Transformer circuits shall be so
arranged that under no circumstances shall a contact

between the primary and the secondary coils lead an
E. M. F. of high pressure into the building. The
term high pressure means in all cases pressure above
200 volts.

The insulation resistance of a system of distribu-

tion shall be such that the greatest leakage from any
conductor to earth, when all branches are switched
on, the lamps and motors being removed, shall not
exceed one fifteen-thousandth part of the total current
intended for the supply ok the said lamps and motors,
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the test being made at the usual working electro-

motive force
; provided that this rule shall not be held

to justify a lower insulation resistance than 5,000
ohms, or require one higher than 5 megohms.
The generating plant and switching gear shall be

in the hands of thoroughly competent manipulators,

and the engine-room, if any, shall be inaccessible to

the general public, and shall, where possible, have an
independent entrance. A plan of the wiring shall be
always kept in a prominent position in the oflfice of

the manager of such premises.

It will be observed that these stringent rules, which

are applicable to all places of public amusement
within the metropolitan area, are specially directed

to the prevention of fire and the danger of shock.

Lacking efficient cut-outs, which will be certain to

"blow" if a dangerous current passes through them,

it is certain that electricity is as likely to cause a fire

as any other illuminating agent, but no other illumi-

nant is so easily guarded. There is the danger of

fire from red-hot wire, which can always be foreseen

and provided for in cut-outs ; and there is a danger of

fire from an accidental arc set up at a switch, or by

the accidental severance of a conductor. The latter

possibility is more to be guarded against than the

former.
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Comparative Cost of Electric and Gas Lighting.

For many years after subdivision of the electric

light had become practicable, the ** cost of electric

lighting" was a subject of much controversy, although

engineers engaged in the work itself knew that a

final answer could not be given to the question. The
cost depended (i) upon the degree of perfection of

the prime mover, the generator of electricity, and (2)

upon the distributing system and (3) the lamps ; and

in each one of these respects appliances were rapidly

being improved. As the apparatus became more and

more perfect, the cost of electric lighting continued

to decline. It would be idle to say that finality has

yet been reached. Since gas was the ruling illumi-

nant, a comparison with the price of gas lighting

became the common practice. But it must not be

forgotten that the value of gas itself is steadily de-

clining. While the cost of electricity has become
rapidly reduced, that of gas has also shown a less

marked decline. Electricity is, generally speaking,

still dearer than gas, in this country, but there can

be no doubt that gas, as an illuininating agcnt^ will

sooner or later be superseded by its more brilliant

rival.

The following figures may be taken as a fair

statement of the comparative positions of the two
systems :

—

d.

5.

Withipuat
p« 1,000 feet.

d.

5
10

3
10

1

6

Price per kilowatt, With (ra* at
Board of Trade oait. per t,ooo feet,

d, fc d.

8 69
8J 7 2

9 7 7



CHAPTER XIV.

NOTES ON SHIP LIGHTING.

Incandescent electric lighting has proved itself

superior to every other tried means of illuminating

ships. Not only have passenger steamers adopted

the light, but the owners and crews of trading vessels

of all kinds have found it the most acceptable of all

the modern improvements lately introduced in the

fittings of a ship.

Source of Electricity Used.—As in the case of instal-

lations ashore, the motive power of the steam-engine

has been found the most suitable source of electric

energy at sea. It may be supposed that in cases

when the light is installed aboard steamers, having

unlimited power to spare from the propelling engines,

this source of motion might be utilised for the driving

of a dynamo to supply the necessary current. But

there is scarcely an electrically lighted steamer afloat

where this is done. Although it was tried in the early

history of ship lighting, it was speedily found that

ship-propelling engines are subject to fluctuations of

speed more marked than in any other application

of steam power. In rough weather the screw engines

may be observed to run at every degree of velocity,

from zero to maximum, within a few minutes of time.

When the propeller is buried deep in a cross sea the

speed of the engine is very slow. When the propeller
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is raised almost clear of the water, as it frequently is

in a rough sea, and the vessel is pitching, the engine

speed is usually so high that it is known as "racing "

In fact, in a heavy sea the engineers are careful to

obviate the evil effects of racing (which if unchecked

will violently shake the ship from stem to stern) by a

system of steam " throttling."

These observations will serve to show that a dynamo
driven from the main engine would not yield a cur-

rent suitable for incandescent lamps, when we reflect

that a drop of five per cent, in the speed will cause

the lamps to appear decidedly dim, and a rise of five

per cent, to cause them to burn with undue bright-

ness.

The accumulator is an admirable regulator when
the speed of the dynamo is liable to vary somewhat,

but the excessive variation in the velocity of ship's

propelling engines has been found to be all too great

for this purpose. Accumulators have, however, been

kept charged by dynamos driven from main engines,

but this cannot be depended upon in rough weather.

It is in the nature of an accumulator that it will send

a counter (or back rush) current through the dynamo
if the latter happen to fall off in E. M. F. by a dimi-

nution of speed. This involves the use of complex
automatic or hand regulators, the former of which
cannot always be relied upon.

Small high-speed separate engines are therefore

generally employed for moving the dynamos. These
engines may be regarded as a class by themselves.

They are usually bolted to the foundation-plate of the

dynamo, and the engine and dynamo shafts being
coupled together form a common axis. This ar-

rangement is very compact. Steam is taken from
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the main boilers, where a constant pressure is main-
tained.

The dynamo most suitable for ship lighting, when
an ordinary engine as above is employed, is a slow-

speed compound wound machine, working at an elec-

tro-motive force of about 60 volts. When the shunt

and series windings of the machine are properly pro-

portioned such a dynamo may be regarded as self-

regulating, e.g.y its output is in proportion to the

number of lamps burning. This class of machine is

now known as a constant-potential dynamo. The
shunt coils should be sufficient to excite the machine

when the lamp circuit is open. The series coils are

short and thick, and are intended merely to maintain

the potential, which is apt to fall as more and more

lamps are switched into circuit, and as the current

increases. Such a dynamo to be effective must have

wrought-iron electromagnets, and be otherwise care-

fully designed. It is a very great convenience aboard

ship.

Accumulators Aboard Ship,—A considerable pro-

portion of the vessels fitted with the electric light

carry accumulators. The storage battery is useful for

maintaining the "all-night " lights, the masthead

and side lights, cSt'c, when the dynamo is not running

;

it is also an efficient regulator. Large batteries of

accumulators are not, for several reasons, adapted for

ship work. The maximum number should not gene-

rally exceed twenty-six cells (sufficient to run 50 volt

lamps). Ship accumulators are generally fitted in teak

wood cases. These are made of extra depth, to ob-

viate splashing over of the electrolyte, and generally

call for more careful attention than cells kept in a

horizontal position.
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Ship Wiring.

The leading peculiarity of ship circuits lies in tho

fact that in most instances the iron body of the vessel

is utilised as a return, and that only one wire is em-

ployed to feed the lamps.

A good deal of objection has been urged, and not

without reason, against this practice. It involves

extra insulation of the leading wires, for by dispens-

ing with the return wire the insulation resistance

is practically halved, and there is constant danger of

short circuits, unless the work be carried out in the

most approved manner. Apart from the risks of short

circuits and leakage, we have to consider the inductive

influence the currents in the main leads are apt to have
over the compasses carried by the vessel.

Sir William Thomson* has drawn attention to this

subject, and cites various examples of disturbance

of compasses by the electric lighting current. He
further advocates the employment of the two-wire

system, as used in buildings, with the conductors

as near together as practicable. It may be pointed

out, however, that if an alternating current be used
instead of a constant current, there will not be any
inductive influence upon the compasses, whether one
or two wires be employed. But it has been shown by
Mr. Siemens that in the cases where the compasses
have been influenced, the conductors were run singly

near to them, and without regard to induction. In
cases where the leading cable is situated at a consi-

derable distance from the compass, or is screened
by the iron deck, no appreciable disturbance of the

compasses is observed.

• Plip<r read befar« In»titute of Electrical Engineers, May, 1889.
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Testfor Compass Disturbance.—Sir William Thom-
son has pointed out that the question whether the
lighting current has any effect upon the compass may
be settled before the ship leaves dock by merely put-

ting on and off the light and observing the needle.

A test is also taken after the compass has been arti-

ficially deflected (by means of a small permanent m.ag-

net hung near) to the extent of 45" from the normal.*
When the wiring of a ship for incandescent lamps

is to be carried out upon the single wire system, the

insulation resistance of the wires to be selected must
be very high. In other words, the conductors must
throughout be insulated with vulcanised india-rubber,

and thoroughly protected from mechanical injury.

The insulation must be twice as effective as that

usually employed, and it must withstand continuous

immersion in sea water. Joints must be efficient

both with regard to conduction and insulation—in

fact, the insulation joint must be in every way as good
as the unbroken covering of the cable.

Cables are generally run as far exposed to view as

practicable. It is always objectionable to conceal

cables carrying currents of considerable strength.

When run along the ship's shell, or under an iron

deck, the wires are fastened with wooden cleats. A
strip of varnished wood, or wood otherwise prepared

against the absorption of moisture, is bolted to the

ironwork in the course of the cable ; the cleats are

screwed to this. In every case the cable should be

kept several inches from the ironwork, and must be

so securely cleated down that an accidental contact

would be impossible. A very general arrangement

* See The Nautical Magazine for December, 1885, and Journal of th4

Society of Arts^ Feb. 5, 1886.
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of the circuits in a passenger ship is to arrange for

three separate branches, taken from the main switch-

board in the engine-room. Two of these are run

along the ship's sides, and the third takes a midway
course.

Branch Wiring necessitates the greatest care, first,

in making the conductive joint, then the insulation

joint, and inserting the safety fuse. A fuse must be

inserted at the root of every branch. These junctions,

after completion, should be covered by small cast-iron

boxes, with an opening sufficient to admit of the

replacement of the fuse. " Return " wiring is dis-

pensed with, but there must of necessity be a certain

amount of short branch wiring before contact can be

made to the body of the ship. These return wires

may be of naked copper, and twisted together, from a

group of lamps, afterwards making general contact to

the ironwork. Stout studs for making contact are

employed. They are secured to the ironwork, and

are provided with connectors.

The negative pole of the dynamo, or accumulator,

is put into metallic contact with the ironwork of the

ship. A good connection must be insured. The
piercing of bulkheads for the passage of cables requires

some consideration. If cables can be taken to deck

and down the other side, it will prove better than

piercing a bulkhead. If a partition must be passed

through it should be done as high up as possible. The
channel for the cable must be lined with a porcelain

or vulcanised rubber tube, and a watertight joint

should be made by packing with asbestos and insulat-

ing compound applied hot
Lamps,— 50-volt lo-candle power lamps, taking

about 30 watts each, are generally employed on board
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ship. It is not advisable to use a potential of 100 volts

on the single-wire system. Lamps of the same vol-

tage, but of greater candle power, are used when a

stronger light is required. In the work of night load-

ing an arc lamp is useful. The voltage of the dynamo
being over 50, an arc lamp is commonly put across

the leads in the same way (in parallel) as an incan-

descent lamp. Such a lamp may require a current of

from 6 to 10 amperes. An impedance coil^ frequently

consisting of a simple copper resistance wire of about

an ohm, is generally put in circuit with the lamp.

The use of impedance coils on parallel systems is

becoming general. It secures remarkable steadiness

in the burning of the lamp. Of late an attempt has

been made to obviate the waste that is incurred by

the employment of a simple resistance. If a coil of

this kind is made to encircle a core of soft iron the

magnetic induction of the latter acts as an impedi-

ment (or damming back) to the current, without the

waste incurred by a simple resistance. Such im-

proved impedance coils are made much shorter and

of less specific resistance than the older choking coils.

Mr. Brockie believes that a properly constructed im-

pedance coil can be shown to have but one-twentieth

the resistance of a simple resistance coil exhibiting

the same damming-back effect.

Area of the Cables,—When the electro-motive force

is as low as 55 or 60 volts, the cables and branch

wires must be of considerable effective sectional area.

Most of the successful installations of the light aboard

ship have been carried out on the basis of Sir William

Thomson's suggestion to employ wires having a

sectional area of one square inch for each i ,000 amperes

of current carried. This is nearly one square miHi-
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metre for each ampere and a half of current. Acconl-

ing to this rule the following numbers of lamps, each

taking from 50 to 60 volts and from i -5 to i ampere,

maybe safely run upon the wires:—No. 10 standard

gauge wire, 10 lamps; No. 8 gauge, 15 lamps; No. 6

gauge (or which is more common, 7 No. 15 wires

stranded in a cable), 20 lamps; 19 No. 16 wires

stranded, 30 lamps; 19 No. 15 wires stranded, 50

lamps. The branching wares may be as fine as the

following ;— i lamp. No. 18 ; 2 lamps, No. 16 ; 4 lamps,

No. 14.

If the dynamo is situated amidships the cables will

run fore and aft. A point should be found which is

midway of the consumption of current; cg.y if there are

100 lamps upon either half of the cables run the

central portion is the ** feeding point." This means
that after the cables are fitted, feeders, consisting of

thick cables, should be run from the dynamo to the

centre of the points of greatest consumption to equalise

the pressure. It is rarely that the end of a cable can

De attached to the dynamo.



CHAPTER XV

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRING TESTS,

During the work of wiring buildings or ships for the

electric light certain precautions must be taken to

insure against the risk of fire, extinction of the light,

and loss of power. This work is known as testing.

It commences with certain tests of the conductivity

and insulation resistance of the leading cables. While
these are being laid the circuits are again tested for

continuity. Their resistances should again be taken,

and the results compared with the calculated figures.

The taking of insulation tests cannot be too strongly

insisted upon. There are two factors with which the

electrical wireman must be familiar. These are the

conductivity of his circuits and the resistance of their

insulation.

It may be pointed out that, although a great deal

of wiring has been carried out with no other test than

that for continuity of conductor, such work cannot be

reliable. The only thing that is known for certain

about it is that it will convey a current. How much

energy is lost in leakage, what incipient faults there

may be, or what risks of overheating and fire are all

unknown quantities.

In addition to the main tests certain minor tests for

short circuits, or leakage from one wire to another,

are becoming common.
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Nature ofTnsulaUd Wire,—All the first-class makers

of electrical wires can supply copper conductors

having a conductivity as high as 98 per cent, of pure

copper. This is the quality of wire that should be

employed in house wiring. The insulation consists

of various materials. In fact, the words insulated wire

have far too wide a significance. A wire merely covered

with a wrapping of cotton thread is not necessarily

insulated. The best reliable class of ** insulation

"

consists of a heavy cotton covering, either single or

double. It is considerably improved by being soaked

afterwards in an insulating or rubber varnish. But

such covering is only at most suited for conveying a

small current under a low electro-motive force (25 volts

and I ampere).

A better class of covering is effected by wrapping
over the cotton a tape, treated with rubber varnish.

These low quality wires are of naked copper only.

Superior insulation consists, first, of tinned copper
conductor, single or double cotton covered, then a
lapping of pure india-rubber, followed by braided

cotton or tarred flax, and frequently a further mecha-
nical protection of heavy tape. The india-rubber

covering is sometimes double. This constitutes in-

sulated wire.

Cable itisulatum for indoor work frequently con-

sists only of cotton tape, and braided tarred flax

coated with insulating compound. The best class of

both wires and cables are india-rubber covered, the

india-rubber being afterwards vulcanised. The ex-
terior covering is either cotton tape or tarred flax.

For .ship wiring, to show a high insulation resistance,

the conductor covering must be of the best. For house
wiring where a low tension is employed (50 volts), the
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insulation- may be lighter. Wires are tinned to obviate

injury to the rubber and copper by contact.

Conductor Resistance Tests.—The apparatus g«>ncTally

employed for this purpose consists of the well-known
Wheatstones Bridge, by means of which either con-

ductor or insulation resistance may be determined.

Most working electricians are familiar with the bridge

method, and there are several patterns of bridges in

use. The most convenient is doubtless that in which
the " bridge " is combined with sets of resistance

balancing coils in one portable case. Such a portable

testing set is usually accompanied with a testing

battery of the Leclanche cells of small size. Thirty

cells are generally considered sufficient even for in-

sulation tests. The resistance balancing coils are

either put into and out of circuit by means of connect-

ing plugs, or by means of a movable switch revolving

around a centre. The latter is considered the more
convenient form. By the courtesy of the Messrs. Grey

we are enabled to give a diagram of the new Silverton

Wheatstone Bridge testing set, which is specially

adapted for electric light work.

Fig. 144 represents diagramatically the arrangement

known as the bridge. The theory can be fully studied

by the aid of any good text book,* but it shortly con-

sists in the obtaining of equilibrium by the adjust-

ment of the resistances in A B and C D until there is

no difference of potential between the points E and F,

and consequently no deflection of the galvanometer

needle when the key is closed. These conditions can

only be obtained when the resistance in the two sides

X B and C D A are equal, or bear certain proportions

• See p. 142 of Prof. J. A. Flemings' " Shoit L.cclures to Hlcclricat

Artisans."

C C
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to each other. Taking the case of obtaining equili-

briums with equal resistances : Make the resistance of
the ratio sides A B equal by unplugging the 10, 100,

or looo-coil in each ; it will be obvious that a balance
or state of equilibrium between the points E and F
will be obtained when c D= x (x being the wire under
measurement) ; it is therefore necessary to vary C D
until no deflection of the galvanometer needle is pro-

duced on repeated pressing of the galvanometer key,

when C D = X. The testing-box must be placed on
a level table, with the galvanometer needle pointing

to zero.

It will be observed that by employing equal ratio

coils, any resistance between i and 99 ohms may be
measured ; but by a suitable arrangement of ratio

resistances, the range can be extended from 'Oi ohm
to 9,900 ohms, for if the 10 coil in the ratio ann B,

and the 100 coil in the ratio ann. A, are unplugged, a

balance will be obtained when the resistance in C D
is ten times that of X ; therefore c D, divided by 10,

will give the resistance of x.

Fig. 145 represents the arrangements of the con-

ductors to the testing-box for taking copper con-

ductor resistance. C z are the battery terminals.

The wire to be tested is inserted in the bridge

terminals.

Again, we may have 10 coil in B unplugged, and

the 1000 coil in A, in which case we divide the resis-

tance in C D (when a balance is obtained) by 100 to

obtain the resistance of x. High resistances are

measured in the same manner (always in ohms), but

the resistance in ratio ann. B is made higher than that

in A. For example, if we make B 100 and A 10, we
multiply C D by 10 to obtain x ; and if B is 1000, we
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multiply c D by lOO. In the testing box the ratios

are placed in front of the ebonite box, the left hand

looo, lOO, and lo coils representing A (see diagram,

Fig. 144), and the right hand coils representing B.

Insulation Resistance Tests.— In measuring the

insulation resistance of a set of circuits, the first step

is to take a constant, which is done on the testing

box as follows : Connect the terminals of the battery

(use all the cells) to the plug holes marked '* Insula-

tion/* as shown in Fig. 146. Plug up the 10,000,

^ and ^ shunt, in order to obtain a suitable deflection

of the galvanometer needle; call this deflection Oy

and the shunt used S.

In taking the test, connect the terminal marked
." Earth ** to any convenient ground contact, such as

a water pipe, and that marked " Insulation " to the

conductor or circuit to be tested. The other extremity

of this wire is supposed to be insulated. In the case

of electric light installations, the earth is frequently

represented by other circuits of the same system.

In this way leakage from one circuit to another can
be detected. Plug up the " Insulation " switch (re-

moving the plug from 10,000), and, if required,
i-
or^

shunt, reproducing as nearly as possible the constant

deflection B.

Let D be the deflection of the galvanometer, and s

th*» shunt, then

—

Insulation Resistance in ohms = ^ X ^ x io,ooo ..

D X S ^ ^

If no shunt has been used in the insulation test—

Resistance in ohms =^ » x S x 10,000
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The multiplying power of the i shunt is 10, and
that of the ^ shunt 100.

£xamJ)le.—Suppose the deflection when taking
the constant to be 45°, the shunt being ^, and the
deflection D 20° with ^ shunt, then according to

equation i :

45 X 100 X 10,000

20 X 10
= "5,000 ohms.

Another example.—The constant deflection being
as above, let the deflection D = 5°, no shunt being
used :

45 X 100 X 10,000 , , *^ 9,000,000 ohms or 9 meg ohms.*

When a building is wired, tests of the resistance of

the conductors should be taken. The results should

approximate closely to the calculated ohms of the

different circuits. Tests taken with all the lamps
switched on should approximate to the diminished

ohms due to the added lamps. The resistances of

lamps are rarely constant for a given candle power,

but the equation

^ . Ohms of a single lamp, cold
XveSlStanCe —— ^r^p ; jr-; ; r-;—

:

Number of lamps in parallel

will facilitate calculation. Faulty connections or

weak points in the circuit are easily detected by the

resistance measurement test.

It may be pointed out that the resistance of an

incandescent lamp is diminished by heat, hence the

working resistance is that due to the lamp when fully

incandesced. It facilitates calculations to remember

* Meg ohm, one million ohms.
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that, while heat diminishes the resistance of carbon,

it increases that of metal ; in arriving at working

resistances this point should not be lost sight of,

since circuit wires, unless of large section in propor-

tion to the current, become warm under its influence.

In measuring the resistance of a lamp cold, only one

or two cells of the battery should be used, otherwise

the current set up will warm the filament and the

reading will be false. Taking resistances of lamps

when incandescent is effected by inserting a resistance

of, say, 50 ohms in circuit with the lamp (call this

resistance R,), taking a deflection on a high resistance

reflecting galvanometer connected to the terminals of

the lamp (call this deflection dy) Take a deflection

(</J with the galvanometer connected to the ends of

the artificial resistance, then

Resistance of lamp, hot = Ri 4

It is scarcely necessary to remind the reader that,

prior to taking the resistance of a set of leads and
returns, all the lamps must be taken off and the

farthest extremities temporarily connected, forming

a complete loop. In the case of ship wiring, where
only one wire is employed, its extremity would be
connected to the shell of the vessel.

Insulation RcsisUincc of the Circuits.—The import-

ance of the insulation testing is daily becoming
greater. It is a point to which the attention of

fire insurance oflficcs has been particularly directed.

Aboard ship the insulation tests are imperative.

Each circuit should be measured according to the

method already explained. Different oflfices have
insisted upon different figures, but those required by
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the Phoenix Fire Office (1888) will answer our present

purpose. They are as follow :

—

"In any electric light installation in which the

current is continuous and has an electro-motive force

of 200 volts or under, the insulation resistance over the

whole installatioii should not be below the following :

—

Installations of 25 lights

» 50 „
»» »oo „
*» 500 »

1000 „

500,000 ohms.
250,000 „
125,000 „
25.000 „
12.500 „

for alternate currents the minimum insula-

tion resistance should be twice the above number of

ohms." It will be observed that the whole of the

circuits are to be grouped in making the test. If

each circuit is to be taken separately, the figures will

necessarily be much higher.

M, Picou's Rule for Insulation Testing.—This

famous rule was communicated to the International

Society of Electricians, Paris, November, 1888.

Let R = total insulation resistance of the circuit

in ohms.

kf a constant (500) found by experiments with

short lengths of wire covered with three layers of

cotton wound in reverse directions, and passed

between metal plates (representing earth).

E, maximum E. M. F. of the dynamo in volts.

C, total current passing through the circuits in

amperes.

Then ^ = '^
C

Professoi' Jamteson's Rule*—The main difference

between this rule and that formulated by M. Picou,

* See a paper by Prof. Jamieson, read before the Institute of Electrical

Engineers, Jan. 24, 1889.
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lies in the substitution by Professor Jamieson of

" lamps " for amperes. It is

where Rj is the total insulation resistance of circuits

and generator, or any part thereof, and Nj, the number
of lamps (of 1 6 c. p.) in each circuit or in the whole
circuit.

The Test for Conductivity or Continuity.

This is the most common as well as the most
essential test of an electric light circuit. It is gene-

rally conducted by the wiresman himself, by the aid

of the simplest apparatus. All that is required

consists of a simple galvanometer (a lineman's
** detector " is commonly employed), and any source

of electricity capable of giving a current of sli\

ampere. Leclanch6 portable cells are generally

employed for this purpose. The circuit to be tested

has all its lamps switched off, and the free ends
clamped together. The galvanometer and battery

are then connected in series across the switch-board

terminals of the wires. If a deflection of the needle

should not occur as soon as the circuit is closed, it is

obvious that there is a total break of continuity in the

wires, switches, or cut-outs. If the deflection is but
weak, it may imply a faulty joint or some highly
resisting point in the circuit. This test is so simple
that nothing further need be said respecting it

Simple Insulation Test.

FifiT* >47 represents the arrangement of connections
for this test. A wire is taken from a water-pipe.
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or other good "earth." As strong a battery as
convenient (20 Leclanch^ cells at least should be
employed) is connected in series, and through the
galvanometer g to the lead to be tested. This wire
is supposed to be freed from lamps. Its far extremity
is insulated. If there is no sign of deflection of the
galvanometer on closing the circuit, there is reason
to believe that the lead is insulated and secure
against leakage to earth. The test should be
repeated with the return wires. But this test is

not quite satisfactory as ordinarily carried out. The

HH^

Fig. 147.—The Insulation Test.

battery power is seldom sufficient. A test taken

with a potential difference much lower than that of

the dynamo gives no guarantee that the insulation

will not fail when the working current is on. The
test should obviously be made with a tension above

that of the dynamo. This is not easily accomplished,

except by means of a pretty large battery of cells, or

a miniature dynamo. But it is found that if the test

be taken, under ordinary conditions, before the instal-

lation is worked and repeated after it has been run-

ning for several hours, incipient faults are more apt to
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be detected. The best kind of tests are those taken

with the full current from the dynamo, as explained

farther on.

Simple Test for Leakage between Leads
and Returns.

The apparatus is arranged as in Fig. 148. As great

a battery power as can be procured should be used.

The leading and return wires are freed from lamps,

which, however, should be in position, and merely

switched off. All switches and fuses should be in

place. The far extremities of the wires should be

Lead

t
Kir

Return

M|{. 148.— Test for lA-ttkagc.

insulated as represented. Any deflection of the gal-

vanometer on repeated tapping with the circuit closing

key will show that there is leakage between leads

and returns. A full deflection will indicate a cross or

short-circuit. A weak swing of the needle may show
that there is merely a little leakage between the wires

at some point where the installation is faulty. As in

the case of the earth-test given above, this is only to

be regarded as a \vir*^"im m's tf^^t. nncl is not always

satisfactory.

ITie foregoing tests arc applicable while the instal-

lation is yet incomplete. When all the circuits have

been fixed, and the dynamo may be put upon them,
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both the volt and ampere meters may be utilised to

give more reliable and comprehensive information as
to the quality of the work.

Test for Working Resistance.

The connections are arranged as in Fig. 149, with

an ampere meter in circuit and a volt meter across

the wires, as represented. All the lamps should be
switched in, and the E. M. F. and current raised to

their highest values. This aflbrds a ready means of

Ampere meter

(D—
Voltmeter

't t t

Fig. 149.—Working Resistance Test.

arriving at the resistance by Ohm's law. Call the

volts E, the amperes C, and resistance R,

E
- = R.
C

Lamp Test for Earth Leakage.

When the actual loss by earth leakage is not re-

quired to be known in figures the following test, which

is very sensitive, may be employed. Fig. 150 repre-

sents a dynamo, D, working lamps in parallel. Two

lamps of the voltage usually employed are taken for

the test. A pair of lamps that have been found on

trial to burn equally bright when placed simply across

the leads, will be found the most suitable. The test

lamps are connected as shown, in scries, across the
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leads. Both lamps will be found to bum dimly. An
earth connection, E, is now taken. When contact is

established at a point midway between the test lamps
one of the latter will be found to bum brighter than

the other if there should be any earth leakage. The
leakage will be upon the lead to which that lamp is

connected, e,g, if the left-hand lamp be the brighter,

the leak is due to the low lead. The superior bright-

ness of the lamp affords a good deal of infurmation.

6

o-

Test Lamps

Fif. ISO.—Lamp Teat for Leakaffc

It first proves that there is a current passing to earth»

that there is a leak; secondly, it shows upon which
wire the leak exists ; and thirdly, it gives a fair indi-

cation of the extent of the leak by the extent of

brightness exhibited over its companion lamp. If

the installation be running lOO-volt lamps, and the

test lamp shows full brilliancy, it maybe inferred that

the leakage bears some close relationship to the dif-

ference ol brightness in the two lamps.
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Voltmeter Test for Earth Leakage.

Maintaining the installation as in Fig. 149, but

with the difference of connecting the voltmeter be-

tween one of the leads and a good earth contact, E

(Fig. 151), it is advisable to know the resistance of the

voltmeter. This by Ohm's law

R

affords a ready means of determining the loss by

Volts

Fij. 151.—Voltmeter Test for Leakag:e.

leakage. It is advisable to note the current, C, shown

by the ampere meter, and that c due to leakage, then

c

where k is the constant representing the insulation

resistance. The value should be rather greater than

the constant to afford a margin of safety.

Voltmeter Test for Leakage between Leads

and Returns.

Switch off fo. s.) all the lamps, and insert the volt-

meter first in the circuit of the lower lead, then in the
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upper lead, as represented in Fig. 152. A very slight

leakage can be detected upon running the dynamo at

normal speed.

Rough Insulatiofi Test for Dynamo.—^This test

appears to be applicable only to series machines. The
free end of a wire inserted into cither terminal of the

dynamo is stroked over the ironwork of the machine.
When the insulation is defective sparks will appear.

0% OS.

i i i

1^
Fif. 151.—Vultmeter Test for Leakage between Leads.

It is questionable whether this test is of any utility

unless it is shown that the dynamo is giving current.

Insulation of Arc Lighting Circuits.

While the running of leads for arc lighting outdoors

demands a good deal of careful attention in respect

to insulation, this aspect of the subject is invested

with considerably greater importance in the case of

indoor work. In most systems of arc lighting it is

only an economical source of illumination when the

lamps are put in series upon the circuit. Hence, as

the E. M . F. is in proportion to the number of lamps,

it is common to employ from 500 to 1,000 volts upon
such wires. Therefore the danger of short circuits,

with their attendant evil consequences, is immensely
increased in the case of arc series lighting. There is

but one certain course to follow : to run well-covered
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cables, and to doubly insulate these by lining them
upon porcelain fluid insulators. An excellent cup
form of the latter is now being used, in which a little

resin oil is placed in the annular cup, forming insula-

tion resistance of a very high order. It need scarcely
be pointed out that no arc light leads should be con-
cealed. They should be freely exposed to view, lined

at a distance several inches from any wall or metallic

work. The space between leads and returns indoors

should never be less than several inches.

Notes on Conductor Jointing.

The foregoing tests of continuity, resistance and
insulation can scarcely be regarded as complete with-

out some reference to the practical work of connecting

and jointing conductors.

The Importa7ice of Perfect Jointing,—A joint in an

insulated cable or wire is a twofold operation requir-

ing much practice. It implies, first, a perfect conductive

joint, mechanically as strong as the uncut cable or

wire, and, secondly, a perfect insulation joint, that can

be depended upon to withstand damp or other con-

tingency with at least as great certainty as the uncut

insulation of the conductor. The most usual joints are

known as parallel and T-joints. The latter is chiefly

employed for feeders or branches to lamps.

Parallel Conductor and Insulation Joint.—The details

will depend upon the nature of the insulation, but an

ordinary leading cable is jointed as follows :

—

Metal

joint: Strip off the insulation braiding, tape and

indiarubber as carefully as possible, by unwinding for

about four inches from each extremity. The insulation

is not to be cut off, but must be kept for future wrap-
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ping. The cable being stranded, cut out the central

wire from each end. Proceed to twist the ends of one

cable to those of the other. By careful manipulation

each pair of wires may be firmly twisted together.

Finally, give the whole a twist, to consolidate the

joint. Sprinkle with powdered resin and run soft

solder through it with a hot copper bit. It may be

remarked that tinning fluid is generally preferred to

resin, but it must be used very sparingly upon such a

joint. Insulation joint: Carefully lap the joint with

the unwound cotton, and fix with a coat of insulating

varnish. Replace the rubber insulation, and support

it outside by a wrapping of indiarubber strip, applied

hot and smoothly tooled down. Over all place one or

two coatings of felt tape, fixed with varnish.

If the conductor be a wirCy it is to be scarfed with a

file, the two switches forming a splice, which is

soldered together and wrapped with fine tinned copper

wire and again soldered. The insulating joint is the

same. By the exercise of care, and the use of varnish

and heat, the insulation joint can be made as good as

any other part of the covering.

T'joint.—Cut the insulation through at the junction

point in the parallel lead. Unwind the coverings as

before, leaving a space of two inches. Bring the bare

end of the junction wire across the lead at right

angles, to the extreme left of the clearance. Wind the

free end of the wire in a tight right-hand spiral around
the naked lead, making a number of complete turns.

Solder securely. Make the insulation joint as before,

using indiarubber strip, and heat to cement all

together. Every insulation joint made in rubber-

covered wires or cables should withstand immersion
in water without exhibiting leakage.



CHAPTER XVI.

CONTROL OF CENTRAL STATION LIGHTING.

Regulation.—After a plant is established the mosi

important matter in its working in public lighting is

the efficient regulation of the light. The systems

finding favour in different stations are numerous. It

cannot be said that one S3^stem is applicable to all,

nor is there any general concensus of opinion as yet

upon the subject. We may, however, touch upon the

leading features of different methods.

By varying the Resistance of the Exciting Circuit.—
This is very generally done in the case of small

installations. In the early days of electric lighting it

proved an attractive success in the case of Siemens

Bros', installation at the Savoy Theatre, when the

control of dynamo electricity was but imperfectly

understood. In the case of a more extended system,

as in public lighting, the use of the above method

entails the establishment of pilot lamps ; that is,

lamps connected to the extremities of the system, but

visible at the station. Sometimes a volt-meter is

used instead. The latter is preferable.

When several machines are run in parallel the

variations of the exciting current distribute the load

D D
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between them very impartially. It also ensures that

the potential is kept constant. In some instances the

resistance is switched in or out by automatic devices

;

but the method which appears to have commended
itself generally consists in simple observation by the

eye and switching by hand.

By varying the Resistance of the Main Circuit,—
Several important systems abroad are worked in this

way. If E be the potential difference at the terminals

of the dynamo, R the resistance of the line, and c the

current, we have for e the difference of potential at

the end of the line— e — E— C R. As ^ varies accord-

ing to c, it is necessary to vary R in the inverse

direction in order to keep CR constant.

By Accumulators,—Regulation by means of second-

ary batteries is now successfully employed in this

country, notably at the Chelsea supply station.

Several methods have been tried. The accumulators

may be charged in series and discharged in parallel,

varying the number in each group. Or the batteries

may be placed in series in the main circuit and their

number varied as required. In this way it is clear

that they play the part of a varying resistance.

By Auxiliary Dynamo.—Professor Perry suggested

a method which has been successfully applied. It

consists in the employment of an auxiliary dynamo
inserted in the main circuit. At a constant speed

this dynamo produces an additional electromotive

force proportional to the strength of the main current,

and, therefore, proportional to the fall of potential on

the circuit. In this way the difference of potential

remains constant. This method has the great advan-
tage that it does not involve the wasting of energy

Inseparable from many other systems.
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Regulation Applicable to Direct Currents.

Either shunt-wound or separately excited dynamos
are used for systems of direct current supply. The
separate excitation may be effected either by separate

dynamo, or a supply may come for this purpose from
the mains. The latter is the more usual practice at

the present time. As has been frequently pointed

out, dynamos excited in the latter way may be con-

sidered as either shunt wound or separately excited,

so long as it runs in parallel with others. In order to

ensure that each dynamo shall start feeding in the

right direction the field - magnet circuit is always

completed before the armature circuit is closed.

Regulation Applicable to Alternating Currents.

In some respects the application of the alternating

current from a central station may be said to be less

complex than that from a direct current station. The
system which has hitherto found most favour consists

usually in employing a separate dynamo to feed each

main circuit, supplying each district. This may, of

course, imply that large or small districts may be run

off dynamos of corresponding power, and the risk of

accident is greater as the district to be supplied is

larger. But it is not uncommon to supply several

circuits from one dynamo. This subdivision of the

main supply presents the advantage that so long as

the dynamo itself is in perfect working order a fault

in any one of the circuits does not affect the others.

But a still more " elastic " system is in use. As the

number of lamps on each circuit diminishes more and

more, circuits can be switched on to one machine.

As the lamps increase the number of circuits on each

dynamo is correspondingly reduced. In this way a
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Station can be worked very economically. By means

of appropriate switching arrangements, the station

starts with one dynamo, feeding all the circuits. As
the call for current increases, the load becomes too

much for one machine. A proportion, or half of the

number of circuits, is then switched on to a second

dynamo, the field of which has been brought up to

the required degree of excitation, and this goes on

until all the dynamos are working full load, and all

the circuits are receiving their full supply.

This system, which is easily understood and
handled, is much simpler than parallel working. The
faults of parallel running, especially when the poten-

tial used is high, are difficult to deal with, and indeed

are only successfully obviated in stations where par-

allel running has been made a subject of special

study. In Europe parallel working is more commonly
successful than in America, where it is notably avoided.

The fact will be the more obvious when it is con-

sidered that in the case of parallel working all the

circuits are practically connected together. The
effect of this is that a fault upon any positive main
coinciding with a fault in any negative main may
cause a very serious short circuiting, which may give

rise to accidents in every circuit.

On the other hand, with the subdivision of circuits,

already mentioned, a fault upon a positive main must
correspond with a fault upon a negative main from the

same dynamo^ to cause an accident. The risks are

thus considerably diminished.

Parallel Running and Separate Circuits Combined.

But it has frequently been pointed out that the

liability to faults in the armature, which is con-
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siderable in the case of high tension alternators, may
be said to detract from the advantages of the system
of subdivision. Thus it is obvious that if a dynamo
be feeding a number of circuits by itself, and a fault

were to occur in its armature, every one of these

circuits would be effected, or their lamps extin-

guished altogether. Hence the dependence upon one
dynamo may be said to be risky.

But very serious attempts have been made to com-
bine the advantages of both systems. This necessi-

tates some arrangement by means of which there

shall exist an inter-dependence between two or more
dynamos. But this must be effected without any
metallic connection, otherwise it would be merely

parallel working. Mr. James Swinburne has shown*
that this combination may be effected as indicated in

the subjoined diagram, Fig. 153.

Three dynamos. A, B, C, are connected directly to

circuits. A has two external circuits, B one, and c

three. An earth on the positive of one of the circuits

of say I, in conjunction with one on the negative of a

circuit of say 4, causes no stoppage, as there is no

metallic connection between the circuits. If a leak

come on the positive of 4 and negative of 6, there

would be a stoppage ; but by transferring 4 or 6 to

another machine, a start can be made at once. The
dynamos are also connected to a transformer, D. This

is wound with as many circuits as there are dynamos
in parallel. Three only are shown. The trans-

former need not be large. Its utmost capacity need

only be enough to enable it to give the output of one

dynamo for a few minutes. Ordinarily this trans-

former has no load except what little may be neces-

• "IndubUies," Sep. 1890.
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sary to keep the dynamos in step. If one dynamo,

say C, breaks down, the transformer takes power

from A and B and supplies to the circuits belonging

to C. If C had an armature short circuit, or a break

in its exciting current, its fuse will have burnt out and

Fig. isj.-DUgram of Parallel and Sqwrate Circuit Amngement of DyiuunM.

it will be disconnected. The transformer need only

be able to supply power till an attendant has put the

circuits 4, 5, and 6 on another dynamo ; so the cur-

rent density allowed may be very high. This high

current density occurs only in the coil acting as the

secondary, as all the other coils act as primari^''^ in

parallel. Their current densities are low.



CHAPTER XVII.

ELECTRICITY IN MINING,

The electric light has, at the present time, firmly

established itself in the mines of all countries.

The use of the current as a transmitter ofpower has

been found to immensely facilitate the working under-

ground for purposes of pumping, haulage, and the

working of machines designed for the purpose of coal-

cutting, rock-drilling, &c.

The earlier applications of electricity in mining

upon any considerable scale had reference chiefly to

pumping, coal- getting, and drilling. Of late years,

however, the current is very generally used, in addi-

tion, for lighting all the " safe " parts of the workings

or ways. In the setting up of a plant for mining

work, therefore, it is now the general practice to so

arrange it that the supply shall be available for both

motive power and lighting.

Choice between Direct a7td Alternating Current.—

Although we now possess excellent motors capable of

performing full duty when fed by alternating currents,

yet, when the engineer has his choice for all-round

work between the alternating and the direct supply,

he will generally select the direct current as being

less troublesome, both in conveyance and application,

than any possible system of alternating current. But

this judicious choice would have special reference to
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motor work, as combined with a system of lighting,

or for motor work alone.

Cases in which electricity is only used for lighting

—and these cases are rather rare in this country

—

would very generally call for an alternating current

system, more especially when the distance between

the dynamo and the area of supply is considerable.

The high tension alternating current would offer

several advantages in point of inexpensive convey-

ance, facility in transforming down to a suitable

tension, and so on. Such cases being comparatively

rare, we need not consider the application of the

alternating current.

Temion for General Work.—For motor purposes an

E. M. F. of 500 volts has been in successful use in

numerous mines. At this pressure a considerable

power can be transferred from point to point without

having to employ heavy cables or the necessity to

insulate these in an expensive manner. In the case

of polyphase currents the same E. M. F. will be found

suitable, but there will be this difference between the

direct and the polyphase current, that the latter can-

not be used safely in rock drills where there is danger

of accidental shock to workmen. But the ease with

which the polyphase current can be transformed down
to a safe E. M. F., by means of stepdown convertors,

renders this class of current peculiarly suitable for

smalt motor work in mines.

Engine /Vw/r.—Without adverting to the early

difhculties of electrical engineers in establishing

plants in mines, when any kind of engine was con-
sidered good enough for driving a dynamo, we may
say at the outset that no hauling, fan, or jobbing
engine should be used for this purpose. The dynamo
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should have its own engine, which should, of course,
be of a modern and well-governed type. The ten-
dency is towards the employment of engines and
dynamos combined upon one bed-plate. There are
many excellent engines now in the market specially

designed for this class of work, and it will be found
the best of economy to put down the highest class of

machinery at the outset, abandoning all desires to

utilize this or that old machinery. The boiler power
should be reliable and ample, the choice at present
lying practically between Lancashire-type boilers and
water-tube boilers of the Babcock and Wilcox class.

In a rough district the Lancashire type will be found
the less troublesome.

Conveyance and Distriuuiton of the Current.—The
conditions under which electricity has to be carried

from *'bank" to "bottom," and along roads and
workings in mines, are full of difficulties to the inex-

perienced engineer. His cables must be of specially

selected types, and their laying and running skilfully

managed.
The cables must first be made to withstand rough

handling and treatment, and the insulation must be

absolutely proof against water.

The two chief classes of cable in practical use are

the vulcanised rubber insulated cable, which is gener-

ally limited to distribution purposes, and the bitumen

cables. The latter are generally used for main con-

ductors down shafts. They must be lead-covered,

otherwise the bitumen is no proof against leakage in

wet situations. A favourite kind of cable is the con-

centric, consisting of a core of strands, surrounded by

bitumen-compound insulation, and this in turn by a

circle ot conductors, also surrounded by bitumen com-
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pound. The lead envelope is then applied and taped,

and over all comes the wire " armour " to save the

whole from mechanical injury. We have here a cable

not unlike a deep-sea telegraph cable, but of a less

expensive kind.

The smaller distributing cables are usually insu-

lated in a much more expensive manner, being

sheathed in vulcanised rubber, and protected by
tarred tapings. These cables withstand the effects

of damp situations very eflfectually.

The difficulties of maintaining the insulation of a

heavy cable down a shaft and the chances of inter-

ruptions in the working have led many engineers to

select, instead of one heavy cable, a pair of lighter

weight, a favourite size consisting of 19/14 S. W. G.

wires. This cable is run in duplicate, and, provided

one of the pair is sufficient to carry the current on

emergency, a damage to one of them does not involve

a stoppage, all the current being transferred to the

other until the damage can be located and repaired.

With reference to the running of the cable to the

pit bottom (in cases where the current is generated at

the pit bank), diversity of opinion exists as to whether
it is best to select as a way the down shaft or the

upcast shaft. It is perhaps needless to say that in

individual cases one of those might be more suitable

than the other. In some pits the down shaft is so

rough, and the cables would be so liable to injury from

falling coal and other causes, that the upcast shaft

has to be selected for the purpose. It is not an
unusual occurrence, however, to find the upcast shaft

a kind of flue, conveying all kinds of gases, which
would have the property of corroding the iron and
lead protection of the cables. The downcast shaft is
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generally free from this objection, and may be said to

be the one generally used for the cables, but the

matter is one that lies in the judgment of the engineer

who has the work in hand.

Leading the cable down the side of the shaft calls

for considerable judgment and experience. The best

kind of cable is undoubtedly that already described

as lead-covered and armoured concentric cable. The
fixing of this kind to the shaft sides is comparatively

simple. The lead cables are very heavy, and in

fixing one down a shaft a suitable paying-out winch

and break must be provided at the bank. Since the

whole length of the cable must be payed down before

any of it can be fixed to the sides, it will be found

necessary to relieve the weight at intervals, otherwise

the great strain upon the cable near the top might

cause its rupture. This is done by attaching ropes

to the cable at distances of, say, 10 fathoms; and as

the cable descends, to keep paying out the ropes at

the same rate. In this way a weight of 60 ft. only

of the cable will be dependent at any one point, and

danger of rupture avoided. If the nature of the walls

admit of it, the cable may be cleated direct to the

walls.

Advantages of the Concentric Cable.— \.\i\^ class of

cable is now (1897) being used more extensively than

any other for work in mines. The reason is not far

to seek. The single cable forms the two ** leads
"

required, and the whole of the work of leading the

current down the shaft is done when the cable has

been run and cleated. Thus the trouble and expense

of running twin wires is avoided, and the expense

and uncertainty, present and prospective, of sheath-

ings or pipes avoided. The work, once well done, is
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done for good, and it has a permanent character

impossible in the case of sheathed or pipe work.

A great deal of pit work is done, however, by run-

ning a pair of 19/14 cables, lightly insulated, in

wooden sheathing. This is quite practicable when
the nature of the sides is dry, and other conditions

are favourable. Wood casings for this work are made
similar to casings for house wiring, but they are, of

course, made of sufficient size, and preferably of hard

wood. If pine be used the casings should be

creosoted before being erected to prevent rot, dry or

wet. Two positions for the cable grooves are chosen,

to suit different cases. The common way is to plane

out two channels in the face of the *' casing " some
inches apart. These grooves are made an easy fit to

the cable. A cover of wood, coach-screwed, is applied

to the face, and makes all secure. Mr. Albion T.

Snell, who has had great experience in this class of

work, uses a casing having the grooves made in the

sides instead of the front, and a cover or face is

applied to each side.

One of the advantages of the wooden casing is that

it supports the cable throughout its length. It also

forms a good elastic protection against knocks or

abrasion. The casings are usually spiked to the

shaft wall, through holes previously bored from front

to back.

Joints in the length of cable from bank to bottom
(if the current is not to be tapped at different

"levels") should be especially avoided. This pre-

caution is more important in the case of concentric

cable than in those protected by casings. If a joint

must be made in a concentric cable, a proper cast-

iron joint box should be used to protect it
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Branches from the Main,—The shaft cables should
lead well away from both top and bottom of the shaft.

As before mentioned, it should, if possible, be in one
unbroken, jointless length. It is thus made into an
isolated length by the fitting to it at each end of a

cast-iron junction box. Each box should occupy an

easily accessible position, so that in the event of a
breakdown of insulation the shaft cable may easily

be tested separately from the above and underground

cables.

The current is led away underground, if the distance

is considerable, by a good stout cable, consisting of

19/16 S. W. G. The size of these feeders, however,

will depend upon the current they are intended to

carry, and their insulation upon the E. M. F.

impressed upon them. It is not usual to permit the

employment of any fuses or cut-outs at any of the

junctions. These are safest if kept at two points

—

the generating house and the pit bottom. If cut-outs

are to be used at all at the ends of the feeders, ihey

must in most mines be located in patent gas-tight

boxes specially made for the purpose. These remarks

apply to "firey'* mines. Feeders should not be too

long. From 200 to 500 yards is the general rule.

If great lengths of feeding cable are used there will

happen difficulties in locating faults. The attaching

screws in the junction or joint boxes should be of

convenient pattern to facilitate disconnection and

connection quickly in case of a breakdown.

Lead-covered and armoured concentric cable of the

requisite size makes undoubtedly the best feeder for a

mine. It is possible to locate this in any position.

It must be remembered that in some cases feeders

may be carried along the sides of the ways or roads

;
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in Others it may be necessary, owin(( to the nature of

the roads, to bury them in trenches, parallel to the

rails, from which they must be kept a proper dis-

tance. Permanent work of this kind calls for trenches

about a foot deep. A suitable place should be

selected at either end of each length to lead it out of

the trench to a junction box, fixed in the side or roof

of the road, so that its isolation for testing may be

easily accomplished. The necessity for gas-tight

boxes increases as we near the coal faces, if the boxes

contain cut-outs.

Distributing Leads,—Distributors are now gene-

rally made from light flexible cable, containing about

7/16 S. W. G. The insulation is vulcanised rubber,

protected by braiding. Two kinds of braiding is

used, according as the work is rough or light. If the

distributors are liable to be shifted about, as with

rock drills or coal-getters, the braiding is of steel

wire, over hemp. A lighter kind of cable is simply

braided with hemp. The machines generally to be

fed are fumpSy which, not being liable to be shifted

often, may have their distributors cleated to the wood-
work of the roads; and drills, coal-cutters, and
portable lights. The latter will necessarily require

flexible leads, easily dragged forward as the work
proceeds, and this necessitates the use of the steel

wire protection already mentioned.

All connections to machines must be of a substantial

kind, and not liable to breakage of circuit, especially

in a mine where gas is apt to accumulate. As the

machines are shifted, it is not intended that the

electric feeder should be disconnected. A sufficient

length of lead should be coiled up ready to bo fed

out as the machine moves forward. Iron hooks
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should be driven into the props, well out of the way,
and upon these the leads should be hung until the

machine is reached. The twin leads recently intro-

duced, consisting of two flexible light cables, bound
together as one, will be found very well adapted for

leading current to machines. In the case of poly-

phase working three cables will be required, and in

many cases in America four are so.used.

No naked return cables should be used in pits;

there is a great deal of danger in their use in a fiery

mine, and it is easily demonstrated that they are not

economical, if found to be quite safe. The use of

practically earth return is wasteful, and there is,

therefore, constant trouble with the insulation of the

leads. Wherever makeshift arrangements for return

may be used, a coal mine is the last place in which

to try the experiment. In the early days of steam-

ship lighting, " ship return "—that is, connection to

the ship's iron body—was a common practice. But

the great difliculties of maintaining the insulation of

the leads, which has thus the double load thrown

upon it, has led to the almost total abandonment of

this method of completing the circuit in good instal-

lations.

Messrs. Mavor and Coulson have recently intro-

duced a concentric cable in which the central wire

only is insulated. The outer protection, spiralled

over the insulation, is steel wire, and this is made to

serve as the return. The cable may be used for dry

situations as described ; but for wet roads the insula-

tion is lead-covered, which not only keeps out water,

but, being in metallic connection with the outer

" armour," serves to reduce the resistance of the whole

cable. In any case these semi-concentric cables are
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infinitely preferable to any earthing of the return

through trolly rails or wire ropes, because the danger

of sparking to mr/h—a. common occurrence with the

makeshifts mentioned—is almost, if not quite, re-

moved.

Cables in "Fiery** Mines.—The foregoing precau-

tions are chiefly applicable to ordinary mining work.

But more stringent rules must be insisted upon in

dangerous mines. The chief cause of accidental

sparking in a mine lies in the possible rupture of the

cables. This is very often caused by falls of stone,

&c., from roofs and sides. Owing to this recognised

danger, it is the usual practice to hang all cables,

feeders, and distributors loosely upon the hooks or

cleats, so as to allow plenty of slack for sagging in

case of a fall of earth, &c. It is obvious that if the

cable can be brought down with the ** fall " it will not

be broken, and this method of leading cables has, for

that reason, found great favour with engineers in

fitting mines with electrical power.

Several extremely ingenious " safety " cables have

been patented for the purpose of obviating a possible

sparking upon the accidental rupture of the cable.

We may profitably examine one or two of these devices.

Charleton's safety cable consists of an ordinary cable

having an inner conductor, insulated, consisting of a

fine copper wire (No. i8 S. W. G.). The currents in

both conductors are in the same direction. The fine

wire is in connection with a magnetic cut-out in the

dynamo house. The action of the device depends
upon the fine wire breaking before the final rupture

of the main wires in the cable. If this occurs, the

magnetic cut-out comes into play and opens the main
circuit.
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It is obvious here that if the cable were to be
cut through with a chisel, aided by blows from a

hammer, the central wire would be severed before the

lower strands of the main conductor, and the safety

device would have time to act. There would, there-

fore, be no sparking upon the final rupture of the

cable. The success or failure of such a device in

practice would entirely depend upon the above con-

dition. The problem is complicated by the time that

would be required for the cut-out to act. There is

also the impedance of a long circuit to take into

account, and it is, of course, possible to conceive a

condition of things where a practically instantaneous

rupture of the cable might occur, and a momentary

arc would be found at the break long before the above

causes of interference would permit of the cut-out

acting.

Several patented ** safety " cables, dependent upon

the same principle—the rupture of a small wire before

or after the break of the main—have recently been

brought into notice. But before these cables were

invented it was a practice, we believe, with many
engineers, when working in certain mines, to run, in

addition to the main cable, an auxiliary wire. This

wire was simply in parallel with the main—the cur-

rent flowing in both in the same direction. The

auxiliary wire was hung more loosely than the main

cables : it had at short intervals spirals twisted in it,

afifording a great deal of slack in the event of a fall of

stone. The chances were that, in the event of a

break of the cable, the slack wire would simply be

buried and not broken. If it remained whole there

would be no spark at the rupture of the cable. A
large current will then pass through the small wire,

EE
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and cause a cut-out to act in the dynamo room or

other point where sparking can do no harm.

Mr. Atkinson patented a concentric cable depend-

ing upon much the same conditions. His cable con-

sists of a spirally-coiled core of several fine wires.

This coiling is so arranged that the spirals can be

pulled apart a considerable space before the fine

wires are broken. Over this cylindrical expansive

coil is placed an insulating coating. The main cur-

rent is carried by wires coiled upon this insulation.

The main wires are also insulated. The current is in

the same direction in both conductors. If a fall were

to bear upon the cable, the inference is that the main
wires would break, but the inner spiral would simply

be stretched out and the wires of it would remain

intact, giving ample time for the blowing of a cut-

out, opening the main circuit, at any safe place.

While it is assumed that perfect insulation exists

between the inner and outer wires of this safety cable,

an accidental contact would interfere with the work-

ing* by causing the cut-out to act. In order to obviate

this inconvenience, a resistance in series with the

fine wire is provided at the negative ends of the cable,

so that the fall of pressure is less along the inside

than along the outside : there is therefore always a
difference of pressure between the inner and outer

conductors at every part of the cable.

MM. Nolet and Jasper have extensively used on the

Continent a somewhat similar safety cable. In this

example the currents in the two wires—which are

similar to those of the Charleton cable—arc in oppo*
site directions. The function of the fine central wire
is to ciose the main circuit through two magnetic cut-

outs, one on the negative and one on the positive.
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On the breaking of the fine wire the cut-outs will act

and open the main circuit.

These cables are supposed to act instantaneously.

But it is obvious that although the cut-outs may act

simultaneously with the severing of the cable, a spark

may nevertheless break away at the rupture.

Other inventors, notably Mr. Pownall, have
patented methods of running the cable in a tube to

which air under pressure is supplied, so that any
damage to the pipe itself will reduce the pressure and
so cause an opening of the circuit.

But although great ingenuity has been brought to

bear upon the question of the safety cable, it is undeni-

able that a single instance of gas being fired through

the breaking of a cable is difficult to find. A good

deal may be said in favour of a strong, well-protected

concentric cable with no safety device attaching to it,

provided it be run with sufficient sag to permit of its

falling with any debris. If the cable is not taut it

will not be likely to be broken, for a steel wire-

sheathed cable is not liable to be cut through by an

ordinary road fall.

Jomting in Mines.—In very few mines is it permis-

sible to use soldering apparatus. Jointing of the

usual kind is therefore out of the question. It is

found necessary to provide longitudinal and T-joint

boxes, preferably of malleable cast iron, internally

fitted with attaching bolts and nuts for receiving the

naked ends of the cables and distributors. These

boxes should be capable of closing watertight, for

although a dry situation should be chosen, if prac-

ticable, for a joint box, water may at any time find

its way to any point in a mine. Joints should be

particularly avoided in vertical shafts, and for this
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reason vertical cables should be in one length. Joint

boxes should not be buried if they can be fixed above

grround. They afford the only means of isolating a

given length of cable and should for this reason be

easily accessible.
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ABUTMENT pole for lamp,

231

Acrumulators, 40
plates for, 44
capacity of, 48

efficiency of, 48

treatment of, 49
as transformers, 193

as regulators, 402

aboard ship, 377
Actuating drivers for aic lamps,

214

Albert Docks, circuits at, 313

Alliance machine, 66

Alleneck's arc lamps, 226

Alternator machine, Siemens', 124

Ferranti's, 126

Mordey's, 130

Lowrie-Parker, 133

and continuous current for in-

candescent lamps, 290

current for arc lighting, 308

Amalgamating zinc, 9

Ammeter, Ayrton and Perry's, 334

Ampere, the, 5, 356

Application ot the light, 358

Arc light, Professor Daniell on, 3
under water, 4
colour of, 4
electric, 206

lamps, 206

carbons for, 210

feeding devices for, 2 14

actuating devices for, 214

Arc lamp, Serrin's, 215

Arcliereau's, 216

lamp, Brockie-Pell, 218

Siemens', 225

Siemens' differential, 226

Siemens' pendulum, 226

Thomson-Houston, 232

Lontin's, 234
Brush, 235
Carr6's, 235

Wallace-Farmer, 242

Rapieffs, 244
Cromp.on's, 247
Weston's, 248

the Pilson, 248

rotating disc, 250
Reynier's, 251

Werdermann's, 253
circuits, 304
light with altemaling current,

308

do. at British Museum, 312

measurement of, 339
Archereau's lamp, 216

Armature, Siemens' shuttle, 70

Pacinotti, 71

Gramme, 74
Aimatures, dium, 109

core of, I ID

winding, ill

ling and disc, 121

disc, winding of, 1 24

Ferranti's, 127

Weston's, 143
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Annalurw, Brush, 148

bminaictl, 150

tphericalf 169

Aioo*t electric meter, 204

AatoouUc regulators for arc, a 13

AttxUiary dynamo as regulator, 403

Ayrton and Peny'a ammeter, 334

OAR commutator, 309
Batteries, voltaic, 6

Battel ies nature of, 7

direction of current of, 8

circuit, 8

poles of, 8

constiuction of, 8

exdtant for, 9
cell, composition of, 10

one liquid, 1

1

two liquids, 1

1

bichromate, 11

polarisation of. 1

1

double fluid, 1

1

construction of, 13

bichromate, number of cells,

16

constant, 17

Bun<en, 17

secondary, 40
accumulator, 40
Faure, 43
Ihcrmo electric, 52

Battery, Bunsm, construction of,

18

number required, 22

iron, 23

chroroate of lime, 24

ttosnitable for electric light, a6

Grove's, 26

platinum for, 28

Upward 's, 38
for photographer's light, 30
•ir agitation for, 32

Battery, portable, 39
Friedlander's, 40

Bichroniate battery, 1

1

construction of, 13

number of cells of, 16

Binding screws for batteries, 8

Blowpipe Limp, Jamin's, 264
Board of Trade unit, 357
Boxes, distribution and junction,

327
Breguet, 71

Brockie-Pell lamp, 218

Briish's dynamo, 148

armature, 148

laminated armature, 150

regulator, 187

lamp, 235

system, leading wires of, 203

Bunscn battery, 1

7

construction of, 18

excitants of, 20

number required, 22

r^ABLES, stranded, 301
^^ Candle, electric, Jabloch*

koflTs, 256

Candle, electric, Wilde's, 259
De Meritcns', 266

RapiefT and Siemens', 266

Capacity of secondary battery, 48

Dynamo, 171

Carbon points, 208

for lamps, 210

Carbonising filaments, 286

Carbon resistance, 310

Cardew'f voltmeter, 336
Cane's carbons, 2 1

1

lamp, 235

Cells, containing, for battery, 9
composition of and porous, 10

Cellulose filaments, 287

Central station lighting, control of,

401
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Chain-driving lor dynamo, 184

Circuit of battery, S

Ciroiiting, short, of dynamo,
180

Circuits, chapter on, 296

for arc lighting, 304
at British Museum, 312

at Albert Dock, 313
arrangement for incandescent

lamps, 315
mathematical investigation of

the, 350
Clamps for battery, 8

Clockwork electric meters, 204
Clutch lamps, 221

Coils, induction, 191

Commutators, care of, 177

bar, 309
Compass disturbance, test for,

379
Conductivity and resistance, 357
Conduits for mains, 328

Connection, platinum, for lamps,

288

Construction of battery, 8

Constant batteries, 17

Containing cells of batter)', 9
Continuous and alternating currents

for glow lamps, 290

Controller, resistance, 309
Converters, 19

1

Zipemowsky's, 195

Core of drum armature, no
Cost of electric lighting compared

with gas, 374
Cotton filaments, parchmentised,

286

Coupling piece for leading wires,

303
Crompton's lamp, 247

Current regulators, 184

for incandescent lighting,

290

Cut-out and fuse, 328

rjANIELL, Prof., on flectrfc

arc, 3
Davy, Sir Humphry, and the electric

arc, 2

De Meritens' machine, 85, 266

Derived circuit winding, 1 18

Detailed account of incandescent

lamp, 282

Deviator, Siemens', 311

Differential lamp, Siemens', 226

Direct driving for dynamo, 184

Disc armatures, t2i

Distributing dynamo. Gramme,

184

Distribution boxes, 327

Double pole switches, 330
Driving dynamo, 182

Drum armatures, 109

winding, iii

Dwelling-house lighting, 358
Dynamo, early conception of, 92

electric machine, 92
Ladd's, 96

Gramme, 97
work of, lOl

winding series. • 17

shunt, 118

Siemens' alternating, 124

Ferranti's, 126

at Deptford, 130

Mordey's alternating, 130

Lowiie-Parker altein>tor, 133

continuous current, 135

Maxim's, 136

We-ton's, 139, 141

a curious, 144

Lontin's, 146

Brush's, 148

Edison's, 157

Edison-Hopkinson, 165

Kapp's, 166

revolving Keeper, 168

Thomson-Houston, 169

size and capacity of, 171
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DjrBamo, drMftf of, f8s

•Adencyor, 172

gownl observations on, 171

fthort drcuiiing of, 180

testtni;, 172

treatment of, 177

Dynamometer, electro, 331

YEARLY electric lamps, 209
*-* incande>cent lamps, 267—

carbon incandescent lampt , 279

Edison's dynamo. 157

Hopkinson dynamo, i6«

electricity supply meter, 199

early lamps, 271

incandescent platinum lamps,

«74

lamp, diagram of, 291

KAciency of accumuhtor, 48

dynamo, 172

incandescent lamp, 288

Electrical uniti, practical, 5

Electricity supply meters, 199

Schallenberger's, 201

Ferranti, 203

Forbes, 204

Aron, 204

Electric lamps, 206

arc, 206

lamps, early, 209

lamp«, actuating devices for,

214

candle, JablochkofTs, 256
WUde's. 259
RapieiTi and Siemens',

266

blowpipe, Jamin's, 264
iacaodescence, 266

incaadeicent lamps, early E<li.

•on, 271

Rlectflc light, the fist arc, a

•nder water. 4
of.4

Electric light circuits, 328

light in railway trains, 361

Electro dynamometer, 351
Electro-magnef, 66

Elements, negative, 9
Kndosmys, lo

E. P. S. accumulators, 46
Equational numbers, 355
Excitant for battery, 9

"CALL of potential, 317
Faraday's discovery, 57

Faure's accumulator battery, 43
Feeders and mains, 324
Feeders, 327
Feeding devices for arc lamps, 214

Ferranti 25,000-light dynamo, 130

Ferranti-Thomson dynamo, 126

electricity meter, 203

Filaments for lamps, the early, 283

flashed, 284

attachments of, 284

running on the pumps, 285

parchmcnii>ed cotton, 286

carbonising of, 286

cellulose, 287

Flashed filaments, 284

Focussing lamps, 22

1

Forbes' electricity meter, J04

Friedlander's battery, 40
Fuse and cut>out, 328

QALVANIC batteries, 6

Gaulard and Gibba' trans*

formers, 196

Gas, C'>st ot, compared with electric

light, 374
Glow'lamps, early, 280

Gramme magneto-electric machine,

74
(iramme armature, 74

dynamo, 97
distributor dy'namo, rr^

dynamo, work of, tot
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Grid for secondary battery, 44
Grove's battery, 26

TT EAT units, 356
High candle-power incandes-

cent lamps, 289

Holmes's magneto machine, 69

Hopkinson's indicator of potential,

322

three-wire system, 318

Horse-power, number oflamps per,

289

House-lighting, battery for, 35
Lalande battery for, 36

T NCANDESCENCE in vacuo

and gas, 266

lamps, early, 267

lamp, Edison's earlier, 271

lamps, platinum, 274

early carbon, 279

Swan's earlier, 280

detailed account of, 282

attachment offilaments of,

284

filaments, flashed, 284

parchment cotton, 286

carbonising of, 286

cellulose, 287

life of, 288

platinum, connections for, 288

efficiency of, 289

high candle power, 289

number per horse-power on

dynamo, 286

voltage of, 290

current required for, 2</5

miner's, 292

Incandescent lamps, Lane-Fox,

292

lighting, circuit arrangement

for, 315

in theatres, 359

Incandescent lighting, genrral, 359
of large spaces, 360

Induction, magneto-electric, 58

coils, 191

Indicators of potential in mains, 32

1

Hopkinson's, 322

Insulation testing, 390
Iron batteries, 23

TABLOCHKOFF'S candle, 256

J Jamin's blowpipe lamp, 264

Jointing for incandescent work, 399
Joints in leading wires, 302

Latimer Clark's, 304

Junction boxes, 327

XT-APP'S dynamo, 166^ Kapp and Snell's trans-

former, 196

Keeper dynamo, 168

Kennedy's transformer, 197

T ALANDE'S battery for house-

^ lighting, 36

Lamp, electric, 206

early electric, 209

arc, 206

Serrin's arc, 215

Archereau's, 216

Brokie-Pell, 218

clutch, 221

Siemens', 225

diflerenlial, 226

pendulum, 226

Thomson-Houston, 23a

Loniin's, 234

Brush's, 235

Cari6's, 235

Wallace-Farmer, 242

Rapicfl's, 244

Crompton's, 247

Weston's, 248

Pilsen. 248

Rotating disc, 250
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lamp, Reynier's, 251

Werdeniumn's, 253

Jamtn's blowpipe, 264

incandescent, early, 267

fOamenU, the earlier, 283

flashes, 284

incandescent, life of, 288

high candle-power, 289

Lamps, number of, per h.-p., 289

incandescent, voltage of, 290

Lane>Fox's, 292

Large spaces, incandescent lighting

of, 360

Latimer-CIark's wire joints, 304
Leading wires, 300

Leakage tests, 394, 395, 397
Life of incandescent lamp, 288

Light, arc, under water, 4
Lighting house, battery for, 35

ships, cells for, 49
by incandescence, 358

Lime, chromate of, battery, 24

London County Council and theatre

lighting, 367

Lontin's Lamp, 234

Lowrie*Parker dynamo, 133

liif ACHINES, magneto-electric,
^^^

57

electro>magneto electric, 87

dynamo-electric, 92

Siemens*, 113

Magneto-electric machines, 57
Clarke's, 61

St6hrer's, 63
Alliance, 66

Holmes's, 69
Bregoet's,;!

Varlcy's, 72

Gramme's, 74

De Mcritcn'ji, 85
Wilde's 87

llagneto-clectricity, Faraday's dis-

90\xtj of, 59

liiagneto-electricity induction, 58
Mains, systems, 296—299

fall of potential in, 3 1

7

indication of potential in, 321

and feeders, 324
materials of, 325

Maquay*s primary battery, 295
Mathematical notes, 347

investigation of the ciicuit, 350
Maxim's dynamo, 136

incandescent lamp, 292

Measurement, electrical units of, 5
ofarc light, 339

Meters, electric supply, 199

Siemens' watt, 335
Miner's incandescent lamps, 292

Miner's lamp, Swan's, 293
Pitkin's, 294

SchanschieflTs, 29$
Maquay's, 295

Mining, electricity in, 407
Mordey's dynamo, 130

Multiple seiiea, system of circuit,

298

arc system, the, 298

jSJATURE of batteries, 7

Negative and positive bat-

tery elements, 8

Number of incandescent laiiip>

maintained per h.-p., 289

/^BSCURED glass, effects of, \u

^"^ lamps, 365

Ohm, the, 5, 356

Ohm's law of the circuit, 356

One-]i(iuid battery, 1

1

Opalescent glass, effects of, 365

pACCINOTTIS ring armature.

Parallel running and separate cir-

cuit, 404
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Parchmentised cotton filaments for

lamps, 286

Pendulum arc lamp, Siemens*, 226

Photographer's light, battery for, 30

Photometer, Rumford, Bunsen,340,

341

Pilot wires, 321

Pilsen lamp, 248

Pitkin miner's lamp, 294

Plant^'s discovery, 41

secondary battery, 41

Pla e, negative, for battery, 9
Platinum for battery, 28

incandescent lamps, 274

connection for incandescent

lamps, 288

Plugs, fusible safety, 328

Points, carbon, 208

Polarisation of battery, 1

1

Porous cell, 10

Portable battery, 39
Positive and negative, 8

Potential, fall of, in main>;, 317

indicator of in mains, 321

Primary batteries for house light-

ing, 35
Process of carbonising, 286

Pumps, running on the, 285

n AILWAY trains, electric litjht-

^^ ing of, 361

Rapieff's lamp, 244

and Siemens' electric candles,

266
Regulation by various means, 401

Regulators of current, 184

Brush's, 187

Resistance tests, 385

(working) tests, 395
controllers, 309

carbon, 310

and conductivity, 357
Revolving Keeper dynamo, 16S

Reynier's lamp, 25^

Ring, Gramme's, 35
and disc armatures, (21

Rope-driving for dynamo, 183

Rotating disc lamps, 258
*• Running on the pumps," 285

CAFETY lamps, minei's electric,

^ 292

plugs and fuses, 328

Sawyer-Mann incandescent lamp,

268

Saxton magneto-electiic machine,

61

Schallenberger's electricity meter,

201

SchanschiefF's miner's lamp, 295

Secondary battery, 40

plates for, 44
E. P. S. type, 46

as a transformer, 193

Self-iegulating transformers, 197

Series winding of Siemens' dynaniD.

117

Series system of circuits, 297

Serrin's lamp, 215

Ship lighting, 375

cells for, 49
wiring, 378

lamps, 380

cables, 381

Shop and warehouse lighting, 35^

Short circuiting of dynamo, 180

Shunt winding of Siemens' dynan.o

117, 118

Siemens' shuttle armature, 70

dynamo, 1 13

series, wind'ng of, 117

alternating dsnaiuo, 124

regulator, 185

lamps, 225

deviator, 311

electro dynamometer, 331

watt-meter, 333
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Single-liqiiid battery. If

Siae and capacity of dynamo, 17

1

Soldering. 9
Spherical annature, 169

Stdhrer's machine, 63

Stxanded cables, 301

Swan's earlier lamps, 280

miners* lamps, 293

Switches, 330

System of mains, classification of,

296-299

T^ESTING dynamo, 17a

for compass disturbance, 379

for insulation, 390

for leakage, 394
Theatres, incandescent light in, 359

lighting of, and London

County Council, 367

Thermo-electric batteries, 52

Thomson-Houston dynamo, 169

lamp, 232

Thomson, Sir W., voltmeter, 336

Three-wire system, the, 298-318

Transformers, 191

accumulators as, 193

Zipemowsky's, 195

Kapp and Snell's, 196

Gaulard and Gibbs', 196

sdf-regulating, 197

Kennedy's, 197

Treatment of accumulators, 49
dynamos, 1 77

Two-wiie system, 297

T T NIT. Board of Trade, 357^ Upward's battery, 58

\TACUO, incandescence in, 266

Variey's machine, 71

Varying resbtance, regulation by,

401

Volt, the, 5, 356

Voltage, &c., ofincandescent lamps,

290

Voltaic batteries, 6

Voltmeter test for earth leakage,

397
Voltmeters, 33s

Cardew's, 336

TXTALKER'S battery, 39
Wallace-Farmer dynamo,

lbs

lamp, 242

Watt, the, 5

Watt-mctcr, Siemens', 333
Werdcrmann's lamp, 253

Weston's dynamo, 139

lamp, 248

Wilde's machine, 87

electric candle, 259

Winding drum annature, 1 1

1

shunt, Siemens' machine, f 1

7

shunt, 118

ring and disc armatures, 122

Wire insulated, nature of, 384

joint, Latimer-Clark's, 304

Wires, pilot, 321

Wiring tests, 383

VINC, amalgamation of, 9^ Zipcrnowbky'a transforutcr,

>9S

rannao ar m. vultvi awd coMrAWY, luutbo, citt road, lokook.
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tools to be found in an amateur's workshop, to build a practical dynamo macLinu."

—

Electrician,

THE STUDENT'S TEXT-BOOK OF ELECTRICITY.
By H. M. NoAD, F.R.S. Cheaper Edition. 650 p*)., with 470 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo, 9s. cloth.

THE ENGINEER'S YEAR-BOOK. (Published annually.)
Comprising Formula;, Rules, Tables, Data, and Memoranda in Civil,

Mechanical, Electrical, Marine, and Mine Engineering. By H. R.
Kempe, A.m. Inst. C.E., M.I.E.E., &c. With 1,000 Illustrations,

Crown 8vo, 900 pages, 8s. leather. \y^^^ published.

" Represents an enormous quantity of work, and forms a desirable t>ook ot

reference."

—

T/ie Engineer.

"The volume is distinctly in advance of most similar publications in this countiy."
—Engineering.

FACTORY ACCOUNTS: Their Principles and Practice.

A Handbook for Accountants and Manufacturers, with Appendices on
the Nomenclature of Machine Details ; the Income Tax Acts ; the Rating
of Factories, &c. Including, also, a Glossary of Terms, and a large

number of Specimen Rulings. By Emilk Gakcke and J. M. FELLS.
Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Demy 8vo, 250 pages. Os.,

strongly bound.
" A ver\' interesting description of the requirements of Factory Accounts. . . .

The principle of assimilating the Factory Accounts to the general commercial books
is one which >/e thoroughly agree yiith."—Accouniantx' Journal. ^

London : Crosby Lockwood & Son, 7, Stationers' Hall Coort, E.G.



AD VERTISEMENTS,

BOOKS FOR PRACTICAL ENGINEERS.

THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S POCKET-BOOK
of TablcH, FormuKTB. Rule*, and D.Ua : A H.indy H >ok of Reference

for Dailv Use in Enginccrinfj Praciicc. By D. Kinnkar Clakk,
Mlnst.C.E. Fourth Edition. Small 8vo,' 700 pages, 6s., bound b
flexible leather cover, rounded comers.
** It wottld b« found diffirult to compress more matter within a liin ,

or prpdllO* • book of 6^0 p<ik<^* which thouM bo mure compact or <

pocket referent • Will t>e appreciated by mechanical engineers o:

'-fha^:. (ft.

"1 i of work that practical men require to have near to them.'*—

A HANDBOOK ON THE STEAM ENGINE, with especial

Reference to Small and Medium-sized Engines. For the use of Engine
Makers, Mechanical Draughtsmen. Engineering Students, and Users of

Steam Power. By Herman HKAnKK. C.E, Translated from the

German by H. H. P. Powlrs, A.M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E. Second
Edition. Revised. With nearly 1,100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,

9$. doth.
" A perf<*ct encyclopedia of the steam cni^inc and its details, and one wh<rh

mu«t take a perminent place in English drawinjj-offices and workshopM."

—

A Foir^
f4ii» PatUt-M-makrr.

THE PRACTICAL ENGINEER'S HANDBOOK, compris-
ing a Treatise on Modern Engines and Boilers, Marine, Locomotive, and
Stationary. And containing a large collection of Rules and Practical

Data relating to recent Practice in Designing and Constructing all kinds

of Engines, Boilers, and other Engineering work. By Wai.tk.r S.

HinrON. Ci\il and Mechanical Engineer. With 420 Illustrations.

Sixth Edition, Revised, with Additions. Medium 8vo, 560 pp., price

l8s., strongly bound. [Just publtshed.

**Tbe author has collected toirether a surprising quantity cf rules and prartical

data, and has ahown much judgment in the selrriinns he has made. . . . there is no
doabt that this bofik is one of the most useful of its kind published, and will be a %rry

popular compendium."

—

liHstHrer.

THE PRACTICAL MECHANIC'S WORKSHOP COM-
PANION. Comprising a great variety of the most useful Rules and
Formulae in Mechanic-il Science, with numerous Tables of Practical

Data and Calculated Results for Facilitating Mechanical 0[>crations.

By William Trmplktov. Eighteenth Etlition, Revised. Modern*
iscd and considerably Enlarj-ed by Walter S. Hutton, C.E.
Fcap. 8vo, nearly 500 pp., with 8 Plates and upwards of 250 Illus-

trative Diagrams, 6s., strongly bound for workshop or pocket wear and
lev.

' la ita nodeniiard fom Button's ' Tcmpleton * should have a wide s;«le, for it

ttoamecli vaJuable information which the mechanic will often 6ndofu«c. and
nnc a few tables aad weUm wbkb be nifbt look (or in vain in other mox^t.^—EMgiuh
Afetkmmu.

LoKOON : Crosby Lockwood k Son, 7, Stationers' Hall Court, £.C.
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